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ABSTRACT

This study contributes to the contemporary debate within
Western radical sociology of education regarding the
relationship betl,reen the social order and the processes of
schooling. It is theoretically well-established in this
field that schooling is central to the maintenance of
existing social relations of dorninance and subordination.

Focusing on the cornmonsense knowledge and classroom
practices of two groups of fifth form adolescent girls in
an inner-city all-girls Grammar school in New Zea1and, the
study sets out to analyse and illustrate in concriete detail
some of the ideological and pedagogical processes through
which schooling contributes to social reproduction.

The data and discussion provide insights into the thoughts
and everyday school experiences of sorne niddle class Pakeha

(European) and working class Pacific Island girls as they
seriously atternpt to tget school knowledger and, thus, the
credentials vrhich they believe the school offers the
motivated and able. It also shows how teachers unwittingly
recruit the active participation of students from rracel
and class groups in pedagogical interactions which often
preclude the workj.ng class Pacific Island giris from
acguiring the school credentials they seek. This process,
and that of the schoolrs tprovisionr of the niddle class
Pakeha girlsf acadernic achievement, is then rmisrecognisedl

by the students as the natural and fair outcome of
differential talent and motivation.

The theoreti.cal framework of the thesis centres around the
major contemporary questions in social theory regarding the
agency-structure relationsh.ifi how social and cultural life
is to be conceptualised as the dialectical product of human

agents producing and produced by the social structure
within which thev exist.
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PART ONE: THE STUDY IN CONTEXT

The first three chapters serve to rlocater the study and
its subjects.

In Chapter One I situate this study within the contemporary
field of radical sociology of education. I outline some
questions regarding the processes through which schooling
contributes to the naintenance of the existing social
order, rvhich as yet are insufficiently answered within the
fie1d, and which f address in this study.

Chapter Two provides an account of the rnethodology used to
pursue these questions within the concrete setting of an
all-girlsr second.ary school in New Zea1and.

Chapter Three situates the working class Pacific Island and
niddle class Pakeha girls (who are the subjects of this
study) within the social and economic context of New
Zealand society which, f argue, is centrally related torwhat happensr in school.

\
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCEION AND RATTONALE

This study is an attempt to describe and understand some

aspects of the everyday knowledge and school experience of

two groups of generally rhard workingr adolescent gir1s, in

a New Zealand secondary school. These girls, fron

different social class and ethnic groups, want what the

school ostensibly has to offer - gualifications towards a

'good job'.

Not surprisingly perhaps, rwhat happens in schoolr is quite

different for these two groups of girls (a group of working

class Pacific Island Polynesians, and a group of niddle

class eakehaf;, and the rworkt they d.o in the classroom is
differently rewarded, despite their usually concerned and

caring teachers: the Pakeha girls tdid wellr and nostly
went to university, whj-le the Pacific Island girls largely
did not do well at school (usually getting jobs they had

hoped to avoid).

One would hardly expect otherwise wj-thin a socj.ety

characterised by the differential power of groups to

benef it frorn social institut,ions such as the school i

inequalities in the routcomesr of New Zealand schooling in
terms of race, class, and gend.er are well--documented.2 But

although we might rknowt that schools are failing to

"'-. !t '
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mitigate exist,ing inegualitiesr w€ know little about how

the perpetuation of power relations occurs via a social

institution such as the school. As Codd, Harker and Nash

(1985) point, out, although most recent academic analysis

within sociology of education has exposed inegualities of

educational access and outcome in New Zealand, this
analysis has rrrevealed nothingtt about how power is
rrmediated by the institution of schooling itselftt lCodd e.E

^aI, 1985:9).'

This study is an attempt to provide insight into some of

the processes of such mediation. It is an atternpt to

identify and illustrate aclual processes through which the

school contributes to the maintenance of the existing polrrer

relations which constitute New Zeal-and society. Located

within the wider academic context, of the 'radicall
sociology of education, it also represents a critigue of
existing radical atternpts to identify the nature of these
rreproductiver processes. (N.8. I use rradicalr to refer
to those theories (including Marxist,) which denand that an

understanding of structural power relations and their
reproduction are central to any explanation of socj-al

life) .

There is a burgeoning literature, predominantly

theoretical, on the so-calIed repressive nature of

schooling within Western capitalist countries.

Conternporary writers in the sociology of education j-n

Britain, the United States, Australia and New Zealand have
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argued strongly that the function of education within
capit,alism is the rnaintenance of a social-economic

structure which is not in the objective interests of large

numbers of people, particularly the working class4, 
"oro.ns,

and, Blacks.5

Yet despite the fact that schooling demonstrably works

against their interests, a high proportion of students

continue to attend schooL beyond the age of compulsion.

And although we often hear more about the rebellious
students, the najority continue to rbehaver at school, and

work hard there. Why do so many particularly working class

students, like the Pacific Island girls in this study, stay

on at school tdoing their bestr, when the prospects for
them in terms of academic success and social rnobility are

linitedr or downright non-existent? What processes are at
work to explain how these students work hard and still
tfailr at school and afterwards?

These guestions are at the heart of a larger one about how

an unequal society naj.ntains itself. Explanations of the
rreproductj-ver processes of an ineguitable social and

economic order (characterised by subordination and a rlack

of chancesr for large numbers of people) have preoccupied

radicai- sociologists of education, who argue that schools

are centrally involved in these processes.
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l.1 Social Reproduction and Conternporary Radical
Socioloqv of Education

The idea that schools reproduce the society in which they

exist is not new. fn 1897, Durkheim wrote tt[Education; is
only the inage and reflect,ion of society. It imj-tates and

reproduces the latter in abbrevj.ated form, it does not,

create itrr (Durkheirn, 1951t372). Few educational theorists

have overlooked the fact that schools prepare young people

for their future in the labour market and wider economic

life. So-ca1led radical theorists, however, have

understood rreconomic lifetr in terms of j.ts antagonistic and

aslnnnetrical relationships of power. Contrary to the

claims of liberal educationalists that school offers the

prospect, of greater social equality through possibilities
for social nobility and opportunities for all, radical
theorists have argued that the nain function of school is
to legitinise existing inequalities. Thus they have

focused on the school t s role in rnaintaining soci.al

relations of domination and subordination; and how

schooling is central to the way a society characterised by

differential power relations reproduces itself without
having to resort to the use of overtly repressive or

violent measures. As PauI Willis put it, rreproductionr

theorists have argued that
Education [is] not about equality, but ineguality ....
Educationrs main purpose of social integration of a
class society [can] be achieved only by preparing kids
for an uneoual future, and by ensuring their personal
undevelopment. Far from productive roles in the
economy sinply waiting to be 'fairly filledt by the
products of education, the rreproductionr perspective
reverseIs] this to suggest that capitalist production
and its roles recruire certain educat,ional outcomes.

Willis, 1983:110
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willisrs terse surunary of a rreproductiont position

captures the spirit of the prevailing perspectives of

radical theorists in the sociology of education, united in

part by their opposition to a liberal vi-ewpoint.

Significantly, here he leaves open the guestion of the

ernpirical nature of the relationship between the social-

economic and educational spheres.T

Different approaches to the question of the actual

relationship between the internal operation of the school

and the overall social structure can be seen to

characterise two rnajor theoretical positions within
rradical' sociology of education. These positions address

differently the quest,ion of how best to understand and

conceptualise the relationship between peoplers everyday

lives and experiences, and the on-going social structure in
which they exist. As Giddens (1979) has pointed out, this
relationship - between agency and structure - stands as

probably the najor problem j.n modern social theory.

In sinple terrnsS, one approach, vrhi.ch has arisen largely

from a more ttraditionalr or fst,ructuralistr reading of

Marx, puts ernphasis on the underlying social and econornic

organisation (or structure) which, through the material

condit,ions and social relations it produces, and the

generation of ideology by dominant groups, largely
determines human thought and acti-on. Peoplets daily lives
and experj.ences, then, are the products of the social

structure, not the other way round. This approach
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emphasises the fact of d,onination of sorne groups over
others, and focuses theoretically on the on_going
maintenance of an imposed social organisation.

Another approach, which rnight loosely be called, a
fcurturaristr approach (Johnson, tgTg) , is focused not on
underlying structurar relations, but on the daily creati,ve,
expressive lives of groups of people. The ernphasis is on
meaning, how people make sense of and respond to the
conditions of their soci.al existence: how, in other words,
they make rculturer, as they actively live their day-t,o-day
lives and re-produce their futures. Arthough this approach
certai-nly does not suggest that people freely choose,
create and so o'r it does insist on an understanding of the
active participation of groups of people in the structural
organisation and reprod,uction of their society.

The theoreticar debates about and between these posit,ions
have largely occurred outsid,e the field of ed,ucationg,
though recent discussions within radical sociology of
educati-on about how to best understand the relationship
between everyday practice in schools and the social and
economic order have drawn attention to these general
approaches within the field. rt would be incorrect to say
that within radical sociology of ed.ucation these two
approaches to understanding social practice exist, in
opposition to each other. Rather, the field has in the
past been dominated by rstructuralr approaches to schooling
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which have more recently been challenged by theorists and

researchers who (taking a rculturalistt approach) stress

the inadequacies of sirnplv focusing on structure and

neglecting actual lived experience which produces and is
produced by the social structural organisation (see in
particular Apple 1980a, 3982b; Giroux 1983a, 1983b; Willis
1983). Such writers argue ultirnately for a synthesis of

approaches, which draws agency and structure into a

dialectical relationship.

This work contributes to such a criticrue.

L.2 fStructuralistr Accounts of Schooling

Until recently, structuralist writers such as Bowles and

eintislo (in their seminal work schooling in capitalist
Amerj-ca) and others influenced by them, have not only

dorninated radical atternpts to conceptualise the nature of
the schoolrs cont,ribution to the exist,ing order, but also a

I structural j.st t approach has tended to dorninate radical
understanding of practice in schools (Giroux 1983b z 262).

Central to Bowles and Gintisrs position is the idea that
schools and their rproductsr can only be understood by

analysing the structural effects of the workplace on them.

They rnaintain that the structure of the workplace in
particular its relationships of dorninance and subordination

is reflected in, and replicated through, the daily
routines and practices that shape classrcom social
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relations. It is this structural rcorrespondencer between

the social relatj.ons of schooling and work which accounts

for rrthe ability of the educational system to produce an

amenable and fragmented workforce'r (Bowles & Gintis,
L976:125). Thus the prevailing class structure, and the

dominant patterns of power and privilege are reproduced.

Bowles and Gintis suggest, broadly, that the school

contributes to the maintenance of class relations of

capitalisn through inculcating in young people fron

different economic classes the dj-spositions, aspirations,

attitudes and skills dernanded by their future positions in
the econornic hierarchy, In effect, the classroom j.s seen

as a site where the studentsr personalities, beliefs and

aptitudes are imposed upon them, as the school acts to
fulfil the needs of the economic system.

Other accounts, for example that expressed in a

structuralist rreadingr of the early educational theory of

Pierre Bourdieull, disagree that the daily operation of the

school is innediately determined by the needs of the

economy. Bourdieu posits some autonorny for the school

which, instead of directly providing appropriately-prepared

fodder for the labour market, acts more subtly to secure

the existing power relations by selectively rewarding and

naintaining as dorninant the cultural resources possessed by

children of rrulingr groups. The child whose farnily

culture matches that of the school is able to express the

qualities labelled rintelligentr and rabler, while those

who do not possess such rcultural capitalr - workingr class
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children - have been denied access to the norms, values and

so on which underlie the schoolts procedures of selection

and reward.12 The credentials thus gained from school can

be used to fruling classr studentsr advantage on the

economic market. fn crude terms, this so-called tcultural

reproductionr perspective portrays students as culturally-
shaped pawns who are selectively excluded from, or provided

with, school success (and power) by the dominant-

culturally-shaped webbing of the school, which acts as a

political-economic sieve. 13

other structuralist educational theorists, for example

Harris (1979), focus on the schoolrs role in the fornation

of consciousness as crucial to the processes through which

educational institutions contribute to the nraintenance of

the exj.sting order. For theorists such as Harris,
following Althusser (1971), the schoolrs role in the

transmission of ideology is central to an analysis of the

operat,ion and function of education in capitalism. Harris
points out, that any social organisation relies for its
continued existence on most people,s tacit support of that
organisation and its rationale. He argues that the school

is central to providing each new generation with the

beliefs and knowledge necessary to such support. Education

is basically political manipulationi in short, rreducation

sinply produces a particular consciousnessi one suited to
the capitalist mode of productionrr (Harris, 19792I44).
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By characterising students as victins of the inpositions of

the school acting as a (more or less autonornous) agent of

capitalisrn, theorists such as Bowles and Gintis, Bourdieu

and Harris make two mistakes. They (nis)conceptualise the

human subject as rdeterminedrr ds a malleab1e object rather

than an active thinking being; and they misrepresent or

oversimplify the logic of dominat,ion. criticsl4 argue that

these accounts reduce pupil experience and subjectivity -
and the complexities of human consciousness - to an

abstraction, a ttreflex of structural determination ...
capital reguires it, therefore schools do it. Hurnans

become dumrnies, dupes or zombies freely drawn on in their
innermost sensibilities'r (WiJ.Iis, 1983:111) . (See also

Giroux L983a 2259) .15

For exarnple, the rcorrespondencet princj-ple rvhich plays a

central part in Bowles and Gintis' characterisation of the

operation of the school focuses imrnediately on an

abstraction of which the students (and teachers) are mere

victirns. The on-going human action and the tsocial

process I j.n the school (and elsewhere) is reduced t,o an

activity without a subject, driven by external structural
demands.

And although Harris is centrally concerned with individual
consciousness, he too fails to provide any insight into the
tsubjectr. On his account, the subject resembles an

abstract fsponger, directly and straightforwardly absorbing

and tlivingt dominant ideology. fhere is no suggestion,
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for exampl€, as to how individuals as members of different
class or race groups experience or tlivet ideology. School

is portrayed as a monolithic brainwashing agency, with

pupils seen as the Inindr-Iess brainwashed. Harris uses a

telling analogy to describe education: it functions as a
rrperception-altering drugrr; students become abstracted as

sinply the rrdrugged bearers of disguised relations
instilled by ideological mechanj-smsr' (Harris , L979 : L42) .

This is just too sirnplistic. While nost students might

(and on my evidence, do) accept, the operation of the school

and fail to understand that it does not act in their
interests, they are not, sirnply tdrugged bearersr of social

relations. They have coherent, thought-out perspectives on

the function of school and they actively rnodify their own

and othersf behaviour in terns of their differing
interpretations of these perspectives.

1.3 Critical Radica] Accounts of Schoolino

As critics of these det,erministic accounts, such theorists
as Giroux and Willisr ds well as Apple (1980a, I982a,

1982b), have argued that accounts of how our society
naintains itself must go beyond portraying schools as

nerely instruments of domination, more or less

straightforwardly reproducing the abstract texploiters and

exploited' for capitalisn from essentially passive

student,s.
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They emphasise that the reproduction of the structure and
rerations of the social-economic order is not an abstract,
doninating force, but ernbed.d,ed. dynanically within the real
cultural lives of people; it, is accornplished by people
(students, teachers, workers, etc. ) actively living and,

making sense of their everyday existence. Hence, the
understandings and practices by which people organise their
everyday li-ves (in schools and er.sewhere) must be central
elements in any explanation of social reproduction.

on such a view, schools as agents or sites of social
reproduction can be seen as playing an i.mportant rore in
rrecruitingt the thoughts and practices of each new
generation, such that they are actively involved, in the
reproduction of the status quo. Thii ractive involvementl
does not refer to a d,etermined or straightforward. process
leadinq to a foregone conclusion - but refers to the range
of activities and beriefs constituting school 1ife, whi.ch
night be processes of accornrnodation or resistance to the
status guo and its legitimacy (Giroux r9'r, willis 1983).

These thoughts and practices which constitute everyday
(curturar) life in schoors and elservhere are not without
structural constrai.nt. As wirlis put it, through living
within the obj ect,ively existing soci.al structure or social
organisation, people rroccupy particular positions,
relations and sets of rnaterial possibilitiesrr (willis, 19g3
: 1L4) ' rt is these positions/relations/possibirities
which structure - though not determine - the cultural
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interactions, practices and thoughts with which people

solve their problems, and thrcugh which they live their
daily lives (codd et a1 1985 : 18).

The difficulty is to conceptualise this relationship
without beconing too deterninistic (placing too much

enphasis on domj.nating power relat,ions and too little on

human agency) and, sirnultaneously, without suggesting hurnan

beings act rfreelyr in a structural vacuum. A tightrope
rnust be walked between the two inadeguate extremes of human

agency conceptualised on the one hand as independently

actj-ve and creative and, on the otherr ds a mere reflect,ion

of structural forces. The active-yet-structured nature of

everyday life must be brought together dialectically within
any adequate analysis of human activity.

1.4 rTheoreticismt and the Studv of tWhat Goes Ont
in Schools

While this focus on people as tactive prod,ucers t of their
daily existence rnight be a theoretical advance on notions

of people as victins or pawns, we are thrown back to
contenplating the conplexity of real (school) life with few

theoretical clues as to how social reproduction actuallv
does proceed through the rcultural productionr of this
everyday life. This is because the inadeguacies within the

existing theoreticar approaches to the relationship between

the social structure and schooli-ng reflect inadeguacies

within the body of enpirical work in this area.
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rn a recent review of contemporary British radical
sociology of education, Arnot and whitty (19g2) maintain
that' British Marxist sociorogy of education racks
frultfurness due to its ftheoreticisrnr - its concern with
theory deveropment in the abstract, and the neglect of
substantive application of theory fron the groundfr. They
argue that,, in order for progress t,o occur in our
understanding of the rrprecise relationshiprr between
schooling and the broader dynamics of capitalist socj.eties,
theoretical work rnust be focused. in the concrete context of
school practice (ibid : 99).

The focus on abstract theoret,ical rerationships, processes
and ideas, and the relative neglect of empiriear work - at
least in rreproductionr theory - has been a product of the
nature of the theory itself. By downpraying the inportance
of human agency and concentratrng on structural forces,
reproduction theorists have unwittingly provided a
rationale for not examining teachers and student,s in
concrete school settings. consequently, the rtheoretlcisrnf
of radical sociology of education (at reast in Britain) has
resulted in that conceptualisation of the schoolrs role in
social reproduction of which Apple, willis and Giroux are
critical. without an accompanying empirical examination of
the day-to-day interactions and. cornrnonsense knowledge of
students (or others), it is 

'ikely 
that theoretical

explanations of how schooling contributes to the
reproduction of existing social relations will tend t,owards
a structural focus and a determinism, rnissing the
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complexities and rcreativityt of peoplers daily 1ives.

Furthermlr", paying insufficient attention to people's

everyday thoughts, activities and practj.ces means that

radical theorists miss the opportunity to decide whether,

for example, there is a congruence (or lack of it) between

theory and the actual practices etc. which the theory is
meant to explain. This, clearly, is not healthy for theory

development in the sociology of education and, in
particular, for an understanding of the relationship
between the actual nature of schooling and the soci.al

order.

This is not, simply a call for enpirical work EG,. The

dichotomy between theory and research noted by Arnot and

Whitty has meant not only that radical theorists have often

had their heads I'unfruitfullyrt in a theoretical cloud,

neglecting the real world; but also that others have gone

into the school - just as unfruitfully - withcut the

explanatory theory needed to give their data more than

descriptive interest.

Many researchers in the sociology of education have gone

into classroorns and explored how children and teachers

experience and construct the reality of the classroom and

school (see for exarnple Woods and Hammersley, L977 i Woods,

L979, 1983i Turner, 1983). These and other
tinteractionistr researchers have provided a wealth of

detailed and interesting j.nforrnation about students I and
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teachersr commonsense knowledge and experiences and social

interacti.ons in British classrooms.

Although they have been concerned with the way in which

teachers and students fmake senser of the world (Hamrnersley

and Woods, L976 2 2) and their experiences in it, they have

avoided asking questions about their data: about why these

particular understandings and experiences arise. It is the

question of explanatj-on - with reference to the roots of
our thought and experience in the social structure - which

is the pressing one in current radical sociology of

education, concerned as it, is with social analysis, and

educational and social change. Radical sociologists of
education such as Sharp (1980) have suggested that while it
is necessary to know what is tgoing onr in schools, and in
the participantsr heads, explanations of consciousness are

not usually found there; nor of course are teachersr and

studentsr school experiences and commonsense knowledge

about school produced entirely within the confines of the

educational setting. On radical accounts, these have their
origins in the wider structural organisation. So, despite

their laudable focus on rwhat goes onr in concrete

classroom settings, the bulk of these studies are seen as

lacking the theoretical underpinnings necessary for an

adequate and fruitful analysis of school life, and its
relation to the wider social structure.
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1'5 
t

(1)

As a response to the rtheoreticisrnr of much radical
educational writirg, educationar theorists such as Appre,
Giroux and wilris have urged criticar researchers to ,,go

into the school and to combine ethnographic insights about
the ways neanings and symbols are created, supported and
controlled - with an historical and structural
appraisal of the dialectical linkages between everyday life
in schools and an unequal societyrr (Apple , rgTg z 496) i of,
put another way, to focus on the 'tideological and curtural
nedi-ations which exist between the material conditions of
an unequal society and the formation of the consciousness
of individuals in that societyf' (Apple , LgTg , 2) (also see
w11lis 1983 : 125). sirnilarly, Giroux has suggested, what
is needed is an und,erstanding of ,how human beings come
together within specific social practices and historical
contexts to make and reproduce the conditions of their
existence' (Giroux r,983a : 120). App1e, willis and Giroux
arti-culate the need for study of the structured, concrete
meanings and practices of people (especialry students)
living their daily rives in the context of the schoor. rt
is this broad theoretical and methodological challenge tc
which f have responded, in this study.
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(2) The Need for Knowledqe about, the Processes of
New Zealand Schooling

Part of the rationale for this study is the need for

knowledge about how schooling operates under capitalism in

New Zealand, at least as an aspect of the development of

radical educational theory which is directly relevant to

our own particular social/historical situation. Arnot and

Whittyts critigue of British radical sociology of education

cannot be applied uncritically to the situation j-n New

Zealand. Radical sociology of education in this country,

(a very new developnent, heralded by Nashrs 1983 Schools

Canrt Make Jobs and by the publication of Political Issues

in New Zealand Education by Codd et al in 1985) can also be

seen as guilty of neglecting the ractual lived processesl

of domination, struggle and social reproduction in
contemporary educat,ional sites such as the family, the

school and the workplace. But this is not sinply a case of
Itheoreticismr. fn fact, Politj-caI fssues reflects the
rrpragmatic traditionrr and a wariness of rpurer theory

noted by Bates and Codd (1980) in their critigue of the

dearth of theory developrnent j-n New Zealand sociology of

education. Political Issues illustrates an interesting
obsession of politically-oriented New Zealand sociologists
of education with analysis of statistics, historical
official documents and the like (also evident in Clark's
1981 The Politics of Education in New Zealand), and their
simultaneous avoidance of a research focus ollr for exampl€,

peoplers lived interactions, experiences, and

consciousness, the actual transmission of knowledge, the
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concrete effects of policy in the school or classroomr and

so on. Exceptions to this trend are Korndorfferfs study of

the ideological commonsense knowledge and practices of

young people in transition progranmes, and Middletonfs case

studies of the reproduction of gender relations through

schooling in PoIitical Issues.

This is not to say that theoretically-informed analysis of

statistics, docunented debates, policy staternents and so on

are unimportant to the sociology of education. on the

contrary. Several papers in Political Issues (for example,

by Codd, Gordon, Harker, Shuker and McKenzie) provide

important accounts of the processes of ideological
donination and st,ruggle in New Zealand educational history.

My criticism, rather, is that in order to understand more

fu1ly the on-going processes of cultural and social
reproduction in New Zealandr w€ need to move towards

developing and applying the radical theoretical themes

identified in Political Issues to contemporary concrete

educational settings. There have been relatively few

published sociological studies of the actual processes of
schooling in New Zealand. Examples include Mercuriors

(L972) tparticipant observerr study of caning in a school;

Cleavers (L984) study of slang and school social

organisationi and Battersbyrs (1984) case studies of

beginning primaiy school teachers. These, however, rernain

routsider of radical sociological theory in education in
that they neglect the central issues of ideology, power and
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control. The study by Ransay et al

and runsuccessfulr schools in South

closest to an enpirical examination

wider political context.

(1983) of rsuccessfulr

Auckland probably comes

of schooling in its

lfe can no longer be accused, perhaps, of being quite so

rrfundamentally ignorant, sociologically, concerning the

process of education in New Zealandrr as we were in L978

(Bates, 1978 : 18). Nevertheless, one effect of the

neglect of theoretically-informed ernpirical study for New

Zealand sociology of education is that although we have

access to, and have contributed towards, theoretical
discussion about processes through which schooling

contributes to the reproduction of the capitalist social

st,ructur"l6, we as yet know little about what this means

empirically within the specific cont,ext of everyday life in
New Zealand schools. My study attenpts to address this
problem in the New Zealand literature, as well as the

tendency t,o theoret,icisn already noted as characteristic of

the radical sociology of education in Britain.

There are other tgapst in the literature which the study

goes some way towards filling.

(3) A Critique of Prevailinq Accounts of Workinq Class
Response to School

We have seen that, critics such as Wil1is and Giroux take

issue with a deterministic conceptualisation of ideology

and the implicit irnage of (particularly) working class
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passivity in the work of tstructuralistr reproduction

theorists. willis and Giroux have argued that there is not

a determined relationship between dorninant ideology

transnj.tt,ed by an institution such as the school, and the

knowledge held by individuals (e.9. students) in the

school. Rather, they maintain that there is some degree of.

autonomv in thought and subsequent behaviour; that
tt[subordinate] cultures ... partake j-n moments of self-
production as well as reproductionrr (Giroux, 1983b t 26L).

While such challenge to a deterministic notion of
ideological domination is justified, virtually all the

criticism of the tendencies towards deterrninism in
reproduction theory has come from theorists who cite the

resj.stance of many working class students to the

ideological socialisation of the school as evidence of non-

deternined ragencyr. Willis, for example, makes his
challenge to determinisrn by referring to working class

reiection of doninant ideology. His research subjects were

rebellious working class England | lad.s t ,17

My challenge to deterministic accounts, based on my

research subjects - hard-working Pacific Island working

class girls is j.n terms of a different working class

response: acceptance or incorporation of donj.nant ideology.

Both responses to the doninant ideology of the schoolrs

offer of opportunity rejection and acceptance are

active processes. They involve the studentst different
evaluations of the schoolrs apparent rofferr. Ultimately,
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both responses form an aspect, of the schoolrs contribution

to the on-going social order, which is not in the interests

of the lads or the girls as members of the workingr class.

The study represents a corrective to the typically narrovt

concern with the responses to school of rebellious

students, for exanple white working class rebellious boys

(willis, ir977; Corrigan, ]rgTg; Everhart, 1983) and white

working class rebellious girls (McRobbie, L978i Samuel,

1983). The focus on these students and their overt

antagonism towards and rejection of school has led to
general statements which widely assert the rrlack of

successful id.eological incorporat,ion of working class

pupils'r (Arnot and Whitty, L982 : 100) . The irnage

general.ly portrayed by both theoretical and ernpirically-
based radical literature is of a seething youthful working

class out there, playing-up at school,

developing a potential conflict relatj.onship with
capital .... [They] are not learning to be docile and
obedient in the face of present or future degrading
conditions or financial exploitation. They are
developing abilities and skills of resistance.

Anyon, 1980 : 85.

There is a silence regarding the countless working class

students who have incorporated the schoolrs meritocratic
ideology, and whose days are spent coping and 'trying hardl

despite the alrnost inevitable outcome of school failure and

rrfuture degrading and exploitative conditionsrr. This
rbiasr developed probably for several reasons: one is that

the j-nterest of nany radical writers in social

transformation and radical pedagogy has meant the
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resistance of some working class students has caught their
attention i.n their hopes for "giving life to the

resistances, the strugglesrr (Apple, 1980b t 25).18

The interest in resisting students developed also at least

part,ly as a reaction to the theoretical i.nages of working

class students as either rnindless troublenakersr of, pa!'rns

or role-bearers constrained by the logic and social
practices of the capitalist system. In criticism of this
model of human beings in particular the working class

as merely passive (even stupid?) victins of structural
forces, and the accornpanying pessirnism and fatalisrn inplied
by this perspective, r,sriters in the field of social
reproduction have focused on the active rebellion of some

working class students. Consequently, recent theorists and

researchers have had little to say about the bulk of kids

at school such as the rquietr working class students, Iet
alone rniddle class stud,ents of any variety.19

(4) An Analysis of the Complexitv of the Production
of Classroom Practice

A further rationale for the studyr ds already indicated, is
its contribution to the description, understandi-ng, and

conceptualisation of student beliefs and practices as

act,ive rather than simply as the direct results of
domination, as structuralist accounts suggest.

I have critically engaged Willis I s notion of 'cultural
productionr - which refers to the idea that people rmake
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their futuresr in what they consider to be their best

interests as they respond to, understand, and rcopet with

the material, ideological and social conditions of their
existence in order to understand classroom practice. A

Inon-structuralistr readi.ng of Bourdieu provides the

theoretical tools to enable Willisrs general idea to be

incorporated into a powerful and penetrating account of how

schools unwittingly recruit the practices and beliefs of

their students in the reproduction of the existing social

order.

The developnent of an argument regarding the central

importance of accounts of schooling which incorporate a

structural analysis coupled with an investigation of
rstructuredr human action forrns the theoretical bulk of the

study.

(5) A Critical Contribution to Accounts of Girlsl
Experience of Schoolinct

fronically, reproduction theorists thenselves, due to their
own particular irnmersion in the status quo, have tended to
reproduce that status guo through their writing. llcRobbie

(1980), Arnot (t982) , MacDonald (1980) point out that
research in radical sociology of educatj.on has focused

almost exclusively on male youth cultural forms and

activities, and class reproduction, whilst neglecting

girlsr experience and the reproduction of gender relations.
They do not argiue that male-bias should be exchanged for
female-bias, or that class analysis should be secondary to
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analysis of relations between women and men. Rather, they

suggest that any theories of class reproduction must

include a consideration of gender reproduction. In

addition, it cannot be assumed that general theoretical
points about social reproduction and schooling can be made

only on the basis of bovst experiences of school and

f arnilv.

This study does not attempt in any overtly systematic way

to analyse gender reprod,uct,ion.20 Nevertheless, in
artj.culating qirlrs experience of class reproduction I
provide an account of the ways in which schooling

contributes to the mai.ntenance of the conditions of niddle

class and working class womenrs lives. In the process of
artj.culating thi; account I take a critical position with
regard to much of the feninist writing on women and

education (Spender and Sarah 1990, Spender L9B2) which

construes tgirlsr as a unitary group whose school

experiences are largely determined by their gender. I
argue that women cannot be seen unj.formly in these terms;

my whole account is a docurnentation of the major effects of
race and class on girlsr school experience.

In short, hy study is informed by criticism of some

tendencies in the radical sociology of education literature
to reproduce the ideology of gender relations (the

invisibility of women on the one hand., and the
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unproblenatic unity of women-as-a-group on the other), as

well as the nyopia towards non-rebellious working class

students. Thus in rny atternpt to understand and document

how, in the context of the school, rrhuman beings come

together to make and reproduce the conditions of their
existencerr (Giroux 1983a : 120), I have written about the

school experiences and thoughts of two snall groups of

adolescent girls - but most particularly the working class

group in an all-girIs, inner-city secondary school. Few

of these girls are rebels, they generally rwork hardr at

school.

I have responded to Girouxrs suggestion with a dual

empirical focus on the nature and construction of studentsl

conmonsense knowledge about school (what are schools for?

why stay on? how to be a successful student?) and the

practical effects of such knowledge, in terns of classroom

practice andr.most particularly, in terms of the schoolrs

political function. In the concrete setting of a New

Zealand secondary school, I have atternpted to find out

which pa'tterns of thought - which knowledge - students

interpret and act on in their day-to-day lives i-n school,

and how these meanings and actions contribute to the

integration of these girls into the exj.sting economic and

social order of New Zealand societv.
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NOTES . CHAPTER ONE

I. rPakehar means of European origin.

2. For exarnple, Maori school achievement is discussed by
llarker (1971-, 1980), Walker (L985), Awatere (1984), and
docurnented in the New Zealand Department of Education
st,atist,ics,' issues of gender and school achievement are
docunented by Ryan, (1985); Lauder gt al (1984) and
Vellekoop (l-968) discuss class and educational achievement.

3. Bates (L980) and Nash (1982) rnake a similar pointo

4. See, for example, the work of Bowles and Gintis (1976a) 
'Apple (1979, L982) , Bourdieu (1976) , Giroux (1983) ' Anyon

(1980, J.98la, 198Lb), Harris (L979) , Wi1lis (1-977) , Connell
et al (1982).

5. See, for example, McRobbie (L978, L980), MacDonald
(1979/L980, 1980) , Ryan (I985) .

6. Phizaklea and Miles (1980). See also R. Walker (ed)
(le84).

7. Willists sumrnary of treproduction theoryr is made in the
context of his critigue of this approach to the study of
schooling. However, I believe it accurately sunmarises the
underlying vi.ew of even rresistancer theorists such as
Willis and Giroux, who focus on the role of schooling in
the contested reproduction of the status quo.

8. The issues here form a substantial part of the argument
within this studyr so they are simply summarised j.n these
paragraphs.

9. For example, in cultural studies, sociologyt political
theory. See Johnson L979, Maharey 1985.

10. See Bowles and Gintis (1976), Bowles (L976), Bowles
(1e83).

11. I refer here in particular to the theoretical
educatj.onal writing of Bourdieu (L974, L976), see also
Chapter Eight. The charge of tstructuralisrnr cannot be
rnade of Bourdieuts earlier ethnographic work, or his latest
translated study of French society (1984). See Harkerrs
(1984) arguments against claims about Bourdieurs work as
structuralist. See also Chapter Eight.

L2. Bourdieu (L974).

13. The breadth and cornplexity of Bourdieuts analysis are
not done justice here. His analysis of education is
examined in more detail in Chapter Eight and Nine.

14. For example, Giroux (1,983a) , Wi1lis (1977, 1983), Apple
(I979, 1980a, I982b).
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15. Harker (1984) argues that such criticism represents a
nisunderstanding of Bourdieurs work as a whole.

16. For example, Nash (1983), Codd, Harker and Nash (1985),
Freernan-Moir (1981), Davies (1981), Harker (1982, L984) ,
Bat,es (1978).

L7. Giroux (I983b) even goes so far as to characterise the
critical theoretical literature as rresistance theoryr.

18. Also Giroux, 1983a z 285

19. An exception is Connell et al (1981). See also Sieber
(le81).

20. Indeed, I have not, focused on gender issues in this
study for two reasons: (a) For ease of analysis, and to
minirnise the bulk of the study; and (b) I have preferred to
focus on fenale experience of class and race. This
approach appeals to me in that discussion of girlst
schooling usually focuses on gender almost exclusively.
Here I express girlsr experience as rthe nornt (as male
researchers usually see boysr experience), but rather than
focusing on gender, I have focused on a gendered experience
of class and race (hopefully without an uncritical
incorporatj.on of the nale-bias implicit in many accounts of
class) .
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CHAPTER TWO

PROBLEMS OF METHOD

I was watching some working class Pacific Is1and adolescent

girls walking to school a common enough, ordinary,

everyday sight in iny neighbourhood. What did they thin]<

about school? What did they do at school all day? ff, as

North American theorists such as Apple (1982a, 1982b) and

Giroux (1983a) and others have argued, the school is a site
of oft'en contest,ed, but largely tsuccessfult social
reproduction, what did that mean for rwhat actually
happenedr at school? How did the structuring process (or

processes) whereby the school helps ensure the rnaintenance

of the social conditions constituting New Zealand society
occur in the concrete site of this school, and in these

girlst experience? Ot, in more formal terms, what are some

of the material and ideological facets of this reproductive
process?

An empirical investigation of these theoretical concerns

(spelled out in more detail in the Introduction) suggested

a particular research rnethodology: one which entailed my

actual participation rsith the girls at school, which would

enable me to find out, rwhat they did in school all dayt and

what they thought about it. The data generated from this
participation rnight then, I thought, provide ill-ustration
or evidence for clarifying some of the mechanisms through
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which the school contribut,es
econornj.c organisation of New

to the on-going social and

Zealand society.

2.I Ethnographic Method

rnitially, r chose a naturalistic or ethnographic approachl
to researching the political nature of schooling, in ord,er
to document the studentsr daily activities and commonsense
knowledge. rt is at the level of dairy interactions that
the schoolts contribution to the on-going social order i_s
rlived outr and expressed in a concrete form.

The use of an ethnographic nethod, became crucial to rny
theoretical argument - generated partly frorn my fierd
observations about the irnportance of und,erstanding human 

-

aqencv in the process of the rconstructionr and,
perpetuation of soci-aI reality, both at the lever of
classroom, and at the wid,er political and econonic rever of
social existence. In other words, rd.oing ethnography, Ied
to and strengthened ny theoreticar rejection argued in
this thesis of the tendency of many radical theori.sts in
education to reduce hurnan subjects to mere passi.ve effects
of social structures.

Ethnographic research, in the broad,est terms2, means that
the researcher

participltes covertly or overtry in peoplers rives foran extended period oi time, -r"tlrring 
wnat happens,tistening ro what is =uia,'.;;i;;-questions; in facrcollecting rvhatever d.ata are avairiure to throw lighton the issues with which he or =f..--i= .;;.;;;;;..Harnmersley and Atkinson, 19g 3:2.
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According to Hammersley and Atkinson, ethnography as a
rf naturali.sti.ct methodol ogy, is the study of the world ,,in
its natural stater. That is, rather than experimenting
with the research setting, or rnanipulating it, or even
observing it rfrom a distanc€,, the ethnographic researcher
partici-pates in it, attempting to leave it ras it isf,
except for the rninimal disturbance caused by her presence
(stubbs and Delamont, 1976 : :-2; popkewlEz, 198r.). This
approach enables the researcher to describe as accurately
as possible features of the social setting and, in
particular, to discover and articulate the subjects,
reality, or the rneanings and perceptions of the people
being studied. As Wood,s (1985 z 32) puts it:

Ethnography by definition is d.escriptive. Inanthropo+:gy it means, literaiit;-;a picture of rheway of life of some interactirrg'n,rr.n group .... IFaithfulness to a curture as ii is founa is one of thesyiding principres of ethnogr"ptry, and i.mmersion inthe curture under study tne-geir-iir strategy towardsthis end.

Or Schatzman and Strauss (L973 : 14):
the naturalistic researcher will not,presuppose nore than the barest ruain."iiorder and soci.al value. What he will dothe possibilities of disco""iiiig ti.=" .,developed by people within tne Jiiuation.

in advance,
of social

is maximi.se
they are

of course, what counts as rthe barest rudimentsff night be
problematic, but in general the ethnographer attempts to
rfset asidett her own preconceptions about what is going on
and rrto explore the sett,ing as it is viewed and constructed
by its participants" (wi1cox, r982a : 458). rn other
words, the ethnographer typically engages in rcultural
descriptionr: articulating the on-going patterns of
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understanding, interaction and practices of groups of

people, whether gangs, doctors, teachers, students as

members of particular race, gender and class groups,

adninistrators and so on (Spradley, 1979; Wilcox, l.g9zai

Edwards and Fur1on9, 1985). In education, British
ethnographers in particular have largely given attention to

the details of studentsf and teachersr interactions and

understandings of their situation in school (for example,

see Woods, 1979, 1983i A. Hargreaves, J.978:,

D. H. Hargreaves, 1967; Furlong, 1977; Stubbs and Delamont,

1976; Woods and Hammersley, L977) .

Underlying this approach to social research is a particular
assumptj.on about the nature of the social lrorld.
rNaturalisticr research nethods seek access to peoplers

everyday activities and interactions, and their
interpretations and perceptions of the social world,

because these are assumed to constitute social reality.
Society is conceptualised as the ongoing creaticn of

constitutive human subjects who, through a continuous

process of negotiation and interpretation, make and remake

their social worlds (Sharp, 1982i Sharp and Green, L975).

Thus explanations of social life are sought largely in
terrns of peoplers meanings3 - the researcherfs analysis

arj.ses largely rfout of the field itselfrr; that is, out of

the perceptions, interpretations and actions of the

participants (Popkewitz, 1981 : L3; Edwards and Furlotr9r

1985 : 33 t Schatznan and Strauss | 1973 ! 14) . This

involves the researcher in atternpting to describe the
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nature of everyday activity, distilling out the rules'
rnotivations and beliefs which define how reality is
subjectively rconstructedr and experienced in particular
settings. Such an j.nvest,igation is assumed to have tapped

the social totality and therefore provided the elenents for
explanat,ion of the social worId,.4

It cannot be denied that a research approach which takes

subjects' meani-ngs and their everyday interactions as

central is an inportant (if not essential) one in the study

of socj.al settings such as the school. However, the

problenatic assumptions underlying such an approach to
ethnography have 1ed to ny crualified engagement of a

Inaturalisticr research methodology in this study.

2.L.2 Problems with Ethnocrraphy

(a) The Theoretical Concegtion of the Social
Totality

One problem lies in the underlying theoretical conception

of the social worId. As I have suggested, the very

practice of ethnography tends to reduce social reality to
the totality of the social relationships and practices

which can be observed ras they aret through naturalistic
methodologies. It is this view of social reality which has

led to the most powerful crit,iques of ethnography by

Marxist sociologists such as Sharp (l-982) and Reynolds

(1981) who maintain that
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Ethnography reinforces ontological and epistenrologicalsociar- atornism: the atoms of iocial rife- aie -individuals ; rheir beliefs, -i"i."iioil;-.Jlirptions
and actions form both the starting point-oi,--'-""adictate thg.explanatory procedures for, graspingsocial reality.

Sharpt J.9g2 t 49

sharp argues that such a perspective overrooks the fact
that social beings are born into and sociarry constituted
by rra world already mad,er, that rstructured patterns of
social relations pre-exist the individual and generate
specific forrns of social consciousness, gienerate linguistic
and hence cognitive possibilities and, soci.ally structure
available life chances .. . rr (sharp , ]:9g2 : 50) . These
underlying social reLations structure peoplers
understandings and explanations of reality and their
actionsS i.e. the rappearancesr of sociar life, which are
docurnented by ethnography. on this view, if as sociar
researchers we are interested in explaining rwhat groes on,
in the world we describe, we must incorporate those
structuring social relations into our account,s. The
distinction between a r1evel of appearancesr, and the
runderlying social relationst which produce those
appearances is a central episternol0gical premise of Marxist
theory (see Chapter Five).

Recogniti-on of this distinction is essenti.al, r wourd agree
with wright, for theory deveroprnent in social research:

The point of the distincti.on between appearancesand unde:l-y-ilg reality is not to-aismiss appearances,but rarher- to-provide'a basis ror irrei;-.$i;;liior,.The central ctlim [in Marxist irr-ory1 is that the vastarray of enpirical_phenomena inrnediiiery obseor"rr" insocial life can onll be e:plained ir ," analyse thesocial reality niaain behiira ino=.-uppearances. rf we
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remain entirely at the level of appearances we rnight
be able to describe social phenonena, and even predict
those phenomena, but we cannot explain them.

Wright, !978 z L2.

If we take seriously the Marxistst point that the social

world is structured not merely by people's interpretations
but by the runderlyingr social trealityt (i.e. rrthe rnodes

and forces of material production and its systematic

relations of domination and subordj.nationtt Sharp, L982) |

then ethnographic description alone is not enough for the

development of theory which provides an understanding of

social 1ife. Ethnography nust be situated within a

theoretical context that spe1Is out these relations and

their organisation - which together structure the concrete

sj-tuation under study. As Sharp (L982) argues, insofar as

the economic and social organisation st,ructures the

distribution of resources and power, it will naterially
affect the interactions of individuals in everyday 1ife,
setting the objective lirnits and conditions to that
experience. Furthermore, insofar as the social relations
which make up the social organisation also influence the

kinds of descriptions and understandj.ngs of the world

available to people, then the nature of these relations
must be understood and articulated by the social scientist
as part of her research task.

f am suggesting here, in agreement with Sharp, that
ethnography as a research methodology is limited in its
potential contribu+-ion to social analysis if it is not

informed by an explanat,ory theory which can situate the
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subjectst thoughts and practices within a tpoliticalt

context.

(b) The Relationship Between Theorv and Data

Such a view of naturalistic research challenges the usual

inductivist approach to analysis and theory development

advocated by ethnographers. For exampler ds Woods (L979 :

269) put it in his ethnography of The Divided School:

rather than seeking evidence to support or refute
hypotheses derived from a priori theory,
Iethnographers] seek to induce concepts and theory
from the data as it is revealed.

On this approach, by rnaintaining a certain neutral

theoretical ropen-nessr, (or, at most, the rrbarest

rudimentsrr of a theory) the ethnographer allows the social

world to rreveal its natur€r, and permits hypotheses and

ideas to be rthrown upr by the field, rather than be

irnposed upon it by the researcherrs theoretical pre-

conceptions. But as critics such as Hamrnersley and

Atkj.nson (1983 z L2) and Harris (1979) also point out, this
inductivist rnethodology is fundamentally misconceived.

Everv research method, of logical necessity, engages some

theoretical framework which, however irnplicit, determines l\
the range of guestions that will be generated, the method

of posing the problens, decisions about what is to count as

relevant data, and so on. It is logically innpossible for a

researcher (or anyone) to observe the social world (or to
runderstandr it even on a minirnal IeveI), without some

organising theoretical framework. An extensive and
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distinguished literature in the theory of knowledge

(Feyerabend L975; Sellars 1953), the sociology of knowledge

(e.9. Young I97L; Berger and Luckrnann 1956) and the

philosophy of science (Kuhn t962t Keat and Urry L975) has

argued the logical impossibility of theory-neutral

observation and thus purely inductivist research

methodology. S

Implicit in theory-laden observation is the theoretical
basj.s for analysis of the data. The intrinsic role of

theory j.n ethnographic research is evident in the following

exarnple from this study (see Chapter Eight). I noticed

that, in the classroom, the Pacific Island girls paid

attention and co-operated with the teacher when she

provided copying work, but ignored her or became unco-

operative and rrestlessr when she atternpted to discuss a

syllabus topic. As an ethnographer, I was concerned not

simply with a description of this process (and my own

interpretations of it), but with the qirlsr understanding

of their actions. When I asked thern directly about why

they didn I t rrdiscuss with the teacherrr when she wanted then

to, they said things like'rI hate talking about things in
the classroomrf, rrWhatrs the pcint?rr, rrCanrt be botheredrr.

In answer to other, less direct, guestj.ons I found out that

they thought they had to "get the notes down firstrr and

that rrthe teacher is to give you what you need to knowrr. f
j.nterpreted these statements in terms of the girlsl
commonsense beliefs about rwhat countsr as appropriate

school work. Further, I incorporated this into an argument
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about, how their beliefs contri-buted to their failure to

assinilate school knowledge, and thus into an argurnent

about the role of the school in reproducing school failure

in particular groups.

f understood the girlst behaviour in terms of a particular-
theoretical framework based on other writinq and research

about patterns of learning school knowledge, ideology and

commonsense knowledge, rcultural productionr and the

function of schooling. Some aspects of ny theoretical
approach arose out of rwhat happenedr j.n the classroom, and

some I brought with me as rtheoretical baggager from my

personal history, ily academic past, etc. Frorn a different
perspective I could have argued that the girlst behaviour

was an example of their lazj.ness, they only wanted to do

reasyr copying work without, attempting to understand it.
Thus on this perspective, their school failure would be due

basically to their own (larnentable) lack of motivation. Or

beyond this, while I could have interpreted their cornments

about rfnot being botheredrt as laziness, I could have argued

that this laziness is based in the girls' realistj.c
appraisal of the schoolts mythical roffer, (to then as

working class Pacific Island girls) of school credentials

in return for co-operation in the classroom. (The girls
nay not have been able to articulate such an explanation

themselves). Such explanatory theoretical frameworks

clearly determine the interpretation given by the

researcher to the girlst behaviour and meanings. It is
these interpretat,j.ons which rnake the research a tthesis | ,
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or an analvsis of rwhat goes onr in school in the context

of its relationship with the on-going social organisation.

Inevitably in ethnography the researcher must select not

only vrhat to record in the field, but for her final account

she nust also select from her field notes examples to

illustrate her argumentr or what she is wanting to 'sayt
about the sett,ing under study. Such selections will be

detennined by the theoretical position frcrn which she

approached the study, and which is progressively refined

and developed or rnodified during the research.

The status of ethnographic data as illustrative calls into
guestion the issue of the 'validity' of the data (McNamara,

1980) and thus the tvalidityt of the overalL argunent

regarding (in the case of this study) the mechanisms of
social reproduction. Questions about the plausibility of

ethnographic data often focus around the treliabilityr of
the researcherrs collection of data. The researcherrs

prior adherence to a particular theoretical framework, it
is arguedr Inay subconsciously affect the data she collects,
causing her t,o rseet only that data which conforms to her

theoretical preconceptions. As I have pointed out, this is
an inportant issue for all social research, not just

ethnography. Every social researcher must constantly make

conscious and unconscious decisions prior to, and during,

field work (or rdata collection') and twriting upt, about

the relevance of particular data to her task. Such

decisions are usually undocumented, contributing to the
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myth of the value-neutrality of social research (Jones,

1980).

Increasingly, however, contemporary ethnographers in

education (e.g. Burgess, 1985; Hammersley and Atkinson,

1983; Wilcox, 1982a) recognise the inevitable roLe of a

priori theory in data collection and analysis. concern

with the reliability or representativeness of the data and

the validity of the relationship between the data and

theory, is replacing concern with robsenrer biasr. A range

of methods have been suggested which allow the reader to
tcheckr theoretical interpretations and assess the validity ,\
of the research study,T U1tinately, it is the selectj.on

and explication of the theoretical framework in use, as

weII as the provision of rconvincingt empirical data8,

which are irnportant in terms of both the researcherrs

plausible trnaking senser of the world for the reader, and

for theory development (See Post-script, p. 513).

2.L.3 f lnformedr Ethnographv

Aside from these guestions, ethnography as a research

nethod focused upon peoplers day-to-day activities and

understandings remains of crucial value to sociological

analysis. I have used it in this study becauser ds I
argue, how the social world appears to its participants is
an important feature of the processes which reproduce and

transform the structural whoIe. (But that totality cannot

be reduced to its tappearancest),
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Accepting the Marxist argument that social fonns and

structures are reproduced or transformed through human

agency which is itself simultaneously tlinitedt by those

structures, ethnography informed by such an understanding

is an irnportant component of any study of the processes

through which existing social relations continue to exist
(and change) as welL as for an understanding of peoplers

everyday perceptions and activities. Furthermore,
rinformedr ethnography is necessary for progress in
contemporary research in radical sociology of education, in

order to make connections between rmacro-sociologicalr (and

historical) processes on the one hand, and individual
subjectivities on the other.

But ethnography (with its intrinsic focus on the rmicror

empirical levelr or1 small scale, everyday interactions),
and radical or Marxj.st socJ,ology of educatj.on (which

largely focuses on rmacrot social structures and social
relations) do not easily come together. Their synthesis is
problenatic because of their different levels of focus,

which is probably why they have renained largelyg separate

enterprises in sociology of education - and as such, miss

inportant insights and dimensions potentially offered each

by the other.

Despite the real problems, I have attenpted a synthesis of

a sort here. My attempts (1ike those of Sharp and Green,

L975) have resulted in the rlossr of much of the

ethnography - rarhich has been reduced to brief illust,rat,ive
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material in large parts of the study. Such attenpts to

integrate a macro-theoretical analysis with empirical dat,a

can easily end up being rather rover-arguedr, rover-

theorisedr and Ineatr academic accounts which can feel a

long way from the tchaotict everyday lives and concerns of

the subjectslo (see Method,ological Post-script) .

The overarching theoretical context within which the study

is situated is nade explicit throughout the following

chaptersr ds well as in the Introduction. I will outline
here some of my research decisions in order to provj.de a

context for reading this account. The data reported in
this study was collected not so nuch to rtestt any

particular theory, but as part of an examination in
practice of what night loosely be called treproduction

theoryr - that is, of the general theoreticaL stance taken

by contemporary radical and Marxist sociologists of
education - that the school is an important site of the

ideological and naterial perpetuation of existing
oppressive class relation=.11 My attenpt to answer

guestions about the actual nature of the cornplex and

contested contribution of the school to the existing social

order has of necessity guided rny collection and use of
data. It has i.nvolved me in decisions about which data to
collect, and how best to collect it.

When I initially approached the field work, my theoretical
framework was predomJ,nantly what night be called
rstructural determinismr. That is, despite having read
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willisrs Learning to Labour, which charrenged, that
framework, r had a tacit belief about working class
students' basic passivity in a process whereby the school
sirnply somehow f producedr the appropriately social.ised and
poorly- or un-qualified workers required by capitalism.
From rny initial readingl2 r p"."eived that one possibr.e
material aspect of the schoolrs contribution to the
existing social ord.er was its ineguitable distribution of
school knowledge in the forn of school cred,entials, to
children of different, race and class groups. Another
important aspect of the schoorrs contribution to social
reproduction which r d.ecided to exarnine was the ideorogical
nature of the girlsr beliefs about school work and, about,
their fchancesr of failure (or success1.13

These two areas of particular concern narrowed ny research
focus, within my wider theoretical interest in the schoorrs
contribution to sociar reproduction. These two areas arso
made sornewhat different methodological d,emands, which r
shall discuss presently. But in order to maintain sone
sense of progression in this account r shall turn first to
my entry into the school.

2.2 Enterinq the Fielrl

Arthough r was initially unclear about how exactry to focus
my examination of some rmechani.smsr whereby schooring rnight,
contribute to social reproduction, r decid,ed to approach rny
local all-girls r state second,ary school (Girls I Gramrnar)
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for access to some students there. This schooL was

selected because of its proxinity to ny transport route,

its locality (I thought 'getting to knowr the girls at

school would be enhanced by our living in the same area),

its broad spread of studentsr race and class backgrounds,

and also the principalts willingness to alIow a researcher

in her school. Later, I discovered that being in an all-
girlsr school was a particular advantage. Holding gender

constant allowed me to focus with more clarity on class-

based differences in the classroom.

I was as open as possible with the schoolrs principal about

my research concerns. Being faniliar with, and slnrpathetic

to, the literature which initiated rny interest in the

study, she was supportive of such research being carried

out in her school. I asked to be able to rbe a studentr

with a group of girls whom she thought would be rlow

achieversr (but not rremedialr level) and who would leave

school at the end of the following year, rather than

proceed on to the senior forms or university. In an as-yet

unclear wdy, I was interested in that group because of the
rbarriersr the school night provide to their success at

scirool. The principal suggested. 4 MasonL{, whom she

thought would leave school after one or two years in the

fifth form. She identified 4 Mason as I'troublerr for their
teachers. We agreed that, I should meet the teachers to
discuss ny proposal, and ask for their permission to come

to classes ruith the gi-rls.
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At rny meeting with the 4 Mason teachers, and the school

counsellor, I explained that I wanted to rbe a studentl

with 4 Mason, and docurnent their beliefs and attitudes

about school and their experiences there. I stressed that

my report would not identify any girls or teachers, and

that I would be happy to discuss my findings with them at

the conpletion of ny field work, which would occur over the

following four schools terrns. (That is, Term 3 of the

girlst fourth forrn year, and the whole of their fifth form

year). f emphasised that I too had been a secondary school

teacher and would understand their possible negative

feelings about having a researcher in their clasErooms.

They agreed to rny proposal, however, saying ilTheyrre an

interesting bunch, if yourve got the energyrr and, rrlf you

show some interest, theytll be all over you like a rashrt.

The principal subsequently announced to the whole staff
that I would be at school for the rest of the final term,

and over the next year, in a tstudent-curr-E€searcherr role.

I was introduced to the 4 Mason girls on the next Wednesday

morning before school, in their form room. The roorn was

high up, on the third floor, with windows to the light.
The floor was covered with worn-out carpet tiles, and the

desks were wooden, covered with graffiti, and scattered

unevenly about. Girls, mostly Pacific fsland Polynesians,

were sitting in groups on the desks, near the windows.

Someone had written rHave a good dayt on the blackboard.

The guidance counsellor introduced me saying, rrHerers

Alison. Shets interested in you and what you think about
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school. Shets going to be with you like a pupil' shers

sort of on the bottom of your rolIrt. I said he1J.o,

repeated more or less what the counsellor had said, adding

that I was interested in finding out what it was like being

a fourth former and that I was from the university. I said

I hoped they didntt rnind rny conJ.ng in to their class and

spending some tirne with them, and asked if anyone had any

questions. Silence. I tried to look relaxed and friendly.
(I realised later that I had entirely overlooked

negotiating entry to this group. Unlike iny approach to

their teachers, I simply assumed my trightr to find out

about the girls, and failed to solicit their inforrned

permission for my being with them. This is a serious <"U

ethical problem which I failed to solve in this research).

The bell rang, and the girls started to drift out of the

room carrying their bags. I asked a talI girl what subject

they had now. She said rroptionsrr, and I asked if I could

accompany her. She said, rrOkayrr and I walked with her

along the corridor, now brimning with rnoving girls. I was

relaxed, this was faniliar territory for me. I had been

teaching on and off for four years, so the smel1 and sight
of school rooms was not as strange as it night have been.

f almost, enjoyed the pushing and shoving in the corridor at

that moment, though I was to come to dislike it, later. But

just now it nade me feel as though I were a pupil again -
and my research was beginning.
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While many people would hate

nothing but good memories of

be a pupil again, I had

own schooling.

We walked into a room, identical in design to the first

one. I sat at the back of the room with my guide, Naorni.

The lesson was Economics, and it rnade little sense to me.

I wondered if it made sense to the girls. It was hard to

tel1. They appeared to be attentive, and wrote things down

periodically, copying from the overhead projector. The

teacher spoke guickly in a loud nasal voice. She spoke,

and noved the overhead and spoke some more. The girls

list,ened and wrote and listened some more. As the tine

wore on I felt suddenly and deeply weary. It was boring,

monotonous and meaningless to me. What could I write down

about it? I jotted down a few notes about what the teacher

was doing and how the class were responding - but not much,

nothing much seerned to be happening. I suddenly couldnrt

resist it, and leant over to Naomi. rrDo you understand

it?tt I whispered. rroh not now. I just copy them down.

But when I study I try to understand them.rr She sounded

hopeful. I wondered about the girlst rlearning

strategiesr. What were they? How were they significant to

the transmission and dist,ribution of knowledge?

After 45 minutes, the beII went, and the teacher said ttYou

may gorr even though everyone was already going, and we

pushed our way to Geography. I sat with Naoni again. I

had only beenrin classr for less than an hour and already

I was feeling tired and depressed. It was a feeling which

tro

my
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stayed with me most of the tirne r spent at school as a
f pupil t .

Geography took the same form as econornics. The girls
listened and copied. The teacher wrote and talked. The
content became uninportant; it sank under the need to ,get
it all downr. Naomi. was writing neatly. r surreptitiousry
100ked around. The others were copying too. But r began
to notice other things. One girl was idly combing
anotherts hair whire the teacher wasnrt looking. Another
two r could see were reading novels, their books on thei.r
knees' one had' a magazine insid,e her exercise book which
was propped up on her d,esk. Theyrd keep up with the
teacher, though, copying her words. There was a constant
murmur, but looking about, it was hard to pinpoint where it
came from. The teacher asked. a few sirnple questions, and
the class would answer often as a group t ot else keep
silent. when there was sirence to her questions the
teacher would answer herself, adding ''Isnrt it,f . The girls
would gladly believe it, in silence.

so the day went on. The 4 Mason girls did not seem 1i]<e
rrtroublerr at first. But after about two days when they had
got used to ny presence they began to rmuck around,r again,
although their behaviour in the classroom varied
considerably depending on their teachers. rn Maths, with a
sarcasti-c and strict teacher, they were silent and hostire,
and obedient,. In Socia. Stud.ies, with a vague though
earnest teacher, they were loud, restless and cheerful.
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My relationship with the girls changed s1ow1y. At first,
they were polit,e, but distant. Maybe they were waitlng for
me to be checked out. f vras. During my second day at
school, various girls asked, me questions rfwhy are you
here?tr rrwere you sent to this class?, rAre you a stud,ent
teacher?'r rtDo you go to the staffroorn at interval?rr and so
on. r rnade it crear that r was not a teacher (but it took
a few days before they stopped. calling me ,Missr), and that
r was just wanting to find out what it was like being in
the fourth form again, so T could write about it. They
couldn't rearly understand why r shourd voluntarily go back
to school, and why f should be interested in them.

A practical test of rny rore and royarties came on this
second day. we had finished, physical Education, had
changed' out of our sports gear, and were waiting outside
the gyn for the beIl to go. The rules were that qre were
not to move away until the be1l had sounded. Beverley
stood near rne and said quietly, rfDo you want to see what we
do at recess?' she was sniling as though r was going to
see sonething rnteresting. r said rsurer. ,'come on,
thenrrr she said, rrrrl1 show you round.rf she started to
walk off with two other girls. For a moment which seemed.
like forever, r hesitated. My dilerunas seemed to crush me.
Ernotionally, instinctively, r was rnyserf, dt school agai.n,
and r was obedient. when my own teachers had said,,Jump,, r
junped, and when they said trStop,, I did. I had, learnt how
to be liked by ny teachers and hors to conform. And r was
also aware of my tenuous position in the school as a
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rguestr. If I offended the teachers I could be out. And

being seen to break the rules with the girls could be

enough to land me in trouble. I had not made it clear to

the teachers that I night be seen to break the rules for

the sake of rcamaraderier. And f couldnrt ignore the

feeling f kept getting from the teachers that they were

glad I was there, another adult, in this difficult

situation. Being an adult and Pakeha for some reason made

the teachers assume that I was on their rsider. They made

me feel there were two rsidesr, far more than the girls

ever did. But rny desire to becone trusted by the girls

decided rne, and I started to walk off with them.

Predictably, the teacherf s voice thundered after us ttHey

you girls! Come back here, come on, the beLl hasnrt gone

yet.tt (It was a weak reason for calling us back, but what

other did she have?) My impulse as a conformist, was to

concede defeat and walk back. But Beverley stayed put.

She would not budge, and stood, statue-like on the path.

Lilly hid behind a nearby bush, and Noeline stopped and

turned, but did not go back. The teacher ignored us, stuck

on the path. She knew she would not win if she insisted

upon our complete return. She had won a minor victory by

turning us to stone. I could not resist looking back at

her apologetically. I was disgusted by ny alliance.

The be11 went, and we were allowed to come to life.

Beverley said totrCome down tucktrwith her and the others.

I had recognised already that Beverley was the matriarch.

She had high status. The others appeared to like her and
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concede to her. Her approval was sought before things
could happen and her moods seemed to d,ictate the mood of
the room. Luckily, she approved of me. This was crucial
in terrns of my access to the 4 Mason girls. Had, Beverrey
not decided r was rokayr r am sure she could have ensured.
ny complete rejectj.on by the group and thus the failure of
my research.

As we waited for the others to buy their usuar. supply of
doughnuts and chips for rnorning tea, Beverley volunteered
infonnation she thought r might be after. she told me that
her nother didnrt live with her and her father, that her
father was 'insiderr when she was young and that he and she
courd t'alk about rranything - even sexr. (r found out rater
that Beverleyrs life was very atypical 0f this group). I{e
sat with the others outside the room which would contain
the next lesson. They talked, about wagging school and, how
the police once returned then to schoor. r got the sense
that they were telling rne things r might be interested in.
I didn't, ask any questions, but listene. to thern speak,
nodding and srniling.

Thatrs the only information that was voluntarily given to
ne' From then on, r had to ask for itr or hear it as part
of the conversation around me. r rassimilatedr quickly,
but never really as rone of the girlsr. r was always
tagging around. with one srnall group or another - arways on
the outer edge, and often having to force nyself to keep up
the pace when all r really wanted to do was to sit alone in
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the cool and quiet.

r was accepted - it was probably closer to torerated - by
the girls; they were usuarly friendry, and often treated me

as their possession, denand.ing to know why r didnrt come to
school if r was away; and being proud. of my presence when
other girls asked who r was. But there was no d,enying it,
r was an outsider. r was from a different crass, race and
culture, and that put ne a rvorld away. At least r fertr w€

had our femareness in common - ny ferninist consciousness
kept telling me that with a sort of desperation. But
little tine went on before r realised that even that common
link was tenuous - that our curturar and class differences
caused a gulf of experiences and, und.erstand,ing to yawn
between us. Apart frorn their being porynesian and rny being
Pakeha and arl that means i,n a racist, society, most of thern
(iust to mention a few things) shaved, their regs, wore
brassieres, berieved. in rnarriage and. sin, and God, and the
Queen, and r didnrt. These things didnrt herp our rapport;
sornetimes r was just too odd,. Luckily, many of the 4 Mason
girls also felt rsorryr for me because r was nisguided, they
thought a fact which actually helped, our establishing a
reasonably friendry relationship. (one girl even prayed
for me regularly).

As a tpart,icipantr, r was ra stud.entr at school in that r
went to assemblies (sitting on the floor with the girrs),
to classes, to gym. f frwaggedrr with the gir's, ate with
them, stood in queues rd.own tuckr, and hung about with thern
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at intervals and lunchtine. I did not, however, become a

rrealr student. I did not wear school uniform, and I did

not rdo the lessonsr in class, although f did participate

t,o a linited degree in practical work in Science and Home

Economics. one teacher initially insisted that I do school

work i.n her c1ass, because she felt my not doing worl< would-

encourage the girls to ttslack off tr. This was a disaster.
Not only could I 'do the workr in a fraction of the time it
took the girls to do it (should I have taken a whole period

to conplete one short exercise? How would I be able to do

this?), but also the girls around me would sirnply take rny

work and copy it. I did not keep it up for more than half
a lesson.

2.3 Developing a Research Strategy,
and Focusing on rsampler Groups

As I have already mentioned, rny ernpirical interest was in
two aspects of the contribution of schooling to the

existing social order: the girlsr ideological beliefs about

their schooling, and the process of the distribution of
school credentials.

The best way to discover the girlst conmonsense beliefs was

to talk with thern in a casual context, either inside the

classroom, or in the school grounds as I sat or wandered

about with them. Every conversation was potential data for
iler and I sornetj-rnes asked questions in order to clarify
comrnents, which I would record Iater. Or else I
interviewed the girls singly or in srnall groups using a
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tape recorder if they didnrt mind, asking thern questions
about, why they were at school, what they thought about
school, and how to do school work, what they hoped for in
the future and so on. rn this way r grad,ually built up a
collection of information on the girls' attitudes and
beliefs about their schooling. 15

In order to sirnplify rny focus, I decid,ed, to exclud,e the one
Maori and four pakeha girls in a l{ason from rny subject
9roup. These girls largeJ.y kept separate from the others
outside the classroom, forrning friend,ship groups either
amongst thernselves or with girls in other classes. so r
concerned myself solely with the nineteen pacific Island
Porynesian girls in 4 Mason (henceforth the f4 Mason
girlst), who forrned three or four smaller friendship groups
which had strong links between them. Although these girls
were fron several different polynesian island groups in the
south Pacific (see next chapter), r have used the term
rPacific rslandr girls to refer to them as a group. There
are dangers in the use of this blanket terrn - it disgui.ses
the very real differences between pacific rsland groups
(roane, undated). However, r have persisted uneasiry with
the usage because of the srnal1 number of representatives
from each pacific rsland group in rny sample, and due to the
fact that the girls r friendship groups were not d,ivid,ed
along rsrand boundaries. often the 4 Mason girls used the
term rPacific rslanderf or fporynesianr to refer to
themselves as a group, which probably reflects their
taking-on of available d.ominant categories. As wendt
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recently pointed out

Pacific rsranders exist onlv in New zealand,: r amcalled a pacific rsland,eiEen r arrive in Auckrandairport; elsewhere frn a Sanoan.
Wendt, l9g5 : 5.

r decided to compare the 4 Mason girlsr beriefs and
experj.ences with another group a ,topr stream class
called 4 simrnonds, nade up pred.orninantly of niddre crass
Pakeha girls. Although the 4 Mason girls were rny prirnary
subject group, the pakeha girls in 5 Si.mrnonds provided
comparative data to illustrate more forcefully my argument
about the schoolrs contribution to the existing structure
of New Zealand society. (I approached. all of the 4

sinmondst teachers separately to get access to their
classroons). Again, for crarity of focus, r excruded, from
ny 4 simmonds sample th-e four non-pakeha girls in that
class. 16

r had to re-assess ny sample groups after the sunmer
vacation, when the 4 Mason and, 4 simmonds girls went into
the 5th form. The 4 Mason girls were red,istributed in four
different sth form groups. r continued to follow these
particular girls, atternpting to spend, simi.lar amounts of
time with each group- Their beingr in four class groups was
advantageous in that it arlowed me to obserrre their
interactions with a wide range of teachers. (r d,esignated
the 4 Mason grirls in the sth form 15 Mason, even though
they were not in one group, for the sake of simplicity).
The 4 simrnonds girls were redistributed in two ,top strearnl
groups. r serected one of these classes, which contained,
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the nost 4 Sirnrnonds girls, and spent tirne with these twelve

rniddle class Pakeha girls whom I called 5 Sinnonds.lT

To examine empirically the distribution of school

credentials, I decided to focus on the nature of the

transmission of school knowl.edge in the classroom. This

focus was partly triggered by the Pacific Island girlst
attitudes: they wanted school credentials, which, they

believed, qrere to be achieved through acguiring school

knowledge in the classrooin, But if, as I suspected,

knowledge was unevenly distributed according to race and,

c1ass, then how did this occur in the classroom? During rny

initial obsenrations of twhat went onr in the classroom

between the teachers and girls from the two different
social-class and rice groups, I began to notice the

reciprocal nature of the interaction. That is, the

teachers did not straightforwardly irnpose particular
patterns of (more or less successful) teaching-and-learning

onto different social-economic class groupsr ES I had

initially suspected. The girls themselves actively engaged

with the teacher in the production of the different
tpedagogical realitiesr in the classroom. This realisation
later led me back to Willis, and an assimj.lation of his

notion of cultural production into my account. It also led

me to ask and answer questions about the race and class

origins of the girlsr cultural production of classroom

interaction, and the schoolrs influence on this production

of twhat happenedr in the classroom and hence its outcome

in terns of the distribution of credentials.
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My need to document systematically what was rgoing onr in
school work i.nteractions and activities in the classroom,
led me to d,evise an robservation sheetf to structure my

fierd notes in that context (see Appendix r). These sheets
were organised so that r corlected d,ata on the acti.vities
in the classroom of one to three of the girls sitting
closest to me in each lesson. r became very ar^rare that
twhat was going onr in the crassroom was not simply obvious
to someone rnerely sitting in the cr-assroom. r had, to
concentrate on what the cl0sest girrs were actually doing,
rather than what they appeared to be doing, which meant
litera11y tlooking over their shouldersf and sometimes (if
the teacher allowed it) talking to them, and eavesdropping
on their rprivatef conversati_ons with teachers and peers in
the classroom. The robservation sheetsr arso enabled, me to
record the approximate time spent on different tasks by the
studentsr ds well as the teachersf demands and activities,
and verbal interactions between teachers and students.
Barnes | (rg74) suggestions regard,ing the significance of
verbar interactions for studentsr understanding school
knowledge meant that r also atternpted, on these sheets, to
classify and quantify the sorts of public verbal
i'nteractions between the class and the teacher.

r say rattempt€dr, because r found that my chosen role as
participant observer in the classroon conflicted with my
attempts to record. quantitative data on types of verbal
interactions between the teachers and stud,ents. Because
the girls tarked wi.th me, and, r participated with thern in
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classroon activities, r could not concentrate so1e1y on
accurately documenting numbers and types of i.nteractions.
(Although by selecting secti.ons of the class period in the
rmixed optionsr groups r was abre to correct some

guantitative data which was 'reliabler enough to be

reported in table form. see Table 10, also Appendix rr).

r did not feel that rny rack of guantitative d,ata was

ultimately a serious problern in the overall context of this
study, which provides a rrnap of the terrainr, so to speak,
indicating where further quantitative and qualitative
research night be carried out. while there exists a

plethora of quantitative research data on teacher-student
verbal interaction in the classroom (especially in the
united states, see Garl I rgToi Romero et aI, 19g5i cazd,en

et aI, LgTz) ' there is little research which attempts
explicitly to link actual patterns of crassroom verbal
interaction to rmacror social-political processes such as
social reproduction. such work needs to be done, and this
study rnakes suggestions about where it could profitably be
focused. lhe quantitative d,ata r did corlect in the
regular classes was not reliable enough to report in
statistical form, but provided rne with a generar record of
verbal interaction patterns, which r could report in a

descriptive form.

Throughout rny four terms at Girls I

several rnethods of data collection.
general field notes which recorded,

Grammar, then, f used

As well as keeping

excerpts of
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conversations, and incidents inside and outside the

classroom, I also used robservation sheetsr in the

classroom, I tape-recorded interviews, I read the girlsl

Iesson notes. I used a guestionnaire early in ny field
work to orient rnyself guickly to the girlst beliefs about

school and their expectat,ions, etc. I also had access to

school records to check on the girlst school achievenent.

2.4 Researcher and Participant

Being a participant observer with the students at school

obviously involved a lot more than sirnply collecting data

relevant to rny research interest. My necessary involvement

with the students influenced what data was ravailabler to
be collected. The research role tparticipant obsetlrerl

contains a series of contradictions and tensions which

influence the data available in any ethnography. For

example, the rrichnessr of the data available to me - such

as the 5 Mason girlsr beliefs about schooling - was

influenced by the nature of the girlst group norns, which I
could not challenge without being made an routsiderr rather

than a tparticipantr. I wished to document the 5 Mason

girlsr commonsense beliefs. But commonsense knowledge was

not considered by these girls to be a legitinate topic of

conversation. Or, especially in the case of school work or

future enplolnnent, they often rrdidntt want to talk about

itrr due to their feelings of anxiety and uncertainty.

Peeling away the layers of their imnediate thoughts was an

uncomfortable process for them, something they were
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unaccustomed to doing. (Unlike the Pakeha girls in
5 Simmonds, who seemed to positively enjoy analysing and

expressing their own opinions). Conseguently, when I asked

a question for clarification during a casual conversation

(t,aIk essentj.ally under their control), or even during an

interview (talk essentially under my control), the 5 Mason

girls would often lapse into silencer or say repeatedly rrr

donrt knowrr. At the tine, I saru these conversations/

interviews as rfai.lurest and did not record them. But it
\rras not only that the Pacific Island girls were

runaccustonedr to analysing their own belj-efs which meant

they did not easily participate with me in an elaboration

of their rcommon senser. I came to see that their
resistance to tgoing beyondt their shared comnonsense

knowledge was an important cultural feature of their
friendship groups - whichr ds a participant observer, I was

attenpting to enter to some extent. Amongst themselves,

asking another person to elaborate on a statement was rare.

I guickly perceived that the over-riding ethic amongst the

girls in 5 Mason was the maintenance of a feeling of shared

beliefs and knowledger any questioning of which constituted

a threat to the unity of the group - which seemed based on

shared conmonsense. The girlst lack of analysis and rare

articulation of differences engendered warm, friendly and

close-knit groups (which re-organised occasionally over

internal jealousies, disputes and changing loyalties).
However, this sometimes led to difficulties in rny

documenting what these girls believed.
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Arnongst the niddle class Pakeha girls in 5 Sirnmonds, on the

other hand, assertion and elaboration of different beliefs

amongst individuals was quite common. These girls appeared

to enjoy minor disagreements amongst themselves and liked

elaborating their own points of view. This meant that

documentj-ng these girlst beliefs and commonsense knoruledge

was relatively straightforward.

I had to fwork harderr as an ethnographer with the girls in

5 Mason in order tc rkeep up' both as a participant in the

group, as well as researcher, to understand what was being

said and done, in order to record and anaiyse it. Tine and

tirne agaj.n, conversations were lost to me. The words were

spoken too guickly for me to grasp, sornet,imes in unfamiliar

accents, and containing knowledge, assumptions and

inforrnation f had no access to. When I asked for details I
had missed, I was sometimes treated patiently with

barely veiled sarcasm, and often with such brevity that I
was not enlightened. The girlst cultural knowledge which f

did not share included faniliarity with latest tpopr songs

and singers, filrn stars, TV prograrnmes, and personalities,

friends and relatives in and outside school, video movies

and games, names of places and shops around town,

characters in books and magazines, and so on. I came to
avoid asking quescions too oftenr ds it seemed an unwelcome

intrusion into the subtle ongoing rapport in the group, and

I was concerned in case it caused a rift in the delicate
relat,ionship established between me and the 5 Mason gir1s.
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My difficulties did not lead rne to believe I was arbadl

researcher with few technj.ques of rapport. Rather they

intensified my suspicion that social scienti.sts and

anthropologists write selective reports - which tell only

half the story: they do not provide infotmation about their
funsuccessfulr interviews, rejections by their informants,

misunderstandings and so on. Ethnographic research reports

understandably avoid accounts of the false starts, mistakes

and minor problerns of tdoing the fieldworkt, and present

only their rich and relevant material. For novice

ethnographers, this gives a false impression. On the other

hand, I had no ethnographic training - ny education in
research metbods reflected the recent orthodoxy. I was

trained, along with everyone else in the 1970ts, in
robjectiver methods of sarnpling and data gathering and

statistical analysis for both texperimentalr and

Inaturalisticr settings. I was certainly never taught

about educational research as a form of hurnan interaction,
as establishing and rnaintaining human relationships. I had

learnt inplicitly that as an 'objectiver time-sampler or

dat,a-gatherer you donrt need to be human; in fact, being

hu:nan could be a 'bad thing, (it leads to that human

dj.sease, subjectivity) .

For this reason I did find it hard to relax with the

intense feelings I had about the girls and about being at

school: I was utterly attracted by Repekars vitality - f
wanted to spend tirne just near her, to enjoy her gaiety; I
didn't enjoy the irnportant ritual of sharing food at lunch
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time because I felt sick eating doughnuts and pies; f often

felt bored, depressed and angry in the classroom - and

subseguently felt unwel1 more often than usua1, and spent

more hours at horne in bed than I ever had before. fn fact,
I felt remotionalr a lot of the tirne - hurniliated at

sports; exhilarated listening to music while lying on the

grass in the sun with a group of girls friends;

apprehensive about being caught wagging or with smokersi

angry at sarcastic or insensitive teachers; despairing when

the girls stopped me from seeing their parents, or if
someone wouldnrt talk to me one day; and so on.

It was Manda Cesara who reminded rne that all this,
difficult though it was, was tnormalr and that

some social scientists are afraid to discover that
they are human, for to be human is also to be
enotional and irrat,ional and that for them, has no
room in the icy coffin of their dead discipline.

Cesara, J.982 : viii.

It was ny feelings which most made me forcefully aware of

the contradictory tension inherent in the term tparticipant

observerr. On the one hand f was working hard to be a

participant, to reduce the distance between me and the

girls; on the other hand, to observe and record my

observations reguired that I step back, force a distance,

become runinvolvedr so I could rseer and reflect.

This tension between two necessary yet contradi.ctory

aspects of ethnography - involvement with the participants

and separation from them was central to other dilernmas I
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encountered tin the fieLdt. A recurring problen was one

which concerned rny leve1 of involvement as a participant

when it challenged rny role as observer-of-the-social-world-

as-it-is. This was particularly so in the case of how much

I should consciously interfere with the girlst behaviour in

the classroom, or with their beliefs and attitudes - +-he

very things I was want,ing t,o document and analyse.

The traditional rnodel of scientific research and one which

had settled heavily on my subconscj.ous portrays the

researcherrs role as one of tdata gathererr; and unless she

has a part,icular intervention programme, she should not
rinterferer with the subjects. To do so would jeopardise

the authent,icity of the data - the social world would no

longer be tas it isr. But as a human being, I could not

bear to sit by llona for period after period and document

her boredorn and despair. One day she and I worked together

on a poem in English. At the end of the period she was

exultant, and said how much sherd enjoyed herself. The

teacher was delighted. My tauthentic datar on Mona vras

ruined from then on as she continued to ask for help, and

sirnilarly with other girls who began to seek out my help in

the classroom.

The issue of rny effect on the girls' attitudes and beliefs
was as difficult. As I wanted to closely docunent the

girls' attitudes, it was obviously irnportant that I tried
not, to influence their perspectives. Yet just the process

of establishing rapport involved me to some extent in
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\lexposing my beliefs. Certainly being rneutralr wasnrt
acceptable to the girls who often demanded rny opinion.
unsuccessful conversations such as the following (which r
handled badly) illustrate this problem:

AJ:

Sina:

AJ:
Sina:
AJ:
S ina:
AJ:
Sina:
AJ:
Sina:

why are there mostly pacific rsland girls in thosebottom classes but in the top classei rnostly pakehagirls?
f donrt know ... f donft know ...probably.
The Pacific Island girls are d,urnb?Yes I donrt know. What do you(shrug)
I donrt think so l,ihat, could beWhat do you think?
What do vou think?
I donrt know.
I donrt know.

Theyrre dumb

think?

the reason then?

The constraint of rny not wanting to infruence sinars words
- which stopped me entering into diarogue with her, coupre{
with a threatening topic, meant that our conversation
tailed off into silence at this point.

For us to renter into d.ialoguer such that sina could say
what she thought, denanded the creation of conditions

under which people come to know each other and ad.nitothers into their Iives.
Oakley, l9g1 : 58.

This reguires an eguality not just within the intenriew as
equal contributors in terms of subnitting opinion.
crucially, it requires an equality which, by the nature of
our respecti-ve social-political positions, we cour.d not
have' 18 The fact that r am white, niddle-cr.ass and
rsuccessfulr and she is polynesian, working-class and
runsuccessfurr at schoor meani that r had pohrer to use her
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words tagainst herr either as an individual whose words I

could report to someone elser oE against her people whom I

could rspeak badly of r, using her word=.l9 Furtherrnorer it

meant that this was tmyt conversation - initiated by me,

it,s language and content under my rcontrolr. This unequal

social relationship must inevitably influence the data I

was able to collect as a researcher in this context.

Travelling anthropologists could once (and probably many

still do) arrogantly and gratefully rely on the fact, that

it was highly unlikely any of their rsubjectsr would read

their accounts. But living in and studying oners own

rnulti-racial society which has increasj.ng awareness of

racism and white cultural irnperialisn has neant that some

white social researchers are made to be aware of the

assumptions and irnplications of their work.20 While I was

doing this research one of my concerns was the extent to
which I represented another instrument of dornination and

controli a Pakeha researcher controlling and constructing

descriptions of Polynesian girlsr reality. I came to
believe more strongly that as social scientists we should

be putting our power and pens to work in a direction which

will lead to more (critical) Polynesian researchers in New

Zealand. Questions about who will benefit frorn the

research as well as methodological questions about rapport

(would a Tongan researcher, for instance, have elicited
very different responses anC information from the Pacific
Island girls?) nust be addressed under the issue of rwho

has the powerr to docunent, and analyse whose lives? And
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for what ends?

Despite these problems, I remained at school for four

terrns, attending on average 3 days a week. I spent ny tine
going to class and assenblies with groups of girls from

5 Mason and 5 Simmonds, and spending interval and lunchtine

with then - usually wandering around the school grounds r oE

sitting inside talking, or listening to music. In the

following years I have kept in loose contact with utost of

the 5 Mason and 5 Sirnmonds girls by telephone or letter,
which has enabled me to document the routcomer of their
tine at school- (see Appendix III).

2.5 Feedback

Fina11y, f did not ttake the data and runr. At the end of

the yearr ds I began to formulate prelininary conclusions

about rny data, I held a series of seminars with the

teachers at the school, whether or not they had taught ny

tr^ro subj ect groups. I gave several repeat talks to snall
groups of teachers on rHow the girls understand their
school experienc€r, tWhat is tgoing onr in the classroom?l

and. fschools and the reproduction of inequalityt.2t At

these sessions I invited feedback from the teachers on

their perceptions of the 'authenticityr of rny data.

Although they did not always agree with rny analysis of the

data (some held the prevailing ideology of egual

opportunity despite ny argument,s) they consistently reacted

to my account by saying rrThatrs just what itrs like in ny
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classroonsrr, IYourve said what I experiencerr tfThank

goodness yourve saj.d it. I thought I was going nadlrf rrYes,

why are they like that?'t Often laughter and exclamations

of recognition helped confirm for me the fact that my

observations were not sinply idiosyncratic, unrelated to

otherst perceptj.ons of twhat goes onr in the classroom.

These feedback sessions represented one form of checking

the validity of rny observatj.ons. Subsequently, some of the

teachers formed a group in response to my seninars in order

to discuss and examine irnplicat,ions of rny findings for
changes in the organisation of the school, and patterns of
interaction in the classroom.

Getting feedback to and from the students proved to be more

difficult. As it was the end of the year, with School

Certificate exams irnrninent, I was unable to neet with the

5 Simnonds girls as a group, despite several atternpts. I
did arrange one session with the 5 Mason girls alnost all
of whom turned up, to rny surprj-se, despite my session

providing an opportunity for them to do other things like
studyr oE truant. They listened with interest to ny

account, of what f saw happening in the classroom, and what

they had told me, as well as my analysis of these things.
They generally agreed that my account of their behaviour

and beliefs was rrrightr'. f was very dissatisfied with this
session, however, because it seemed to add to the girlst
fatalisrn. My analysis of the schoolts role in the

maintenance of tthings as they arer rmade senser to them,

but it made them feel guite powerless, sometimes angry, and
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confused. r needed an extended feedback period, over a

seri-es of sessions, in order to discuss the possibilities
for change, and to d.iscuss answers to Noeliners guestion:

r see what theyrre doing and its not very fair but,what other r4/ay can they do it? gn"V,ve |oi [o fr"r"some there and some there. some pe6pre doinj-air thedlrty work and scrne people making'-irri money ina-arrthat. Irm not .. . sorne-people ... I d,onrt know.

In a somewhat unorthod,ox manner I have detailed several
aspects of my fleld vrork experiences, and, its effect on my

data. More such accounts by sociar researchers night lead
to widespread challenge to the berief that rdata
collectiont can be rneutrarr, or at least, straightforward!
The present,ation by researchers such as willis (Lg77) and,

woods (1993 , L97g) of lengthy ethnographic d,at,a does not
disclose the problems and constraints encountered in its
collection.22 Accounts of the actual rprocessr of such
research are irnportant. Not only do they provide the
rbudding ethnographer' with a more realistic appraisar of
the nature of field work, but also and more irnportantry
they provide a basis for the read.ersr evaluation of the
authenticity of the presented data.

r have completed a study which expresses part of an ongoing
personal interlectual journey, constrai.ned within and
largely defined by both its acadenic contextr €rs welr. as
what r perceive as some of the most pressing issues and
debates within contemporary western soci.ology of educat,ion.



NOTES - CHAPTER TWO

1. The use of_ethnography (a1so called qualitativeresearch, fierd research, naturalistic iesearch,anthropological research, phenomenological researcn and
?asg- study research) in contenporary iociology ;i educationi-s the rrnew methodological ortiroaox|" 1sh"rp 1982 : 48).Burgess (1995) confinns the huge poluririty'oi-"arr.utionalethnography, at reast in Britain.- -see ars6 wircoi (r982a)for an account of ethnography in North American ,oci-rogt'of education.

2. There is a substantial literature on ethnography as amethodology in social science research (see for exampre,Hamrnerstey alq Atkinson, :,sB3i Agar, rgdo, spindte;; L9B2ispradley, 1979; schatznan and stiauis , rg73) so r wirl notat'tenpt to recount its histgry and, rneihodorogical varie-y -

in detail here. Rather r wili focus on issues of rnethod,pertinent to my study.

3. such a view of social reality is based in the socialphenomenglog{-of schutz (rg62) ind the ethnornethodology ofGarfinkel (19G7).

4. rt nust be noted, here that this analysis cannot be soeasily.applied to some ethnogrlphy in uis. =o"iorogv oteducation. wilcox (1982a) iiailalei--severat studies whichrefer to the 'economi.c structurer as welr as other'rstructural realities'r (wilcox 19g2a : 474, wil-oi 19g2b :3oz) which "account,, for the ethnographic ph;;;;;na-understudy. wilcox (r9g2a : 478) notes-ttr-at most of thesestudies are within the "tradition"r 
-siiuctural-functional

framework in.that they tend not to t"""gri-"-trr""ainamicnature of sociar processesr an issue r ad.dress in thisstudy.

5. The details, of this argument are taken up within thebody of this study, in th6 context of a discussion on thenature of the studentsr commonsense knowledge, so r-wirlnot elaborate this point here.
6. others, such as^young (rg7s/6) have argued the necessityof rpolitically informedr'research for adequate theorydevelopment in social science ( see also Fieernan and ,rones,1e81).

7. Methods for checking theoretical interpretations ofethnographic data such as rgroundea [rreorisinf;-(draser andStrauss, l9G7). and 'tri.anguiation' fiinrnersley andAtkinson, I9g3) have been suggested for ,valj.dl
ethnography. Grounded tneoriJi"g i.i"i= to the collectionof data.being explicitly and. =y=€.rn.ii-arry g"ia.d-[ydeveloping theory; triaigulati6n means cnefu<Ing- i'r.i"r,..=drawn from one set of data -sources by collecting-eiii fromanother. whire both rnethods have ueln engaged in thisstudy, their use has been largely i*pii"it.
8. see schatzman and strauss (1973) for an excellentaccount of collecting data in'fielil iesearcn.
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g. Sharp and Greenrs (L975) study of a progressive prinary
school, and Willis | (1977 ) study of a grouP of working
class tladst at secondary school are examples of
exceptions. Wil1is avoided some of the problerns of
integrating ethnography with rmacror analysis by physically
separating these into different sections in his book. This
sti1l leaves as problernatic the legitirnacy of the analysis
vis a vis the ethnographic data (Walker, 1984). Wehlage
(1981) criticises Sharp and Green for their lack of rrrich
ethnographic descriptionrf which forces the reader to rely
on the authorst interpretations of unpresented data. -

10. My treatment of the context of a doctoral thesis
(rather than say, a popular book or a report to the school)
provides such constraints on this account.

11. While rnost Marxist sociologists of education have
focused on class, there is also a growing body of research
on the reproduction of gender relations. In Ners Zealand
there has been some recent theoretical work on the schoolsl
role in naintaining racial oppression, within the paradigm
of rradicalt sociology of education (for example, L. Snith,
1985; G. Snith, 1985; Penetito, f986).

l-2. fn particular, Bourdieu (1974, 1976).

13. Having read Harrisrs (1979) theoretical argurnents
regarding ideology.

14. A11 names in this thesis are pseudonyms.

15. My research has focused specifically on studentsl
perspect j.ves and practices. For a t ful1 | ethnographic
account, and in order to more fulIy understand the
studentsr views and their cultural production of their
daily lives, the parentsr perspectives must be centrally
important. In my case access to parents was denied ne by
the 5 Mason girls who effectively stopped rne from seeing
their parents. Although they did not say so overtly (they
made up excuses like rrMy parents are awayrt), I suspect that
the girls had a range of reasons for their collectivetblockingr of rny access to their parents including fear of
ny telling their parents about their rmisdemeanorsr at
school, embarrassment about their homes and their parents
whom they considered as rlow classr, and anticipation of
their parentsr suspicion of a Pakeha researcher in their
homes. I have used research data on the perceptions of New
Zealand-resident Samoan parents (see Chapter Eight) in an
atternpt, to fill this gap.

16. Many teachers have since told me lhat they are
interested in this group - the rsuccessfult Polynesian
girls - and how they succeed.

l-7. I hereafter refer to the girls in15 Masonr and 15

Simmondsr - most of my data actually refers to the girls as
5th forrners, as I spent over three quarters of rny tirne with
them in their 5th forrn year. (NB. Although I atternpted to
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focus,prirnarily on these twelve 5 sirnrnond,s girls, [y dataincludes convelsations with a number of their friends andclassmates as welI.)
18. cesara (1982) writes a conpelling account of thenecessity for rdialoguer in eti:nogr"iny, and how this canbe achieved only when traditionar-coiclition" -oi
objectivi.ty.are-rejected and the researiher as i p"r"ong:t: fulIy invorved with the people whom she wishis tostudy and understand such tirat- their percepti"rr=, and theresearcherrs can be changed by the dialogue.
19. see HaberS: (r97r-) and Mccarthy (rg7g) for an extendeddiscussion of the'crucial n.."==ity' oi-poriticir-equalityfor rpurer communicative d,iscourse'beiween researcher andresearched in social sci.ence.

20. Mitchell (tggz : 40) writes of how working class Blacksin the u.s.A. are now r.""iirg-.gud=i both the socialscience researchers who study-th6rn, arra tn. negative'outcomes of previous research on the lives of 6lack peoplesuch as reinforcement of inages of deviarr"",-a"ii.it 
"nafai.lure

2L. These tarks to the teachers provided the basis for
!ht:." subseguerlly publishea paplrs iJorr"", 1985a, l9g5b,forthcorning) and I bonference paper (Jones, 1985c).
22-- see, though, corriganfs account of his researchnethodol0gy (L979 , 7li). where he briefly discu"".= rri,experiences as a participant obsernrer.
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CHAPTER THREE

rHE GIRLS ' SOCIAL CONTEXT

schooling must be understood, within the context of the
existing social and economic organisation. From a rad,ical
perspective, the sociar relations characteristic of the
existing order structure the processes of fonnal education,
including the practices and consciousness of the
participants.l rn turn, the structured, beliefs and
practices of the teachers and stud.ents form a cruci.al
aspect of the schoolrs contribution to the existing order.
rt is necessary, then, to understand, the social context in
order to understand the structuring influences on the
processes of schooling and thus the nature of the rlived
experiencer of schooling. This chapter provides a

prelirninary view of the social-structural context within
which to understand the thoughts and experiences of the
working class pacific rsland, girls in s Mason and the
middle-c1ass pakeha girls in S S j_mmonds.

rt must be stated from the outset that any attempt to
provide a disernbodied conception of the structure(s) of any
society runs the risk of degenerating into a series of
oversimplifications. such an attempt can only present a
skeletal view, which must be a rather dry, inad,eguate and
somewhat distorted. view without an und,erstanding of how

this structure is rlivedr and expressed in the cultural and
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ideological reality of everyday 1ife. rt is this latter
task, focused on the school, which forns the bulk of this
study. However, in order to provide a base on which to
build a description and, anal-ysis of the girls I lived
experience of schooling, it is necessary to rset the scenel
by describing the najor structural features of the society
within which the girls as students are becorning
rknowledgeabler working adults.

The class relations of capitalism form the rnajor structure
within which the girls at school nust gain skills and

qualifications, and eventually seek work. This structure
incorporates other sets of rerations which also shape the
girlsr experience and knowredge specifically, the
relations between ethnic aroups in New zealand, and gender
relations.

A11 of these social relations are relations of dornination
and subord,inati.on, with some groups benefiting more than
others frorn the existing social-econornic organisation. rn
broad terns, doninant class, race and gender groups are
enabled to control or influence in their own interests
almost the entire rnatrix of institutions which constitute
New zealand society, including the definition and,

distribution of material wealth, good,s, services and

socially valued knowledge, whire the collecti.ve interests
of subordinate groups are not net in the prevailing social
and economic organisation (pearson and Thorns, r9g3).
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The 5 Mason and 5 sirnrnond,s girls respectivery can be

located within existing sets of power rerations. Their
rocation(s) within the social/power structure influences
the extent to which these groups of girls can collectively
benefit from schoolinq, and their probabre access to the
rabour market. rn other words, the girlsr rsocial contextr-
provides the crude lirnits of their experience in those
areas of their lives which are the focus of our interest
here: their last year of schooling, and transition to work
or further education.

rt is necessary to have some conception of the structuring
context not only to understand the girlsr experiences, but
arso for another reason: as r have said,, radical theorists
argiue that schooling contributes to the reproduction of the
social relations of the existing order. Descriptions of
this order provide a sense of what is being reproduced, as
a prelirninary to answering the questions of how, which
concern me in this studv.

3.1. fSociology of Education

A Inecessary sketchr of the structural context, of schooling
in New zealand cannot simply be gleaned from existing local
studies of schooling. sociologists of education in New

zealand have so far made few attenpts tc provide a
rpolitical t framework within which to situate an analysis
of New zealand schooling (i.e., a framework which
i-ncorporates an account of structurally-organised relations
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of power).

Prior to the recent deveropments in New zealand sociology
of education which attempt to analyse state schooling in
this country as 'an inherently political instrument for
social and cultural reproductionr' (codd et al 1995 : r0),
alnost alr local research and anarysis of the education
system has considered educati-on as largely autonomous from
the political or economic organisation of New zearand,

society, and therefore has not required an analysis of New

Zealandrs social-economic structure. 2

Research in New zealand. sociology of education in the last
two decades which has addressed, rpoliticalr questions has
been concerned with such issues as inequality, and social
mobility (or rather the lack of it), through an examinat,ion
of the connections between socio-economic status or race
rbackgroundr, ed,ucational achievement, and occupational
aspiration and attainrnent. studies such as those by
Lovegrove (l-966), vellekoop (1968 | rg77), Harker (rg7s),
Robinson (L984), Lauder et al oge4) have shown that there
is a positive correration between the rlevelr of parentsl
(usua11y fatherst) occupational status and the rlevelr of
educational and occupational aspirations and attainrnent, of
their children. when rclassr is used in these studies it
is seen as synonymous with or reducible to occupational
groupings or rsocio-economic statusr.3 This form of
categorisation of rclassr groups in New zealanc society has
little explanatory value, and often does no more than group
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people who have nothing in conmon but their income (Jesson
1979 | 4). used in such a way, rcrassr is stripped of its
potential use in analysis. rt becomes merely a descriptive
category, devoid of intrinsic reference t,o relations
between econornic classes, to d,if ferential power and
control, to conditions of work and sociar existence and how
these are reproduced (Harris rggz : 34). rn other words,
as with traditional research in British sociology of
education, in New zealand educational research

class and-the analysis of crass reaIly only made itsentry to designate a.huge tautology - *otiirg-.t.""people suffer educationil and curiural disadriantages,people who suffer educationaL and culturaldisadvantages are working cias". - rn.re r^ras noexplanation of these things, nor suggestio' oi troo,unequal class relations.and capitali;t p;;err"iionnight be centrally inplicateA in-ih"*.
Willis I9g3 : 109.

similarry, research on rracer and, educationar achievement
in New zealand has rargery just restated the facts of
inequality. There is no shortage of naterial on the
educationar underachi.evement of Maori children; though
there is very little inforrnation about pacific rsland
educational achievenent,. Harker (1971, rggo) has
documented and, discussed in some detail the New zealand
research on educational attainrnent differences between
Maori and pakeha stud,ents. Researchers in the fierd appear
to have measured an ever-increasing list of rdi.mensionsr of
home and school i-n order to suggest the contributions of
each to educational success. Most studies focus narrowly
on such variables as peculiarities of hone background and
rcultural traitsr or educationar inadeguacy in seeking
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explanations of educational differences, and, avoid turning
to the wider economic structure and, the operation of power
in New zealand society, and the role ed.ucation plays in
relation to these.4

An outcome of rracer and rclassr being conceptualised, (in
the sociology of ed,ucation) without intrinsic reference to
porr/er relations, is that these categories are not seen as
an aspect of the overall structural 0rganisation of
donination in New zealand society. Hence existing research
anarysis of the relationship between rracer and rclass, and
the education systern remains largely ra-politica1,;
explicitly or inplicitly, schools are seen as fnot herping,
Maori (or f low socio-economic status,) kids. That i.s, the
school is seen as failing in its ideal of providing equal
opportunity, rather than as participating in the political
process of maintaining the structurally subord,i.nate
position of the working class and, polynesian peopre in New

Zealand.

Research on gender in the sociology of education in New

zealand has also tended, to focus on such issues as the
distribution of wornen within schoors (whitcombe rg7g,
Middleton 1980) , girlsr curricurum experience (Ryan 1985) ,
sex-ro1es (see smith 1980, Bunce 19go) and teacher and
student expectati.ons and. attitudes (Abigail 1982, castina
and Claire 1985). These studies have been Largely
concerned with describing gender inequality. Few have
attempted to i-ncorporate analyses of class or race into
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their accounts (Ryan l9g5 is an exception) r ot to enqage in
any serious analysis of girlsr education in the cont,ext of
the structural organisation of power in New zealand
society.

However, recent developrnents in New zealand sociology of
education, contained in political rssues in New zeaLand
Education (codd et aI 1985), appear to mark an important
break with this past. rnfluenced, by European and British
radical sociology of education, and, the work of the
Birrningham centre for contemporary cultural studies, some

New zearand educationar sociologists are developing ,a
political-cultural problematic which begins with systens of
the state, the econorny and, the fanily, and the structures
of langudg€, gender, race and, class. rt asks what effects,
intended and unintended,, are prod,uced by the ed,ucational
system in relation to these other systernsrr (cod,d et aI l9g5
: 10). This is as yet an emerging and unfocused
problenatic in this country (Wood LgB2 : 59).

we night be able to expect fron these writers a franework
within which to understand and analyse the poritical and
educational contexts in which the girrs at, Girlsr Grammar

live their daily lives. From the outset codd et al state
rn contenporary New zealand, the nod,e of production iscapitalist, which for our purposes can be understood,as a system_ of production orginised on the principlesof profitable accurnulation. -

Codd et al, 1985 : 10.
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unfortunately, they (and the other contributors to their
collection of tpoliiical issuesr) do not develop a

theoretical analysis of the social organisation of this
rnode of production in New zealand, at least not explicitly.
The terms'rclass-located familiesr,,d.ominant classesr,
rrworking classrf and rrruli.ng classesr etc., are used with no.

direct theoretical contextualising in the New zealand
scene. The nature of the relationship between groups of
people (classes) needed to maintain the rrprofitabre
accumulationfr whether of power, capital or knowledge (and,
in particular, their accumulation in the hands of certain
groups) is not spelled out in a sense generally useful to
us here in our prelirninary attempt to locate the
5 sinmonds and 5 Mason girrs in the New zealand poritical
economy. rn short, sociol0gy of education in New zearand
so far lacks deveroped theory regarding the rocation of
schooling within the cuItural, economic and political
structure of New zealand. capitalisrn which courd provide a

context for a study such as this.S

r cannot pretend to have provided, the necessary analysis.
However, in order to lay some groundwork for expranations
of the girlsr responses to and understanding of their
schooring (and the rreproductiver process in which they are
invorved), r need to begin explicitly with (at least) some

skeletar conceptualisation of the girlsr structural
Iocation in New Zealand society, and the school.
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r have already identified the 5 Mason and 5 sirnrnonds girls
in terms of the class and, race groups of which they are
members. The categories class and. race <io not sinply
identify their faniliesr socio-economic status, and their
rethnic origint. They refer to sets of rerationships and

nateri,al conditions which form part of the objective
organisation of New zealand societyr ds well as structuring
features of the girlsr everyday lives.

Samoan
Cook fslander
Tongan
Niuean
Tokelauan

seven of these nineteen girls were born in the rslands and
migrated to New zealand with their parents. The youngest
was aged 4 and the oldest 13 0n thei-r arrival in New

zealand. All of the others (Lz/rg) had parents who had
nnigrated to New zealand, and they were born in Auckland.
A11 fanilies, except one, were permanent inmigrants.

6
D

3
3
2

19

originally from

groups. By their

the thousands of
to have settled in

3.2 The 5 Ma=o5r Glrl= a= workinq class pacific rFlandersin New Zealand

The families of the 5 Mason girls cane

several different South pacific island
own definit,ion6 these girls were

The 5 Mason girlsr parents were among,st

other inmigrants from pacific countries
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New zealand since world war Tr. while cont,emporary New

Zealand society is dorninated, by people with curtural
traditions originating in Britain, it is r.ess than
200 years since these islands in the south pacific had a
population and culture that was entirely polynesian
(Maori). since British settrement, and, dornination,
irnmigrati-on to New zealand from other pacific countries has
continued, largely controlred and, influenced by the nerv

political rulers in New zealand, (Bedford 1984).

New zealandfs colonial ventures in the pacific at the
beginning of the century initiated the contenporary phase
of Pacific rsland polynesian migration to the southT, but
the flow of pacific rsrand. polynesians to New zealand was
smaIl until after world war rr. According to Bedford
(1984) and spoonley (19g2), during the post,-war economic
growth period New zealand, fo110wed, the usual pattern of
western capitalist societies such as those 1n western
Europe and the united states by recruiting rnigrant workers
to fill labour shortages in the urban sector which were
created by the increased, investment in production after the
war. According to Spoonley (19g2), the expansion of
service and industrial sectors of the economy attracted
white urban labour away from what were reratively
undesirable and low-wage jobs in other sectors of the
economy, such as production-Iine work. To fill the gaps,
employers turned to other sources of labour. one source
was the largely rural Maori population; another was
provided by labour from the pacific rslands (spoonley
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1982). with a down-turn in the economy, the inrnigrati.on of
Pacific rsrand people to New zealand has become more

rigidly controlled8, although large numbers of pacific
rsland Polynesians (nearly 90,ooo in rggr) are nor,r

permanent residents in this countrv.

The legacy of this pattern of recruitrnent is apparent in
the current distribution of polynesians in the labour
force; the incorporation of Maori and pacific rsland,
workers into the urban capitalist organisation in the rast
few decades has meant the establishnent of an urban
Polynesian population which is pred,ominantly in the
unskilled, and serni-skilled sections of the working class
(Spoonley L9B2 z 2G5; Cha1lis L973). The occupations of
the 5 Mason girrsr parents reflect this situation. Most of
their mothers and fathers worked in unski.lled or semi"-
skilled product,ion work (see Table 1) .

TABLE 1: 5 Mason Girlsr parentsr Occupations

Fathers

Factory Worker
Skilled Tradesman
Unenployed
Professional
Sales
Labourer
Retired
Not present

loa b
2
2
I
1a
I
1
1

19

Mothers

Factory Worker
Dornestic worker (housewife)
Laundry/Cleaner
Nurse/nurse aid
Not present

1L
3
2
2
J.

19

a
b

one of each of these was pakeha
three were foremen
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The 5 Mason girlst mothers were nostly enployed, in Local
factories, doing machining, packing, assembring and other
production-line work. over one-third, of these women had
part-t,irne or shift work - 1ike Lisars mother, who worked, at
night as a creaner and during the d,ay as a factory worker,
in order to contribute financially t,o the househol,d as werl
as to rneet child care responsibilities. (Table I documents

the girls' nothers, major job9).

The pattern of the 5 Mason girlsr parentsr occupations is
reflected in national enployrnent figures. In their
analysis of the 1981 census, pearson and Thorns (19g3 :

206) show that pacific Island workers are
disproportionatery represented in the production/
transport/labourer sector of the workforce, and ext,remely
under-represented in professional and, managerial, clerical
and sares positions, compared with the distribution of non-
Polynesian workers (see Tab1e 2).10

Of course, merely presenting figures showing the
distribution of ethnic groups in the workforce is not
sufficient to contextualise the sociar-economic position of
Pacific rsland workers in New zealand,. The categories used,

in census data do not indicate any d,ifferentiation by
class, power, etc. C1ass cannot be red.uced sinply to
occupation, or income. As Jesson (rg7g) points out, people
of similar occupations and incomes can belong to different
classesi for instance a self-enployed, electrician and, one

who works for wages experience very different sociar
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TABLE 2:
4€4qrrssJ. E clrrla l\cJfl-rQJ.l/nesJ-ans
New Zealand Labour Foice. lser

Percentage actively engaged
Occupati.on
(major group)

itEoril Pacific2
Islander Non-3

Polynesian

professional, technical
adnLin, rnanagerial

clerica]-
se::rrice

sales

agric, forestrlr, fishing
prod'n, transp, labourer
new workers, seeking work
'other' - no paid enplolznent,

unclass. etc

A-l2.2

0.4

7?

9.8

2.5

11.4

53.2

2.6

8.6

3.4
0.3

7.2

10.3
11

L.6

63.4

r.o

t-0.5

t4.9
3.8

L7.L

7.8

10.4

LL. Z

?1 q

0.4

2.5

Tota]-
100 100 100

I.Iwnber 104, lgl- 35, 0 19 LT93,L42

1Notes: * conE>rises all persons who specified. themselves of
)- persons of har-f degree or n,"re. Refers to pacific
?- Includes European and other ethnic origin goups.

Sourcez Census

l6ori- descent.

Island Polynesians.
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rerations of contror over their labour and, its rproductsr.

rn other words, occupational groups in thenselves do not
refer to the shared material conditions and sets of
socially constructed. relationships which characterise the
working rives of groups of people, factors significant in
the Marxist use of the category fclassr (Jesson rg79,
Braverman L974).

There has been reratively little written about contemporary
class structure in New Zealand, even by writers on the
Ieft.11 The continuing official and popular
ideology/rnythology is that New Zealand is a 1argely
unstratified and egalitarian society. However, in the last
decade, mainstrean sociologists such as pitt have
cautiously suggeStea that it is clear that, there are
rrindicati-ons of differences based on differential acceEs to
polfer, wealth and status. rn this sense there hrere and are
classes in New Zealand . . .' (pitt rg77 : 21) . Debate about
the rexistencer of class misses the point that, New zearand
has a capitarist economy and therefore is objectively
socially divided by differences i.n control, power and
wearth which are features of the exploitative producti.on
relations in capitalisn. As Spoonley says,

class is 1n oljective position in tire capitaristsystem of production. rf it is accepted thal mewzealand is a capi.talist society, their it fo110ws thata class structure must be presint, even if thesubjective aspects, namely class 6o.=.io.=".=", arefar from apparent.
Spoonley 1992 t 269
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r cannot hope in the context of this study to provid,e an

adequate account, of class in New zealand.. Existing Marxist
accounts, in any case, fair to reach any agreement about
the actual character of the New zealand class structure.
what, r wish to do here is provide at least a sense of the
economic class context within which the girlsr fanilies
exist, and into which the girls themselves are moving as

they leave school and higher ed.ucation.

rn crud,e terrns12, the working class in New Zearand, of
which the 5 Mason girlsr families are mernbers, can be

understood as waged labourers and their dependants who have
common interests (even if these are unrecognised) because
they are dependent for their living on selring their rabour
(or are dependent on soneone erse doing so). The social
rerationship between the working class and, those to whom

they must serl their labour power is one of exploitati.on
and differential ultinate power and control. The working
crass have little control over the labour process and their
own work activities or the prod.ucts of their work, and they
do not contror or own their means of production (Bed,ggood,

1980,. Edwards 1979) .

The working class job market in capitalisrn is divided
conceptually by political theorists such as steven (1978)
Edwards (L979) phizaklea and Miles (1980) into segments or
fractions; these writers suggest that within the working
class some forms of wage labour (e.g. skirled manual
labour) occupy a relatively advantageous economic position
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compared, to other".13

one subordinate segrnent (which Edwards calls rthe second,ary

narketr) contains jobs which reguj.re little education or
experience, and few ski11s, and offer low pay and virtually
no job security. Education provides littIe or no return in
this section of the job narket because such work is
organised to rnininise the need for experience or schooling
(Edwards r9z9 : 180). As Braverman (rg74) argues, these
sorts of jobs have been progressively rdeskilledr in a

process whereby management gai.ns control over the labour
process. conception is divorced from execution such that
management is totalJ-y responsi_ble for the planning and,

design of work tasks, and workers are restricted, to sirnple
manuar operations. Manual and mentar labour are separated,
and all autonomy, discretion and, rbrain workr are removed
from the workers and monopolised, by rnanagement (Braverman

1974 : 100). rt forlows that jobs in this segment of the
economy are designed to demand few educational credentials
and thus to legitinate row rates of pay (Elger rga2). rn
short, these jobs are 'dead endr jobs with little prospect,
of increase in wages with experience; that is, they rack a

career structure and opportunities for pronotion.
rservicer ernploynent, prod.uction work, labouring, low-level
crerical and part-tine work are included in this segment. 14

Accordi-ng to spoonley (rgg2) , Bed,ggood (1990) and steven
(L978) it is precisely in this segnnent of the labour market
that nost fernale and rnale pacific rsland workers i-n New
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zealand are located. These wri.ters argue that pacific
rsland (and Maori) workers, rike Bracks in Britainl5 and

the united, statesl6 are disproportionately over-represented
in this tsecondary marketr segment of the working crass in
New zealand. polynesian workersr subord.inate position is
due to the historicar pattern of their recruitment into the
working class, and also to on-going racism - by being
identified as racially different and inferior by the
doninant group, and by other members of the working class
with whom tlrey must cornpete for jobs (Trlin 1921, Bedggood

1980) .17

The location of pacific rsland,ers in New zealand largery
within a subord,inate fraction of the working class has
several inprications for the robjective future
probabilitiesr for the 5 Mason girrs. Their structural
location suggests that these girlsr BS workers, will nost
likely be enployed within a labour market which has a row
dernand for skirls and cred,entiars, and accompanying row pay
rates, 10w status, little autonorny, poor career prospects
and so on. rnsofar as schooling rpreparesr them for this
labour market, the 5 Mason girls rnight be expected, to gain
few credentials fron their schooling (see section 3.5).

The 5 Mason girls' emplolnnent prospects are also lirnited by
another oppressive feature of the subordinat,e economic
position of pacific rsland workers: that they are
expendable and manipulable depending on the d.emands of the
economy. Bedggood (1980) and Spoonley ,Jgg2) provide
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evidence of disproportionate levels of pollrnesian

unernployment at times of economic recession, to support the
argument that pacific rslanders (and Maori) act as an

easily disposable reserve army of labour. spoonley and

shipley's (1982) analysis of the 19g1 ..n=rr=18 shows that
Maori. and pacific rslanders were as much as four and three.
tines nore 1ikeIy to be unemployed than non-polynesian
workers. Pacific rsland females, for example, had an

unenployment rate of 10.99 compared, with a 4.3t rate for
non-Polynesian fenales. The highest leveIs of unemployed

were found amongst the 15-19 age group - with the pacific
Island female rate at 62.32. As they Sdyr rrthe situation
faced by those seeking work who are both fenare and,

Polynesian is quite explicitr (spoonley and shipley rgg2 :

16). statistically an]ryay, the present situation facing
the Pacific rsland girls in 5 Mason is, at best, uncertain,
depending on the current demands of the local labour
narket.

The effects of the 5 Mason girlsr class position on their
entry into the job market nay be compound,ed by the possibre
racism of prospective employer=.19 Referring to his
research into attitudes towards ernploying pacific rslanders
held by rnanagers in a wid.e range of Auckland f irms,
spoonrey (1928, rggo) maintains that owing to their
position in the workforce as well as racial stereotyping,
Pacific rslanders are associated with unskilled vrork in the
rninds of ernployers. Thus they are ress likely to be
enployed in skilred work. spoonley documented, systernatic
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Pakeha nanagerial prejudice against ernploying pacific
rsranders.20 Two-thirds of ernployers in his study
preferred not to emplcy pacific rsland workers if they had

a choi-ce, particularly in skilred work and in rwhitef

colIar or supervisory positions (spoonJ.ey 1980 : 8).
Managers showed more enthusiasrn about employing pacific
rsland workers in unskilled work. Furthermore, spoonley
illustrated clear discrirnination against enploying pacific
rslanders irrespective of their qualifications. Referring
to the discrirninatory responses by potential rwhite colrarl
employers in a range of jobs to rnatched job applicati.ons
from Pacific rsrand (Niuean) and pakeha applicants,
spoonley suggests that even though pacific rslanders may

gain higher acadenic qualificat,ions or experience they nay
not be able to overcome the reticence of figatekeepersrt to
enploy then in positions which equate with their
credenti.als (spoonley riac : 11). As a significant
structural feature of New zealand, society (Awatere Lg84,
spoonley et al l9B4), racism forms an aspect of the social
and economic context which shapes the experiences of, and
possibilities for, the pacific rsland and pakeha girls at
Girlsr Grannar.

Aside fron direct economic prospects, the subordinate race
and class location of the 5 Mason girls is expressed, in
their culturaL subordination, the effects of which are
economic and social in that the class- and rethno-l

cultural norms, values and style of the 5 Mason girls do

not form the basis of the schoolrs processes of credential
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distribution (see Section 3,4 and, Chapter Eight).

3.3 Thg 5 sirlBonds Girrs as Mernbers of the pakehatl,tiddle class' in uew ZEElEnd-

The girrs in s sirnnondsr €rs pakeha and niddle class, exist
within a very different set of structural cond,itions from
those experienced by the 5 Mason girlsr families.

The tniddle classr i.s a term popularly used in New zealand,
usually to designate particular life styres. rt is also a

term generally given to particular professional,
administrative and entrepreneurj.al occupati.ons - the sort
of job largery held by the 5 sirnmonds girlsr fathers
(Table 3) .

TABLE 3: 5 simmonds Girlsr parentsr oqcupations

Fathers

Professi onal/
Managerial

Skilled Trades
(Self Employed)

Skilled Trades
Retailer

Mothers

9a Domestic Worker (housewife) 4

I professional/Managerial 3b1 Clerk/Secretary 2L Nurse 1Student 1
Shop Assistant (for

Husbandrs Business) f
T2;

For example, accountant, engineer, lecturer, busi.nessmanager, custons officer.G ?
This-category incruaes-leachers, and, one nother manalres aguest-house with her husband.

a
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However, in Marxist theoretical terrns rmiddle classr does
not refer to particular occupational groups, nor does it
designate a rclassr in itserf (steven i.g7g, Jesson Lglgl.
when the tern is used by Marxist theorists, the so-called
Inewt rniddle class2l refers to that section of the
conternporary workforce occupying contrad.ictory positions
between the two prirnary antagonistic classes in capitarism

the capitalist and working class (Harris rgg2, pourantzas

re75).

Before the developrnent of corporate capitalisrn, the social
relations of capitarist society could, be und.erstood, largely
in terms of these two classes wi.th unambiguous or opposing
interests?2z those who do not, own and/or control the means

of production (that is, the naterials, capitar and,

machinery to produce cornnodities) and who exist by selling
their labour power to the owners/contro1lers, are
characterised as the working class. The owners/
controllers, who exist through exploiting the workersl
labour by selling the conmoditi.es prod,uced by the workers
at a profit, are referred to as capitalists (Harris 19g2 :

38). These two rnajor groups have fundamentally opposing
interests partly because the interest of the
capitalist/employer is to increase profits (and capital),
and the opposing interest of the workers is in increasing
their wages, improving their working cond,itions and so on
(steven 1979, Edwards rgTg z r2). Thus, these groups stand.
in an antagonistic rerationship towards each other since
they are comprised respectively of exploiting and, exploited
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groups within the social order (Harris , LggZ : 43).

The social relations of contenporary western capitarisrn
(including New zealand) cannot be und,erstood in terns of
such a sinple dichotorny. with the d,evelopment of corporate
capitalism has been a fragmentation of production and a
proliferation of occupations d,edicated, to the control,
management and reproduction of the labour process (Harris
L982, sharp 1980, poulantzas rgTs). These occupations forn
positions in the social structure (the rnewr mid,dle

crass123 which are contradictory - the new nid,dle class is
congruent with neither the working class nor the capitalist
crass, but bears features conmon to both. on the one hand.,
Inewr middle class workers perform rthe global function of
capitalt' by naintaining, organising and, legitirnating the
conditions of capitalist production; on the other hand they
do not own the means of production, and al.t must sel1
their labour powers for a wage, and thus rrperform the
function of the collective labourerr (Harris Lgg2 : GI,
sharp 1980 : 59). This contrad,ictory class position is
that occupied by nost of the 5 sirnmonds girlsr fathers as

managers, accountants, engineers and so on.

Despite the fact that they might not own or contror the
means of production and rnust sell their labour power, the
Inewr middle class (incruding their d.ependants) argruably
benefit from the sociar-economic organisation and the
distribution of money, power etc. steven (],g7g) naintains
that what characterises the middle class in New Zearand is
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a partial control over capital including control over the
conditions of their own and othersr work. The extent, of
this power or control will deternine the rever of social
privileges and benefits such as financiar reward, social
status, quality of housing and transport, etc. _ which
niddre class faniries have access to. Thus, according to
steven, the extent of the control rniddle class menbers can
exert over capital and over their own and, others! work,
will affect whether they (and,, f would add, their
dependants) have an interest in the maintenance of the
prevailing social-economic organisation.

However, while manageri.ar and professional workers nay be

relativery autonomous, have some contror over the wor]< of
others and receive a reratively high income, they may not
necessarily comnand much rcontror of econonic capitarr in
any broader sense. Their prinary contror is of a

different, related commodity - socially valued knowredge.
Peoprers relationship to product,ion is generally thought of
in terms of the degree of their ownership and control of
phvsical capital (for exampre, money, stocks, machines, the
labour of others which is a source of profit, and so on).
But capital can also be svrnbolic - such as the social.ly
legitirnated knowledge of how the prod,ucti.on process works,
as well as linguistic, rinterpersonalr and, technical skills
and knowledge which form the doninant scientific, artistic
or other culture (Anyon 19go; Bourdieu rg7L, L976i
Bernstein L977).
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Control over such slnarbolic capital includes both the
monopory over knowledgez4 and skills in order to hold power

and (consciousry or unconsciously) withhold it from others;
as welr as the ability selectivery to transrnit (for exanpre
by lecturers, ernployers, and teachers) to a new generation
those skills and knowledge which will enable that
generation to take their respective places in the
structurally divided labour process (Harris , rgf,z : G3;

Bernstein t977).

slnnboric capital can arso be seen in terms of groupsl
control over, or townershipr of , the dorninant culture:
those values, norrns, ways of acting, thinking, speaki.ng
which beJ.ong to the dorninant class groups such as the new

niddle class.25 The (usualry unconscious) acquisition and,

use of this syrnbolic or rculturalr capital particularly by
the mlddle class is intrinsic to the process of gaining
economic and sociar control or privilege. As Bourd,ieu puts
it, symbolic capital is a rftransformed and thereby
disguised form of physical econornic capital'r (Bourdieu,
I977a: 183).

Thus it rnight be expected (theoretically, dt least) that
the 5 simmonds girlsr dS mernbers of a d.oninant group, might
be enabled to acquire the skilrs, beliefs, expectat,ions and
knowledge (the 'culturar capital') which will provide then
with .c"e==25 to those rniddle, layer jobs characterised by
relative autonomy, career prospects, sociar status and so

on. (caution is needed here because of the interactincr
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3.4

Assuming for the moment that the 5 sirnmonds girls can be

designated as members of the rnewr rnid,dle crass, what is of
interest to us here is the meaning of the 5 Mason and

5 sinmonds girlsr respective class rocations in tezms of
the benefits, privileges, possibirities and limitations
which they confer on the girlsr daily li.ves, especi.ally in
terms of the girlsr experiences of schooling.

r have already pointed to sone limitations on the 5 Mason

girlsr access to the labour market, and rnentioned. some

benefits available to the 5 simmonds girls in their
transition to work. r have attenpted to indicate that the
social relations characteristic of the existing order
potentially benefit the 5 sinmonds girls as mernbers of the
Inewt niddle class in New zealand society, and do not
benefit the working class girls in 5 Mason.

rn the most general terms, the existing economic order is
not in the interests of the working class (and therefore
5 Mason and their fanilies) who must se1l their labour
power and whose conditi.ons of work and financial reward
(and thus their conditi-ons of life) are not onry worse than
those of dorninant groups, but are also vulnerable to the
(albeit contested) control of these groups which include
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the Inew' middle class (Edward.s IgTg : 16).

As Bourdieu argues, the school prays an irnportant role in
rnaintaj.ning this situation. By rnaking connections between

class and culture, Bourdieu draws attention to the fact
that class relations are not sirnply esonomic, nor are they
evident only in the workplace.

He suggests that by legitirnating and reward,ing (with
credentials) the curtural attributes of the rnid,dle class
child, the school ensures that, for example, the
5 sirnmonds girls have potential access to relative material
and social privilege. Bourdieurs (rg76) argunents about
the school t s role in the distribut,ion of slanbolic or
t cultural I capitar and the reward of d,orninant group culture
will concern us further in d,etair (see chapter Eight).
suffice it to say here that because control ef, or access
to, syrnbolic capi+,al is characteristic of rnany positions in
the new middle c1ass, rniddle class i_nterests (including
those of the 5 sirnrnonds girls' families) in the maintenance
of the status quo are likely to be strong insofar as their
existing control provides thern access to econornic capital,
st,atus, privilege eEc.27 conversely, insofar as the
working class (and, especially ninority ethnic groups such
as Pacific rsranders in New zealand) are not enabled to
constitute their cultural norms etc. as symbolic capital,
rewarded via the schoolrs credentialling system28, the
perpetuation of the existing situation is clearly not in
working class interests. whire some children from working
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class fanilies may achieve class rnobility and, acquire
synboric capital via the educati.on system, for the rnajority
it is their tculturalt subordination as much as their
labour relations which constitutes (for thern) an oppressive
status quo.

rn conclusion so far, r have suggested that the 5 Mason and

5 sirnmonds girls have quite different interests in the
econornic status quo and, by irnplicati.on, in the school
system insofar as the latter reprod.uces, and is structured
by, the former. A detaired argument and illustraiion of
this suggestion is taken up in the forlowing chapters.

A regitimate criticism of the preced,ing discussion of the
girlsr rstructural locationr in New zealand society is that
it fails to acknowledge the particular position of women in
the labour rnarket. while r have briefly discussed class
interests in the status guor and, the girls as me:nbers of
different class groups with opposing interests, r have
ignored a potential and significant point of unity : the
girlsr shared position as future female lsorkers.

3.4.1 Ehe.Sexuql Division of Labour: 5 Mason and
5_€imord= Ci"l= u= ( 

"Labour Market

some feninist theorists29 argue that women as a
basicall-y share a common position in capitalism,
their interests are fundamentally united. They

9roup

and that
would argue
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against ny irnplicit atternpt to situate the girls as class
members within crass-rocated fanilies. They maintain that
any conceptualisation of the farnily as a unified entity
located in the crass structure is essentially inad,equate

for designating womenrs class mernbership. such an

approach, it is argued, provides women with class
nembership I'by proxy, (west, LgTg t 273). The assurnptlon
that women automatically share the class position and

interests of their fathers (or husbands), it is argued,
precludes an account of womenfs shared position and common

interests, in a class society.

This position, that rthe category [wonan] seems to cut
across all classesrr (Benston, 1969 : 13) has been argued in
probably its rnost developed form by Mirlet (197r) and

Firestone (r.970). Millet (r971) argues that the
patriarchal rule of women by rnen is the funda:rnental
politicar division in society. she implies that, crass
divisions are rerevant only to men, and denies that
significant, crass differences exist between eromen. rn
other words, gender division - oE, at least, patri.archy -
is seen as const,ituting a system of oppression ind,ependent
of class division. rn some cases, it is argued that women

form a fsocial classr (Firestone, L}TO).

on this radical feminist position, dDy differences between
the 5 Mason and 5 sirnrnonds girlsr experiences of everyday
1ife, including the school and workplace, are insignificant
compared with their shared experiences as women. The
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girrst daily lives rnust be und,erstood in terns of thelr
conmon gender, and their shared subordinate position in
relati.on to men.

Less extreme expressions of the same stance are irnplicit in
most contemporary accounts of womenrs ernprolnnent (see for
exanple Game and prin9le, I9g4; Westwood,, I9g4). Many

researchers and theorists focus on women-as-a-group within
a segrmented labour market. Barron and Norrisrs (1976)

classic British study of labour market segmentation, and

Shipleyts (1992) study of womenrs ernployinent in a New

zealand city, for example, argue that the female rabour
force can be characterised in terms of the concept of the
secondary labour rnarket,. These studies show that womenrs

pay is significantly lower than menrs, and. that there is a

high degree of occupational segmentation between male and,

female workers; that there is some evidence that women are
more likely to be rnade redundant than men and, thus have a

higher degree of job insecurity; that nen are more likely
to be upwardly nobile than r,romen; and finally that women

have liinited opportunities for ad,vancement, tending instead
to be horizontally rnobire. rn these ways, it is argued,
women workers conform to all the criteria of secondary
labour market employees (see also Beechey 197g). rn her
analysis of the female labour force in a New zealand city,
shipley (1992) found that women were massi.vely over-
represented in clerical and service occupationsr €rs well as
naking up alnost the entire part-tirne rabour force. These
jobs, like those in the production sector, have the
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characteristics of fsecondary labour market,t jobs in that

they have a higher degree of job insecurity, 1ow economic

return, little responsibility and limited chances for

advancement. (See also Freeman-Moir, L984),

ShipJ-ey (1982) argues that women as a group irrespective of-

class are disqualified from rprimaryr jobs in the labour

market as a result of their domestic role as wives and

rnothers. Furthermore, ideological and political sexual

divisions in New Zea1and. society3o influence the available

places in the division of labour outside the hone to which

women are recruited. The distribution of women in the

enployed workforce bears a striking resernblance to the

division of labour in the farnily: such work as cleanlng,

catering, clothing-rnachining, packaging, nursing, shop

assistance and office work is seen as rwomenrs workr,

reflecting as it does the tasks which characterise domestic

trrork (Ryan, 1985; Phizaklea and Miles, 1980) . It is argued

that such tindustralised houseworkr being performed

predominantly by women conseguently suffers from low status

and wages - which means it is fj-nancially advantageous to
the employer to rnaintain these jobs as rwomenrs workr.3l

Such argument,s rnake it clear that any analysis of girls I

schooling and the labour market would be inadequate without

the recognition that gender relations expressed in the
tideology of the fanilyrhave a crucial effect on the sorts

of enploynent (including donestic work) sought by and

available to women in New Zealand - including the 5 Mason
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and 5 Sinrnonds girls.

This does not mean, however, that the situation of women

can or must be seen as uniforn or undifferentiated by class

or ru"".32 womenrs apparent relegation as a group to the

secondary labour market is not in it,self sufficient for an'

analysis of womenrs position in the ..ono*y.33 while this
rnight be adequately descriptj.ve of most womenrs wagled work,

it precludes analysis of their possible internal}y opposing

class interests - particularly when class is understood in

terms of controL over or ownership of cultural or symbolic

capital, rather than econornic capital.

The central problern with the usual categorisation of women

as a group who are largely located in one segment of the

labour force and in domestic work, is that women are

portrayed as a meaningful unitary social group with shared

interests. And this, according to some Marxj.st theorists

at least, is to rrpropose a political analysis which

rnisidentifies the locations anC operations of power and

exploitation in relation to the issue of gender and

sexual division" (Curthoys, 1983a : 16). That is, women

cannot sirnply be seen as naking up a subordinate group

within the social division of labour. Women are not

undifferentiated as regards class; rather, rclassr is a

framework within which sexual division is constituted. Put

another wdy, the character of womenrs oppression differs

between the classes of capitalism (Barrett, 1980 : 180).

This is one reason whv rrmenrr and rrwomenrr cannot be seen in
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class societies merely and onry as social groups r^rith

internally common interests (and opposed interests to one

another) (curthoys, 1983b : 153). within the fernale labour
force, there are class differences operating which
det,ermine not nerely the sorts of Jobs which different
women are likely to find themselves in, but also their
relations to the means of prod,uction (MacDonard,, 19go) .34

within the working c1ass, ernployed, women and men share the
same relation to the means of production as they both must

sell their labour power (or are d,ependent on the sale of
someone elsers labour power). This is reflected in the
similar forrn of wage labour of the 5 Mason girlst nothers
and fathers. Furthernore, both working crass vromen and men

have little or no ownership of syrnbolii capital; thus in
general terms, they share a lack of access to relative
social ad,vantage. This is not to say that working class
women and men are disadvantaged equally in capitalism. The

subordination of women is a significant structural feature
of the working classr ds in other crasses (MacDonald t98o).

rn the professional rniddle classes, while the men are
1ikeIy to be the managers and adnrinistrators for capital,
the women, located primarily in the rcari-ngr professions,
rnay be a najor source of the ragents of symbolic controlr,
presenting what MacDonald (1990) caIls the ,soft face of
capitalisrntt in the weLfare and. educational agencies. r
have already argued that an iinportant aspect of new niddle
class structural location is control over slmbolic or
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cultural capital. The process of controlling, acquiring
and dj.stributing cultural capital entails what Bernstein
(rg77 z r2z13s calrs ttsymboli.c controlrr. As agents of
syrnbolic control, ernployed middle class women and, nen

produce, legitimise and maintain the existing d.orninant

culture through their positions in artistic, rculturalr,
Iegal, media, educational, socj_a1 service and

adninistrative areas. Middle class women who perform
domestic'work in the home and pray a rnajor role in child-
rearing also engage in symbolic control through
transmitt,ing to their chirdren the cultural or syrnbolic
capital which can ultirnately be exchanged for naterial
capitar (Bernstein rg77 : 130, Bourd.ieu 1971). Thus,

niddle class women can be said, to share with niddre class
men an interest in the maintenance of this situation in
that it benefits then and their families.

However, according to shiprey and others, only a rninority
of niddle class women (defined in terms of their husbandfs
or father's class position) work in paid jobs which entail
much slanbolic control. Many women whose husband.s/fathers
are members of the new rniddre class, are clerical, selr,rice,
sales and part-tine workers (three of the 5 simmond.s girls t

rnothers are in this category). But while such niddle class
women and working class women in simirar occupations night
share the same relation to the means of prod.uction, it is
not sirnply the case that these women share the same

interest in the maintenance of the existing sociar-economi.c
organisation and its inherent pat,terns of cultural
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dornination. Arguably, women whose husbands/fathers occupy
rmiddle classt positions in the economy share with their
husbands/fathers an interest in the economic status quo

insofar as it benefits them: as werl as often receiving
financial and status benefits from their husbandrs/fatherrs
position, they share and help define doninant, culture and

gain symbolic capit,a1, despite their occupations.

My point is that, contrary to ferninist suggestions, the
girls at Girlsr Grammar do not have shared interests in the
existing class relations, even if they are employed in the
sane segment, of the labour market. This can be illustrated
by two girls from schoor: Martha (a young working class
Pacific rsland vroman from 5 Mason) and sue (a young rniddle
class Pakeha woman fron 5 sirnmonds), who initialLy got
similar jobs in the second,ary labour narket on reaving
school. These short accounts of their years after leaving
school are partly true - they tell a true story up to the
present, and extrapolate a hypothetical (though realistic)
future.

Martha left after four and a half years secondary schooring
at Girrsr Grammar with one school certificate subject. she
didnrt want to leave school, but couldnrt rrstay for everr.
she got a job in a local fast-food bar, and reft after
three weeks because she rhated, the work. she then worked
as a shop assistant selling llght-fittings al] she could
get. she kept that, job for five months and left through
boredom. she was unemproyed, for three months, then got a
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job selling shoes in a more distant suburban shopping

centre. Transport problens led, her to leaving that job

after six weeks. She then got a job with a small local

firrn as a 'girl Fridayt - filing, taking phone messages,

rnaking tea. She stayed in that job for 18 rnonths then

became pregnant, left the wage labour force, and married.

Sue left Girlsr Gramrnar after four years, wj.th University

Entrance. She was bored with schooL and wanted to travel

overseas so decided to earn some money. She got a job

through a friend in a fashionable city record shop. After

working there nearly two years, as well as doing a part-

tine waitressing job, she left for Britain. She returned

after about two years, and worked briefly in the record

shop again. She then enrolled at University and took a

part-tirne job delivering health food products to ret,ail
outlets. She graduated from university with a BA and then

became pregnant ....

Both young women's waged work until their first pregnancy

was soIe1y in the secondary market. Suers father is an

architect and her mother is a drama teacher; her de facto

husband is a self-ernployed carpenter. Marthars father
works in a factory as an assembler, and her mother is a

process worker. Marthars husband is a cclour mixer in a

paint factory.

In the future, Sue and Marthars respective access to money,

further education, housing and ernployrnent will probably be
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quite different. By using her educational credentials, Sue

may move into an occupation of symbolic control; Martha

will have to continue to seek work in the secondary market.

Thus Suers future conditions of paid work (or domestic

work) will probably be characterised - unlike Marthars work

- by the relatj,ons of symbolic control and relative
autonomy discussed earlier.

This class pattern is even more evident in the differences

between the experiences of the rnajority of the 5 Sinmonds

and 5 Mason gir1s. Marthars experiences reflect those of

many 5 Mason girls in that they often left school with few

gualifications and got jobs they were not particularly
interested in (see Appendix III). But conpared with her

classmates, Sue is rather unusual. Most 5 Sirnrnonds girls
in fact stayed on at school, heading for tertiary study in
university or teacherst training college. fhey hoped to
become doctors, architects, pilots, teachers.

Of course, the sexual division of labour and the stat,e of
the labour market characterising the social-economic

context of New Zealand society may ensure that the

5 Si.nmonds girlsr more tambitiousr hopes are never

realised. Insofar as Martha and Sue and working class

and rniddle class women in general - are often linited to
the secondary narket and domestic work, they do share an

interest: in the destruction of the sexual division of
labour in capitalism which tends to relegate women within
all economic classes to subordinate positions in relation
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to men in that class. Martha and sue and their classmates

share an interest in the termination of existing gend,er

relations which lirnit their ernployment opportunities as

women (and nothers), and which make women vurnerable to
maLe vi.orence and control. But despite their shared,

position as subordinate to men on the gend,er hierarchy, the.

cornmonality of their positions is lirnited insofar as sexual
division operates within class divisions.

we have so far focused mainry on the social-economic
context in which the girrs are becorning working adults. r
have made only brief suggesti.ons about how this cont,ext
structures the girlsr experience of school, which is the
prinary social institution nediating access to the labour
market (Carnoy, 1982).

rnsofar as the sociar-economic organisation of New Zealand
society differentially rbenefitsr the middLe and working
classes, it might be expected, that the school will refrect
this situation. That is, the girls rnight, be expected, not
to be able to equalry benefit from schooli.ng or use it to
their advantage, despite their hopes and efforts.

The following chapters spelr out in detail how this does
occur as the processes of schooring reflect and reproduce
the existing situation; here r provide a description of the
structure of the school and indicate how the girlst
respective tpositi.onsr in the school reflect their
objective class positi.ons in the social-economic structure.
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The Structural Context of the School

while the structures of class and, race rinequalitiesr are
nanifested in the labour market, they are also cJ.early
illustrated in the education system. rn its role of
mediating access to the labour market through distributing
credentials for that market, the education systen provides
a structuring set of probabilities for its stud,ents.

As a Grammar school, Girrsr Granmar has a rtraditi,onr of
high acadernic achievernent and social prestige. Granmar

schoors i.n New zealand were originally rnodelled on English
Granmar schools, to provide a high guality professional
education for the sons and d,aughters of the more wealthy
local citizens (Mcculloch, 1986). rts high reputation
means that each year many girls apply to enrol at the
schoor fron outside its local rzonet. rndeed, the rnajority
of the 5 sirnmonds girls, and several 5 Mason girls lived
outside the I zonet , but had made a special effort !o tget
intot Girlsr Granmar.

The historicar change in the economic class and, ethni.c
make-up of the rocal area around, the school has meant that
the ethnicity of the school population has changed

considerably, frorn alrnost entirely pakeha in the early
1950s to the t9g3 figures of 38? from the pacific rslands
(Niue, Tokelau, Tonga, Samoa, Cook Islands) J.O? Maori, 472

Pakeha and 5? Asian.
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The 5 Mason and 5 sirnrnonds girls are nembers of groups

which are crearly located at different positions within the
academic hierarchy of the school. on the rist of 5th fonns

ranked in order of the probability of passing a

particular number of school certificate36 exams that year -
provided for rne by a senior teacher, 5 sirnmonds was on the .

top of the list, and the 5 Mason girls were in classes .in
raverage I and I rowr ranked posit,ion=. 37 The acad,emic

hierarchy is such that +-he girls are, in effect, ranked, on

the basis of ethnic groups, with pakeha girls expected to
do better than pacific rsrand and Maori girls, who are
disproportionately represented in rlowerr streams (see

Tab1e 4).

TABLE 4:

sth form classesd

N=13

I
9

10
11
T2
13

223
4L
2T
132

L223
2218
42L6
35L7

L0 312

I
4.
2
2
I
I
1

:

2
4
7

10

1
2
3

5
6
7

Pakeha

N

10
6
A
=
1

Maori

N

Pacific
fsland

N

otherb

N

18
4]-7
420
1].2

Ranked from highest number of school certificate passesper student expected (6/6) to rowest number of sciroolcertificat,e passes per student expectea (nil). i""i"ei"gthose students not intending to =it any SchoolCertificate examinations.

Refers to rotherr ethnic groups such as Asian; andunknown.
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TABLE 5: Highest Level Attended at School bL 15-19 year
olds (percentage in each level)
Source: 1981 Census

Maori Pacific Non-PolYnesian
IsIand

No schooling .3 .6 .2
Prinary up to
Form 2 L4 2.5 .4
Form 3 6.3 3 ,9 1.1
Form 4 22.9 15.6 8.8
Form 5 47.8 46.L 41.0
Form 6 L3.7 18.6 33.2
Form 7 I.9 4.5 12.1
Not specif ied 5.7 8.2 3.2

100 100 100
Total nurnber 36,477 8 ,925 26L,24O

There is very little documented infornation available

regarding Pacific Is1and studentsr rsuccessr at secondary

school j-n New Zealand. while the Department of Education

collects data on l4aori school students, it currently does

not collect st,atistics on the school achievement of Pacific
Island stud,ents in New Zealand.38

Ehere is, however, some data avail-able which indicates

that,, Iike Maori children, Pacific Island children do not

benefit from schooling in cornparison with non-Polynesian

children in New Zealand.

For example, the 1981 census figures for thighest level
attended at school I show that in the 15-19 age group Maorl

and Pacific Island children leave school earlier,
presumably with fewer educational credentials, than the

non-Polynesian population of 15-19 year olds (see Table 5).
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fn L978, Hillary College in Auckland analysed their L977

School Certificate results in terms of the number of
subjects entered and passed, by the rnajor ethnic groups in
the school. (The fifth form of that school then conprised

232 European, 382 Maori and 38? Pacific fsland students).

The following table sumnarises their findings:

TABLE 6: Hillary colleqe school certificate pass Rates
by Candidates (1977\

SOURCE: Report to the Department of Educatjon
from Hrlla"y Co'lleqe 1978p.9.

A conparj.son between non-polynesian and pacific rsland
school certificate results is not possible from this data,
but it serves to illustrate the relativery poor fifth forsr

achievement, of Pacific rsland students, dt least at this
school.
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In 1983, Bernard Gadd, in accordance with the Official

fnfonnation Act, collected data on pass rates in the L982

English and Maths School Certificate exams in Auckland

secondary schools. The data presented in Tab1e 7 show

clearly that pass rates in School Certificate English are

closely correlated with ethnicity. Social class is
probably an interacting factor, with the ttopt schools in
more affluent residential areas of Auckland, and the
rbottomr ranked schools in poorer, working class areas.

TABLE 7: Auckland State Schoolsr Pass Rates in School
Certificate English Exan 1982 bv Ethnicitv

Percentage
pass rate in
Schoo1 Certificate
English: a

highest five state schools
77.8
/b.5

75.1

71 .7

69.2

Icwest five state schools
29.9
.,  z,+-z

z5-I
1 8.5

16.6

d 
"oto"" of t^hre School Certificate

Ethnic qroup (*)

Pacific
E\-rropean Maori Island

9244
91 23
97.1 2.3 -4

963.5
96.7 1.7 .9

35

10

28

7

12

33

29

48

45

54
lr

72"

51

45

(i)

4

.2

1

(ii)

frrglish pass rate fig.res: Auckland Star
24/11 /83

h- this schoor had available onry fign:res for 'polynesian' total.
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Andrews and Ashby (1985) analysed the leaving
tqualificationsr of those girls who left Gir1sr Granmar in

1984, the year some of the 5 Mason girls left school. Of

this cohort (N=410); 508 were Pakeha and 358 were of

Pacific Island origrin. About the same percentage (282 and

322 respectively) of these two groups left school having

atternpted no external examination. However, 40* of the

Pacific Island girls who attempted any Schoo1 Certificate
papers left with no passes, compared with 88 of the Pakeha

girls. Near1y three-guarters (7LZ) of the Pakeha girls
gained three or more School Certificate subjects while only

about one third (322) of the Pacific fsland girls did so.

of the 83 Pakeha girls who atternpted University Entrarr""39

examinations, 85? passed (81t were accrediteaaol; of the 32

Pacific Island girls who were candidates for University

Entrance 42? passed (388 were accredited).

The school provides a structural and structuring context in
which the Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason hope to succeed

i.e., tdo wellr academically. The position of these girls
in the Girlsr Grammar 5th Form hierarchy, as well as the

figures for Pacific Is1and school achievement at Girlsl
Grammar and elsewhere, suggest that the school, like the

class structure, does not operate in the interests of

Pacific Is1and students. That is, Pacific Island students,

including the 5 Mason girls, are objectively like1y to do

relatively poorly at school. My argument, elaborated in
the following chapters, is that this collective school

achievement of working class Pacific Island students
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reflects the tworking outf of class rerations of dornination
and subordination through the everyday processes of
schooling.

3.6 Structure as process

The girls are located within the rstructuresr of race,
gender and class in New zealand labour market and the
school. The preceding skeletal accountr ds r have already
stressed, is inadequate by itself. structures do not
merely I exist I as abstract pat,terns, r outsid.e | (though

deternining) peoplers everyday lives. Arthough class, for
exarnple, is an robjectiver structurar phenomenon which
exists independ,ent,ly of consciousness of class positions,
and gender ineguality exists whether or not women (or rnen)

are conscious of it, structures thenselves are not just
objective or inhuman forces. class is not an abstract,
fixed category - it is a complex of economicalry-
structured, changing, social relati.onships which
characterises the existence of groups of people (into which
people are progressively socialised as they grow up)

(Jesson, t979) .

rn other words r €rs r have alread.y suggested in chapter one

(and go on to argue more fully), structures or the
particular form they take are also processes, they are
actively (re) created, as people live their daily cultural
lives within the real (material and ideological)
constraints those on-going structures provid,e. The
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structural forces of class, race and gender may, as

structuring processes, lirnit human beliefs and behaviour,

but they do not merely deterrnine thern, unmediated by human

agency (codd et al 1985 : 18; Connell et aI L982 : 180) .

Indeed, this study is an atternpt to illustrate and analyse

an aspect of how the on-going structural organisation of

New Zealand society is tlivedr and (re)produced within the

context of the school.

The objecti.ve structural position of the working class

Pacific fsland 5 Mason girls within tbe academic structure

of the school, and within the New Zealand labour market,

appears to be b1eak. Nevertheless, the 5 Mason girls do

not sirnply recognise (or not recognise) their apparent

structural fate and live it out. They believe that with

some hard work and rbrainst, things can change.
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NOTES - CHAPTER THREE

1. This is a basic premise of radical approaches to
schooling, from Bowles and Gintis (L976) to Giroux (1983a)

though the verb rstructurer is understood in more or less
deterninistic terms by these writers.

2. A clear exception is Freeman-Moir (1981, L984) - who
does not appear to define hinself as a tsociologistt in
education, rather he is concerned with the tpolitical
economyr of schooling (see biographical notes of authors in
Ramsay, 1984).

3. For example, Lauder et a1(19S4) designated the top two
levels of the 6-1eve1 Elley-Irving scale of the socio-
economic status of fathersr occupations as rrupper classrr,
the next two levels as ttmiddle classrr and the lowest two
levels rtworking classrt. Vellekoop (1968) equated socialrclasst with fatherrs occupation (divided in terms of
I status | , with rrprofessionalrr workers ranked as rrupper
classrr, and Itclericalrt and rrmanualrr workers as rrlower
classrr). Harker (L975) eschewed the term social- class
(which he argues entails class consciousness) forroccupational stratar or rsocio-economic groupt whj.ch he
divided as professional, upper and lower white-co1lar and
manual - despite this, his article is entitled rstreaning
and social classr.

4. See studies reviewed by Harker 1980 for example, also
those in Codd (1980), Hunkin (1980) and Ramsay (1975).
Articles by Walker (1985) and those from the Maori
Development Conference Nglr Tumanako (Walker 1984) are
exceptions to this tendency.

5. Work by Bowles and Gintis (L976) , Carnoy (1982), Hogan
(L982), Anyon (L980) represent attenpts to provide such a
framework in the context of the United St,ates education
system.

6. A few of the girls had parents from different ethnic
groups, for example, Samoan and Chinese, Rarotongan and
Pakeha, Tokelauan and Tuvaluan. These girls were described
as they defined thenselves in these cases Samoan,
Rarotongan (Cook Islander) and Tokelauan respectively.
7. In 190I the New Zealand Government annexed the Cook
fslands and Niue, and in the 1920s New Zealand assurned
responsibility for tbe adrninistration of Tokelau. Fron
1918-1962 New Zealand also adninistered Western Samoa
(Bedford, 1984).

8. In particular imrnigration from Tonga and Sarnoa,
countries not directly politically linked to the New
Zealand Government. See Bedford (1984) for an excellent
bibliography on irnnigration to New Zealand from the Pacific
fslands.
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9. Defined by the 5 Mason girls.

10. This table was incomplete in Pearson and Thorns 1983 :

206.

11. See Bedggood (L977, 1980), Jesson (L979) , Steven
(1978) , Wilkes et aI (1985).

L2. As I have said, attempts at providing a disembodied
conception of class run the risk of being over-
sirnpliticatj-ons. Nevertheless, the diverse work of left
political and social theorists such as Steven (L978) 'Bedggood (1980), Jesson (l-979) in New Zea1and, Braverman
(I974) and Edwards (l979) in U.S.A. Phizaklea and Miles
(1980) in Britain, inform my understanding of New Zealandrs
economj.c organisation, recognising that to a large extent
the structure of capitalism is sinilar in these countries,
although the specific form it takes will differ due to
local social, culturaI, political, historical etc.,
conditions.

13. As Phizaklea and Miles (1980 | 24) point out, the
notion of divisions within classes is not a new one - Lenin
spoke of a working class aristocracy; but they suggest that
there have been few atternpts to systernatically theorise
about these divisions. Poulantzas provides an exception,
and Edwardsr work is an attempt to analyse labour
segmentation in the US working class. Edwards
characterises the economic organisatj.on of monopoly
capitalism in terms of dual labour market theory. He
posits two classes: the employing capitalist class and the
working cLass. He divides the working class into three
separate labour markets: the secondary market, the
subordinate and the independent primary rnarkets. In the
latter market he includes professional positions
rfaccountants, research scientists, engineers, registered
nurses and doctors, lawyers, and tax specialists, and
othersrf (1979 | I74), Without ent,ering a detailed analysis
and discussion of this characterisation of the segmented
labour market, I have followed Stevenrs (I97e) groupings
and included 'rniddle classt positions which incorporate the
section Edwards calls the independent prirnary narket.
Steven identifies three main fractions of the working class
in New Zealand (1) skilled and supe:nrisory workers
(arguably eguivalent to Edwards' subordj.nate primary
narket) (2) less well organised and less skilled workers
who are rnainly in the domestj.c-non-monopoly sectors (3)
unskilled, low paid, unorglanised reserve army (which he
suggests, consists almost entirely of wonen and Maori and
Pacific Island workers), equivalent to Edvrardsr secondary
labour market workers.

14. Edwards (Ig7g) | Steven (1978), Shipley (1982).

L5. Phizaklea and Miles (1980).
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16. Edwards (L979).

17. Writers such as MacPherson (1977 ) have argued that due
to their rrunderprivileged'r position in the New Zealand
workforce Maori and Pacific Island workers forn an rreth-
classrt (tta sj-tuation in which minor ethnicity and lower
socio-economj.c status coincide and are likely to do so
permanentlytt, MacPherson 1977 : 107). Spoonley (1982 !
268), however, maintains that race factors do not displace
the class structure of any societY, rather that the
dynarnics of the relations between races are influenced by
and acted out within the class boundaries of that society.
Such a critique by Spoonley and others informs this
description of the reality of the New Zealand soci.al and
economic organisation experienced by the 5 Mason (and
5 Sinmonds) girls as members of particular class and rracel
groups.

18. As the Labour Department in New Zealand does not
collect data on ethnicity, more detailed research is nade
difficult.

19. See Race Against Tine (Race Relations Conciliator,
J.982) which documents other exanpLes of racism in New
Zealandi also Spoonley et al (L984).

20. Spoonley did not make it clear whether he waE
docurnenting attitudes and practices towards male, or both
rnale and fernale Pacif ic Island workers.

2L. Some writers such as Bedggood (1980) and Edwards (L979)
denounce this terminology as a product of rbourgeois
sociologyr and argue that those positions usually
incorporated under the title trniddle classt still produce
surplus value for capital and so are a section of the
working class orr as Edwards calls them, the rindependent
prinary marketr segrent of the working class). Jesson
(L979 z J-7) criticises the belief that everyone who works
for wages or a salary can be considered working class
because it rrtends to render further analysis redundant by
including virtually everyone from top-level nanagenent to
the women who clean their offices, in the sarne social
grouprr.

22. A srnall third group the petty bourgeoisie (including
shop keepers, clergy etc) rr,rere seen as outside the rpolarl
class structure.

23. Or the rnew petty bourgeoisier (Poulantzas, 1975).
This Inewt middle class differs from the roldt niddle class
(or petty bourgeoisie) in that it takes its characteristics
fron both sides of the class structure (see Braverman 1974
: 403 ff, also Edwards 1979 z J.92 ff) .
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24. Take for example, scientific, medical, engiineering,
management, economic knowledge which is controlled largely
within instituticns such as universities (and their
libraries) to which there is rest.ricted access, or within
the board-rooms and offices within which such knowledge is
transmitted. Also Bravermanrs (l.974) Labor and Monopolv
Capital show the progressive control over knowledge of the
production process by the ernployers and capitalists.

25. I refer to the new niddle class as a dominant group
because of their (partial) dual control over both the
productive labour process, and over synbolic capital.
26. Either directlyr or indirectly through marri.age.

27. Although Braverman (1974) and Edwards (l-979) argue that
the new niddle class progressively suffer alienation like
the working class, due to rrfeeling the insecurities of
their role as sellers of labour power and the frustrations
of a controlled and mechanically organised workplacerl
(Braverman 1974 : 408. See also Edwards J.979 : 193).

28. Or more accurately, rewarded by the employersl
valuation of the school I s credent,ials.

29. For feminj.st positions see, for example, Archer and
Giner (1971), West (1978), Acker (t973) ,
Delphy (198f ). More recent fenj.nist accounts of women and
work, such as Garne and Prj-ngle (1984) are more critical of
an tundifferentiatedt conceptualisation of women-as-a-
group, but retain it as a theoretical focus

30. See Novitz (1982), Barrington and cray (198I), Aitken
(le80).

31. In answering the question of why female labour has a
lower value than nale labour, writers such as Beechey
(1978) have suggested one reason night be that women have
less training, and therefore the costs of reproducing their
labour power are lower; a second reason is that by virtue
of the existence of the fanily, women are not expected
themselves to bear the cost of maint,aining and reproducing
the fanily. Since male wages are paid on the assumption
that men are responsible for the costs of farnily (worker)
reproduction and maintenance, and since it is assumed that
women have husbands to provide for them and their children,
the value of labour power can be lowered since it is
assumed that women in the farnily do not have to bear the
costs of their own or their familyts reproduction.
(Reproductj.on of community labour power involves biological
reproduction, the regulation of sexuality, the
socialisation of children as well as the numerous tasks of
dornestic labour such as shopping, cooking rneals, washing,
cleaning and caring). Therefore, because of the existence
of a fanily st,ructure and ideoLogy which renders then
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financially dependent, on their households, women can be
paid wages lower than the value of their labour Ppw9r.-eeechey argues that the existence of the sexual division of
labour which consigns ltomen to the fanily and the
patriarchal ideology ernbodied in it nust be presupposed in
order that female labour can constitute these advantages to
capital.
32. This is argued particularly by curthoys (1983a, 1983b),
Sargent (1981), West (1978).

33. Some of the lack of popularity of a class analysis of
womenrs social and economic position has stenmed from
ferninist theoristsr legitiruate dissatisfaction with Marxist
analyses of capitalism, which operate with categories that
are frsex-blindrr (Hartmann, 1981). Arnot (L982), for
example, argues that theories of the social reproduction of
class relations, such as those of Bowles and Gintis (L976) 'are inadequate because they have no sense of the
specificity of class experience in terms of gender.

34. fn her otherwise very good analysis of woments position
in capitalisrn Barrett (1980) fails to differentiate between
rniddle class and working class women. She divides
capitalism into two classes, then focuses primarily on the
working class, and pays very little attention to niddle
class women. Despite her rejection of the undifferentiated
relegation of rromen to a rsecondary marketr, she
nevertheless focuses on womenrs shared relationship to the
fanily without analysing the differences between middle
class and working class women. Sinilarly in her chapter on
education, she does not distinguish the differences in
educational experience and outcome of niddle class girls,
and the daughters of the (especially non-white) worlcing
c1ass.

35. Some radical ferninist theorj.sts (e.9. DaJ.y 1979) argue
that women and men of any social class do not share culture
- that male and female culture is quite distinct. While I
would agree that niddle class (and working class) nale and
female experience, expression, etc., is dJ.fferent, another
approach is to recognise niddle class (and working class)
men and rromenrs shared class culture, within which men and
women have different appropriate roIes, behaviours, etc.

36. School Certificate refers to national exaninations
which are normally taken after three years of secondary
schooling in the 5th form year (about age 15). Students
rnay sit between one and six examinations.

37. Those in the 'top! forms took six School Certificate
subjects, anC were more likeIy to be taking option subjects
such as languages, art or chernistry; those in the tmiddlet
were taking five subjects or less, and were likely to be
studying accounting or science; and rlowerr groups took
such subjects as typing and human biology, sometines
planning to sit only one or two School Certificate papers.
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38. The New zealand Fducation Gazette dated 1st August 1985
announced that school certificate statistics tor aitferent,trethnic.groupstr (including presurnably pacifi.c rslandPolynesials) will be collecled, from rgee by the Departmentof Educati.on.

39. The university Entrance examination (abolished, in 1995)was a natj.onal examination normally sat at the end of thefourth secondary school year, or the 6th form.
40. some students who do well in the 6th Forrn school examscan.be granted ('accredited') university Entrance invarious subjects, and do not have to sil the examinations.
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PART TWO: IHE GIRLS' PERSPECTIVES oN SCHoOLING

Chapters Four and Five focus on the girlsr feverydayt
knowledge about schooling, and the ritionale andsignificance of this knowledge.

rn th?pter rour t examine the nature of the working classPacific rsrand girlsr view of schooling, which res6nrbles innlly respects the liberar meritocratic view characterisingofficial educational rhetoric in New zearand,. such a vieiportrays schoors as offering to all an opportunity for
academic and occupational aihievernent. ror these-gir1s,school offers the chance to escape the conditions 6r trriirmothersr lives. r discuss here sone reasons for thedifferences between these girls' positive view of schooland the negative perspectives of working class stud,ents inother studies. This discussion sen/es to illustrate howthe.girlsr perspectives cn schoor rnust be understood, as therational class-cultural response of working cliss paciric
rsrand girls to the conditions of their lirTes in NewZealand.

rn cFapter.live r discuss the 5 Mason girrs I commonsense
knowledge as ideology. Although their beliefs about schoolare. part of their atternpt to produce a rnodif ied, future intheir interests, .the girrs' uirderstandings neverthelessultinately contribute to the maintenance of the status quo.The discussion entails a critique of Harrisrs (Lg7gi vielwof ideology and willis's (Lg77f notion of culture, inasuggests a more satisfactory theoretical frameworr toexplain the nature and rporitical r significance "i irt"girlsr everyday knowledgl.
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CHAPTER FOI]R

THE PACIFIC ISI,AND GIRLS ' VIEWS OF SCHOOLTNG

Soana: WeII, you have to come to school. Itrs good to
be at school. At least if you do good at school,
work hard, and if yourve got the brains you know

ff you get the qualifications then maybe,
maybe! you can get a good job.
The school gives you that chance?
rt could. It doei, but yourve gotta work for it.

AJ
Soana:

4.1 Liberalism - The Roots of the Girlst Perspectives

New Zealanders set great store by education .... It
has long been accepted by New Zealanders of all ages
and in all walks of life that, whatever eLse it should
or should not do, the public system of education
should provide opportunity for all children,
regardless of background, ability and promise, to
develop their abilities so that their lives nay become
personally satisfying and socially useful. The
contj.nuing thrust of policy has been towar$,s the
creation of opportunity through education.*

Current official and popular thinking about the function of

schools in New Zealand is sumned up in this statement, made

by the Department of Education in L972,

The roots of the perspective contained in this statement

can be found in the writing of the American philosopher

John Dewey, the foremost proponent of a liberal theory of
education. Dewey maintained that the function of formal

education wasr or should be, to (re)produce a progressive

(democratic) society in which all could participate
egually, free frorn the shackles of tradition and dogrma, and

political and economic class donination (Dewey , 1966 z 294,

3r.e).
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According to liberal theory (Manning, Lg76) , a socieLy can

only improve socialry, politically and technologically
insofar as it is guided by superior ideas and, knowledge;

the independent and creative id,eas of individuals are the
basis of social progress. Thus for education to achieve
its social objective, Dewey argued, individual development

must form a prinary focus for the school. Each

individuails intelrectual capacities must be nurtured,
unhindered by extraneous factors such as (Iack of) parental
wealth and social status (Dewey I Lg66 : J.19) . Educatj.on,

then, must provide for teach individual ... an opportunity
to escape from the lirnitations of the social group in which
he was bornrf (ibid : 20). rn ord,er to provid,e the best
environment for the continued developrnent,, expression and

use of ideas, education must allow the individual ilto find
out what he is fitted to do and to secure the opportunity
to do itrr (ibid : 308). This is econornically and sociarly
efficient - Dewey agreed with prato that rfi-t is the
business of educat,ion to discover what each person is good

for, and to train hirn in the mastery of that rnode of
excellence, because such developrnent would also secure the
fulfillrnent of sociaL needs in the most harmonious wayrl

(ibid : 309). (rt must also be noted, however, that Dewey

was opposed to the 'rfeudal dogma of social pred,est,inationr,
and argued that education must not become ran instrument of
perpetuating unchanged the existing industrial ord,er of
society, instead of operating as a means for j.ts

transformationrr ibid : 3J.6-B).
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According to Dewey, social progresss can occur only with
the free developrnent, of the capacities of the individual.
rf factors (such as privilege, wealth etc. ) which are

unrelated to individuals' aptitudes2 are criteria for
occupational opportunity, then the result is likely to be

an inefficient and non-progressive society - with people

either in occupations or positions whose demands they
cannot adequately neetr oE else having their talents
underutilised. Formal educatj.on, then, is entrusted with
the role of opening up for all children chances to develop

their individual capacities and gain the social and

economic opportunities appropriate to their deveroped

aptitudes (ibid : 1r9). A society where each individualrs
social contribution (occupation) is determined only by

herlhis developed ability (and application) is a just and

efficient society.

Deweyrs wri.ting was a critigue of modern (ear1y 2oth
century) rdenocracyr in the united states which he believed
was stifling the deveroprnent and expression of individual
creativity and capacity - to its own d.etriment (Min, l98o) .

rn Democracv and Education3 h" provided an ideal: a truly
progressive society (re)produced by an enlightened and

autonomous education system. His ideal appealed to the new

educationalists in the usA and other western capitalist
democracies, in the spirit of liberal concern about a more

equitable distribution of power and opportunity within
their societies, and a related, concern with social progress
and efficiency through the developnent of ideas and
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critical (scientific) thought. However, although Dewey was

rrhonoredtt by American educators the radical edge of his
egalitarian ideas did not make it into Arnerican classrooms

(Shor, 1986 : 48).

rn New zealand in L96z support for equal opportunity and

social efficiency was clearly articulated, in the Report of
the Comnission on Education in New Zealand4:

At the present rnonent, the sentiment that demands thefullest, educational opportunity for all citizens - asentiment based on the idea of equality - findsreinforcement and support from tilo othlr directions.First is the widely held view that ... it will benecessary for any country which considers itserf
advanced to make every effort - educational as well as
economic - if it wishes to inprove or even maintainits present position. Those wrro rroLa this view callfor the maximum educational opportunity for all, sincet!"y regard the peopre as a whole as an important partof the natural wealth of the countryi not Lo educate
them to their maximum capacity is to leave part of thecountryrs resources undeveloped. supporting this viewis, secondly, the thesis presented to-the cornmissionby the secretary of the D-partrnent of rndustries andcomrnerce; he sees New zealand faced with an economicchallenge which is peculiar to this country at itspresent phase of devel0pment and arrives aL the sameconclusion - that we nust nake the best use of theabilities of the whole population and, that one of thekeys to this lies with education. Equality and
expediency appear, therefore, to point in Lrre samedirection.

rt is the egalitarian thrust of the liberal position in
particurar which has formed a central theme in official
rhet,oric about education in New zealand since the r93ors
(Mclaren, 1974). Many of the assurnptions whj.ch Dewey used,

in providing a theory about the ideal dernocratlc society,
and the role of education in prod,ucing it, have also formed.

albeit superfj.ciarly and sirnplistically - the assurnptions

of official and popular educational thinking applied to an
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actual society; educationalists have seen this ideal as

providing a direction for on-going reform within New

Zealand society (though as we shall see, the translation of
tegalitarianr rhetorj.c into practice in New Zealand

education has not been achieved).

As early as 1939, Peter Fraser, the then Minister of

Education, stated that

every person, whatever his level of acadenic ability,
whether he be rich or poor whether he live in town or
count,ry, has the right, as a citizen, to a free
educati.on of the kind for which he is best fitted and
to the fullest extent of his powers.5

This well-known statement expressed the ideal of tequality

of opportunityr to be provided through mass schooling in

New Zealand. While tequalityt referred to a non-selective

school system (the non-segregation of pupils into different
types of schools), at the same time it allowed for
streaming, or segregation within schools, to cater for the

differing abilities of the students (Renwick, 198L).
tEgualityt was provided in that no one would miss out on a
tgoodr education, whose outcorne would differ not due to
privilege or geography, but due to ability. Fraserrs

reference to ability ('powers') is ambiguous regarding the

potential for its developrnent. But later official rhetoric
emphasises the irnportance of the development of abilities,
leading to a notion of topportunityt which refers to the

wide potential for individual intellectual (and thus

occupational) achievernent, provided by the school. For

example, the New Zealand Planning Council in L979 stated
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that:
There is wide acceptance of the concept that a good
education for all, regardless of the financial means
of parents, is a prerequisite for equality of
opportunity. Education is seen as an investment in
tomorrowrs producers as well as a way of assisti.ng
individuals to develop their talents 9nd find
satisfaction and fulfillrnent in life.o

The underlying theoretical perspective in this and other

recent official writingr eis well as popular thought in New

Zealand, is that the school can, and should, provj.de

everyone with the sane chances to develop their abilities
(rpowersr or rtalentsf). According to the prevailing view,

factors in the individualrs rrphysical, cultural and social

backgroundrr (Departrnent of Education, L974 : 4) can

adversely affect ability or the expressj.on of ability.7
Hence, in order to contribute to econornic efficiency and

social justice, the central function and responsibllity of
the school is to provide requalr opportunity through

redressing social inequalities so that all students have

the same chances (within the lirnits of their capacities)

for academic, and hence social and economic, achievement.

In order to do this, the school must provide the conditions

needed to develop ability and improve individual
achievement irrespective of social background. As Lack of
acadenic achievement is presumed to lie I in the individ,ual t

(affected by her rbackgroundr ) , scientifically developed

teaching methods and evaluation techniqrres can be used by

teachers to help students rrovercome their difficulties and
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raise their attainmentsrf (Departrnent of Education, L978 :

1OO) and "to climb as far up the education ladder as their
natural talents would allowrr (Departnent of Education, L972

: 3). As academic achievement and qualifications are

related to occupational and status achievernent, the school

is seen as being able to provide an avenue for social

rnobility. Thus education is seen as capable of overcoming

- through the equalisation of educational opportunity - the

unfair distribution of rrlife chancesrt (ibid | 7).

Importantly, although the school has a responsibility here,

so does the student. While there is the irnplication that
opportunity resides in exposure to a curriculum which it is
the schoolrs responsibility to provide, there is also the

suggestion that it is the studentrs responsibility to take

advantage of the schoolrs provision. This is where notions

of tabilityt rtalentr, and also rmotivationstS

tinclinationst9 and rhard. workr become particularly
relevant. These are characteristics of the individual
child, and they must be used by her or him to take full
advantage of the opportunity offered by the school.

So although the school provides or offers opportunity,

ultinately the individual student is rresponsibler for her

or hj-s own success or failure to take advantage of this
offer. In the end, presuming the education is of a

reasonable guality, individual attributes (such as ability
and motivation) will determine onets academic achievement

and, subsequently, the vocational and associated social
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status to which that achievenent provides access. In other

words, the school can and should provide a neutral

sanctuary where chances are handed out j.n return for
individual work/ability/motivation. In this wdy, school

(allegedly) offers to all the opportunity for social

nobility and individual achievernent (cf . Harris, 1982 :

1o4ff) .

The prevailing liberal view of the 'opportunityr provi.ded

by the school is set in the context of a particular
conceptualisation of the existing economic organisation and

how it is related to the school.IO It, is assumed that in
New Zealand society there are a relatively fixed set of

occupat,ional positions, whose various objective

requirenents (e.9. distinctj.ons based on mentaL and manual

labour, various skill levels etc. ) the labour force must

satisfy. The dernand for skills of various types, at any

given tine, is considered to be the basic determinant of
who will be selected for what position; and skill levels
determine status.

Formal education then provides for the labour market an

educated labour-force with basic training in the specific
skills (frorn typing to how to perforrr a scientific
experiment) or the general capacities (such as literacy)
necessary for the various jobs. School examinations such

as School Certificate and Uni-versity Entrance measure

particular skil1 levels, and thus are seen to provide

the yardstick for those employers - banks, conmercial
firns, teacherrs colleges and government departments
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who (are) looking for at least some of the rbestr of
each'yearts crop of school leavers .... University
provides higher educat,ion and training for able young
men and women who would be needed to provide the
expertise for a changing expanding economy.

Renwick, 1981 t Ll

Formal education in New Zea1and, then, is considered to

provide variously skilled individuals who can effectively

and efficiently fulfil the dernands of the organisation of

labour. According to the Department of Education, it is

necessary, therefore, that

the education systern must continue to be sensifive
to the unfolding needs of the New Zealand econo[ry.^'

This pragmatic stance is mediated by a strong resistance in

New Zealand to what is considered to be a narrowly

vocational educatiorr.12 Although it would be agreed by

liberal educationalists that rrthe production of industrial
manpower with appropriate skills in appropriate numbers is
an inportant function of educationrr in New Zealand (Katmel,

1981 : 8), this is seen in terms of opportunitv in the

labour market rather than in terms of the direct and

predeternined prod,uction of particular categories of

workers. The liberal egalitarian objection to this latter
notion was expressed by Dewey: trto predetermine sone future

occupation for which education is to be a strict
preparation is to injure the possibilities of present

development and thereby to reduce the adequacy of
preparation for a future right employmenttr (Dewey, 1966 :

310) - that is, ernployment where developed individual
capacities are in fuIl use.
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This is at the heart of the idea of equal opportunity. The

school provides an education which has no predetermined

outcome; and individual opportunity is fundarnentally open,

because it depends on the development of individual

resources and abilities, and on individual rnotivation. The

school provides occupational or econonic opportunity

because it offers to all the knowledge and skill which can

provide access to those jobs which demand such knowledge.

More demanding, higher status, more highly-paid Jobs demand

more knowledge and skills - which are made available to

individuals, through their application of ability and

motivation, by the fonnal education systern.

Hence inequality of incone, status etc., is essentj.all,y due

to the unegual distribution of skills and abi.lities, with

the nore able taking the more complex, denanding jobs (cf.
Harrj.s, 1982 : 108). School offers chances for all by

ensuring that ability and notivation, not inherited
privilege, deterrnine opportunity:

In New Zealand society ... preferment, on the basis of
wealth and social influence has given way to selection
on the basis of merit, and appropriate qualifications.
Schools, colleges and universities play a crucial part
in this process of selection.

Department of Education, L972 : 9

Ot, as Mclaren expresses it:
In New Zealand ... entry to
depends, in theory at Ieast,
deterrnination to Eralify.

favoured occupations
only on intelligence and

Mclaren, L974 : 3

As an arbiter and selector
qualifications, the school

ability, and provider of

neutral. It offers the same

of

is
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range of currj.cula and uses the same testinq procedures for
all students. Within the classroom, students receive their
just reward for intelligence and effort; so success on the

labour market and social rnobility become a matter of
personal initiative and merit.

In sumrnary, on this liberal neritocratic perspective, the

individualrs failure to gain occupational rnobility is
attributed to her inability or unwillingness to seize the

unlirnited opportunity available to the energetic,

intelligent or talented (Aronowitz, 1976) i and her own and

othersr locations within the social-economic structure are

due largely to differential competencies, rnotivation and

aptitudes, which it is the schoolrs role to select.

4.2 The 5 Mason Girlsr View of Schooling

The 5 Mason girlst thoughts about schoolj.ng share some

elements of the version of liberalism inherent in official

rhetoric on educational opportunity in New Zealand. It

would be difficult to argue that these girlst thinking is
somehow directly assimilated from official educational

rhetorici nevertheless, the official liberal meritocratic

view of schooling expresses in a developed forn the sort of

perspective he1d by the 5 Mason girls.13

In particular, there are two major elements of the official
view which characterise these girlst thinking about school

and the labour market. one element includes the underlying
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assumptions about the nature of the individual and

explanati.ons of individual failure and success' which we

will examine in detail in the next chapter. Another is the

belief in the schoolrs inherent universal offer of acadenic

and thus occupational opportunity.

For the working class Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason,

schooling is crucially inportant because it is seen as

providing social and economic rrchancesrr in the form of

gualificatj.ons as Soana (p.126) and her friends point

out:

AJ:
Donna:

Mele:

Why are you still at school?
I have chances if I stay at school,
qualifications for a decent job.
I didnrt want to be a bum. [I came back
to schooll to get a better job, sornething
I enjoy, not something thatts just there,
and I can earn noney. Now lrm here, Irve
got the chance I rve got.

Mele and Donna are in the fifth form at Girlsr Granmar.

Mele had left school at the end, of the fourth form, and got

a job in a confectj.onery factory. She hat,ed the work, and

decided she wanted to do something better, rrlike be a PE

instructor in the armyrr. So she returned t,o school to sit

the Schoo1 Certificate examinations. Donna wants to rfbe a

secretaryrr. Like most of their friends, Donna and Mele

want atrdecent jobtt and they see the school as providing

the opportunity to get one.

Melers parents are Samoan as are Soandts, Donnats parents

are Nj.ueani these girls are Pacific Island Polynesians,
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born in New Zealand. Like most other Pacific Island girls
in 5 Mason, their parents work in local factories; their
mothers perform such work as packj.ng, clothing rnachining

and laundry work, as noted in Chapter Three. Most of the 5

Mason girls have strong views about such jobsi they equated

working in factory with rrbeing a bumrr. Factory jobs, as

well as others such as cleaning were usually seen as

rrrubbishrr and rrstj-nk jobstt, and undesirable. The girls
were conscious of the apparent relationship between these

sorts of jobs and educational qualifications. rtstinkrr jobs

demand no skills or knowledge. Like cleaningr, serlring and

preparing food, and delivering circulars to letter boxes,

theyrre jobs ttyou can just 9et, just like thatfr (Mele);

theyrre hardly counted as rrreal-rr jobsi rrreal, decent jobstt

by definition demanded school qualifications.

Congruent with the liberal meritocratic view of
ropportunityr, the 5 Mason girls believed that being at
school, rrgoing for School Certif icaterr, means the chance to
get a decent job; thus school provides the opportunity to
avoid the economic lives of their parents, which, they

rnaintain, are the product of their parentsr lack of
education.

Tanya said she wants an education so that she can be

frbetterrr than the rest of her fanily. Her father is
unenployed and |tgone on holiddytt, her nother works as a
machinist. One sister is a typrst, two sisters are

waitresses and two brothers are unemployed. Tanya wants to
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earn some money so she can rrtraveltr. Lilfyrs mother is a

cleaner, Lil1y wants to be a typist or nurse. Sinars

rnother works as a packer in a factory, and she wants to be

a policewoman or a teacher. Naomirs mother works in a

factory, and Naomi wants to be a doctor or teacher.

Elizabethrs nother is a machinist, and Elizabeth wants to

be a receptionistr o! air hostessi Ana wants to be a

secretary; Noeline wants to be an accountant .. . .

It is school which offers these rchancesr. These girls
want, more schooling because it represents for them one of

the few hopes for social rnobility - even of a lirnited sort.

They rknowt that their rchancest on the job market are

deterrnined by their school qualificationsi so by offering
them qualifications (1ike School Certificate, University

Entrance and particular skills like typing), they believe

the school offers then opportunities in the workforce.

These beliefs about the value of schooling appeared to be

contradicted by the girls' behaviour in the fourth for:n.

When I rnet, the 4 Mason girls at the end of their fourth
form year, I was told they were ttroublemakersf. fndeed,

many regularly truanted, or at least stayed away froru

classes; in some lessons their behaviour was twildt - they

talked and laughed Ioudly, moved furniture around, walked

around the room constantly, made loud noises, miruicked

their teachers and were generally disobedient. fn other

lessons, depending on the teacher, they were silent, su11en

and unco-operative. Everyone fooled around in Mrs Srs
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Social Studies classes, r.ihile f cr

'.,lho rvas often authoritarian, loud

becarne withdra'.^rn.

In the first few

Septenber LOth
Science

Septenber 12th
Social Studies

Septenber 12th
Enqlish

M the Maths teacher,

and sarcastic, the girls

days I had written in rny f ield noces:

The teacher j-s talking about f speedr .

Tanya is showing Martha the skirt shers
making in Sewing; Beverley' Lil1y and
Noeline are looking at an old school
photograph; Linda appears to be asleep;
Lisa is filing her nails. NearlY
everyone is preoccupied - the room is
nore or less quiet, I can hear Miss D.
quiie c1early. She appears tenser ds
seens r-o be usual
Ma1ia has put her chair up on a side
cupboard, shers sitting on j.t facing the
walL, giggling, and getting plenty of
encouragenent. Mrs S. is talking to some
girls about their unconpleted work. The
noise is deafening: Lee and Tricia are
nraking aninal noises, Li1ly is banging on
her desk and everyone is talking loudly.
Apart from Mrs S. who occasionally yells
rQuiet!r to no effect, most seem to be
having a great time!
I come in with Beverley and Linda, 10
ninutes late. I,Ie nust, reek of cigarette
s:noke. tlrs G. doesnrt seem to notice.
The others have been working on a
comprehension sheet. f sit by Soana.
She hasn't started hers yet. Shefs
writing a letter to someone. Mona is
aski-ng if they can watch the vid,eo.
],Irs G. says 'yes, when yourve finished
]tour work.r Naomi has finished and shers
reading a novel

On the face of it, these girls would not be expected to

hold the view thac school plays an important rcle in

of fering the 'cpporcunities' +-hey seei<.

llot long after neeting 4 l{ason I asked then tc finish the

sentence rI coine to school because ....f Having read
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accounts of other school rtroublemakerst (Wi11is, L977,

corrigan, L979) and their lack of willingness to attend

school, I expected the 4 Mason girls to reply that they

only came because they were irnpelled to by their parents,

or by 1aw. But only two girls from the group of nineteen

said they came to school because they had to come; the

others said they wanted to come to school (even though most

of them were still IegaIIy irnpelled to come) .

Attending school was considered desirabLe for two nain

reasons: one was that it provided a place to be with

friends, and have fun.

Repeka: Schoo1 is like a second home, you know. You go
in the norning and stay there aII day and then
youtve got a1I your friends.

Lilly: I come to school because I have to ....
Noelj.ne: But I want to, too ....
Lilly: f want to ... werve got our frj,ends here.
Noeline: We'd go mental if we didnrt.
Elizabeth: If we stayed home wetd go rnad walking around

that old house.
Sarah: And sometimes itrs fun too at school.
Noeline: It is fun at school.

outside of school these Pacific Island adolescent girls
were not permitted much social freedom. When they werenrt

at school most of the girls were with their fanilies and

relatives - doing housework, attending church and church

functions, doing honework. One or two, like Beverley and

Mona spent tirne routt with friends, but this was unusual,

and clandestine. Parents were often suspj.cious of friends
whose fanilies they did not know, School therefore
provided an irnportant legitinate neeting place, and a place

to rhave funr - which was what many of the girls appeared
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The other major reason the
school was associated with
schoolrs function:

L42

girls gave for wanting to attend
what they considered to be the

rrr want to rearn more about other people and rearn todo hard things" (Repeka)rrl want to have a g6od educationfr (Donna)tfr want to be more educated and better than the restof the farnilytr (Tanya)

The 4 Mason girls saw schooL as providing generally
desirable conmodities: rlearningr red,ucation,
rexperiencesr, whose rerevance vras expressed in general
terms: rfTheyrre good for you and, they get you jobs, of
course!rr overalr, the inportance of school for these girrs
resided in its association with future employnent, which
they seriously desired..

sorne girls said that the question rr come to schooL because

' ' ' I l^tas rf stupidt, that the answer is robviousr. Linda
said rather petulantly, rrr suppose itf s the learning and
educati-on you get at school. Thatrs why. r supposer. But
she wouldnrt write that d,own, it was too much like
conmonsense, or twhat everybody knowsr. rrwrite it down" r
suggested. t,No, itrs too d,umb. ftrs boring, everyone
knows that ".. rr But she wrote f... then r can learn new
things and get more chances in experiencing thi.ngsr. r
rather guickly becane branded as soneone who asked rdumbl

questions. This was inevitabre, as r wished to find, out
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the girls tconmonsenser, which crua taken-for-granted
knowledge is usually difficult (and not very interesting)
to art,iculate.

The girlst perspectives on schooling and their
Itroublesomer behaviour (i.e. their rhaving funr) were not
as contradictory as they might at first appear. while the
girls believed that school offered, opportunity, their
particular (meritocratic) interpretation of this term neant
that they saw the fourth form as j.rrelevant, to
ropportunityr. This was because the fourth forrn offered no
schoor qualificati.ons - which were seen as the key to their
social and econonic chances. Thereforer ds Malia put it,
the fourth forn was the last year you could rrmuck around,l
and rrhave a good tirne with your natesr. rn the fifth form,
on the other hand., the girls sit the national schoor
certificate exaninations - which are considered to be
rrgualificationsrr. Thus the fifth form is considered by the
students to be part of the transition to work: it is
trqualifications yearrt (Martha); in Maliars word,s, the fifth
form

is for qualifications, itrs School c, eh, and you haveto work and know a lot. It,s harder work. Itrs agood education year.

The apparent effect of this berief on the gir1s, general
behaviour was enormous. From the first day in the fifth
forrn, the girls from 4 Mason seemed guieter. They had, been
split up into four different (middle to 10w strearn)
classesl4, which rnay have i.nfluenced their behaviour, but
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even as individuals they were more

and generally rworked hardr in the

serious about school,

classroom.

When greeting me back after the
5 Mason girls drew rny attent,ion

sunmer holidays, some

to the fact that

Noeline: Werre 5th forrners now. No wagging,lunch. Werre going to work nira anaDonna: Fifth forn's hird.- Itrs ior--ieaf.
bring your
go straight.

rifth form is rfor realr because it culrninates in the
school certificate exarninat,ions, which are considered
crucial as job gualifications for a rdecent job,. For
Donna, litts for realr means that school achi.evement in
terms of school certificate passes has a rrear effect, for
her and her friendsr chpnces of getting a 'decent, job.
Although by the fifth forrn school attendance was no longer
1egal1y conpursory for all the 5 Mason girls (who had
turned 15), school was considered the best place to be.
only two gir's, Tanya an. Lee, left schoor earry in the
fifth form.

Mele: f think wetve got a better chance staying at,school instead of. going to work ". =iiyi"ghorne, because we hive io have quariri-iiiorr".

rndeed, through their fifth form year the 5 Mason girls
repeated the idea that School Certificate (,School C,) was
important because of the employment opportunities it
provi.des:

Elizabeth: r want to get my school c because r want agood job when f leave school.
r asked Donna and Ana about why they kept corning to schoor.
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Ana:
AJ:
Donna:
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Because we want a better job when we leave
school.
Yeah, and have a good education.
What does that mean?
To have all the qualifications you need to get
a job ... like School C.

Malia stated that she was sitting Schoo1 Certificate so she

can ttget a job ... a good one plenty moneyrr. And Soana

said, ttl want my School C because I donft want a stink
factory jobtt. School Certificate was popularly seen by

these girls as the key t,o the future - any nunber of

opportunities would be available with School Certificate.15

The secretarial, nursing, laboratory assistant, and police

work which appealed to many of them were considered

accessible via passes in school Certificate.16

In specific terms, many of the 5 Mason girls understood the

idea of the schoolts provision of occupational opportunity

in terms of one subject: typing. Typing was considered to
be the only clearly definable tqualificationt provided by

the school. Almost all of the 4 Mason girls took typing in
the fourth form, and the najority cont,inued with typing as

a School Certificate subject in the fifth form.

Some took typing initially becauserrit would get me a jobt'

(Sina), but usually this association of typing with a job

gualification came later in the fifth form. Usually the 4

Mason girls chose typing because they thought it would be

reasonably easy (compared with the other choices of French,

Latin, Music, and Art which were considered rhardr and

which were seen as the dornain of the ttop classesr), and
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accessible

Repeka:

Noeline:

Lilly:
Noeline:
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had an irnage of competence and glarnour which was

t,o them.

I took typing because it was the easiest one
I never used a typewriter before. Even in

Intermediate ISchool] we werenrt allowed to
touch the one in the office. So I thought itrs
our chance now to get into it .. o learning
different keys, what to do with the actual
typewriter, what is can do for you ....
Before in Form One and Two I used to love
pressing the buttons and used to see my
cousins doing drrh drrh drrh [fast, typing
rnovementsl really good!
I used to race up to the typing room ....
And when we saw those senior girls typing werd
go rwow, look at her she can reaIly type! |

For these girls at least at the beginning of the fifth
form, secretarial work epitomised a tdecent jobt; it was

associated with the rwhite-collarr sector and provided a

competent female inage. Taking typing at school helped

shape the girlst thinking about possibilities for their
future. In the fourth form they had a wj.de range of
suggestions about possible future jobs, fron aj-r hostess

and fashion designer to itworking with animalstr - and often
frdonrt knowfr. But for at least some of the tirne during the

fifth form, over one third of the 5 Mason girls wanted a

secretarial job when they left school. Paradoxically,

although school tgualificationsr $rere seen to offer
possibilities for future employment, typing (which many

girls see as their only rrealt gualification) narrows their
options in their own eyes: rtTyping that I s all I can

Aall
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Many of the girlsr parents saw typing as providi.ng a careel

and encouraged - or forced - them to take typing at school.

For example, at enrolnent, Elj.zabeth was asked what she

wanted to do

Elizabeth: ... and she (the enrolling teacher) says rWhat
do you want, Elizabeth?r and I couldnrt say
anything so I said to rny dad that I did want
to take languages and he said tNo, you should
take typingr so I took it.
why did he think that?
I donrt know. He probably thought French
wouldnf t do me any good. But I wouldnrt mind
being an aj.r hostess and they say that you
need languages to be one well, now I take
typing. Type on the plane!

While rschool Ct passes represented in a concrete form the

schoolrs offer to all of qualifications for a decent job,

typing was a tangible sicill which nany of the 5 Mason girls
thought they could use to achieve this end. (Ironically,
although fourteen 5 Mason girls sat the School Certificate
Typing examination, only three passed).

4.3 The 5 Mason Girlst tpro-schoolr stance -
a Survival Strateov

These working class girlst positive view of school as

offeringr opportunity to all is guite unexpected in the

context of rnost research on working class studentsl

responses to school. While these girls value school

achievement and hold the perspective, analogrous to the

liberal neritocratic view, that schooling is in their
(everyonets) interests, most other studies indicate that
working class students in rlowr streams are typically anti-
school. For example, in their seninal studies in two
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British secondary schools, Hargreaves (1967) and Lacey
(1970) identified two porarised sub-cultures - one pro-
school and one anti-school. [he rhigherr streamed classes
were characterised by students with a positive orientation
to school, while those in rlowerr streams were typicarry
anti-schoor in both their attitudes and behaviour. rn
their studies they documented a connection between social
cIass, disaffection from school and, relatively poor
scholastic performance - with rniddle class pupils in the
top streams hording values congruent with those of the
school; and worki-ng class pupils tending to be anti-schoor,
and in lower streans. woods (tg7g) and Ball (19gr), wirlis
(L977) and corri.gan (rg7g) all found that the same patterns
existed in the schools they studied,. (see willis rg77 :

50, note 4).

The subjects of these stud,ies were all boys, but research
on working class girls by McRobbie (Lg7g) , Thomas (1980),
and Moran (1983) indicate similar patterns (though
differently expressed,) of female working class alienation
frorn school.

rf on the basis of such research one assuned the prirnacy of
soci-al class subordination in the developrnent of an anti_
school stance, then i-t wourd be expected that working crass
Pacific rsland girls might be anti-schoor. rndeed, given
an additive model 0f subordination, it rnight seem that
Polynesian working class girls would be even more
disaffected than white working class boys. on the other
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hand, and in line with the common vi-ew that fenares as a

group are more conformist, less likely to rebel and,

generally less rtroublesoner i.n the school context (spender
& sarah, 1980), the pacific rsland girls rnight be expected
to demonstrate a weakly nanifested alienaiion from school.

contrary to the rexpectedr pattern, the working class
Pacific rsland girls in 5 Mason at Girlsf Grammar were pro-
school in the sense that they rbelieved inf the schooils
offer of opportunity and thus they were oriented towards
academic achievement. Despite their behaviour in the
fourth form, the 4 Mason girls crearly d,id. value acadeni.c
achievement, but they made a pragmatic decision about
whether attending to their work lras necessary to that
achiev'ement. Because school achievement was measured in
terms of fifth form school certificate passes, the girls
felt they did not Ineedr to rwork hardr in the fourth form.
They felt that hard work in the fourth forn was not
essent,ial to gettinq 'gualificationsr which were gained the
next year via school certificate. Thus their misbehaviour
and unco-operativeness in the fourth forn did not nean they
rejected the rvaluesr of the school (such as school
achievement), which Lacey suggests is a feature of 10w-
stream working class subcultural responses to school.

rn the fifth form, in the light of their beliefs about the
relationship between school achievement and gualifications
for a job, the girls decided to attend to their work.
Although Lacey and Hargreaves suggest that such
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attention i:nplies an acceptance of school values, as we

will see later the 5 Mason girls were far from passively

conformist in their relationship to the teachers and school

work, even though they valued school knowledge, worked hard

and tried to pass their exams.

Fuller (1980) found a somewhat similar emphasis on the

value of reducationr in her study of predorninantly working

class West Indian girls in a London Comprehensive School.

These girls were not rgoodt pupils, they engaged in
Itillegitimaterr activity and took a rrconfrontat,ional stancett

towards their teachers (ibid : 60). But like the 5 Mason

girls, these working class girls were oriented to the

acquisition of educational gualifications and strongly

conmitted to achievenent through the job market. Like the

5 Mason girls,
They were stronq believers in the value of education
and educational qualifications as a necessary
preparation for the rgoodt jobs which they hoped to' obtaj.n - or more accurately, perhaps, they took such a
belief for granted The girls believed that
in the job rnarket there was much they could do to
forestall ending up in low level, dead-end jobs, or
finding themselves unemployed on leaving' school.

Fuller, L980 : 58

The West Indian girls, like the Pacific Island girls in
5 Mason at Girlsr Gramnar, placed a high priority on

getting tgoodr employment. Both groups considered their
education and employment were just as important as those of

boys; they were not preoccupied with marriage as a careeri

they expected to contribute to the family income on leaving

school, through gaining a rdecentt job. In other words,
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both groups of girls have a similar rproblemr to solve in

their everyday lives: how to get a good job.

Fuller argues that, confronted with their subordinate

position as black women, the West Indian girls had rradopted

a progranme in which those aspects of schooling to do

with acquiring qualifications had an important part ... as

a stratecry for present and future survivalrr (Fu11er, 1980 :

64, enphasis added). Sirnilarly, the 5 Mason girlst pro-

school perspective (and their subsequent behaviour - see

Part IfI) can be understood as an aspect of a rational
strategy for attenpting to solve the problerns that confront

them, and to gain some control over their present and

future Iives. In a general sense, school is relevant and

worthwhile for these girls because of ttre inportance they

attach to academic achievement as an avenue to rdecentl

enplolment. This idea, that people think and act actively
and practically on the basis of what they consider is
ultinately best to do in the situation that confronts them,

is central to understanding the 5 Mason girlsr approach to
(and behaviour at) school.

Willis makes this point in Learning to Labour, He arg:ues

that the values and beliefs (and actions) of rebellious
anti-school working class rladsr are a positive cultural
expression - a product of the boyst attempt to make sense

of, and make the best of, the naterial situation in which

they exist. The lads spend their tine at school (when they

attend) having a tlaff| at the teacherrs expense, not doing
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any school work, and generally fooling around. They do not

want school qualificationsi according to Wil1is, '-hey

basically rtreject the idea of gualificationsrr because they

do not need them (wi11is, 1977 : 94). They have made a

positive ttobject,ive decisionrr to apply their labour potter

to manual work (ibid z 2); in particular that manual work

denanded by jobs on the shop floor. Such nanual woric is
glorified as tough, exciting, real work, and the people who

do it are adnirable and worthwhile. Non-physical, tpen-

pushingr work is denigrated as tcissier and boring as are

those who perform that work, and who atternpt to get the

necessary qualifications at school.

This tdecisiont to do manual work and the subsequent

rejecti-on of school and the inversion of the schoolrs

valuing of mental over manual labour, are, according to
Willis, rational responses to the ladsr class location and

the fact that, beyond the conditions of their fathersl
work, there is no real aLternative in the structure of

capitalism ("the possibility of real upward nobility seems

so remote as to be rneaninglessrr Willis , L977 z L26) . A11

that is available to them is ttmaking the best of hard and

brutalising conditionsfi which characterise the work which

confronts thern (Wil1is , L977 : 107 , 52) .

Corrigan (1979) also argues that the beliefs and behaviour

of the anti-school working class boys he studied are

prirnarily a product of their assessment of their material

situation and what to do about it. Truancy, for example,
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is not rrmeant to attack the schoor values in any w

rather their action seems to have sornething to d,o r

boys I protection of thenserves from things they don I t li.ke,,
(Corrigian, I97g : 28) .

Both corrigan and wirris suggest that working class
counter-school culture (the boysr response to school) is an
aspect of that classrs attenpt to understand, and, adapt to
the real conditions of their existence as well as their
attenpts to convert those cond.itions to their own benefit.
Despite their very different response to schoor, the same

argument' can be applied to the 5 Mason girlsr pro-school
stance.

4.4

The Pacific rsland girls in 5 Mason do not develop a
rcounter-school culturer. Theirs is an entirely different
response to the conditi.ons of working class existence.
Despite the cultural stud.ies of working crass kids at
school which portray them armost uniforrnly as rebelllous,
there is not simply one standard working class response to
school - that of rejection. we cannot assume that the
disaffected youths, who have caught the eye _ and, the
slanpathies of researchers in the sociology of education,
represent all working class youth. obviously they d,o not.
There are countless working class young peopre who work
hard at schoor, hoping for chances, like the girls in 5

Mason and the West Indian girls in Fuller,s study.
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fhese differences in working class responses to school rnust

be understood in terns of the total and complex cultural
context in which groups of working class youth exist. The

Pacific Island girlsr and (as we sha11 see) their parentsr

response to school, and their educational aspirations, are

not merely a mindless embrace of the promises of the

liberal theory. Their aspirations are a product of the

particular :naterj.aL condit,ions these farnilies face, and the

strategies of sunrival they pursue. Their collective
response, their cornmonsense decisions about what to do, ard

based on their own particular ethnic-cultural history,
gender norms (determined to some extent by naterial needs,

for example, the necessity of a womanrs wage to fanily
support,), the perceived ropen-nessr of the society in which

they exist, the available rclass consciousnesst etc.

Depend,ing on the context, working class groups could

exhibitr ds do the 5 Mason girls and their families, a

fervent faith in education as the key to the good life i or

on the other hand, like Wi1lis's lads and their families,
an anbivalent or negative response to education as an

irrelevant, waste of tine. fn short, the 5 Mason girlst
perspectives and behaviour are cultural products - cultural
responses to the naterial conditions of workinq class life
- as they constantly bring their particular histories,
norms, traditions, etc., to bear on their lives, in an

attenpt to form a neanj.ngful reality which they consider to

be in their best, interests (Wi1lis, 1977 : 59).
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This can be understood more fully by returning to Willists
study. Irnplicit in his analysis of the rladsr response to

school are points which can be used to illuninate the

5 Mason girlst beliefs about school. Hogan (19e2) suggests

that within the overarching idea that students act (in

their own tenns) coherently and rationally in response to

their particular situation, Willisrs account of the ways in

which the lads develop a sense of their own labour power

and rchooser to use it in a particular way rests on two

arguments which can be generalised to provide an account of

the response to schooL of students other than the fraction
of the male English working class studied by willis (Hogan,

L982 : 50).

Different Evaluations of the Schoolrs rOfferl

One argument rests on an rexchange modelt or, as Willis
calls it rrthe education paradigm'r of teaching. and learning:
rrthe exchange of obedience for knowledge and hoped for
gualificationsrr (Willis, 1983 z L29), This resernbles the

liberal meritocratic theory of schooling according to which

the school offers opportunity on the basis of ability and

motivation.

Willis argues that the lads reject the offer of the school:

knowledge, tgualificationst and success in exchange for
respect, conformity and hard work. It would involve thern

in giving up too much of what they value, such as autonomy

and masculinity, for dubious reward (Wi1lis, 1983 : L29).

(1)
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The girls in 5 Mason, on the other hand, make a different

evaluation of the costs and benefits involved; and opt for

a different strategy - of accommodation to the tteducation

paradigm". Unlike the lads, they want what the school has

to offer - school qualificatj.ons and as the school is

where they are provided, the school cannot rationally be

rej ect,ed.

As Hogan (L982 : 60) suggests, the theoretical signlficance

of the different evaluations bv the lads and the Pacific

Island, girls is not just tne aitterence in the evaluations,

but the process of evaluation itself: the fact that all
students eventually rnake evaluations of the costs and

benefits involved in the rexchanger offered by the school,

and work out some strateg'y for dealing with school in terms

of those evaluations.

(2) The Mediation Betr,.reen Parents I Experience of Work
and Their Childrents Response to School

?he second rnajor generalisable feature of l^li1lisrs work

according to Hogan, is his demonstration of the inportant,

continuities between the cultural forms of adult working

class life and the responses of working class children
within schools. The class culture of the workplace is
brought into the horne by the parents and becones the basis

on which the children assess the value of schooling, and

the schoolrs I offerr .
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I would argue that the inportant point is not the

continuities - because there are not always continuities,

as I shal1 show - but that there is some nediation between

parentsr experience of work and their childrenrs response

to school. For example, the ladst fathers cj.te examples of

how ttheoryt (that sort of knowledge offered by schools) is'

useless in the rrealr world; and this translates into a

rejection of school knowledge by their sons. For the

Pacific Island girls and their parents, this mediation is
of a different sort. The 5 Mason girlst parents do not

endorse the conditions of work in which they exist, quite

the opposj.te.

Wi1lis, the lads and the ladsr fathers are almost lyrical
about the rrrough unpleasant denanding jobs (which) ...

involve a prirnitive confrontation with exacting physical

tasks .... The metaphoric figures of strength, masculinity
and reputation move beneath the ... varied visible
forms of workplace culturert (Wi11is, L977 : 53). But

despite Willisr talk about the rrnature of human labour

powerrr (Willis, 1977 : 130), the seemingly adnirable

guality of male physical work (however false the

glorification rnight be) is not available to working class

women destined for employment on the factory floor. There

is no such positive inage for women outside the homei

working class women have no rvrorkplace culturer to
celebrate. The irnage of work for the 5 Mason girlst

mothers, sisters and thus for them was usually drudgery and

sheer hard work.
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only reference nade to the ladsr motherst work experience,

the reality of many working class womenrs experience is
incident,ally revealed :

Noeline:

Martha:

Elizabeth:

Lil1y:

PW:
Joey:

AJ:
Sina:

Linda:
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Ycu see some people with factory jobs and they
come home and theyrre all dirty and tired and
they get angry easily.
Look at ny mum. Shers got a crook back fron
working at that factory. She gets tired and
crook.
Stink pay at a factory. And you have to get
up early.
[My sister] was working when she was pregnant
and in that factory you have to do a 1ot of
heavy lifting. Because of all that t?l she
had a miscarriage.

Are you looking forward to work?
Yes, if everybody donrt start putting me off
it. Our old lady, the first thing her said
when her fuckinr woke me up this morning, her
said tOh, I donrt want, to go to workr. So I
says, tI fucking do, I dontt rnind, IrII startr.
Then her fucking said rYoutll hate it, youtll
hate itr.

willis 1977 : 100

What about your Mumrs work - whatrs that like?
She doesntt talk about it nuch. She gets tired
a lot and doesnrt like shift worlc because of
the kids.
I feel sorry for my mother. She doesnrt really
like working in the laundry. She changed from
her other factory job but, itrs no different.
She always says rwork hard at school! Donrt,
end up like me! No grood!'

My discussions with the 5 Mason girls revealed similar
sentirnents.

For these girls the rnediation between their mothersl

experiences of work and their own responses to school is
such that they do not have much alternative but to seek

escape from their mothers' position within the working
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class and what it means in terms of work conditions.

For many other working class gir1s, the alternative to such

work is marriage and childcare. This leads to a different
rnediation between (dornestic) work and responses to school.

McRobbie (1978) demonstrated in her study of white English

working class girls that the tmediationsf between the

working class fanily and their daughtersr response to

school is based not just on the nature of fenale working

class experience of wage labour, but also on the prirnary

role of women as wives and domestic workers. The girlsl
perception of their future role in the home relegates

school work to a secondary position and they reject sehool

because rrwerre just interested in other thingsrr (Maggie

aged 14) (McRobbie 1978 : 103). These working class girls
have weighed up the costs and benefits of the rexchangel

offered. by the schooL; and just as the rladsr see that
accepting the schoolrs rofferr would mean losing too much,

these girls also believe they risk losing the feninine

ideal attractiveness, boyfriends, marriage - in
conforming to school. Therefore they reject the schoolrs

demand for neatness, diligence, application, passivity and

replace it with a feminine anti-school culture obsessed

with marriage, farnily life and fashion (McRobbie, 1978 :

104).

Moran, too, in her study of working class Australian girls
(of rnixed ethnic origin) showed that the rnediation of their
mothersr work (dornestic labour) meant that the girls did
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not accept the schoolrs rexchanger of conforrnity for
economic opportunity. Their practical response to solving
the problems tprioritised within the set of options open to
this particular sub-cultural group of females, (Moran, r9g3
: 9) that, is, the problem of becorning a wife and mother -
meant that they chose pursuing relationships with boys
above participation in schoor activities. These girls did
not regard formar education as a viable way of getting the
knowredge needed to solve their probrens (ibid : 4).

The two elements of willisrs study which we have used to
discuss working class studentsr response to school - the
evaluation of the schoolrs rofferf of opportunity, and the
nediation of the class culture of the workplace (incruding
the horne) - are clearly inter-rerated. For the pacific
rsland girls, the mediation of the rculturar forms of ad,ult
(fenale) working class rifer means that they evaluate the
liberal rofferr of the school in a particular way.

unlike the subjects of McRobbiers and Moranfs studies, the
Pacific rsrand working class girlsr cultural environrnent is
not concerned with the same norms of female sexual
identity, and narriage as an end. in itself. Female
adolescent sexuar activity or even contact with the
opposite sex is strictly linited. The 5 Mason girls are
expected to have rittle to d,o with boys while they are at
school, and this was largely the case in reality, They did
not have the same obsessively rornantic ideas about
boyfriends as the girls in McRobbiers and Moranrs studies,
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Lilly:

Noeline:

Li1ly:

Noeline:

AJ:
Lilly:

Although they read popular nagazines and discussed the

physical merits of the (especially black) males in the

glossy photos, and talked about marriage or rdatingr, they

often said,

Repeka: Boys and school work donrt mix. Itrs good to
just stick to your work and go for boys later.

Their parents were always very strj.ct about thi.s.

Li11y:
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often preferred female conpany.

f'd rather have fun with just us girls than go
around with boys.
Yeah because if you got out with a guy yourve
got to be poised and everything you ]<now so you
can keep him.
When yourre with girls you can let ourselves do
anything. But when yourre with boys yourre all
guiet. We just sit, there and talk like (silenL
lip rnovements) and when itrs just us we go
ctazy.
You find that once a girl gets a boyfriend
shers drawn away from the gang.

My parents would be totally against it [going
out with boysl while Itnr still at school.
They probably wouldntt mind once I start
rvorking and earning my own wages and that.
why?
Theyrd probably think I'd get more into hin
than my school work which would probably be
true.

The girls considered marriage and childrearing as

inevitable aspects of their future, but not as exclusive of

work. Their wage is as vital to the (extended) family as

is a manrs, and child care is often organised around both

parentsr work hours with relatives heavily involved. This

emphasis on the inportance of wage labour, combined with

their understanding of the undesirable conditions of their
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motherrs work, means that the 5 Mason girJ.s have little
alternative but to accept the apparently available rofferl

of the school: opportunity.

This is the only pragmatic option; the girlsr decision not

to apply their labour power to degrading boring work or

exclusively to domestic work means they do not/cannot

develop a counter-school culture. They are not nerely

passively conforming to school, but activeJ,y taking the

prevailing liberal theory of the function of the school at

its face va1ue, and incorporating it into a practical

response to school.

4,5 The Social Context of the 5 Mason Girlsf
Perspectives

I have suggested that the studentst social context - in
particular the gender norms and identities available for
working class boys and girls - provides a basis for an

understanding of both the 5 Mason girlsr accommodation of

the schoolrs rofferr of topportunityf, and other worlcing

class youthsr apparent rejection of the schoolrs rofferr.

In summary, the working class EngJ.ish tladsI have availabLe

to them the tough masculine identity provided by work j.n a

certain sector of the labour force - this identity eschews

the t ef f ernj.nate I and irrelevant I uselessly theoretical I

mental work demanded by the school. Similarly, for those

working class girls for whorn marriage is the excLusive and

Inaturalr future, school provides no worthwhile reward in
terms of achieving a rsatisfactory settlement,r for this
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future; the knowledge provided by the school is irrelevant
to such achj.evement. On the other hand, the Pacific Island

girlsr social/cultural context does not provide then with

the problem of tgeLting a husband' in the same terrns as for
these other working class gir1s. The Pacific Island girls
rather have the task of tgetting a decent jobt a problem.

potentially (they believe) solvable by the school.

Aside from the available gender identities, there are other

aspects of the social context, in which these young people

exist which influence the options available for them as

they atternpt to understand and take control of their
situation.

The macho identity available to the rladsr exists within,
and is an aspect of, English economic life: a strong,

historically developed and self-conscious working class

something which does not exist to the same extent in New

Zealand. (According to Inkson (1979), (na1e) rnanual

workers in New Zealand have a rrweak and ambiguous class

consciousnessrr). The widely-he1d beliefs about New Zealand

as a relatively classless and egalitarian society with open

opportunities for social mobility, inhibit and weaken class

consciousness (Pearson and Thorns, 1983 z 254), and hinder

the development of a positive rvorking class identity.
This, combined with the fact that for working class girls

there is no fenale identity to embrace positively outside

the domestic sphere, means that there is no desirable and

established female working class trolet int,o which the
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Pacific rsland girls can step.17 rncorporating the
of New zealand as an ropenr soci-ety they therefore
positive identity and better materiar conditions by
attenpting to rmove upr the labour hierarchy - and ,

the school in this attenpt.

notion

seek a

recruit

But there is an even stronger historically and race-
curturally based influence on the pacific rsland girlst
response to and understanding of schoor and the labour
market. As imrnigrants, the pacific rsland girlsr parents
were recruited into a subordinate section of the labour
hierarchy. The pacific rslands nigrantsr response to their
emplolment at the tbottornr of the labour hierarchy was to
desire for their children something better. The prevailing
liberal theory of the schoorrs provisi.on of economic
opportunity meant that they saw the school as offeri.ng
their children this .fru.r"..

This is a characteristic response of immigrants entering a
wage labour society. studies of Arnerican inrnigrant groups,
for example, found that, in seeking to ensure their
economic security, imrnigrants sent their children to school
for increasing periods of tine in order rto enhance the
economic value of their labour power through educational
certification' (Hogan, rg82 : 49). Hogan found this
pattern of accornnodation to wage labour occurred, 1n arl
inmigrant ethnic groups with very d.ifferent initiat
educational aspirations and behaviour. similarly, studies
of Black inrnigrants to Britain by Troyna (r.984) and Loud,en
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(1978) show that Black imrnigrants are often cornnitted to
what Troyna calls tthe ideology of cred.entialisntr, that
Black communities in Britain have atternpted to facilitate
their childrenrs acguisition of schoor credentials, and
that Black irnmigrants are largely motivated to succeed,
economically through gaining educational cred,entials.
sinilarly, in her study of Australian working crass girls,
Moran (1983) stat,es that the European irnmigrantsr parents

... are concerned that their children should not beforced to work in factories a= rirry of them have.
Th.y wourd like their children ana-parti-ui"iiv theirdaughters to work in a white coilar ior -i'some
descripti?r:. They would, rike their children t,o rhaveit easierr.than t!"v have, and in.v arr berieveeducati-on is cruciat to aitaining trris go"i. tney arthave high aspirations for their 6nitaren at school and,at work.

Moran, 1983 z 7

The Pacific rsland polynesian inmigrants to New zealand had
already had the opportunity to develop some st,rong beriefs
about the varue and function of (European) formar ed.ucation
before their departure from their own societies. The
notion of formal (European) education as the key to a
f better lifer was introd.uced to the pacific rsrands as part
of the process of European colonisation. As the indigenous
people of the pacific experienced European colonisers and
missionaries, a pattern of educational demands and
expectations was set up, separate from indigenous not,ions
of education. This pattern was described by Beeby - the
then New zearand Director of Education who wrote about and
influenced schooling in the pacific in the 1940rs.

Parents in these countries often have a clear idea ofwhat constitutes education; it is--itre kind of academicschoolinq_their European rulers had that evidentlygave the European hii material superioriiv-.nJ'iilut
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1ocal boy a hope of release fron thetediun of life on the Land.
Beeby 196G z 29

so at least partially due to their
The continuing predoninance of an

The Ritchies (Lg7g) suggest that the denand, for European
schooring in the pacific was due to the renthusiasm for
literacyt which, apart from being useful and necessary in
business transactions and, other forms of record,ing, was
desirable prirnarily

!o get access to the sacred, word of the European andit was not only the ni.ssionary-wno aesirea tiie earryBible translati.on inio the naiive tanguagJ. 
---H"r" 

"""access to the book which was the basii oi nr*of.u'magic. Tl. word-rnagic of the Bibre crearry beltowedstatus and prestige upon the missionaries in relationto other Europeani an& it contiined legend= u"a'stories paraIlel to and having tr-"y sifriiJi enotionareffect as those of porynesian myth .... where die--t;"acguire literacy? At 3chool, tffaCrs where. whateverthe situation in.the past, there is no question-nowbut that polynesians ilant their crriraien'-i"-iJ"toschool, see the schoor as-the pta-e where th;t rirrbecome educated and see education as a way of gettingahead.
Ritchie & Ritchie, J,gZg t L23-4

European schooring nas seen as providing access to the
power of the European. Some locals who rmade itr into the
new bureaucracy and service jobs created. by the colonisers

educated elite in such places as Apia (western sarnoa) and
Nukuralofa (Tonga) lends force to the berief that schoor.
provides opportunity for all. writing in the 1970rs, the
Ritchies reported a young samoan as saying that school

is often referred to by-samoan parents as a way to agood life, -neaning a sott ,ay oi earning a living ...as compared to collecting coconuts, aryinj irr".--irrtocopra before selling thern to traders. rThis is thehard wayr our parenis said. ri-o"! wanted to end upin such a wai,r-then be truant.
Ritchie & Ritchie, tg79 : L2L
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Fairbairn-Dunloprs (19g1) recent extensive descriptive
study of Samoan parentslS in New Zealand clearly
illustrates the predorninance of the notion of ed,ucation as
guarantor of economic opportunity.

Education-for many sarnoan.parents iisr equated withsocial and econornic mobilily, u-.rritce to better thepresent position of the parents. Corning f;;;-;-society such as samoa whire there larel few chances of.advancement through traditional ,"ir., the samoanparents perceive the New zealand social =t"""il"e asr-.+lg an. 'openr one, an{ gnavef nigrt }rop", ioi-it"i"childrenrs success. This was tn.-€"rror of all ther-espondett!?' replies: that their children-"rro.,ra r.""the educational chances- they had so that they couranot be forced to work ile rest of their rit;; iin aurnrfactory jobs like usr.

rWe say to.them, frDo you want to spend, the rest ofyour life in a factory like us? rii"t go to school.rr
rHe come l:T.:. f iayr "Wl.t did you do at schooltoday?lr ALl t!.y do-is srng songs. f Sdy, r'That,rs nogood. you go for a job ,a.lyor, 6an't sini'u ioig.,,. Fairbairn-Dunlop, 1981 i fgf

Many parents in Fairbairn-Dunloprs study wanted their
children to go to university and get professional jobs.

Pitt and Macpherson (rg74) in their study of sarnoan adurt
inrnigrants in Tokoroa, Auckland and werlington showed that
education was a najor factor in their decision to Leave
Samoa and come to New Zealand.

This was ernphasised in conversation, wlte-rg the gSeatimportance of education for the rnigrant himselfz-, orfor his chirdren was stressed. edication is seen as anecessity, not only as a requirement for a r"11-paidjob but iiso u= rii.i"g " rufr p"r=on. some people,too, see education as a rnoralr-especialry a christian,duty.
pitt and Macpherson, i-g74 z L2
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For the girls in 5 Mason, this duty is an obligation to the
fanily - both i.n terms of contributing to the economic
survival of the farnily, and in terms of prestige - rather
than as individual achievement for personal gain. The girrs
felt a sense of obligation to succeed, to grasp the
opportunity supposedly offered, by the school. This
obligation took on a materiar force in their parentsl
pressure on then to do well.

Mele:

Noeline:

Mele:

Elizabeth:

Noeline:

Elizabeth:

Li1ly:

(Laughter)
Mele:

Ana:
Donna:

AJ
Mona:
Beverley:

My parents want me to come to school to get agood education and for the future .. o I don,t
,likg what my parents says ... they push me toohard and they want me to get schoor'c just iii"that in the f3:t year ttf,e first -tieirptl 

.But they canrt force pe6p1e to get ttrat you
I_rorr things are too narb from iow on.wf"!rs_going !9 happen if you don't fass? Somegirls r know if they donrt-get their'scrroor c
_!h"y get a good hiding.
Yes, itts true. yesr if you donrt get it theythink-you muck around too much ana #ag schooland all this. Irm sure Irll get q,fridi"g ...
-e_specially if I don't pay rny=61f .21
{V aaa just sort of threltens me, but hedoesn I t
Thatrs asking a 1ot, eh? Thatrs asking toomuch from someone.
Sometimes itrs because kids are scared oftheir.parents that they donrt pass i"a in"teadof doing their school work the|,i. U""Vworrying about whether or not lfrey'ie-ioing topass ....
My rnother wants n? -to go to university. f saidto. her if r_pass schooi C and, rrrn-g"iig in the6th forrn and I. get a chance of a nrirsiigcourse, I-tm going to take it and sne tota menot to, she told ng t-o go to univeisiiy anAsit your degree and, thaf.
I!.t= easy for thern to.say because theyrre notsit exam, but us we sit 6n our bum an& studyour heart out.

My mun and dad they say ttry to pass SCr.and rwork hard at school r .

So why do SC?

I!t= what your parent,s want.rf r didntt have to come to schoor r wourdnrtcome to school. I hate school.
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Beverley:

Malia:
Naomi:
AJ:
Naomi:
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Yourre 15 you donrt have to come.Well then again I have ny father .. o you donrtknow ny grandmotherl -
... yeah, and her broom!
My parents expect me to come to school.
why?
Irm not, really sure why they want me to come toschool but they. just kg"p on telting me to tryhard and do my hornework lnd do what-the teachersays.
Iny *o you think they tetl you to d.o that?r think they yo9-19 real1y fi}ce me to pi== ,yexans, But at.this minute, you know,everything is just ... really ... chios. you
r:.nd out yourre going to have a test and youstart to worry. I find this year ftm staitingto worry a bil. If I don't hind in anassignment f start to panic.

AJ:
Naomi:

4.6

The Pacific rsrand farniliesr structural rocation as

irnmigrants into the working class at least partly explains
the 5 Mason girlsf - dnd their parentsr - hopes and
aspirations regarding school. These working class.girLsr
response to school suggests caution about the
generalisability of the position, expressed by wil1is, that
the lacisr approach to school is a response to their
intuitivery perceived crass ,probabilitiesr (see wilris
1977 : r26ff). Like willis, McRobbie (1978) argues that
t'he working class girrs in her study respond to schoor on
the basis of unconsciously understood, gender - and, class
defined probabilities for their future. sirnilarly, in his
arti-cle tThe schoor as a conservative force' Bourdieu
(r97 4 ) rnaint,ains that working class parents I and children r s
attitudes towards school reflect

the interiorisation of the.fate objectively allotted(and statisticarly guantifiable) .i a whole to thesocial category to wnicfr they Ulfong
Bourdieu, 1974 : 33
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That is, their attitud,es are based, on ran empirical
evaluation of the real hopes common to alr ind,ivid,uals in
their social group'r (ibid, p.34) .

such a position assumes that because the robjective
collective probabiritiesr for most working crass children
are linited to work for which schooling is largely
irrelevant, then the working class will reject - or at
least have few expectati.ons of - school.

we have seen in the last chapter that the robjective
probabilitiest of academi.c and occupational rsuccessr for
the Pacific rsrand girls as a group are relatively linited.
But their beliefs about school structured, as they are by
the girls t specific historical/ethno-cultural-/gender/crass
context - cannot be understood merely as the
tinteriorisationr or complex racceptancer of their probable
collective fate. rndeed, their beliefs about school are
part, of an attempt to change that, fate.

Bourdieurs position has sone application to the
5 Mason girls when he says:

aspirations and demands are d.efined in both form andcontent !v objective conditions which .".i"a.-iir"possibility of hoping for the unobtainarrJ. --
Bourdieu, 1974 : 33

?his is tbeing realisticr. The 5 Mason girlsr aspirations
do not rnatch those of their rniddle class pakeha

contemporaries in the 'topr stream who want to be lawyers,
doctors and architects: these are seen as objectively
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unobtainable and unrealistic aspirations. on the who1e,

the 5 Mason girls hope for work which is rcleanr and not

rnerely rnanual work, such as secretarial, police, laboratory

assistant, air hostess, courier work - which they see as

more realistic possibilities for them, albeit vrith hard

work at school. But these jobs too are largely inprobable .

for these girls as Pacific fsland members of the working

class in New Zealand.

Despite their rhard workr at school (see Chapter Eight)

most of the 5 Mason girls in keeping with the prevaillng

pattern of Pacific Island studentsr school achievement in
New Zealand - did relatively poorly at school (see Appendix

fII). In the labour market - apart from Naomi perhaps

none of the 5 Mason girls achieved the occupations they

hoped for, and many ended up in the sorts of jobs which

characterise the employrnent of Pacific Island workers in
New Zealand, but which they had hoped to avoid (see

Appendix III).

My point is that, contrary to Bourdieu's and Willisrs
suggestions, these working class girls have only partially

' internalised,' 22 their objective structural position. The

objective 'probabilitiest of a particular class position

are not enough for an explanation of class responses to
school. Class conditions and responses are shaped by the

differing historical and cultural contexts in which each

working class ethnic/gender group exists; thus percepticns

of class tprobabilitiesr and responses to these are not
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uniform within classes.

f have suggested that a more fruitful approach to
understanding beliefs about schoor is in terms of how

groups of class-l0cated young people actively atternpt to
solve the relevant rproblemsr in their everyday lives which-
are defined within each grouprs particurar material,
social, and cultural conditions.

rronically, although the girlsr and radsr responses to
school can be seen in terns of their atternpts at produci.ng
a future in their own interests, as willis points out,
working class responses to school can nevertheless form an
aspect of the reproduction of the status quo - which is not
in the objective interests of the working class.

willis shows that, through a particular set of culturar.
resources (including attitudes, beliefs ... ) the 1ad,s

rej ect the I ed.ucationar paradignn | - the exchange of fered by
the schoor and, fchoose' working class jobs (in particular
manual labour on the factory floor). Likewise, the working
class girls j.n McRobb j.e t s study I chooser to rej ect school
in favour of boys, and thus ensure their future positions
as wives and rnothers. Thus, the status guor characterised,
by class and gend,er subordinat,ion, is mai.ntained.

fhrough a set of very d.ifferent social/cultural conditions
the Pacific rsland girls rnake different decisj.ons: these
girls do not reject the 'offerf of the school
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(qualifications and success in return for hard work). More
irnportantly, they do not reject the validity of the offer -
they accept the rtruthr of the riberal theory: that the
school provides opportunity for those with abirity and
notivation. rt is this very acceptance of the schoorrs
roffert - just as it is the very reiection by the lads and _

working class girls in McRobbie's study - which is an
ingredient in the reproduction of the status c[uo.

An understanding of how the girrsr beliefs form a
contribution to the reproduction of the existing order
demands an analysis of the role of power in the production
of commonsense knowledge about school. rn the next
chapter, through further analysis of the girlsr views of
schooling as ideoroqyr we wirl be in a better position to
understand both the persistence of the girlsf beliefs, and
in particular, their importance in the process of social
reproduction.
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NOTES . CHAPTER FOUR

1. From rpublic Education in New zearandr. A staternent by!!" Departrnent of Education for the first phase of theEducational Developnent conference, o-partrnent ofEducation, Wellington, Ig72.

.2 
. 

_ T" Lib,eralisrn Manning (Lg7 6 t 24) states, rLiberals
believe that human natur6 is univei=hry the =ur", 

-ana thatdifferences of^race, sex, crass and religion ao not-masksignificant differences in intellij.r,"L.,t
3. Dernocracy and Education was first published in 1916.
4. Report of the commission on Education in New zealand,Department of Education (currie Report) , Lg62 z L2.
5. Ibid : 11.

6. Ner,'r zealand planning council Report No. rz, rgTg 2 49.

7. or as the Report of the cornmission on Education in llewzealand (1962 : 4) put i!,. "handicips,'-to auiiiiv -aie
caused by Itchance or accident of riitnr or even negrect,carelessness or ignorance of ... parentstt.
8. Educational_ Devel_oprnent, conference rg73-4. proposalsfor^Change. Handbook for participu"i=, prepared by theconference steering conmitlee. oipartirent or gaucition,Wellington, Lg74 : 15.

9 . I Pubri-c Education in New zealand | . Departrnent ofEducation, Wellington, Ig72 : 3. op.cit.
10. which Bowles and, Gintis (Lg76 r 22) call theItechnocratic-meritocratic r view.
11. rPubli.c Education i.n New zealand,r. Department ofEducatJ.on, Wellington, Ig72 : 9.
12. Educational De.Veropr'rerit-conference. Department, ofEducation, wel}ii-gEon ) l.gz+ : 16.

13. There is a tension between the rmacrortheory of Dewey,the practice- 
-and. policy-oriented th;;y of the officialNew zealand educationar-rhetoric, .na-ii," girlsr iii."-for-granted perspectives on schooling. ariL"ugh all of theseshare_ some i-rnportant elernents in-their aes6ril-i""" orschooling (fol exanple, all focus on the po==iuiiiii"" forthe abstract indiviauai) this does ,,oi-rn.un they all sharethe same understanding of the education system, or the samebasis for holding their positiorr".

14.-See Chapter Two. f have used. f5 Mason,91rrs rn 4 Mason the previous year, despitedivided into four clalses.
to identify the
their being

15. rrPassi-ng school certif icate, usually meant passing
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three or more School Certificate examination papers, and
thus qualifying for entry to the sixth form. The
conditions of the sixth form entry are decided by each
school.

15. At least School Certificate passes $tere seen as a
prelirninary step. These jobs usually demand passes in
sixth form examinations. lhe girlsf knowledge about the
gualifications necessary for the jobs they d,esired was very
linited.
17. Except perhaps the rroler of secretary, which
stereotypically has a fglamorousr female irnage. Many of
the 5 Mason girls sought this role.
18. Unfortunately, most detailed research material ontPacific Islandr resident,s i.n New Zealand focuses on
Samoans. By reproducing this naterial here I do not nean
to imply that this dat,a is representative for all tPacific
fslandr peoples. However, the 5 Mason girlsr views shared
significant sirnilaritiesr so I have included this nat,erial
as indicative of an aspect of the fculturalr context of the
5 Mason gir1s.

L9. Exactly the sane patterns were evident in Loudenfs
study of West Indian parents in Brit,ain (Louden, 1978 !
47) .

20. This study involved both male and fernale respondents.

2L. Here Mele refers to paying the exarnination fees. She
was vrorried about her parentsr reaction to the money being
wasted if she failed.
22. Bourdieu describes the cyclic process by whichttobjective chances ... becorne subjective hopes or lack of
hoperr as rinternalisatj.ont : rrthe st,ructure of the
objective chances of social nobility, and more precisely,
of the chances of a social nobility by means of education,
conditions attitudes to school ... through subjective hopes
... which are no more than objective chances intuitively
perceived and internalisedrr (Bourdieu, L974 : 34).
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CHAPTER FIVE

COMMONSENSE KNOWLEDGE. TDEOLOGY AND CULTURE

Despite the Pacific Island girlsr apparently rlimitedt

opportunities for school achievement, and their objectively

subordinate position on the labour market (see Chapt,er

Three), they continue to perceive the school as offering

tbem chances, and the labour market as essentially ropenl

to all, via school success. Rather than rejecting the

school as irrelevant to their future in the working class

labour market or in domestic work like the working class

lads and girls in some British studies, these girls believe

that the school offers them social and economic

t opportunities | .

I have argued that.the 5 Mason Pacific Island girlst
rcommonsensetl acceptance of the schoolrs rofferr is an

aspect of their active atternpts to improve the

possibilities for thenselves - and their families.

However, there is another level on which the girlst beliefs
can (and must) be understood. While the 5 Mason girls are

thinking and purposeful ractorsr, capable of evaluating

their situation and rnaking choices, thei-r perception of

their situation and the available choices does not simpJ.y

occur rfreelyt within a political2 vacuum. The reverydayr,

taken-for-granted beliefs which groups of people have

about, say, the function of the school or any aspect of the
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broader social organisation in which they 1ive, are
structured by the social relations of that context. such
commonsense knowledge also plays a crucial role in the
reproduction of the existing ord,er. rn short, knowledge
has an irnportant political function, beyond the motivation
and hopes of the knower.3

rn this chapter, r shalr move beyond rooking at the 5 Mason
girlsf commonsense knowledge about schoor as an expression
of their positive rchoicesr and hopes, and focus on another
explanation of their knowledge: its role in the ideological
reproduction of the status quo - which is not in their
interests as members of a subordinat,e group. r sharl do
this by criticalry exanining Kevin Harri.srs account, in
Education and Knowredgg, of the ideological nature of
everyday knowledge, and by reference to paul wirlisfs work
in the sane area, sug'gesting a rnodified account which
places ideology firrnly within a culturar context, and which
offers a nore adequate approach to an understanding of the
nature and significance of the girlsf commonsense

knowledge.

A contradiction is inrned,iately apparent in these references
to the girlstknowledge: on the one hand,, the 5 Mason
girlsr beliefs are based. on their hopes for change, and on
the other, r am suggesting that their beliefs paradoxically
contribute to the rnaintenance of things-as-they-are, and
thus their incorporation into the labour narket they hoped,

to avoid.
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How does this situation come about? rf r am correct, are
the girls sinprv mistaken about the nature of the schoolrs
f offerf , or aboqt their ability to take ad,vantage of it
(if indeed, it is a genuine roffert)? Because most of the
working class pacific rsland girls in 5 Mason did in fact
do relatively poorly at school despite their hard work and,..

usually ended up in rstinkr jobs (see Appendix rrr), it
would be easy to say that their beliefs and hopes about the
schooLts provision of ropportunityr were obviously
nisguided or unrealistic. However, the girls have not
necessarily just tgot it wrongr, they have not simply rmade

a mi.stake'. Their beliefs have a rpositiver political
origin and function ....

rn order to understand. exactly how the girlsr views night
be both structured by, and contribute to, the reproduction
of the existing order, we need an epistemorogicar framework
within which to pursue these issues. That is, a framework
which provides an understanding of the relati.onship between
knowledge and existing social-structural power rerations.

fnterpretive Episternology

The prevailing view of knowredge in contemporary social
sciences and in the philosophy of science rnaintai.ns that
knowledge is an i.nterpretive process (Bernstein Lg76, Fdy
1975, Gorbutt rg72). rt is argued. that the world appears
as it does, not as a resurt of the rreceptivity of the
sensesf, the mind a blank slate upon which sense

c.L
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impressions nake their marks, but rather as the result of

the 'activity of thought'.

In other words, reality rout therer is never imrnediately

accessible to us. We see and understand the world through

tconceptual spectaclesr. These spectacles are mental sets -

or theoretical frameworks which deternine what we will
rseer or rtake notice ofr. They make it possible for us to
r:nake senser of the world, to give it neaning and coherence

in short, to have knowledge. We can have knowledge of

the world onlv insofar as our rnind contributes to the world

those concepts through which we understand it. What we

know we know only through our conceptual schernes. In this
sense our knowledge of the world is constituted or

const,ructed knowledge, and could not be anything else; it
is an ordered and structured picture of reality, which we

as knowers produce. Gaining knowledge, thenr oD this view,

is an active interpretive process involving an active

knowing subject,.

According to this view of knowledge, the conceptual

frameworks with which people - whether scj.entists, artists,
intellectuals or rordinary folkr - understand the worLd are

hurnanly produced theories which have been collectively
constructed in response to shared problems, needs and

purposes of particular groups. Thus the rtoolst with which

people interpret and know the world are social in origin
which means that tthe worldr, or what we know as trealityf

can only be a social product, rather than simply an
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unmediated, nore or less accurate, rreflectionr of what
exists (Kuhn tg6T, Lorenz lg77).

within this generar framework Harris (Lg7g) has attenrpted,
to provi.de for educationalists a detailed account, of the
form of tinterpretationr i.nvolved, in the production of
conmonsense, everyday knowledge. while Harris rs
conceptualisation is not without serious problems it
provides one of the nost detailed accounts, in fradicart
philosophy of education, of the origin and, functj.on of
everyday knowledge. Harris situates the prod,uction of
knowledge within a rpolitical r context: he is explicitly
concerned with knowledge as the product of - and, thus
contributing t,o the reproduction of - the social rerations
and naterial conditions which constitute a society. As
such, Harrisrs account seems likely to provide the
ingredients necessary for an understanding of the nature
and si-gnificance of the 5 Mason girlsr knowredge about
school and the 1abour market.

r take rcommonsense knowledger to be that set of shared
theori-es and explanations which people use to understand,
nake decisions and act in their everyday lives.
commonsense is runcriticarr thought, in that it is
unselfconscious: it is unconscious of its own nature as a
product and expression of the sociar totalityr 6s
historically and. socially fconstructed,r ideas. rt seems
rnaturalr, the way things self-evidently are (see Giroux,
1983a).4 For example, taken-for-granted aspects of
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schooring and New zealand society for the 5 Mason girls
include the schoolts rofferr of opportunity to the bright
and notivated, and the essentially ropenf nature of the
labour market.

Harris argues that conmonsense knowledge must be understood.
as a production. on his account, however, knowledge is not
sinply a rsocialr productionr ds argued, by interpretivists
such as Berger and Luckmann (1966) - it is a rpoliticalr
production. That is, knowledge is not sinply the prod,uct
of a process whereby hurnan beings colLectively construct
reality - a view which rnight be called a rnaivet

interpretivist position. According to Harris, while the
production of knowledge is a shared, active and social
process, it is characterised by social relations of power
which determine its nature.

5.2 Knowledqe as producti-on

Althusserfs (1969, rgTo) developrnent of Marx provides the
theoreti-cal basis for Harrisrs account of knowled,ge as
productj-on. Marx himself did not provide a developed
episternology in his writing (Benton t9g4). Atthusser uses
Marxrs study of commodity production in capital to provide
an analogy for the production of knowledge, applying the
concepts and analysis of materiat production to
Itheoreticalr production. (other Marxist theorists such as
stevens (L976), Matthews (1980) and suchtinq (19g3) also
arti-culate and deverop Arthusserrs analogy. rndeed
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stevensr reading of Althusser provides the basi.s for
Harri-srs anarysis. The account berow draws mainly on
Harris, but also on Suchting).

Marxrs general concept of the fmode of productionr provides
the starting point for the analogy. The mode of production
is the particular soci.al and economicS organisati.on of the
processes by which hunan beings produce that which is
fnecessaryf for human existence. This consists of three
factors and particular relations which combine these
factors to form a product. The factors.in conmodity
production can be portrayed diagranrnatically as follows
(nodified fron Suchting, 1983):

(1) raw rnaterials
(to be transformed)

+ (3) labour power
(applies (2) to

(2) tools or instruments
(used to transform (I) )

connodity/product

+

_-__>
(1) )

The raw materials and the instruments of labour make up the
rmeans of productionr, which d.etermine the cornnod,ity
produced by labour power. The tdeterminedr nature of this
production process is emphasised, by Harris:

labourers-working only with screwdrivers and tennisba1ls wirl never produce bread., regardless of theireffort and ingenuity.
Harris, L979 : 56

The process of material production does not occur in a

sociar or politicar vacuum. social conditions (or
rrelationst) define the organisation of the factors and
ensure their operation in the productive process. These
social conditions are the specific economic, politicar,
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historical, and ideological contexts in which the
product,ion process occurs, which variously influence and

control Ehe factors of production (deterrnining, for
example, the sort,s of exchaDger distributi.on, circulation
and consunption of products that occurs as well as the

maintenance of the whole process and its fonn of
organisat,ion) .6 rn other words, the sociar relations of
production combine the factors of production into
productive forces.

Following Althusser, Harris uses thls model of material
production to describe theoretical practice, or the
production of knowledge. Thus the knower becomes the
ftheoretical labourerr (Harris, ],gTg : 57). Just as with
mat,erial product,ion, Harris argues, the prod,ucti.on of
knowledge entails certaj-n interacting factorsr os well as

relations which provide the social conditions whereby

knowledge is produced, and which make the process of
theoretical production (thought,) possible. The factors can

be represented diagrarnrnat,ically thus:

(1) ttheoretj-cal +(2) 'irstn-rrents! of +(3) theoreticat -+ lmowledge
raw materials' : knowledge: labor:r (solution,
the perceived pre-existing por,ver product,
real world/ }rrcrwledge, tbory)
object/problem theories,

beliefs,
concepts etc.
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The process of gaining knowledge, then, is conceptualised
in terms of understanding the real world in which we live,
particularly in attempts to soLve the probrerns we encounter
i-n our everyday existence, using existing avairable
concepts and theories.

As Harris rejects an ernpiricist notion of reality as
frevealing itself to our gazer, he cannot take what might
appear to be the most sirnple analogy between rnaterial and

theoretical production. The knower does not rwork witht
real objects in the world. The rraw materialsr in
theoretical practice rnust necessariry be theoretical ones.
As Harris says,

The individual (theoretical) labourer acts on theworld through_ thought and obserrration, but he d,oes notbring the real world (which has it, own autonomousexistence outside the head) into theoreticar lractice.Ilarris, L979 z 57

what enters the process of knowledge production is the
frtheoretic objectrr (Harris I rgTg : 59); the object(s) of
knowledge are already understood., or problematised in a

particular way.7 They are in the form of assumptions,
i-deas, problems and questi.ons which are deterrnined by
existing theories, ideas, etc., (i.e. they are the products
of previous mental labour processes). The means of
theoretical production also include the available beliefs,
theories and so on - the rconceptual toolsr by which
further knowledge is gained,, existing knowled,ge challenged
and problerns conceptualised, and dealt with. Harris
(L979 z 57) stresses that it is not the knower or
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Itheoretical labourerr who freely produces problerns,

knowledge and so on. The knower is sirnply the rbearerr of
theories; the available theories rstructure and d,etermine,,
what counts as problems, what knowledge is prod,uced and so
oh, just as the tools and materials of material production
determine what material product can be prod.uced

This conception of knowred.ge production provides a

franework for understanding the 5 Mason girlsr conmonsense

knowredge about the rreal worldr of the schoor and the
labour market. The rinstrunentsr of knowledge with whlch
the world is understood and problems conceptualised, include
prevailing theories about school and, the rabour market such
as those which are availabre within the 5 Mason girlst
structural location as first generation pacific rsiand,
immigrants in the working class in New zealand. Existing
beriefs and theories form the basis of the girls'
conceptualisation of the school (the ftheoretic object,) as
providing academic and hence occupational opportunity to
those who work hard and have ability. This involves a view
of the labour market as essent,ially open to the talented
and notivat,ed, irrespective of crass, race or gender. such
thinking is based in a particular theoretical
conceptualisation of the individ,uar as abstracted and
independent of social-structural relations.

The central question is, why is the world thought about in
this particular way? How d,o the avairable theoreti.car
frameworks become ravailabler and why? The answers lie,
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according to Harrj-s,

political context of

the social relations or the
Itheoretical productionf .

5.3 Ideoloctical production

rn the language of the knowledge-as-production analogy, the
ftheoretical toolsr with which the girrs conceptuarise (and

attempt t,o solve) their rproblemsr such as how to get a

decent job - are provided by the particular historicar and
social context in which they exist. while it seems obvj.ous
that the everyday processes of gaining and, using knowred,ge

occurs within a set of social relations - the fsociaL

worldr - what is not so obvious is how this context
influences or deternines the production of knowledge, and

how commonsense knowledge is important to the reproduction
of a particular form of rsocial worldr.

Harris points out that the fsocial worldr can be

characterised, briefly, in terms of the confli.ct between
opposing forces, which seek doni.nance over each other. Any
society, says Harris, is rnade up of conflicting forces
which 'tmaintain its stability and inpel it,s d,evelopmentfr
(Harris, 1979 : G4). These forces incrude the interests
and aspi.rati.ons, theoretical perspectives, rationalisations
etc., of individuals and groups within a soci.ety. A

society can be seen i.n tenns of groups or classes with
differing and opposing interests, and differing amounts of
povter to perpetuate these interest,s. rnevitably, any group
will, consciously and, unconsci.ously, attempt to disseminate

in
the



views which will lead to
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naintain the situation in its
views traccepted and respected

or

its
4),

r have already briefly referred to the irnportance of
understanding class not sirnply in economic or occupationar..
terms, but in tenns of a classrs rpower! to disserninate,
i-rnpose and reward its own views, theories, values, etc.
(see chapter Three). This is the central component of
Harrisrs argunent. He points out that the most powerful
groups (rruling classesr) are in the best position to have
their views accepted an aspect of their dorninance is
their contror over such institutions as schooling, the
nedia and the Iegal system which transrnit and legitiznate
particular knowledge, beliefs and, so on. Now insofar as
the interests of dorninant groups (such as the f newr nriddle
class in New zealand - see chapter Three) are se:rred by the
status guo, they have a vested interest in protecting the
existing situation.

rf social existence, and the theories, explanations and
rationalisations of it are successfully perpetuated by
dorninant groups in their own interests, then it forlows
that' the knowledge most people have of the social order in
which they participate wirl support the interests of
doninant groups, and not the interests of ar.l (or even
nost) of those holding it. This does not imply conspiracy
or trickery on behalf of dominant groups. Mernbers of
dominant groups can, and d.o, share the rcomnonsensel
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knowredge that the existing sociar conditions and, the
accompanying perspectives are in evervoners interests.

According to Harris, then, in a class society the social
relations vihich organise knowledge production are such that
most people conceptualise the existing social order as

being in everyoners interests - when it is in fact in the
j.nterests of dominant groups and, not in the interests of
subordinate groups. The production of knowledge in a class
society therefore involves misrepresentation or distortion;
as such, it is an ideoloqical process (Harris, rgTg : 59).

rdeology for Harris refers to the rdistorted,f forrn in which
people understand their daily lived experience. He

suggests that in a society where there are conflicting
interests, and where power is the key factor in d,eternlning
which interests shall be served, arl knowled.ge is
ideological, or misrepresentative. The notion of
distortion or misrepresentation i.s centrar to Harrl_s r s

conception of ideology, and to his (and our) uncerstanding
of commonsense knowledge and its role in social
reproduction. rt is important therefore, to get, clear
about what he means by 'misrepresentative' in this context.

5.4

Harris does not use the tern in the sense that one is
mi-staken about the nature of the freal world,r and that one

could (trbarri.ng coincidence, rgTg : 59) rget it rightr. As
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we have seen, he rejects the ernpiricist - inductivist
assurnption of the world as 'r 

,out therer , waiting to be

observed and known', to be read, rrli.ke a bookr (Harris,
L979 . 7). Reality is always rinterpreted,r or theory-1ad,en

reality. rMisrepresentati.onr, then, is not about
nisunderstanding reality ras it really isr. Rather it is
with a focus on practical interests that Harris
conceptualises ideology as mi.srepresentative (Harris,
L979 : 60). He theorises the relationship between

rnisrepresentation and interests in a rweakr and a rstrongr

sense.

(i) fn a rweakf sense, all knowledge is
rmisrepresentativer because it senres sone interest.
Harris argues that in any society where there are
confri.cting interests (such as crass societies, racist and
sexi-st societies) there wilr exist views, theories,
rperceptionst etc. which are in the interests of either
dominant or subordinate groups (Harris, rgTg : G4). These
theories and their irnplicit interests provid,e at least part
of the rmeans of theoretical productionr. Therefore, arl
knowledge can only be rd.istortions of the rear worldr.

if theoreticar practice essentially senres socialpractices or interests rather than the proauciion otthe reat object_ then production of the leal ouject(knowledge of the real worrd) must, necessariry-uesubverted; and the theoretic products resurtiig from
:ych practice must, barring c6incidence, preseitdistortions of the real woita.

Harris, 1979 : 59

r have already pointed, out that Harris is not simply
arguing that, all knowledge is a distortion because we d,o
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not have unmediated access to the rreal worldr. Rather,

all knowledge is ideological or distorted because it senres

some interest; because the frarneworks with which we know

the world are intrinsically deternined by social practices.

Therefore, 'rwhile there are conflicting social interests

and struggle there is no escape from ideologyr' (Harris,

L979 : 65). In other words, ds there is underlying

conflict within any social order, it must follow that

'rvirtually all theoretic productstr must be distortions of

the real world (Harris, 1979 : 195 n 31) .

Here Harris rrparts companyrr (Harris, 1979 : 59) with

Althusser, who makes a distinction between ideological and

scientific knowledge. According to Althusser, both

ideological and scientific knowledge are systems of

concepts, theories and so on resulting fron theoretical
rlabourr. However, ideology is itdistinguished from

science not only by its falsity but by the fact that the

practico-socj-al predominates in it over the theoretical,
over knowledgetr (Althusser 1969 : 251). In ideologiy,

practj-ca1 and social/political interests and values

deterrnine solutions as well as problems, whereas knowledge

in science according to Althusser lies outside the

political rea1m.S Harris rejects Althusserrs distinction
on the grounds that all theoretical products arise out of

social practices that contain within themselves conflicting
social interests (Harris I 1979 z 64). A1I such knowledge

is ideological. Harris concurs with Althusser, however,

that ideology disguises the rrreal naturerr of social
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relations, and the trreal conditions of existencer in which
people live (Harris, rgTg : 90; Althusser, L}TL : 153). rn
a society with conflicting int,erests, the nature of this
disguise (or distortion) is such that ideology serves
dominant interests.

(ii) In his 'strongr sense of ideological
misrepresentation, which dominates his analysis, Harris
links distortion and dominant interests. while knowledge

is distorted to the extent that it senres some interest
(the rweakr sense of ideology), Harris argues that in a

class society rnost knowledge is d.istorted in that it se:rres
the interests of doninant, class groups (Harris, rgTg :

73ft'). rn a society with conflicting interests (i.e. most,
if not all societies), the prevairing social organisation
will be in the interests of the most powerful (doninant)
groupr ErS will the most widely-held, theories. Harris
endorses Marxrs expression of this idea.

The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch theruling ideas; i.e. the class which is the'r"ii"gna!?rial force of a society, is at the ="r. ai;; itsruling interlegtual force. The class which nis themeans of rnaterial production at its disposal hascontror at the same tinre over the rneans of rnentarproduction ....
Marx and Engels, 1976 : 67

rnsofar as rruling ideasr are in the interests of their
perpetrat,ors, everyday knowledge wirl invariabry support
ruling interests. It is this rstrongr view of id,eology as
misrepresentative in that it serves dominant interests
which is overwhelming in Harrisrs analysis of commonsense

knowledge.
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As we shaIl see, it is this intirnate link that Harris draws

between dominant interests and knowledge which presents his
account with its rnajor wea]<nesses, especiarly his neglect
of both the knowing subject and the place of subordinate
group interests in the prod,uction of everyd,ay knowled,ge.

For the moment, however, let us provisionally accept
Harrisrs account of everyday knowledge as invariably
serving dominant interests, in ord,er to make some head,way

in understanding the nature and. significance of the girlsl
conmonsense knowredge about school. rt followsr on

Harrisrs anarysis, that views or theories which senre the
perpetuation of the status guo in the interests of dominant
groups will provide the ideorogical rconceptual franeworksl
for the girlsr taken-for-granted, knowledge about schoor.
Let us exanine in sone detail how an aspect of the girrst
everyday knowledge counts as ideology on Harisrs tertus,
the way it is produced,, and why.

5.5

As we have seen, the 5 Mason girlsr commonsense knowledge
about schooring resembles the prevairing liberal theory
about the schoolts offer of requal opportunityr.
underlying this theory is an ideological assunption about
the nature of the individual within capitalism which
ensures the theoryts contribution to the interests of
privileged groups, and the reproduction of the status quo.
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Both the prevailing theory and the girlsr view of the

function of schooling emphasise the role education plays in

altering individual characteristics (by offering a range of

skills and curriculum knowledge), and in altering the

position of that individual in the social structure (by

offering opportunities), i.e. the focus of the girlsr view -

is on the schoolrs relationship to individuals.

Tndividuals - they themselves - are intrinsically separate:

each person is responsible for her own success or failure,
and each person is separate r at separable, from any social-
economic organisation or structurally located group. The

individual is universal and abstracted and, therefore,

exposed by the school to opportunities in ways which cut

across culture, gender, and social position.

(1) The Gir1sr Perspectives: tBrainsr and Success at School

Such a conception of the individual is explicit in the

girlsr explanatj-ons of failure and success at school. The

5 Mason girls explained their failure in school

exaninations and their relatively 1ow position in the

hierarchical structure of the school (streaning) in ter"ms

of individual intelligence or ability. They stated that
the girls with rrmore brainsrr were in the rrtoprr classes and,

that they (5 Mason) werentt as rrbrigihtrr. Martha said,

Wetve all got, the same chance. Itrs just that some
are more brighter than the others.

Elizabeth, Ana and their friends, talking about trbrainsrr,

say that the kids in the top class have brains, that I
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(Alison) have brains, but not thern. Repeka says shers rnot

brainyrr enough to become a teacheri Lilly says if she rhad

the brainstrshetd go to university; sina says if sherfhad
brainsrr sherd pass schoor certificate. Many of the girls
said this, increasingly throughout the year.

The lived rnaterial conditions progressivery experienced by
the 5 Mason girls - that is, their usual rack of success in
tests, exams, assignments and so on - are j.nterpreted in
terms of individual deficiency.

whereas in the fourth form, and early in the fifth form
year the girls talked in terins of rrwhen r get school cr and
rrrrl1 get school c and go for a jobrr and rr want rny school
c for qualificationS", by nid,-year in the fifth fonn, an
increasing nurnber of girrs in 5 Mason were saying they
probably would not ,getr more than one school certificate
paper, if that. when r tried to find out why they did not
think they would pass r was met with a feeling of
despondency trf rm not working hard enougfh", rtlrn not brainy
enoughrr, "It I s boringrt, rrf can I t do i!il.

Lisa:
AJ:
Lisa:

Malia:
AJ:
Malia:

AJ:
Malia:

I wonrt pass.
Why not?
Not, brainy enough ... I canrt do the work,i.trs too hard.

I.wanna get School e, f just wanna get it ....will you?
Donrt know. probably not. f donrt know.f just wish
Why don't you think your11 get it?f dunno. Itrs the brains, eh. IrIl haveanother go next year. probably then Inight get it.
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especially

reflections

Ruth: Oh, f couldntt be bothered in the end.

(Rurh raired fr.1'3:;:"f'I:riliicate exams, and sor a job ina fast-food shop. she had wanted to be a music teacrr6rl.
Repeka: It was too hard and, f played, up, went out,

!"9, a good tirne (during School- Certificati)(Repeka also failed all of her schoor certificate exans,and now works as- a packer and sells confectionery in alocal cinema. she still wants a secretarial jobj.-
Noeline: r didnrt want, to hang around, at schoor

anymore. Couldnrt hack it. Some people canhack all that studying, f canrt.(Noeline got her university Entlan6e accredited, leftschool and became a clerk lt tne post office. she wants tobe an accountant).

According to these girlsr perceptions of school failure and

successr the achievement of particular groups and

ind,ividuals (and, the failure of others) is not seen as
(even partly) a product of the schoolrs contribution to
structurar inequalities, but as a product of individual
intelligence and motivation. Because the school is seen as

offering opportunities to able and motivated ind,ividuals,
when the 5 Mason girls fail their examinations they can
only brame themselves and their own personar rinadequacy,

(rrcouldntt be botheredrt 'rplayed upr, mcould,nrt hack itrl
etc) .

The girls in 5 simmonds, like the 5 Mason girls, mostry
naintained that passing school certificate depend,s oilr as

Anne said, trhow bright you are, reallyr. She adds

Yourre born with a certain amount of brains r alwaysthink. you can go to a certain extent where you c.n

195

on individual ability and nrotivation was

evident in some of the 5 Mason girlsr later
on leaving school:
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swot' but some have a better abirity to take it inthan others.

sheryl expressed the ramount of brainsr theory in its
extreme and racist form, asserting that the girls in the
rtlowerrf forms have rtinherited less brains, than they had,
that the Polynesian girrsr rfbrains havenrt d,eveloped,

Properly or sonethingtt.

Kate berieved that the school deliberately imported, a large
number of her classnates, herself included, from out-of-
zone areas to improve the schoolrs exam pass rate:

most of us are out of zone and wefve been sortof irnported because of our brains to boost theSchool Certificate leveIs.
while Bridget shrieked in disagreement and disberief at
this statenent, others agreed with Kate.

The school itself prays a significant role in reinforcing
or reproducing the girls r id,eological assunpti.ons. The

girls do not sirnply absorb their views from offieial
rhetoric or abstract ideological statements. The

prevailing assumptions about the individual and school
achievement are ingrained in daily cLassroom rife,
which often reinforces the tvalidityr or rtruthr of the
assurnptions about individual opportunity. Through it,s
taken-for-granted everyday practices, and accompanying

teachersr remarks, the school rationalises and reproduces
the girrst ideological assumptions. For exampre, through
their freguent references to ability and the difficulty of
school work, the 5 Mason teachers contributed. to the theory
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that it is individual intellectual ability and notivation

which prirnarily determine success at school. The idea that

it is the girlst tk* of abilityt which makes school work

Itoo hardr was regularly reinforced j-n the 5 Mason

classrooms. Before a Biology examination, Mi,ss R. said

cheerily: .-

Good luck, and donrt blame me if itrs too hard!

Another teacher said about another examinati.on:

It'I1 be a bit hard for most of you probably, but
have a good go at it. Try your best.

Or:

This part of the exam is the difference between
87 and 99 per cent, for the super bright. So
dontt worry about it. If you can do it, great!
But donrt panic about it.

At the end of a revision period, a popular teacher, Ms. B,

says good hunouredly,

This is the sort of thing yourre going to get, in your
exam tomorrow. You probably wontt know half the
words, but you have to have a try .... frn glad we
went through this for revision, yourre guite hopeless,
arenrt you?

On another occasion she asks:

The comprehension you did yesterday when I wasnrt
here, who found it, hard? [One or two put up their
hands. Ms. B. looks at Malial Oh, the big brain
there didn't find it hard! [Malia puts up her hand]
Oh, you did! (laugh)

The inforrnality of these sorts of remarks by the teachers

strengthens their force as conrmonsenser ES rwhat everyone

knowsr. The focus of the teachersr remarks stays firrnly on

the individual student, and her (lack of) ability -
deflecting attention from another possible explanation for
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the girlst rlack of successr: j..e. that rabilityr is an

artifact of the schoorrs active process of sorting and

ranking groups of students, at reast partly in preparation
for their position in the rabour force. rnstead, the
teachers unconsciously endorse the irnage of schoor as a
neutral, passive provider of opportunity to (differently
endowed) individuals, whose ability is fairly measured by

exams and tests.

rn the 5 simmonds crassrooms, the sarne id,eorogical message

is implicitly reinforced - that these rniddle class pakeha

girlsr success at school is a product of their own personal
ability. These girls were occasionally chided. by their
teachers with comrnents rike rr expect more fronr you girlsrl
and rrYou girls can do better than thisrr. The slight accent,

on the tyour confirmed their shared intrinsic superiority.
These sorts of remarks served to reinforce these girlsl
already-held individualistic assumptions about ability ancl

achievernent - that they are intelligent individuals grouped,

together on that basis, and expected to d,o well.

Carol:

Sheryl:

rrYou are classes of high calj_breil is a quote
from innumerable teachers. They think we areintelligent so they group us.

The teachers are.always saying tryourve gotplenty of intelligence ...-use iL.,t
The classroom then, in Harrisf s terms, is where id,eorogy is
'livedt . Harri.s stresses that ideorogy is not sirnply a

theoretical phenomenon, but is rlivedr in a rnaterial and
practical sense. All people experience and rive within
sets of relationships and conditions, which Harris calls
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tlived ideologiest (Harris, L979 : 87). The tschool

ideologyt, along with the rchurch ideology, the tfarnj'Iy

ideologyr etc., form a matrix of rrsocially constructed sets

of practices, rituals and behaviours interrelated with one

another and with certain concepts and imagesrr (ibid). This

matrix forms the reality of everyday life, and j.t is via

this reality that people gain commonsense knowledge: the

rrideological matrix can be regarded as the determining

force of [a personts] consciousnessrr (ibid). Thus, through

the process of livinq everyday life structured by these

'lived ideologiest people (largely unconsciously) acquire

an (ideological) understanding of the world.9 The school

according to Harris represents an inportant series of
practices and relationships which contribute to knowledge

production.

The view of the individual as rresponsibler for her own

achj-evement is also starkly clear in both groups of girlst
view that getting a job (or getting a 'good job') is
dependent on individual attributes : particularly
rnotivation and intelligence.

Individual Attributes and Labour Market Success

The 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds girls apply the same logic to

both school achievement and achievement on the labour

market. on the one hand, via its curriculum and the

teachersr efforts, the school provides the chances to

achieve academically - it, is just that some individuals are

(2)
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not frbrainytt enough r et r as Mele in 5 Mason

just donrt want to ilsit on our bum and study

outrf r so they rrmissrt the chances offered.

Sina:

suggested, they

our heart

Likewise on the job rnarket which, according to the 5 Mason

girls, also offers chances to the rnotivated and,

interligent: rr... getting a job depends on how much you

want a jobrr; rr... whether yourve looked hard or notri nsone

people get better jobs because theyrre more positive about
it and expect morer; rsome are brainier than others so they
get the jobstt and so on.

Naomi:

These statements reflect clearly the basic feature of the
5 Mason girlst thinking about schooling and emplolanent:

that patterns of economic achievement are determined
prinarily by individual psychological or cognitive
attributes. when r asked Noeline and Erizabeth fron
5 Mason why some girls from their school would go to
university, some to factories and some probably be

unemployed, they replied,

f think some are really luckier than others,
and sorne are more intelligent than someothers or they try harder. Some people just
canf t sit down.and try and think : theyta
T"lhg5.be playing, even though theyrre-quiteintelligent, in their own way .... If theydonrt lry at school ... f think maybe fcr
some they didntt try at all.
[getting a job] ... probably d,epend,s howtheyrre looking in the papels and how theytalk o1 tfre phone and thal. The way theypresent themselves.

T?il, everybgdy's different. They all wantdifferent things and theyrre not l1I the same.

Noeline:



The 5 Sinmonds girls shared the view that success on the

labour market (that is, getting a rgoodt job) is causally

related to individual attributes such as motivation.

Elizabeth:

Noeline:

Adrienne:

Judy:

Kate:

Bridget:

Simone:
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The kids that go to university theyrve got
brains and they can understand the work you
know ... .

Theytre willing to work, study and everything.
But sone people just want to get money
straight away. And some people arenrt so
lucky like the unemployed.

Some people have higher lookout, they want
better jobs you know.

Self-confidence and det,ermination have a lot
to do with it (getting a good job).

A lot depends on the physical, the way you
present yourself, the way you talk, the way
you dress ....
Itts deternination ... yourve just got to try
again ... you might get a low job and work
your way up. And some people have got more
ideas on how to get a job than others, which
is part of what the school should teach you.

I could get a 'good jobt if I wanted to and,
went for it. But who does? My friend works
in a record shop now though she was always
pretty good [successful] at school. She just
loves music, thatrs all

These girls are no doubt correct, ,a lotr does depend on

tthe wayr you talk and dress, detennination, expectations

and so on. Nevertheless, the wider political questions of

whose ta1k, dress and expectati.ons are f rewardedr and whv,

are rarely addressed - by the girls or the teachers.

I must point out that I have not attenpted to establish the

origins of the individualism irnplicit in the girls' beliefs
except in a very general sense. Harris posits the idea
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of a matrix of tlived ideologiest which deternine

consciousness and generate the rneans of theoretical
production. I have pointed only briefly to elements of
t livedt school experience which rnight contribute to the 4-
production of particular ideological assurnptions: f have

suggested that the school contributes to naintaining the

girls' individualistic beliefs through, for instance, the

teachersr references to rbrainst and academic achievement.

In addition, the schoolrs usual j.nsistence on individual

work and grades (which form the basis of the schoolrs

organJ.sation of teaching and learning) also arguably helps

reinforce the individualistic assurnptions which form an

aspect of the girlsr means of production of everyday

knowledge. AIso, it is possible that the school

contributes most effectively to the girlst conception of

individual achievenent at school and the labour market

through i.ts silence regarding alternative accounts. Thus

the school represents one rsiter where the theories,

knowledge, beliefs etc., which constitute the rmeans of
theoretical productionr are reproduced.

My point, here, however, is to show how the girlsr beliefs,
whatever their oriqins, count as ideological. The

individualism implicit in the 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds girlst

conmonsense knowledge, and the explanations of realj.ty it
engenders, have the ideological effect of rmisrepresenting

realityr in the interests of dorninant groups in several

ways:
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5.5 Ideology and Dominant fnterests

(1) Comnonsense and the Disquise of Realitv

I have argued (see Chapter Three) that dominant classes,

such as the new middle class in New Zealand, benefit frorn

the existinq structural organisation in that it ensures

their continued, privilege (in terms of their control over

resources, the dorninant culture and so on). As I suggested

earlier, how this organJ.sation is perceived is crucial to
its naintenance. If it is seen as acting fairly or

neutrally in everyoners interests, then it is likely to
gain at least tacit popular support. If, however, the

structural organj.sation (including the operation of the

school) is recognised as systematically inequitable and

unjust by those who suffer its effects, it is unlikely to
be supported. Dissatisfaction is likeIy to be expressed,

and the stability of the status quo threatened.

Ideological explanations of failure and success at school

and on the labour market, such as those expressed by the

5 Mason and 5 Simmonds girls, serve to disguise the posrer

relations characteristic of New Zealand society.

Explanations which focus on the individual (her

notivations, desires r ot ability) have the effect of

deflecting attention away from the structural
rinegualitiest which exist between grroups of people. Such

explanations have the effect of misrepresenting a

structurally runegualr society as equitable and just.
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Rather than being seen as based on the st,ructurally

ineguitable distribution of power and rewards to particular
groups of people, the social-econonic organisation is seen

as offering rewards to individuals on the basis of
tchoicesr, or as legitinately offering unequal rewards for
unegual individual aptitudes. within this view the school.

is disguised as fairly and neutrally offering academic and

work opportunities t,o all. While school failure is
explained by teachers and students in terms of lack of
individual ability or motivation, the ideological nyth of
the schoolrs offer of opportunity can remain unquestioned.

By blaning thernselves, the girls can justifiably believe

that the organisation and operation of the school and the

job narket are rfairr, itts just that rI couldnrt make it,
Irm not good enoughr. rThe school gave me a chance and I
missed it, because I didntt try/work hard enough, or Itm
not brainy enoughr. Furthermore, the success of dominant

group members, such as the 5 Simmonds girls, is not

recognised as the expression of structural privilege, but

instead is seen as a legitinate product, of superior ability
and motivation.

Hidden behind the liberal ideological focus on variously
Italentedr individuals, structural privilege is justified
and maintained. In short, the nature of the girlst beliefs
is such that they can justify the effects of the

inequitable sLructural reality in their daily 1ives,

without recognising their cause: that reaiity itself.
While the working class Pacific Island girls, for example,
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continue to interpret thej.r experiences as sornehow just and

reasonable, and insofar as reality appears fair and

equitable, the unchallenged continuation of the existing

situation is likely.

(2) Conmonsense and the Disquise of Gender Relations

This argurnent can be applied egually to gender relations.
We have seen that the structural features of class are

hidden by the dorninant ideology through its dual stress on

the school as provider of opportunity, and the role of
personal ability in tlirnitingt that opportunity.

Sirnilarly, structural hierarchical relations between women

and men are hidden by the prevailing ideology, ds are

explanations of the girlsr experience which incorporate an

analysis of gender relations.

I have argued that, ds members of the nerv middle class, the

5 Simmonds girls belong to a dominant class group whose

interests are protected by the prevailing ideology.

However, a structural feature of reality is a sender

hierarchv which operates within each social class (see

Chapter Three). As females, the niddle-class girls have a

subordinate position within the economic class of which

they are rnembers.

One example of this subordination is evident in young

womenrs linited entry into parti.cular job areas in New

Zealand whih demand rnathematical and science skills
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(Abigail 1982). An explanation of this within the

framework of the dominant ideology is that patterns of

curriculum and career rchoicer are deternined largely by

individual aptitude and interest regardless of gender;

career chances offered by the school are open, but

individual motivation, ability and so on linit these

chances. It is in these terms that some of the 5 Sinmonds

girls explaj.ned the shift in their job aspirations which

occurred during their fifth form year.

Sirnone: I wanted to be a vet and realised ny naths
isnrt good enough for a vet, then I wanted
to join the police force and now Irrn
thinking of being a lighting and sound
techni-cian.

(Social pressure from her friends changed her mind about
career in the police force, and being a technician !,tas a
current fad in her group who were keen to ttget into
televisionrr. )

Rebecca: Itd like to be a doctor, but itrs hard to
get in to. Itd apply but, ... you have to
have good science - chemistry and bio and
all then. And I donrt take chemistry.
considering teaching) .

To begin with f wanted to be a pilot but rny
rnaths let me down. Then f shifted to police
work. I donrt really know why.

Architecture is somethj-ng I I d love to get
into, but you have to be good at physics
and maths, that sort of thing. Itn just
not. Irm no good on the rnaths/science
side. Now Irm looking at teaching

(Rebecca was

Kate:

Lynley:

For all these girls, personal inability, - their perceived

weakness in Maths or Science - was considered to be a major

explanatory factor in their career rchoicesr. some

theorists argue that girls' relatj.vely poor perforrnance in

Mathematics and Science are due to gender socialisation
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(spender 1980; weiner 1980). spender naintains that, via
their socialisation, girls and boys learn different
attitudes towards certain areas of knowledge. Girls learn
for exanple that they rack ability in the rhardt subjects -
Maths and science (Harding, 19Bo). Hard.ing also argues

that what counts as science does not interest girrs. Mare:.

defined sciencer ds object- rather than people-oriented
discourages girls, who are more interested, in social
relationships than reLationships between rthingsr.l0
consequentry, by avoiding or not succeeding in Maths, girls
do not have the ropportunityr to move into certain areas of
the workforcer ds Rebecca and Kate and the others ind,icate.

The ideology of individualisrn rules out these sorts of
explanations, and 1imits the 5 Simrnonds girlst
understanding of their experience (rnot doing very wellr in
science or Maths) so that they are likely to see it as an

expression of their personal inability. The structural
pattern of fernale fexclusionr from Maths and, science and

frorn defining what counts as science, are hidden as

possible explanations for their individ,ual experience.
Recognition of the inequitabre ad,vantage boys - as a group

recei.ve from their schooling and socialisation
experiences as regards Maths and science is masked by the
ideology which reduces boys and girls to individuals with
differing aptitudes.

This ideology benefits the dominant

men, particularly middle-class men

group - in this case

in that they are
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enabled to naintaj.n contror over (high status) areas of
knowledge and work. Furthernore, if the 5 sirnrnonds girls
perceive their experience of science and Maths as personal
inability, they are less likely to challenge the structural
gender hierarchy, the patterns of socialisati.on, the
prevailing definition of Science, and so on, which
contribute to their r lirnited,r access t,o particurar
occupations.

(3) fdeology protects Itself

Not only does the doninant liberal ideorogy protect
structural realityll (and its beneflciaries) frorn analysis
and possibre attack, but the ideology itself is protected
by its own Iogic. rf the ideorogy fails ernpiricalry to
live up to its apparent promises ( rschools provid,e chances
. .. . | ) any explanation for this which rnight focus critical
attention on the accuracy of the ideology is deflected.
one reason why the girls do not, guestion their own thinking
(in the face of a seerningly contradictory reality) is that
the ideological focus on the individual conceals the
contradictions between ideology and reality.

For example, there is a contradiction between the likely
concrete possibilities for the 5 Mason girls - hor,rever

highly motivated., however hard they work - and their
ideological position. while the ideology asserts
fequitable chanc€s', structural reality largely denies such
rchancesr to these girls as female members of the
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Polynesian working class. But the ideological focus on the

individual reduces the possibility of these girls
recognising thernselves as members of a structurally-
positioned group. While they readily identify themselves

as (young) women, oE as Tongan, Samoan, Niuean, or as

Pacific Islanders for other purposes, when it comes to

success at school or on the labour market, the logic of

their ideological perspective rreducesr them to

individuals.

By deflecting blane for failure to achieve that which night

be structurally unavailable away fron the structure onto

the individual, the ideology serves to resolve possible

contradictions between itself and lived reality. In

effect, Do contradj.ction is recognised, and the ideo}ogy ii
protected.

For the niddle-class Pakeha girls, the prevailing ideology

is protected, not because contradictions between the

ideology and their experience are rendered invisible, but

because there is no contradiction between lived reality and

ideology for these girls - at least, not while they are

sti1l at school. According to the ideology, school offers
them chances in return for hard work and ability. While

the Pacific Island girls' beliefs about such opportunity

are not met in the concrete possibilities provided by a
structurally inequitable reality, the rniddle-class Pakeha

girls at school have no such experience. fn their everyday

lives at school, they work hard, use their rbrainsr and
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succeed. The logic of the ideology is confirmed in a

straightforward way by their daily experj.ences. (This is

obviously an exaggeration in the light of some 5 Simnonds

girlsr rreducedr expectations due to their relatively poor

Maths and Science results - but the general point remains).

The logic of the prevailing ideology is such that it also

provides the 5 Mason girls with explanations of their
experience, which serve to bolster or reinforce its own

validity. For example, the girlst perspective on the

'opportunity provided by the school r is seernj.ngly conf irrned

by the fact that some grirls amongst them do rmake itt. The

girls were keen to point out thatrrrny sisterrs friend, she

got a good secretarial job and she only had School

Certificate fyping and Englishrt; and two 5 Mason gir1s,

Elizabeth and Naorni, did get Universlty Entrance

examinations accredited. The stories of individual success

served to reinforce the idea that if one can do it, so

potentially can all. These stories gained significance
because of the girlst individualistic perspective. Instead

of being seen as rather unusual individual exarnples, they

are seen as evidence that rchancesr are egually available
to all (with a bit of effort and ability). With the focus

on the successes of a few, attention is drawn away frorn

systematic structural ineguality, and the subordinate

situation of large nurnbers of people.

The result is that the inequitable status guo which

disproportionately relegates young Pacific fslanders to low
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status, dead-end jobs and unemployment is largely protected

from the challenges of these young people. Clearly, if
structural ineguality is not recognised as such (or
rmisrepresentedt ) by those who suffer under it, it is less

likely to be radically challenged. Thus, bY providing an

interpretation of the girlsr experience as confirmation of..

its accuracy, the prevailing ideology provides protection

for the status guo, contributing to the maintenance of the

dominant and privileged position of certain groups and the

subordinate position of others in New Zealand society. In

more particular terms, +-he 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds girlst
ideological commonsense knowledge plays an important role

in both hiding and legitirnating the schoolrs dual function,

both in the interest,s of the 5 Sinrnonds girls, who succeed

there, and not in the interests of the 5 Mason girls, who

usually do not.

In summary, the girlst rmeans of theoretical productionl

the screwdrivers and tennj-s ba11s of Harrisrs analogy -
include the dorninant ideological conception of the abstract

individual who can use herlhis ability and notivation to
achieve the academic and occupational opportunities offered

neutrally via the schoolrs credentialling system. Such a

conception is ideological (in Harrisrs strong sense) in

that it clearly contributes to the rnaj.ntenance of the

status quo in the school and the }abour market, in the

interests of doninant groups and not others.
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Although Harris argiues that the school qua rlived id,eologyt
rrg'eneratesrr (L979 : 141) the ideologicar rneans of knowledge

production, it appears that the schoor rnight not sirnply
directry produce or rprovider dominant id,eological
assumptions, but serves instead to incorporate thern into
daily practice, thereby legitirnating and reinforcing the
girlst on-going knowledge about school and the labour
narket.

This tprobremr in Harrisrs account hints at a rarger
weakness in his depiction of everyday knowledge.

5.7 Tl,re tAbieltt subiect: probrems with Harrisrs Accountof Knowledqe

Harrisrs account of ideology has provided the basis for a
partiar understanding of the nature and, political function
of the girlsr knowledge about school, ropportunityr and the
labour market. His notion of doninan! ideology and its
deternining rore in providing the rmeans of theoretical
productionr is useful in understand,ing in a general sense
the tenacity of the girlsr perspectives in the face of a

seemingly contradictory reality, and the importance of
their perspectives for the reprod.uction of the status quo.

However, the picture of knowredge acquisition which Harris
presents is a particularly mechanistic one: members of
subordinate giroups, it seens, cannot do anything erse but
racceptr or take on the views and theories of dominant
groups (which are in the latterrs interests). Although
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Harrj.s I s account of knowledge provid,es an advance on an

enpiricist view - in that he takes into account the
interpretive nature of knowing, and. links knowled,ge to the
social structure - his portrayal of the rknowing subjectl
provides no such advance. rndeed, it does not overcome the
probrems of a crude empiricist portrayal of the renptyr ..

subject simply tabsorbingr external rearity. on Harrisrs
account, the subject remains remptyr, now sirnply
rabsorbingt dominant ideorogy. Despite his assertions to
the contrary (1979 t 67), Harrisrs overarl portrayal of
subordinate group members leaves the impressi.on of
rpassiver victims of the theoretical and, material
donination of ruling groups. As r have alread.y shown and

will go on to argue further, this is a theoreticarly
inadequate and enpiricarly inaccurate conception of hurnan

subj ects .

This is not merely an oversight on Harrisrs part. His
theoretical conceptualisation of the knower as a
(basically) rpassiver receiver of the d.orninant view is
based in Harrists rstrong'r conception of ideology as

misrepresentative through its reflection of dominant
interests. This notion of ideology is built on an

epistemology in which the knower is sirnply the rbearerr of
ideology.

The knowredge-as-prod,uction analogy, as we have seen,
asserts that the neans of theoreticar production determine
the outcome of thought. The practical concerns and the
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theoret,icar or conceptual rtoorsr of thinking are prod,ucts

of the social/political environment: the thinking subject
provides nothing but, the interrectuaL labour power - in
other words (it seems), the neurons. The thinker is

determined by the very nature of the (theoretic)
production process he participates in. The individualis a bearer of relations in the (theoretical)
production process.

Harris ]-979 : 58

That is, it is not the knower but rather her inter.trlretive
framework and theoretical tools that det,ermine what is
thought (and consequently what is done). rn naterial
producti.on, Harris points out, it is the means of
production, for exampre screwdrivers, typewriters etc.,
that deternine what a labourer can do. si.nilarly in the
production of knowledge lt is the available theories (the
means of theoretic production) which determine what an

individual can think. The individual subject, while an
ragent I in the production of knowledge (provid.ing
int,ellectual labour power) is reduced. to a rbearer of
theoriest; knowledge prod,uction, he says, is rra process
without a subjectr (Harris, tgTg : 5g).

rronically, such a portrayal of the knower has the effect
of presenting a subject which is fundamentarry rpassiver.

This appears at odds with Harrisrs ernphasis on the subject
as an actj-ve interpreter of the world rather than a passive
recej.ver (Harris , LgTg : ch. 1) . rnd.eed, Harrj.s appears to
leave littre room for the subjectrs interpretation of
experience in the formatj.on of consciousnessi
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tinterpretationr seems autornatically supplied by dorninant

ideology. To use his own metaphor, Harris ignores the fact

that although screwdrivers and tennis bal1s may not, as he

says, make bread, they can be used creatively to produce an

indeterminate (though not infinite) range of products,

including their own destruction

The debate over the nature of the knowing subject, in which

Marx participated, has a long history, and its complexities

are beyond the scope of this work. Marx and Engels tended,

to oscillate between a view of humans as passive victims of

ruling class ideas, and a view of humans as actively
overcoming d,omination and, alienation.12 (sharp 1980: 106).

Althusser took the former view, ernphasising rstructural

causalityr and arguing that subjectivity is a necessary

illusion generat,ed by dominant ideology, giving lndividuals
a false belief in their own autonomy (Althusser, L97L !

160ff). Following Althusser, in Education and Knowledge

Harris ends up in a position now wj.dely criticised by some

contemporary left social theorists (e.9. Benton L984,

Callinicos 1985a, Sharp 1980, Johnson L979, Giroux 1983a)

as rnechanistic and deterministic, leaving no place for
subjectivity or interpretation, and little possibility for
resistance and, social change.13

A specific example of the inadeguacy of Harrisrs portrayal

of commonsense knowledge is that his view cannot easily

account for the contradictions in some of the 5 Mason and

5 Simmonds girls everyday thinking.
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Contraaiqtorv Con
Perspectirres

some of the 5 Mason girrs held contradictory insights into
the nature of schooling and the labour market, which

suggest that a more complex model is needed t,o understand

the acquisition and nature of conmonsense knowledge than
one whj-ch posits thought as largely determined by d,ominant

perspectives as Harris does.

r have argued that an irnportant effect of the d,orninant

ideology on the girlsr thinking is to preclude other
possibre explanations (i.e. apart from rack of abirity and

desire) for why people night not get rgood marksr and rgood

jobst. However, it would be inaccurate and, sirnplistic to
suggest that the girls in 5 Mason held stralght-forward, and

non-contradictory ideological views whj.ch r:nisrepresented,l

the nature of school and work. sirnultaneously with their
belief that individuals were basically rto blaner if they
did not grasp the opportunity offered by the school, some

5 Mason girrs held undeveroped views which irnpricitly
identified other possible sources of the inability rto get
a good job'.

Li1ly:

Noeline:

Li1ly:
AJ:
Martha:

f know this girl who was at the youth ResourceCentre and she got her School Certificate andUniversity Entrance and she got good narks andlook where she ends up, in a-factory.
Rea11y?! Doesnrt she want to do furtherstudies or anything? Get a good job?
I{e11, computers are taking it all-cver.
Why are some girls unernployed?
Po?tt ask.me, ask Mr. Muldoont (The current
Prime Minister)
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Donna:
Ana:

Donna:

AJ:
Donna:
Ana:

Donna:

Sina:

fuT:
Ana:
AJ:
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Why_do you think some girls are unemployed?
WeIl, they didnrt work hard enough aL school.
But some pass School Certificate and
University Entrance and they still havenrtgot a job.
You Could have all the gualifications you
le-ed for a job but, you sti11 havenrt got aj ob.
Why not?
f donrt know.
ft came on TV during the holid,ays there !,ras agirl with University Entrance and Bursary.
Shers got no job.
Why not?
Therers no jobs available.
So you think if sone of those people worked
harder at school they'd still have a better
chance of getting a job?
WeJl, f rve got a cousj.n who didnrt, pass
School Certificate and shets got a job as asecretary, but the one who passed University
Entrance and School Certificate still hasnrLgot a job. Therers no job around for her.
Getting qualifications doesnrt guarantee youa job these days. With all thil new
technology, cornputers and that, there just
arent!_=o.nany jobs any more. you can try.
Do well at school and how you presentyourself night help, but you never know
these days.

Naomi identified sexism and racism as possible reasons for
some people not getting work.

[cirls who get better jobs than rne] itrs probably
because they did bettel than rne in school clrtificite

and thatts all r can thi.nk of . or if therers somechauvinists around here, thatrs another reasonr you
know they prefer men to women ... or raci=rn, yot-knowif there-rs-a boss out there who doesnrt like bracks orvice versa

And Beverley, less consciously, id.entified one of the
constraints in a sexist society for women seeking a job.

[Getting a job] depends on your attitude.It depends what the enployerrs looking for.If hers looking for an at,Lractive giri herllfind one. ft depends on how your intenriewgoes. You go in tHello. yes. No. Thankyour gsaid in a rcharmingr voicel

Beverley:
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Everyday experience and terevision potentially charlenge
the ideological connection between occupational achievenent
and individual deficiency for Lirry, Donna and, Anai and.

sina, Beverley and Naorni have learnt that prejudice and

technology are other factors which can infruence
ropportunityt.

Although their knowledge about job avairability, prejud.ice
and so on night challenge the girrsr idea that it is orrry
notivation and brains which determine rsuccessr, it is at
best a partial challenge. rt does not calr int,o questi.on

their general ideological perspective - that the school
(and the workplace) offers universal opportunity to
individuals. The girlsr embryonic knowled,ge about
structural constraints can be largely accommod.ated. within
the dominant view - the school can be seen as conti.nuing t,o
offer chances to all, but there are other factors (ranging
from lack of notivation, to new technology to racial
prejudice) which rnight then interfere with the individualfs
actual fulfilnent of those chances.

within the parameters of the dominant ideology the girls
apparently fail to see that racial prejudice and sexist
discrirnination do not rnerely rreduce opportunity, for
individuals. These social relations systematically rirnit
and structure life chances for pacific rslanders, Maori and

wonen in New zealand society, though this structural
lirnitation is experienced as reduced individual
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opportunity. Likewise, increasing technology in the
workplace in New zealand affects the rjob opportunitiesr in
particular of womenr ds nachines replace nachinists,
telephonists, typists, clerical workers (Abigail, 19Bz).

However, despite the possibilities for their acconmodatj.on,

potential contradictions to the prevailing ideology
continue to exist in the girls' thinking. while the girrs'
ideas basically refrect the d,ominant id,eology, they
simultaneously contain contradictory insights which co-
exist in the girlst commonsense thinking in an uneasy

unity. For exarnple, d,uring a conversati-on with me, Mona

stated both that rfitrs good to stay at school, get, nore
qualifications for a better job ...., and rr[The job rrll
get wilrl depend on whatrs left ... most jobs now are
g'oner'. Suggestions that rtherers not enough jobs, and
rrquarifications donrt guarantee you a jobrt sit unresolved
and uneasy alongside,ryourll get, a ('betterr) job if you do

weLl at schoolt,.14

The contradictions between experienced reality and the
girlst ideologicar perspectives are sornetimes too great
simply to be rdisguj.sedr by doninant id,eology. For
exampler w€ have seen that the notion of rbrainsr forms an

important concept in the causal chain typically irnplicit in
the girlst commonsense thinking: brains and hard, work
rqualifications'---) f good job'. This thinking was

challenged by the 5 Mason girlst experience of the schoorrs
hi-erarchical arrangement apparently based on race (see
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Table 4). sone 5 Mason girls began to see that rbrainsf

night not be a self-evidently causal component in school
success an insight which challenged the irnplicit
individualisrn typicar of their understanding of such

success. As a result of riving within the hierarchy of the
schoor Martha and Linda both begin to glirnpse other
explanations for their problerns at school as pacific rsland
students. Rather than seeing thenserves as rdifferenttry

endowedt individuals, they begin to articulate a

perspective which identified thenseLves as members of a

group, which interacts with the school in a particular way.

Martha:

AJ:
Martha:

AJ:
Martha:

A,J:

Martha:

AJ:

Martha:

AJ:

Martha:

AJ:
Martha:
AJ:
Martha:

Wgrve all got the same chance. Itrs just
that some are more brighter than the
others.
Who are brighter?
You know, those other girls ... like those
onesr you know, Jan and them.
Jan?
Those Pakeha girls in Mrs Mrs class andthem. Theyrre the top classes.wly is it that there ire nostly pakeha
girls in those top classes and mostly pacific
fsland girls in your class?
Brainier ... f suppose ... I donrt real1y
know why.
Do'you mean that pakeha girls are brainier
than Pacific Island girls?
No, I dontt. I dontt think so. f donrt
know really .... Why is it tike that?... f think itrs because of their language.
Because theyrre breaking away fron their own
l-anguage and start learning Lnis new langrualre.Thatrs how the pakehas hav6 the ad,vantage,ttt.y have that language all their 1ife.'Didntt you speak Enqlish frorn the start
though?
Yes but itts not the same. pakeha kidslearn the useful things for school ....
What are they?
I canrt say what they are.
So itrs not just a rnitter of brains then?
W911r rro but the school says it is!(laugh) .. .. Maybe a bit,.

[werre interrupted by Beverley, Lucy and Lilly. when weexplain our conversalion aeveiiey =iys ,yeah iran, they,ve
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got the brains, but werve got the stylelttl

Linda is talking about the pakeha girls in her option
classes whom she sees as thight.

AJ:
Linda:

AJ:
Linda:
AJ:
Linda:

AJ:
Linda:

In what way do you see them as thightT
They know more than I do. Theytre brighter
than f am.
Those Pakeha girls?
Yes.
Why is it that they know things?
I know itrs nothing to do with prejudice andall that. Itrs got nothing to do with it.
Maybe itrs the way theyrve been brought up.
_I. donrt know, reading books since they werelittle, being bright all the time, knowing
what this is and what that is, going to
kindergarten, going to primary ichool and
asking the teacher what all these
complicated words mean, that they already
know how to say.
Why didnrt you ask guestions?
We1l, Pacific fslanders and pakehas aredifferent. We1l, theytre both people and
know things in their own way, quite a lot.I donrt know. I think we are brought upa different way, because there are two waysof life. Their wdy, which th6y stick to,the Pakeha way, they know everything that oneway. They should know this and that aboutother countries, so should we but we were
brough-t.up.another way t...1 Anleraywell this is my point of view. I think-thePacific Islander learns Samoan until 5 years
and then has to go to an English school andthat child has been rnissing out on what itshould learn in an English way. She missed.out on that Get it? So I canrt explainit .... Itrs hard.

Martha and Linda both begin to see

not necessarily attributable to an

ability. Rather, they glinpse that
and rewards, the twayr of one group

and not the twayr of others.

their difficulties are

individual lack of
the school is based on,

the Pakeha girls

The 5 Mason girlst potential insight into the operation of
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the school in terms of perpetuating the interests of
dominant groups is, however, und.eveloped. while some of
the 5 Mason girls begin to see that fopportunityt nay have

structural features, the ideological. parameters of their
thinking do not provide the opportunity to incorporate
these contradictions into a conscious critigue of the
dominant ideology. Rather, they are left with a feeling of
unease, knowing that somehow things donrt add up. Those

discussions which exposed contradictions often faded, off
with the 5 Mason girls beconing gloony an<l si.lent,
repeating rrf donrt knowr. Once, in reply to rny

ethnographerrs plea trrm just interested in what you

thinkrrr someone retorted rtwe donrt know what we think!r. r
came to see this confusion as a result of the girls t

attenpts to reconcile contrad,ictory knowledge: the
ideorogical knowledge of the possibility of requality of
opportunity, and their undeveloped perceptions of
structural inequality.

(b) contradi?torv cornrnonsense: The 5 simmonds GirlstPerspectives

sirnilarry, the conversations of the rniddre class girls in
5 Sinmonds on the subject of unemploynent clearly
illustrate the partial d,evelopment of insight into
structural features of ernployrnent, combj.ned with a

(finally) doninant individualistic perspective. r have

reproduced here parts of three separate conversations in
full, because they show clearly how perspectives which
potentially rexposer the structural organisation can
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ultinately be acconmodat,ed within the prevailing id,eology.
Janet started by expressing her doubts about requal-

opportunityt in the workplace, and implicitry challenging
the individualisn of this view; but by the end of this part
of our conversation she was articulating the prevairing
individualism: unernployment depends on individual
notivation and effort.

Janet:

Raewyn:

Sheryl:

AJ:

Raewyn:
Sheryl:

Raewyn:

Janet:

People say when yourre unemployed that itrsyour o$rn fault, that yourre lazy, but thefact is, if therets not enough jobs .. r
you may go on about education, but if therearenrt any jobs out there
But if yourve got a better education yourvegot a better chance of getting a job.
Itrs not what you know, itts who you know.
Because my father knows 1oads of people
because of all his clients [hers ln -
accountantl so f should be able to get a job.
But some people who ... um ... whose parents
are just factory workers, all they know arethe other workers, along with theln. Theydonrt have many contactsr so thatrs probibly
yhat theytll go into. Then I can choose,
because my father knows lots of people.
So you think that people who are-unernployed
now, itrs not their fault, therers ju-st not
enough j obs for thern?It depends if theyf ve trj_ed.
Theyrre not willing to work some of them, they
y1n! what they want without, working for it. -
It_depends, some people are willing to work
and_cantt get a job, and some peopie have got
good jobs and havenrt tried, and lorne peopie
have worked to get those good jobst -

9g*g people are unemployed because they canrt
fi"9 the right job, beciuse they donrt wantto hunt around, they only want one job, sot!t.y donrt want to take any job thal comes
along.

Louise and Clara, too, use language which refers to
individual attributes such as notivation, ability,
rfussinessr and desire to explain rsuccessr or rfairurer in
the labour market. But simultaneously they appear to be
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aware of other factors: such as rmoneyr rcontactsr,

prejudice. However, although these factors potentiarly
challenge individuaristic explanations, in the end, they are
largely seen in terns of individ,ual attributes. For
example, ropportunityr and social background are seen in
terms of luck. Neither are understood in terms of the
systematic operation of class privilege.

Clara:

AJ:
Clara:
Louise:
Clara:

AJ:
Louise:
Clara:

Louise:
Clara:

AJ:
CIara:

Louise:
CIara:

AJ:

Anne:
Rebecca:

The same lirnited contradictions are evident in Anne and

Rebeccats vj.ew of enployment:

f think some people get more opportunities
than others. Some are more rnol-ivated thanotlels, some want jobs nore. Also yourability ... some people just canrt :..just arenrt suitea to rnany jobs.
What are ropportunit,ies t ?
Parents, background . . . .
Cont,act,s ....
Money ... what sort of money your parents
have got.
How can money help you?
The people you know.
Your social background is better so yourve
been brought up to expect more. f donrt know.f think itts a lot of luck too, who you knowat what tine. Also some people arenlt suitedto jobs and some are.ft depends on what you want to do!ft also depends on the ernployer. He night bebiased.agailst r/,/omen or blacR people or'
something like that ....
What about unernployed?
{?{!. they . . . at inter,riews and things it I sdifferent from school. Maybe it takei alittle while to be able to present yourself
lo-yoyf enployer so they want to employ you.I donf t really know!
Maybe t!"ytre-too fussy .... f donrt reallyknow. f havenrt really thought about being-enployed. I havenrt thought past going to-university.

why do some girls stay on at school and someleave without School Certificate?It depends if theyrve tried.
Lots of parents canrt afford to keep then atschool.
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Rebecca:

Anne:

Rebecca:
AJ3

Rebecca:
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With unenployrnent ... therers fault on allsides. ft rnight not be the person. Theynight have gualifications bul still canrL get
a job. Therers not as many jobs as there
used to be
I think itts got a lot to do with who your
parents know and what contacts they have.
Sonetimes it doesnrt natter how Erifified you
are if your father's in a high place you can
sometj.mes get a good j ob.
Itrs personality too nowadays. They go onyourself instead of high gualifications. ..
f think itts got to do with your race ....Wellr you say on the one hand itrs 1ack ofjobs and.prejudice and on the other is yourpersonality and whether you try. Arenrl you
saying two opposite things?
Well itrs a bit of both, but it really does
depend on you in the end.

Because rlots of (potentially contrad.ictory) reasonsl
account for job opportunit,ies, these 5 sirnmonds girls
appear to lack any unified or coherent expranation for
I successr . ulti-rnately, because a clear theoreti.car
framework for expranation j.s not available which might
illurninate structural features of school achievernent, and

the economic organisation, job availability and so on, they
have 1itt1e alternative but to settle for the prevailing
ideologicar explanations such as individual motivation,
Iuck and so on.

(c) contradictory comrnonsense and rBeincr Articulate t

rt is worth noting here that although the 5 simmonds girls
were usually articulate, and the 5 Mason girls offered
relatively littre detailed analysis or opinion about
achievement at schoor and on the labour market, often
repeating tr donrt knowr, this cannot be interpreted as
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sinpry indicating lirnit,ed verbal or analyt,ical skills. The

experienced material situation is contradictory for the
working class Pacific rsland girrs in a way in which it is
not for the niddle class pakeha girIs. unsurprisingly, the
dominant ideology is largely confirned for the middle crass
girls through their present individuar success; for the
working class girls, the reality of their 'difficultiesr is
subtly though persistently at odds with the prevailing
ideology. The ideological explanation of their rfailure,
as due to their own lack of ability does wear thin for
thern, despite their rhetoric about having no rbrainsr.

rnarticulate confusion would seem a likely outcome of this
situation.

The niddre class pakeha girls were sometirnes inarticulate
for a different reason. when they stepped outside the
terms of the dominant assumptions and the prevailing
individualism to discuss why groups of people may or may

not rsucceedr, they becarne hesitant. when the frarnework

was not clearly individualistic, satisfactory explanations
of success and faj.lure were not so readily ravailabler ....

For exarnple, Louise gropes towards some explanation for the
different location of pacific rsland and, pakeha girls in
the academic hierarchy of the school. while she believes
that the hierarchy j.s based on rbraj.nsr , she f ind.s it hard
to reconcile the implications of the obvious correlation
between being in a rlowerr form class and being polynesian

with the liberal belief in requal opportunity'. Louise
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begins to identify economic factors as relevant, but lacks
a coherent framework within which to develop her thinking.
she returns to the framework of the dorninant ideology, but
not happily.

Louise: Th"y- [Pakeha] are quite well-off, compared,to what theyrve [polynesian] got .., just
opportunities ,.. j.tf s probably whites ...
Ihesitant,]
The Pakeha girls here are from richer families
and the Polynesians are frorn poorer familles?
ftm not saying that, I ... yes . o. but it
sounds as j.f you're into yourself [laugh]how can you put it [Iaugh] ... I d6nrt know.frm not meaning to say that whites are morebrighter, that sort of thing. Thatrs nottrue at alL.
I donrt think the school is segregated by
race.
Itrs just in an acadenic way [that it issegregatedl but everyone gets involved insports and all that I think our schoolis good in that respect ....
And yet yourve stil1 got this separation ....in the classes.
I think j.tf s because of academic ability.Yes [unsure]

AJ:

Louise:

Clara:

Loui-se:

AJ:
Louise:
Clara:
Louise:

rn conclusion, the girls as subjects activery interpret
their concrete experiences in ways which cannot sirnplv be

understood as rmisrepresentativer in Harrisrs strong sense
of the term. The 5 Mason girls glimpse an understanding of
their si.tuation which indicates a consciousness not sinply
distorted by dominant group interests. Their perspectives
contain (undeveroped) insights into their own structural
subordination. This hardly fits Harrisrs inpoverished
notion of hurnan agency which, in crude terms, portrays
human beings as agents "kitted outr with the right
ideologies through living i.n a society structured by
dorni-nant interests.
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People live in a matrix or ensembre of ideologies, thetheory and practice of which support one another and,all of which support and reinforce the doninant
received view of a particular society rn classsocieties, the ruling classes rnaintain institutions
and inforrnal lived ideologies to prod,uce theappropriate consciousness.

Harris 1979 : 158, 9e

while it, is an expression of his Althusserian theoretical
stance, Harrisrs det,erminisrn is also a product of his
methodology. As a Marxist theorist rather than an

ethnographer, Harris has approached everyday thought and,

practice from the rmacror level of the reprod.uctive Ineedsr

of a class society, rather than frorn the rmicror level of
peoplers actual dairy rives and the reality of their
cornplex and contradictory understanding of the class
society in which they rive. This d.oes not mean to say that
Harris neglects lived experi.ence, or that he entirely
overlooks non-dominant perspectives (ibid z 7o), but he

inadequately conceptualises experience and peoprers
subjective understandings of it as invariabry in doninant
interests. By using such a deterministic notion of fri.vedl

ideologies Harris is forced to portray people as sirnply
tliving outr sets of practices and beliefs which naintain
the existing social-economic organisation. This rnonorithic
view neglects the orj,gin, and even the existence of,
rinappropriatet consciousnessr or the active rrationarl
assimj-lation of dominant ideology.

The rCultural t Sub-i ect - Willisrs Account of
Commonsense Knowledge

5.9

willisrs work (L977, 1991, 1983) provides an interesting
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corrective to this position. He is concerned with the sarne

issues as Harris - the origins and sj.gnificance of everyday

knowredge in the context of schooling. I'rilrisrs account,

specifically addresses the area of theoretical weakness

vrhich we have identif ied in Harris.

using ernpiricar data, wilIis (1977) attenpts to analyse

everyday conmonsense knowledge within a social-structural
context in particular, the knowredge about school and

work held by English white working class rradsf and their
families (fathers), and its contribution to the
reproduction of the status cruo.

wilIis concedes that theorists such as Arthusser - and, by

implication, Harris - have provided, an important advance on

liberal positions by directing us ,towards the irnportant
balancer of Marxrs famous formulation r[human beings] do

not make fhistory] just as they please; they make it under
circurnstances direct,ly encountered, given and transnitted
from the past". But, he asks (Willis 19gL z E2) rfwhere is
the maj-n crause of the argunent? where is rlien make their
own historyr? This ornission is to take ashes not fire from
historyrr.

willis seeks to overcome this structuralism by arguing for
a creative, cultural process whereby people (re)create
their knowledge, and. conditions of social life albeit
within naterial and ideological lirnits. He argues that the
process of rhow worki.ng crass kids [boys] get working class
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jobst is not a process of sirnple ideological
indoctrination, or any mechanistic nanipulation by doninant
groups or by the structurar needs of capitalism. Rather it
is a creative process in which people (re)nake their own

culture, their own day-to-day existence, with a certain
anount of freedom and autonony (willis, Lg77 r, t72). This .

is the process of rcultural production,.15

willis incorporates the idea of struggle into his view of
the knowledge and practices of working crass rlad,sr at
school. He argues that dominant ideology is not always

successfully imposed via the schoor, although the function
of the school night weLl be the j.nculcation of dorninant

views. Thus he would respond critically to statements like
Harris t s:

Education forms and reinforces the dorninantideological views in a society and the consciousnessthat accornpanies them.
Harris, L979 : 141

willis rnaintains that whire schools certainry atternpt to
transmit, dominant ideology, this is far from sirnply
assured. He argues that his ethnographic data shows how

some working class boys re'i ect the d.orninant ideology which
portrays the educati.onal process as providing equal
opportunity, open career choices and so or.15 (rn other
words the boys and by implication, others are not, as

Harris argues, simply rrdrugged bearers of disguised
relations instilled by id.eologicar mechanisms' rgTg z r42).
rt is these same sorts of tendencies towards rejection
(certainry very tentative) which we catch sight of in some
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of the 5 Mason and 5 Sinnonds girlst perceptions of

schooling and work opportunities.

Willis explains these non-deterinined perceptions by

invoking (working c1ass17) culture - which for hiur ernbod,ies

agency, creativity and insightlS (see Lg77 z L2lff). His

idea of the cultural is guite specific in Learning to

Labour: it is the basis of a creative rimpulset with which

the lads, dt least to some Linited extent, rsee throughl

ideological and structural relatj.onships:

Working class counter school culture ... turns its
generated and open-ended force at least in part upon a
demystification in its own way of its menbersr real
conditions and possibilities within a class society
.... The cultural does not simply nechanically mark,
or in some sirnple sense rlive outr wider social
contradictions. It works upon thern with its own
resources to achieve partial resolutions,
recombj.nations, lirnited transformations . . . . These
activities - by working on real materials in
particular contexts and producing surprising,
unexpected or transformed outcomes, also act to expose
and cast into doubt the workings of the larger
ideologies, institutions and structural relationships
of the whole society.

I{illis, L977 z 124-5

For Willis, ideology remaj.ns troutside the cultural processrl

(ibid : 161). willis identifies ideology with rrthe ideas

and values mediated downwards from the dominant sociaL

grouprri or rrthe rruling ideasr of the age embodied in
concrete institutions, and also in more inforrnal mediatt

(ibid : 150). This resenbles Harrisrs rstrongr sense of

ideology, and although this creates problems for Willis, he

integrates ideology into an analysis of rhow people livel
and think (tcultural productiont) in a somewhat more

satisfactory way than does Harris.
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According to wi11is, dominant ideology is not simply

'livedr out, it is actively rrintegratedtr (ibid : 160) into

cultural life, sometimes rejected, sometimes assimilated.

For example, forms of doninant ideology are rrninced up,

inverted or sinply defeated by the counter school, culturerr"

(ibid). Thus through rrcultural and subjective processesrl

the lads rrpenetrater' (see through) doninant ideological

explanations.

However, within these cultural processes are also
ttlimitationsrr or rrdeep, basic and dj.sorienting divisionsfl

(ibid : 145) which rrconfuse and irnpede the full development

and expressionrr of these cultural insights (ibid : 119).

The divis.ions ernbodied in the ladsr culture are those

between mental and, manual labour, between gender and race

groups. These divisions becorne linitations through the

ladsr cultural glorification of male tphysicalnessr, and

their adherence to male superj.ority and racism. The result
is a divided working class, and the ladsr rrsurprising

affirmation of manual labour powertr (ibid : 160) rather

than, presumably, an exposure of its degraded, exploited

and powerless usurping in capitalism.

Ideology as an rfexternal forcerr plays an irnportant part in
the further lirnitation of cultural insight (ibid : 160).

Willis argues that ideology operates by confirming those

cultural processes which rnaintain the current social
organisation, and by dislocating those processes which
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contain a degree of critical insight into that systern.

Thus while dominant ideology is often rseen throughr by the
lads, it also acts on cultural production to distor! and

domesticate it (ibid z L62ff). For example, ideology
confirms and makes 'tnaturarrf the rads I culturar knowledge

of the necessity of work, the hardness of 1ife, the
different and inferior role of wonen. rt disrocates, for
exarnple, the ladsf collective identity by asserting
individual opportunity and the inportance of individual
end,eavour.

commonsense knowledge, then, is rpartly self-created and,

partly produced by confirnatory ideological nessages

downwardstr (wiIlis, Lg77 : 162). Herein lies the strength
and weakness of willisrs account of everyd,ay knowledge.

The strength of his anarysis in Learning to Labour ries in
his portrayal of agency as central to an understanding of
everyday knowledge and its relation to social reproduction.
unlike Harris, he provides a sense of people actively
thinking about their everyd.ay lives and making decisions on

the basis of their knowledge and beliefs. He argues that
the lads do not sirnply absorb dominant ideorogy, they
actively generate, reject and assinilate doninant
perspectives. paradoxically, their perspectives and

resulting practices ultinately contribute t,o the
maintenance of things-as-they-are, incruding their own

oppression. such an approach rnore satisfactorily
incorporates the sort of account given in the last chapter
of the 5 Mason girrsr views about school and, work, and,
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their apparently cont,rad:.ctory insights. Within the
context of their historical and structural locat,ion, their
ethno-cultural expectations and so on, the 5 Mason girls
make an active and rational decision about rgoing forr what

the school ostensibly has to offer. Their viewpoint
actively incorporates the dominant, ideology - there is Inot.

alternative for them. Rejection of schooring leads (they
know) to tstinkt jobs or no jobs at all. sirnurtaneously,
their contradict,ory experiences of the conditions of their
structural location (i.e. their experiences of sexisnr,

racism, monoculturalisrn) lead to tent,ative insights, beyond

doninant ideology. As wilris says, he stresses a notion of
social agents rrat their furthest from being passive bearers
and transmitters of structure and ideologyrr (wil1is, 1993 :

114). But in doing so.he generates a weakness in his
account: a dichotony between ideology and culture.

s. 10

This dichotony is based, on particular and, topposedl

conceptions of both ideology and culture which are not,

sustained by a reassessment of either willisrs own romantic
interpretation of his data r ot the girlsr perspectives.

Because willis narrowly portrays ideorogy as rexternallyt
generated dorninant perspectives (as in Harrisrs rstrongl

sense of ideology), he is forced to posit some ind,ependent
cause or generat,ing mechanisrn of working class
knowredge/perception - if the latter i.s not to be
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understood as simply deternined by ideorogy. Hence, he

posits a notion of an rrj.nternalrt cultural ilheartr or
ffcentrerr, guite separate from ideology (see Lg77 : 121).

We must not, be nisled by

The variety of forms ... at the surface of the curture
[which] bewilder a notion that they rnight have a
concentric cause The logic oi a tiving rnust betraced to the heart of its conceptual relationships if
we are to understand the social creativity of aculture.

Wi1lis, L977 : 121

using willists framework, the 5 Mason girlsr beliefs in
equal opportunity, the offer of the school, the ropenl

labour rnarket, thei.r implicit individualisrn and their
tentative contradictory insights result partly from the
girlsf own curtural perceptions generated rinternarlyr.
Dominant ideology acts to rconfirmr (not irnpose) these
culturarly-generated beriefs, which represent liruitations,
rather than penetrations of doninant perspectives. some

5 Mason girls generat,e explanations and conceptions of the
school and labour market whichr oD willisrs view, d,o count
as penetrations in that they tentatively id,entify factors
such as sexism, racism and the schoolrs monoculturalism as

signif icant in det,ermining 'opportunities' . But dorninant

ideology tends to 'dislocater these insights so that they
remain weak and undeveloped. ultirnately, ideology wins out
in the interests of dominant groups and the status guo.

Although this account has its attractions, willisrs
conception of curture vs ideology results in a dichotornised
sense of commonsense knowred.ge. why should we accept that
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(working class) commonsense knowledge is generated by an
rinternalt curtural rforcet, separate frorn an rexternall

ideological one (which d.istorts the cultural expression ilat

the surface of the culturerr)?

willis is not asserting the enpirical existence of a

cultural cent,re. It is an ranalytic categoryrr which

results fron his j.nterpretation of the ladsr beriefs and,

behaviour (L977 : 125). However, wirlisfs ethnographic

data fails to provide the basis for an acceptance of his
interpretation. lhis is a serious problem because his
positing of a creative, critical and non-determined,
tculturar inpulsef as the basis of the lad,st rejection of
school, is at the centre of his argument against
structuralist accounts of rhow working class kids get
working class jobst.

According to willists interpretation of his d,ata, the lads
runmaskt the offer of the school. They are deeply
sceptical of the rewards supposed.ly available in return for
conformity and obedience (1977 t L26), and this is
refrected in their rebellion at schoor. The ladsl
scepticisn, willis asserts, indicates their cultural
fdefeat' of individualisrn - that ideological assumption
accepted by the 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds gir1s.

A scepticism about quarifications anongst the radsconstitutes a kind of awareness that no amount ofcertification_ amongst the workingr class will produce
Tor?. gb nobility, but that it might produce iociallegitimation for those who seem to nave succeeded,through thern.

?iil1is, 1983 z ],29
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According to willis, because the lads have rpenetratedf or
rdefeatedr individualism, and have a collective identity,
they not, only see that the chances for their own social
mobility are rrso remote as to be meaningless, (Lg77 t 126),

but arso they see through the promises of the school and,

indeed, see through the rnyth of the d,omj.nant

individualistic ideology.

The counter-school culture and other working classcurtural forms contain elements towards proioundcritique of the doninant ideology of indivldualisrn lnour society .... rn parti.cular, the counter-schoolculture identifies the false individualistic promisesof doninant ideology as they operate in the sihool.
willis, ]'977 t t29

willis argues that this sort of insight counts as evidence
for the non-determined, creative, penetrating possibilities
of human agency (cultural production). .

rn fact, the lads may not rpenetrater the d,ominant ideology
of the schoolrs offer of opportunity to conforrning and

rnotivated individ.uars at all. From the data wilris
presents it seems that, rather than through any such

insight, the ladst rejection of school rnight be more a
product of a commitrnent to their definition of rnascurinity
(expressed through sexism, racism, toughness and, violence)
and its inherent anti-intellectual and anti-schoor
perspective. 19

For exanple, Joey and Spanksy (Willis Lg77 : 98) say:

(.:.) we wanna live for now, wannawhile wefre young, want money to go
live
out

Joey:
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with, wanna go with women now, wanna have
cars now, and eh think about five, ten,fifteen years tirne when it comes, but
other people, sdy people like the earroles,
-th"yrn getting their exams, theytn working,
have no social life, having no fun, and
theytre waitj.ng for f ifteen years tirne whentheyfre people, when theyrve got narried andthings like that. I think that's thedifference. We are thinking about noer, and
having a laff now, and theyrre thj.nking aboutthe future and the tirne that'll be besi fort.1n (...) Theyrre the ones that abide by ther91es. They're the civil servant types,theyrll have touses and everything Lefore
g-s (:.:) Theyrll be the toffs, I'11 saytheytll be the civil servants, toffs, andwerll be the brickies and things like that.
f think that we more or lessr w€rre the
ones that do that hard grafting, but not
them, theytll be the office workers (...)I ainrt got no ambitions, I donf t wanna
h_ut9 ._. : I just want to have a nice wage,thattd just see ne through.

rt is guite possible, instead of rseej.ng throughr and, thus
rejecting the roffer' implicit in the schoolrs rlberaL
ideology, that the lads in fact see the offer as genuine in
sone sense, but reject it simpry as an expression of their
rebellious masculinity. willis d.oes provide some support
for this suggestion in this comment: ,rronically, as the
shop floor becomes a prison, educat,ion is seen

retrospectively and hopelessly as the only escape. (wirlis,
].977 : 107). He suggests here that the rejection of the
schoorrs offer is later regretted, as if it were in fact a
rrealr offer after all.

(Likewise, the working class anti-school youths of
Corrig'anrs study,

inplicitly to hold

Schoolinq the Smash Street Kids appear

to the liberal theory of the function of
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the school and its causal chain: hard wor]< #
qualifications----)better job (Corrigan IgTg : 8G). The

youths did not reject the schoolrs irnplicit rofferr.
Rather they saw themselves as unable to take it up ( rf you

are ei.ther a swot or you aren|t and nearly all of these

fyouths] are notrr Corrigan, 1979 : g7), and then they
rejected the tofferr, and the school. rt is also possible
that the anti-school working class girls in McRobbiers

study reject the rofferr of the schoor not because they
rsee through itt or doubt its authenticity, but because

they actively seek to cope and live within the set of
constraints provided by the materi.al class and gender

situation in which they exist - to which the schoolrs
fofferf is irrelevant) .

Thus the rdefeat of individualisrnr willis believes is
evident in the ladsr behaviour and attitudes need not impry
a penetration of the doni-nant ideology at all. rt night
merely be a cultural expression of, in this case, vrhite
working class male carnarad.erie: a comrnitrnent to shared,

varues, including a shared belief in their superiority to
women and blacks, and the superiority of ra-theoreticalt
physical work. Furtherrnore, their so-calred. rd,efeatr of
individualisrn is extremery rirnited,, it d.oes not reach crass
boundaries (which willis realises, Lg77 : t47f,f). The lads
renain divided from the working class conformist
rearrolesr, from working class women and blacks. They d,o

not perceive the relations of donj.nation and subordination
of gender and race in which they play a part,. This hardly
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constitutes a defeat. Rather, the lads appear to be fuJ.ly
incorporated into the doninant ideologies of sexism and,

racism, and express these in a particular cultural form.

I am suggesting that it is not necessarily cultural
rpenetrationsr that provide the basis for the 1adsr .

resistance or rebellious behavi.our. An ideological
consciousness (which accepts the d,ominant id,eology of
opportunity, of white male superiority etc. ) could quite as

easily be identified. as - paradoxically - provid.ing a basis
for their non-conpliant behaviour. rn short, his notion of
a generative cultural inpulse tseparater from doninant
ideology is not clearly supported by wirlisrs data (see

also J. Walker 1984).

similar rnisgivings courd, be expressed with a brief glance
at the 5 Mason girlsr views on schoor and work: the fact
that their rculturallyt expressed views are almost
conpletely an assertion of dorninant ideology also casts
doubt on the viability and usefulness of wilrisrs
separation of culture and ideorogy. (willis fails to
provide an analysis of the working class rconformistr boyst
perspectives. rf the rearrolesr rather than the rads had,

been his research subjects, could he have so easily posited
a notion of cultural insight and creativity?) wilrisrs
data, and the bulk of rny own, appears to weaken his culture

ideology separation, reaving us with a view resembling
Harris t s, of cornrnonsense knowledge shaped by dorninant

ideology.
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5.11 Lived fdeoloqv as Cultural production

We do not need to abandon Willisrs account entirely,
however, nor do we need simply to return to an unnodified
version of Harris. If we dispense with Willisrs and

Harrisrs use of ideology as distortive and always acting in
dominant interests, their positions become cornpatible and

useful.

willisfs positing of a rcultural centrer is not necessary
j.n order to account adequatety for the ladsr rebelrious
behaviour and their so-calred non-confonnist attitudes.
Nor is it necessary in ord,er to provide a non-determj.ned

account of the girlst largely rconformistr beliefsr or
their insights in rny research. As I have already
suggested, willists move is made necessary because of hj.s

concept,ion of ideology. rf ideology is divorced, from
dominant interests, and refers instead, to any interests,
whether of dominant or subordinate groups, then wilrisrs
move 1s not needed. cultural production then comes to
refer to the lived expressions of a variety of available
(rnaybe contradictory) ideologies. commonsense knowledge

can be understood as an expression of several d,ifferent
ideorogical-conceptuar frameworks, some (rnost? all? it is
an ernpiricar question) of which conceal, disguise or
exprain reality in the interests of d.oninant groups.

rn the same wdy, Harrisrs notion of rlivedr.ideology can be
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reassessed in the light of his rweakr sense of ideology.
As we have seen, lived ideology refers to

... a socially constructed set of practices, rituals
and behaviours interrelated with one another andcertain concepts and images .... ft is thisideological rnatrix that ionstitutes the individual asa social being, and which can be regarded, as thedeternining force of his consciousness

Harris, J.979 : 89

without the stipulation that lived, id,eologies and therefore
consciousness and knowledge are invariabry determined by

dorninant i.nterests (Harris, rgTg : 89, l5g), Harrisf s

account comes to resembre willisrs progressive account of
conmonsense knowledge. Lived ideo10gy, Like cultural
production, can be understood as the collective use of a

range of available perspectives to make sense of, respond,

to, and rliver inherited structural and materiar cond,itions
of existence (Wi11is, 1983 : I12 ) .2O

This view provides the basis for a nore adequate, non-
deterministic, account, of the girlsr conmonsense knowredge.

For the various reasons which we examined in detair in the
last chapter, the 5 Mason girls actively engage an

available ideology - the dominant liberal ideology - and

its assumptions in their lmaking sense ofr and rresponding

tor the school, and the problerns which confront thern in
their dairy lives like getting a decent job. Rejection
of the rofferr of the school (even theoretically) is not on

the agenda in their task of irnproving their lives; it would
lead to dead-end jobs and unenployrnent which they will
probably inherit but which (unlike the lad,s) they seek to
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avoid. 2 1

rt becomes an empirical question whether and to what extent
the 5 Mason girlsr comnonsense knowledge (or their
rcollective use of avaiLabie perspectives ...I etc.)
contributes to the status quo in the interests of d,orninant

groups r ot whether their own interests are indeed served,
as they intend. r have argued that the working class
Pacific rsland girlst interests are not served by the
prevailing explanations of the function of the school,
school success and so on. (Arthough some of these girls
already partially rknowr this, because the explanations are
at odds with their experiences).

These girls take the onry apparently sensible and rational
option availabre to thern (that is, the doninant ideology)
as they struggle to make sense, and take some control, of
their imrnediate existing situation. The dominant ideology,
incorporated into their beliefs (and practices, see chapter
Eight) , j-nevitably serves as an aspect of the I curtural l

rnaintenance of the status quo, and thus the J.ncorporation
of rnost of the 5 Mason girls into a labour market which
they seek (via the school) to avoid,.
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NOTES - CHAPTER FIVE

1. r use rcommonsenser here to refer to the girlsr taken-for-granted knowredge about their everyday rives (see p.
180).

2- r use the termrpoliticalthere to refer in general
terms to the complex rerationships of power and control
which constitute the organisation of any society.
3. such a view is basic to a Marxist analysis of thereproduction of the exj.sting social and economic ord,er.
be rnaintainedr dny.mode of product,ion needs to reproducenot only its material aspects, but also the sociairelations, knowledge and ideas essential to theorganisation of production. see poulantzas (Lg7s) for adetailed account of the reproduction of classes on ttrelevels of ideology, politi-s and economics.

4. rnsofar as, s&y, scientific knowledge is arso sociallyfconstructedr, an analysis of the forrn of the production of
knowledge need not rnake a distinct,ion between -r 

commonsense I

and tscientificr knowledge of the world.

?. Although r use rsociarr and reconomicr separately hereto enphasise social organisation as both social and
economj.c relations, reconomicr in Marxrs writingincorporated soci.ar relations (see sharp tg8o t 97).

6. See Suchting (1983 : 17).

7. This is not rearly a rnodification to the analogy withmaterial production, because on a Marxist conceptiin, thefraw materialsr of commodity production are prolucts-ofprevious labour processes lbenton 1994 ? 37)-.

8_.. Through a distinction between science and, id,eologyALthusser sought to valid.ate his reading of Marx asscientificr.to oppose the dogmatising oi uarxism and itsuse for political ends (see Benton fgea).
9. Thls conceptualisation is taken from Arthusserrs thesisthat ideology has rnaterial existence, it is not sirnply anental or theoretical phenomenon. As sharp (1980 i g2l
puts it, explaining a Marxist view of ideoiogy, ilIdeol6gies
are seen as systerns. of representations which signify a setof relationships which are real but which hid.e inotirer setof relations between people which are no less realr.Althusser (r97L z L37) specifies "ideorogicar state
apparatusesrr (rsAs) (e.9. the farnily rsA; the educational
TSA' ti.re legar_rsA_gtc.) which are expression's of ideology,and which people 'rlive inil (197I : fSZ).
10. J. Harding 'Th. Making of a scientist' seminar given atAuckland University 19 feiruary t9g6.

11. rt nust be re-emphasised here that this argument aboutideology serving to aisguise or distort rreali€yr is not an

To
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argument about truth. That is, the repistenol0gicalt
signifigance of the rrnis-rnatchf betweeir knowredfe andunderlying reality is not to be understood in (ernpiricist)
terms of ttruthr. Rather, it nust be understood in ternsof what such knowredge practi.carry enabres (or does notenable) the structurally-rocated knowers to understand and
do_ : in. particular to act in such a rrray that serrres thecollective interests of the group to wrrich they belong.
The essentiar guestion is not rrrhether a particutar
explanation of reality is rtruer, but whose interests areserved by it? (Harris I I97g : 60). In other words, ..tniFfepresenletion' is.not just about rnisunderstandinq
lealilv 'as it r?allv is'. but ts.Certain explanations of reality fio.expose the role of the school in perpetuating structurarinequalities) are largely hid,d,en lnd,- unavaitilte to the 5
Mason and 5 simrnonds girls. These alternative explanations
nay be in the girlst interests insofar as they exiose theunderlying inequalit,ies to challenge and chanle.

12. For examole, in The Gernan rdeoroqy Marx and Engelsstate: rrThe ideas of the ruring ctasJ are in every 6pochthe ruLing ideas; i.e., the cliss which is the ruiinimaterial force of society is at the same tirne its ruiingintellectual force ... so that tne id,eas of those who lickthe rneans of mental production are on the whole subject toitrf (1976 | 67). ualx also states ersewhere that rffhe
emancipation of the working class nust be the work of theworking class _itself tt irnplying that the working class arenot rnerely and always subject-to the ruling id6as (see
Sharp 1980 : 106).

13. rn his more recent book Teachers and classes, Harris(1982) holds a position which@onarystrategy for chang€tt, for teachers. He arso (Lgg2 : 157)recognises his 'toversimplificatj.on, in Education and
Knowledge

J-4. Paradoxj-caJ1y, both sets of statements are, in a sense,Itruer. But the.latter, as an aspect of the pievairingindividualistic ideology, te11s oirry part or Lhe storywhen, ds we have seen, young eolynelilns forn adisproportionately high-number oi school rfailuresr and,unemployed and unskilled workers in New Zealand.
15. Although
Learninq to

he uses the tern rcultural productionr inL3bour, Willis does not develop it in thathe later (vtillis t9g3) applies the terrn toattempting to argue in Learninq.
16. As r wilL go 9l to argue, willisrs interpretation isnot warranted by his data. See also Walker lfS8e;.
17 . rn an inconsistent and unsat,isfactory move, wilJ.isdismisses rniddre class culture as ideorofically aeierninea:
frhe very existence and consciousness of the rniaate crassis deeply integrated into that structur" rrti"n-gives-it
dominancerr (wil1is tg77 : 123). By contrast, b6cause the

work, though
what he was
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working class is rrthe only class in the capitarist socialfornation which does not have a structurally-based vested.interest in inystifying itserf . . ., it is rrp6tentially freefrom ttlrel logic [of] the ideological int,ricacy ofcapitalist social organisat,ion [than other claises]rl(wilIis Le77 : I23).
18. -T! night be noted here that wilris is not altogetherccnfident with the position that the rads are critical andcreative. He, dt tines, qualifies his use of tcreativer in
such a way that he appears to return to a deterninisticposition hirnself . For exarnple: rThe counter-school culture
and its processes arise fron definite circunstances j,n aspecific historical relation .... we are dealing withcollective, if not consciousry directed, will and action astl:y overlay, and thernserves take up rcreativer posltions
with respect to f inally reproduce what we carl r-outside
determinationst .... The object, therefore of creativity
is_something to be discovered, not irnagj.ned.rf (willis Lg77: L20-1).

19. See also Walkerrs article (19S4) rRebels wj.th our
Apprause?t arso (1996) in which he criticises in detailwillisrs romanticised interpretatj.on of the rads r attitud,es
and behaviour which, walker argues, are not poriticallyresistant, but rather sinpry reueriious, and poriilcariy
naive.

20. see also callinicos (198sa), Johnson (Lg7g) for siniLaraccounts of ideology.

2.t-. Thus there is nothing rparadoxical, about the rad.sltlgrgugh incorporation int,o- the class structure (despiteWillists ff surprise")i they d,id, not want anything'othir thanthe status quo.
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PART THREE: CIASSROOM PRACTTCE: CULTIJRAL PRoDUCTION
AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION

chapters six, seven, Eight and Nine address the question of
what.the girls do in school and its tpoliticalt
significance in terms of the reproduclion of the existingsocial ord.er.

In Chapter Six I seek a framework for understanding
classroom practice, via a critique both of the neglect of
agency.by structuralist, accounts in radical sociology ofeducation (in particurar Bowles and Gintis, and, Hari-is),
gnd_!h9 neglect of structure in the interpretivisttradition as exenplified by winch. The slrf-consciouslydialectical accounts of Giddens and wilris sen/e to suggestthe elements necessary for an adequate account of classroompractice - which includes a notion of the studentsf
neaningful response to their social-structural location.
rn chaptgr seven these elements are employed in the contextof the girlsr classroom practice. The giirsr rationalattempts at making' sense of and taking ictive control oftheir daily lives ent,ail their interpiet,ation of the
dominant ldeology in terms of practile: its irnplicationsfor lolq (practically) to achieve school succesl. That is,in the classroom, the girls act, on their interpretiiions or
!1. ideological dernand that rhard workr is neeled to reapthe_opportunity.offered by the schoor. rt is through ananarysis of their nositivi translation of dominant ideorogy
llfo practice that we legin to see the complexity oi
'livedr ideology reft untapped by rad,ical Lrreori3ts such asHarris; and glossed over uy-wirtls, Appre, and Giroux withtheir focus on resistance is a parad.ifrr eiarnple of humanagency. while both the niddle class Fakeha lnd workingclass Pacific rsland girls hold the same id.eorogy (theory)about the function of the schoor and the rore oi-,hardw9rkr, what this means for practice in the classroomdiffers considerably between the two groups.

crucially, these different practical meaningsr dS well asbeing class- and race-cultulally basea, -aEiso reprod,uced,by the school. The school operltes vrith both sets bfinterpretations of rhard workr and rhow to be a successfulstudentt Put rewards onlv one - that interpretation madebY, and given to, the niddle class pakeha itud,ents. Thisis the focus of chapters Eiqht and Nine. Bourdieurstheoretical analysis of schooling serves to focus attentionon the processes of sociar reproduction in the classroom.
The schoor does appear, as he suggests, to reward andpenalise studentst cultural 'resourcesi differentialty - inthis case, thej-r culturally-based interpretations of rhard
workr and rhow t,o be a successfur stud,ent,r. However, theseinterpretations are not simply the prod.uct of the studentslclass- or race-culturar backgiourd, brought to schoolr dSBourdieu seems to suggest. ine schoor ifself also plays anactive role in producing (and, reproducingl tfreseinterpretations (chaptei tiine) .
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Finally, when most of the workingr class pacific rslandgirLs in 5 Mason fail to achieve the academic sucsess they
lad hoped for, within the prevailing ideology they can onlyrnisrecogniset thelr failure as perional iniaeguaiy. Thusthe processes through which the schoor legitinates-and
sustains race and class domination are leit J.argelyunidentified.
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CHAPTER STX:

IN SEARCH OF A THEORETTCAL FRAMEWORK TO UNDERSTAND
CI,ASSROOM ACTIVITY

our focus up until now has been prirnariry on the girlst
ideas and perspect,ives. with critical reference to Harris
r have briefly argued that the girlst experi.ence of the

'Iivedt ideology of the school contributes to their
conmonsense knowredge about the function of schooling. r
shall now turn in rnore detail to the girlsr classroom
practice. rf r €rs Harris and others have suggested., the
school is engaged essentially in the reproduction of the
society in which it exists, how does this reproductive
process actually take place at the practical level of day-
to-day activity in the classroom? Any furr understandj.ng

of the schoolrs contribution to the maintenance (or even

nodification) of the social ord,er must incrud,e a

conceptualisation of the day-to-day interactions of
students as they participate with their teachers in the
regular routines and practices in the classroom. our task
in this chapter, then, is to develop a theoretical
framework within which to understand human action in the
sociar context of the school. First, let us return to the
classroorn.
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6.1 Patterns of Practice in the 5 Mason and 5 Sinnonds
Classrooms

Quite different patt,erns of activity characterise lhe
5 Mason and 5 Simmonds classrooms respectively. With

remarkabre consistency across curriculun subjects, the
girls in 5 Mason appear quite frequently to spend t,ine in
the classroom tdoing nothingt - like just sitting or
staring out of the window or into spacer ot lying with
their heads in their arms r ot rmucking aboutr, chatting,
reading novels, writing letters, fiddling with pens,

creaning fingernails and so on. They also seem to spend a

large quantity of tirne copying from the bLackboard,

textbookr of, the teacherrs dictation. They often risten
passively to the teacher talking. she constantly directs
them in their work. These girrs do not seem to talk to
each other about their school work, and rarely ask the
teacher questions about it. when the teacher asks them

questions as part of a lesson, these are often sirnple
questions demanding one-word anshrers. The girls sometimes

answer in unison. The over-riding feeling in the
5 Mason classrooms, whether in Human Biology, English or
Health Education, is one of mild frustration and boredom.

The girls seem switched-off, sJ-owed-d,own, compared with
their out-of-classroom selves, but they are tolerant
enough, and usually cheerful.

crassroom practice in the ttop streamr is conpletely
different. The 5 sirnmonds lessons are generally marked, by
j.nvolvement, interest, speedy action, ds well- as irritation
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and sometimes hostility towards the teachers. The

5 Sinmonds girls seem to do plenty of writing, and hardly

ever copy. They rworkr a lot - doing independent

exercises, writing essays, completing projects and

worksheets. They also talk to each other about syllabus

topicsr ds individual,s and as a group, taking each otherrs

opinions seriously, both inside and outside the classroom.

They often ask the teacher questions and she them, which

involve interpretation, thought and discussion. They also

criticize the teachers, privately.

Some of these differences are illustrated in quantitative

form in Tables 8 and 9, which indicates how some girls in
the two classes spent their tirne during several lessons in

the niddle of the year. I randomly selected a series of

ten class periods from my observation sheetsl for each

group d,uring two rnid-year school months. 2 Each of these

sheets contained data on the activities of at, least one

student near whom.I had been sitting for that period. From

these data sheets I calculated the tine in minutes spent by

one girl on different activities during each lesson.

I categorised the girlst activities as follows:

'Unrelatedr activities were those which f judged to be
unrelated to the content of the lesson in progress - these
included activities which counted as rdoing nothingt, such
as rsleepingt or looking out of the window, writing a
letter, reading a novel r ot tappearingr to work on a set
task but actually doing something else.

Passive 1j-steninq occurred when the teacher spoke
predoninantly in a monologue, on a syllabus topic.
Monologues were usually interspersed with occasional
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questions asked by the teacher. For exarnpre, durj.ng her
explanation of the nitrogen cycle, the sclence teacher
Sight ask questions such as t,why do we need nitrogen?rlfrwhere is nitrogen concentrated rnost in the biosphere?rl

geyiJlg included all straight copying from textbooks, the
blackboard, other studentsr books, teachersr dictation and
so on.

rworkr referred to any written activity which involvedactive concentration and involvement on a task set by theteacher (such as essays, project work, problens,
experiments etc. ) or any written or verLal activity
otherwise related to the lesson - such as narking, or
dialogue with the teacher, such as teacher questiilns andstudent answers (or vice versa) on a matter pertainingdirectly to the lesson. This category included individualdiscussion of the curriculum content witn classmates, butexcluded rcrass discussionr which r documented separatery.

9lass 9iscussion involved the majority of the classristening or contributing to a shared-discussion on asyllabus.topic - involving the whore crass at oncer orgroups within it.
l-{ass cruesti.on-and-answer referred to a sustained verbalinteraction between the whore crass and the teacher, withthe teacher asking (usualry simple) questions on a syllabustopic, with the class replying in unison.

Miscellaneous included aIr rotherr activitied such as
'legitirnate chattingr between the end of the lesson and thebell, casuar talk with the teacher, waiting for the teacherto hand out worksheets and so on.

These activities did not always occur in a rpurer forr, of
course. For example, whire rworkingr on a maths problen a
student night spend some of her tine gazing out of the
window, fiddling with pensr or chatting to a friend; while
enduring a nonologue by the teacher the student rnight also
be busy copying out, some previous notes, and so on. In
order to indicate the tirne spent on different activities r
noted changes in patterns of what, r saw as predominant

activities. The figures in Tables g and 9 therefore are
intended to provide infornation of a senerar nature about

the freguency of activities engaged in by the two groups of
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girls. (The observation data on pages 310ff in Chapter

seven, taken from these lessons, irlustrate some of these

activiti.es j,n more detail) .

r did not engage in any rj.grorous tine-sampling methods to
document the patterns and frequency of activities because

any such nethod of data collection which demanded ny

separation from the on-going activities in the classroom

was usually inpossibre in ny role as participant (see

chapter Two) . A more fu11 and flexible record.i.ng of the
girrst activities allowed rne to participate with then if
necessary, as well as enabling rne to document the
complexity of their activities.

As Tables 8 and 9 indicate, the two groups of girls were

engaged in very different patterns of school work in the
classroom. on average, cornpared with the 5 simrnonds girls,
the girls in 5 Mason spend well over twice as much of their
tirne on activities unrelated. to the lesson (13.1? of their
tine, compared with 5 Simmondst 4.9*); about, three times
more tine listening passively to their teachers (1g.3?

cornpared with 5.6?); and well over three tirnes more time
doing copying work (32.3e" compared with g.2Z).
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TABLE g

? Time Spent on Tasks Durino Ten Lessons (5 Mason)

TABLE 9

I Tine Spent on Tasks Durincr Ten Lessons (5 Sirnmonds)

417

Martha
Healti

1217

Arla
EgIish

26/7

Sina
ErgIish

e/8
Beverley
l4aths

t</e

l€ths

15/8

Elizabeth
Englrsh

1619

Noeline
Matis

1519

EU.zabeth
Science

16/9

Sarah
liealth

17/8 lotal tirE
Donia I t
siolo* 

i

'unrelated'

mins t murs

11

t ndng t

1q 11

mins t

32

ru.ns t
512

ndns t

410

mins t

513

mi,ns t mins t rnins I
18 25 13.1

passive Iisten 513 15 27 7tl '15 4t 10 2L 30 56 58 18.3

@w 27 60 16 40 10 t9 20 24 21 50 12 15 35 7S 59 15 2L 32.3

'uork' 7L6 43 48 15 27 13 15 7Lt 410 25 52 28 39 22-.9

class cttsclrss 2 4

rnasq guestidt-
-aIE-anslrer )!r ) 6 'r9 3s 5.6

miscellaneous 20 23 4 15 39 510 8.3

Total 45 100 90 100 55 100 85 100 42 r00 39 100 48 100 47 100 54 100 72 100 100

Jan
Chefll

12/7
SifiEne
French

zt o
Idrienne
Elglish

3/8
Sue
EogIish

3/8

English
.ianet
i4aths

a/8
Bridgel
tatin

9/8
SheryI
FrgIi.sh

10/8
CaloI
Eqlish

19/10
Bridget
Science

tbtal tiril
i

'unrelated'

mins t nrrnS rlins t

o,

fidns t

6ro

mins t mins t l|uns rnins t Rins q

820

ntns t
50 4.9

passive listen 4tt l1 II 49 10 zs 5.5

COPY 14 40 4 49 10 25 7L4 9.2

'vork' 17 49 69 70 71 87 Jt oo 19 48 45 100 50 t00 20 50 21 52 40 80 70.2

class dlso.rss 5 6 21 52 11 z8 8.5
mass quesclon-
-afir-ansarer

miscellaneous r4 15 1.5

TofaI 35 loo 98 10( 82 100 47 100 40 100 45 100 50 100 40 100 40 r00 so 100 100
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While rworkt took up, on average, most of the 5 Sirnmonds

girls' tj.me in the classroom (70.22 of their time) , it
accounted for less than one quarter (22.42) of the 5 Mason

girlsr lesson time. While the 5 Simmonds girls engaged in

class discussion (particularly in English) the 5 Mason

girls never did.3 Rather, unlike the girls in 5 Simmonds,

the 5 Mason girls spent tirne interacting with their
teachers in the form of massed replies to (routine)

questions. A1so, miscellaneously, the 5 Mason students

more often spent tirne twaitJ.ng for the bellr after
finishing a lesson early (e.9. Beverley in Maths), or

'waiting for the teacher to start' (e.9. Elizabeth in
English, and Noeline in Maths).

These patterns of classroom practice typically
characterised the lessons of the working class Pacific
Island girls and niddle class Pakeha girls in 5 Mason and

5 Simmonds respectively. While the 5 Mason students

usually rrnucked aroundr, listened to the teacher and copied

notes and answers into their books, the girls in 5 Sinmonds

usually worked independently on essays, projects or

assignments.

How night such classroon practice be understood? Within an

overarching concern with the processes through which

schooling contributes to the existing social order, how

night one understand what students do in the classroom?
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This question, focused on the 5 Mason and 5 Simnonds

classrooms, forns the franework for the remaining chapters.

6.2 rRadicalr Accounts of Classroom PracLlce

Marxist educational theorists such as Bowles & Gintis
(I976), Harris (L979, L982), willis (L977, 1983), as well

as radical writers such as Giroux (1983b) and Bourdieu

(e.9. L974, L977b) have suggested various approaches to an

understanding of hunan practice in the school. In the

following chapters r sha1l provide a critical account of

these approaches in working towards an adequate and

fruitful radical account of practice in the classroom.

(1) Bowles and Gintis and tCorrespondencer

It night appear, on first glance at the above description

of the patterns of classroom activity at Girls! Grammar,

that the forms of activity and interaction in the classroom

are simply the direct product of irnposed pedagogical

patterns - that the teachers merely (consciously or

unconsciously) give the working class Pacific Island girls

copying and routine work to do, while the niddle class

Pakeha girls are more often given substantive and self-
directed work.

Such an interpretation is suggested by Bowles and Gintisrs
(J-976) theoretical account of rwhat happenst in the

classroom. In Schooling In Capitalist America they argue
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that groups of students at different levels of the
educational hierarchy have particuJ.ar sets of experiences

imposed upon them in the classroom. They naintain that
working class schools and rower streams tend to ernphasise

rule-following and to closely supenrise and channer the
activities of students, while schools in well-to-do
suburbs, and higher streams, ds well as t,ertiary
institutions favour greater student participation, less
direct supervision, independent activity and internalised,
control (Bowles and Gintis, 1976 : 132).

The origin and significance of these patterns of authority
and control in schools is seen to lie in their
I correspondence t to sirnj.lar patterns in the hierarchical
workprace. within a rtclassicar Marxian parad,igrn of
base/superstructurerr (Gintis and Bowles, lggo : 55) 4

according to which the economic system forms a rbaser of
naterial relations defining the (superstructurar) essence

of social life in schools and elsewhere, Bowles and Gintis
arg'ue that patterns of work in the classroom mirror those
which characterise the workforce and the dynarnics of class
interaction under capitalisrn : higher up the labour
hierarchy workers have more autonomy and more opportuni.ty
for self-directed decision-making, whereas in rlowert

levels workers must folrow externally generated, rules and

supervision.

For Bowles and Gintis, such a rcorrespondencer between the
social relations of the school and the sociar relations of
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the workplace is the key to the schoolsr function in
reproducing a class society. By imposing and encouraging

particular dispositions and ,behavioural norrrsr (ibid :

132) appropriate to functioning in different levels of the
work hierarchy, rrdifferent levels of education feed workers

into different levels within the occupational structurert
(ibid : 132).

Bowles and Gintis enphasise that this process does not
occur through the conscious intentions of teachers and

administrators. Through the institutional relations and

forms of teaching to which all students are subjected,
Bowles and Gintis argue, schooling ,tunconsciouslyr (ibid :

12) differentialry fosters and rewards the deveropment of
certain capacities and needs, while thwart,ing and

penarising others in the chirdren from particuJ.ar
economj.c crass groups. rn this wdy, the educational system
rrtailors the self-concepts, aspirations, and sccial class
identifications of individuals to the reguirements of the
social division of labourfr (ibid z t29), the patterns of
authority and exploitation in the workforce are maintained,
and the education system fulfi11s its function of

"perpetuating the social relationships of econornic life ...
by facilitating a snooth integrat,ion of youth into the
labour forcerr (ibid : 1l) and ensuring the rmore harmonious

reproduction of the class structurer (ibid : 133).

Basj-cally, for Bowles and Gintis, rwhat happensr in schools
is the result of doninant crass controlS over schooring
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which is therefore |tstructured to meet the objectivesfr of
the production of labour power and exist,ing class relations
(ibid t L2e\.

This analysis of classroom practj.ce appears quite
consistent with the patterns which characterise the 5 Mason-

and 5 Sinnonds cLassroorns. put sirnply, on a
tcorrespondencer account, the working class pacific rsland
girls in 5 Mason, presumably as part of their preparation
for vrorking class jobs characterised by external control
and rule-fo1lowing, spend much of their tirne in the
classroom copying and listening - basically passive

activities entailing little autonorny or self-direction.
The middle class Pakeha girls in 5 sirnmondsr orr the other
hand, presumably headed for occupat,ions which denand some

independent rnotivation as well as the internalisation of
the norms of the employing organisation, are given their
rownt project work to do and often i.ndependentry discuss
syllabus topics.

The vrork of united states researchers Anyon (1990, 19gr)

and Wilcox (1982b) supports such an approach to
understanding practice in the Girrsr Grammar classrooms.

Both researchersr descriptions of classroom interaction in
North American schoors show remarkable similarities to the
patterns observable in the 5 Mason and 5 Sirunonds

classrooms. For example, Anyon summarises the
characteristics of classroom int,eractj.on in prirnary schools

whose students come from different econonic classes.
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According to Anyon, in working class schools,

work is following the steps of a procedure. The
procedure is usually mechanical, involving rote
behaviour and very little decision-rnaking or choice.
Teachers rarely explain why the work is being
assigned, how it rnight connect with other asiignrnents,or what the idea is that lies behind the procedure orgives it coherence or perhaps meaning or signiticance.

Anyon 1980 z 73

fn science the children were not called, upon to... give explanations for facts or concepts. Rather
on each occasion the teacher told them in his own
words, what the book said. The children copied the
teacherrs sentences from the board 

O;r;" Lgg. z 73

Social studies ... is also largely nechanical rote
work that was given littre explanation or connectionto larger cont,exts . ... Work was to copy the
teacherrs not,es from the board.

Anyon 1980 t 75

These patterns of classroom interaction resernble those

dependent patterns of work predorninant in the working class
5 Mason classrooms. Likewise, Anyonrs sunmary of school
work in an affluent professionar school resernbles the
independent work patterns in the 5 simmondsr classrooms.

Here,

... work is creative activity carried out
independently. the students are continually asked toexpress and apply ideas and concepts. work involvesindividual thought and expressiveness, expansion andillustration of ideas and choice of appropriate method
and material.

Anyon 1980 t 79

wilcox (1982b) also examines and compares the classroom

interaction patterns in prinrary schools rocated, in
different economic crass residential areas. she d,ocuments

the ways in which rrlower rniddle crassrr children are taught
to work with externally inposed control and motivation; and

that rrupper rniddre classr children rearn to be controrred
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and motivated by internalised norms. Following Bowles and

Gintis, she argues that these patterns correspond

respectively to the relationship to authority necessary in
the rrlowerrr and rrupperrr portions of the work hierarchy.
The school, she concludes, is caught in a reproductive
rrself-fulfilIing prophecyrr as it prepares children for
different positions on this hierarchy.

Anyon concludes more specifically that the children fron
different economic classes are learning different potential
relationshj-ps to rfthe systen of ownership ... to authority
and control and to their own productive activity (work) rt

(Anyon 1980 z 87) i that economically relevant knowledge,

skills and dispositions are being transmitted in each

classroom for a particular future relationship to the
syst,em of production. That is, she argues that the schoor

work of working class chj-Idren in her study is rappropriate

preparation for future wage rabour that is mechanical and

routine work which largely denies the hurnan capacity for
creativity and planning" libid : 88). rn add.ition, Anyon

suggests that because working class children do not always

rnerely conforrn to their teachersr demands, they are also

'rdeveloping a potential conflict relationship with
capitalrr. Paradoxically, this can also be seen as

fappropriater preparation for their rore in the existing
labour market, because the form of workingr class rabour and

its relationship with capit,al ttproduces ind,ustrial conflict
over wages, viorking conditi.ons and controlr (ibid : gg).

Presumably, these kids are learning to participate in this
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relationship through their rresistancer to the teacher.

The niddle class students on the other hand, Anyon

suggests, are developing a potential relationship to
capital which is rrinstrurnental and expressiver; their
schooling is providing the opportunity for these students

to develop the skirls necessary to become successful

artists, intellectuals, Iegal, scientific and technical
experts and other professionals.

There are several points to be made here regarding the
insights these accounts provide for an understanding of
classroorn practj.ce at Girlsr Grammar.

In crude terms, the rcorrespondence I princi.ple can be

understood as positing a dual relationship between

schooring and the social structure : the forms of classroom
practice, including relations of control, are produced by

the needs and nature of the capitalist econony, and,

conversely the class relations of capitalisrn are reproduced
(partially) through forms of classroom practice.

Anyon and wilcox emphasise the ratter aspect of such a

relationship in their research : that the patterns of
school work experienced by different groups of children
contribute to the reproductj.on of existing class relations
and associated conditions of work. rn terms of the
practice of the 5 Mason and 5 simmonds girls, a sirnilar
argument could be made : that the working class 5 Mason
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girls, who spend their tirne in the classroom largely
performing teacher-directed routine work, are being
rpreparedr for sinirar work in the rabour narket with its
associated 1ow social status, lack of control and low

financial reward. Likewi.se, the rniddle crass 5 sirnruonds

girls, whose school work is based more on individual
exploration, expression and self-direction are learning the
skills suitabre for work which provid.es relatively high
social status and financial reward, privilege and a certaj.n
amount of control over their conditions of work.6

This idea, that schools are basically rfactoriesr which

shunt working cLass young people into (usualry) manual,

externally controlled, lower-paid work, and rniddle class
kids into more independent rprofessionalr work, through
inculcating into different classes of students the skills
and attitudes they will need to take their correspond.ing
places in the workforceT, has virtuarly dorninated school
criticisrn for the last decade (Giroux 1983a, b).

This is Bowres and Gint,isrs position. They atternpt to
argue that capital as an ragentr rintervenes, in the school
system, successfully rrdirectly and indirectly structuringrl
(Gintis and Bowles l98o z s2) what goes on in schools.
rndeedr ds they rater confirn (ibid), a central proposition
in schooling rn capitalist America is that ra major
objective of capitar in its interventions into the
forrnation and evolution of the educational system tisl the
preparation of students as future workers on the various
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levels in the hierarchy of capitalist productj.onrr. (added

enphasis) .

Such a position, however attractive, is inadeguate as a
nodel for understanding the toriginr and nature of patterns

of classroom practice. While a function, and indeed an

outcome of classroom interaction might, be to contribute to
the reproductj.on of the existing economic order, it cannot

be assumed that the nature of classroom practice is a

direct, irnprint of the irnperative of the structure of the
workplace (the first aspect of the correspondence

principle). A correlation between crassroom practices and

those of the workplace does not mean that what happens in
the classroom is to be understood merely as a direct
structuring of rappropriatet behaviour and, attitudes by the
needs of the econony.

The evidence Bowles and Gintis provid,e for a causal

relationship between the patterns of behaviour Ineeded,, by

capit,al and those rtaughtr in school is far from

convi-ncing. The enpirical evi.dence which they give to
support their rcorrespondencer thesis refers largery to
studies which indicate correlations between school test
scores, work supenrisor ratings and personality traits.
They argue that the positive correlations they document,

between personality traits (such as rperseverantl
rdependable' rrule orientationr) and school grades, and

sirnilar correlations with high supervisor rat,ings, indicate
that the skills and attitud,es fostered and rewarded in
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school correspond with those denanded in the hierarchicaL
ruork force (Bowles and Gintis 1976 : 138). They provide

this correlation as support for the notion of a vital
rcorrespondencer between the social relations of the school

and those of the work placei otr as they say it, these

correrations constitute evidence for rra fairly direct link..
between personality developnent in school and the

requirements of job performancer (ibid : 136).

However, Bowles and Gintis rnaintain that rcorrespondencet

is more than merely a rnatter of correratj-on. They argare

that the requirenents of the organisation of labour
structure the behaviour and attitudes developed in school.

But they provide no clear evj.dence for this no.r..8 rt is
one thing to argue that ttrere is a (cor) reration between

the social relatj.ons and form of activity at corresponding

'revelsr of the school and the work hierarchy. rt is quite
another to suggest, as they do, that the social rerations
and needs of capitalisrn somehow directlv deterrnine what

goes on in the classroom.

Such a position is problenatic on another level. Any

conceptualisation of the relationship between the socj.al

relations of production and the operation of the schoor

which suggests that what occurs is a sort of inposed,
tinprintingt of particular econonicarry rerevant skills and

social attitudes onto students in the classroom is based on

a sirnplistic conception of human practice.
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How people actually understand, interpret and respond to
the social routines and practices of the school is glossed

over on this sort, of account. ft is forgotten that
students (and teachers) do not only receive
ideas/attj.tudes, they also interpret and produce (and

sometimes reject) them (Giroux 19s3a). This lacuna in
Bowres and Gintj.srs account is a najor problem, because it
is precisely the studentst active responses to the school

which are central to any account of the actual fprocessesl

of social reproduction in the classroom. Bowles and Gintis
provide no conceptuar tools for such an understanding of
human action. rf we look to Bowles and Gintis for clues
for an analysis of what students do in the crassroom we are

confronted with a perspective where human action is reduced

to a mere reflex of structural requirenents. practice, on

their account, is sirnply a reflection of imposed J,deas,

routines and activities - which in turn are somehow

straightforwardly the produet of the powerful econonic

structures within which schools are locat,ed.

(2) Harris I s Account of Classroom practice

Harrj-sts (1979) suggestions regarding rwhat goes on j.n the
classroomr rnight be expected to be more fruitful than that
of Bowles and Gintis, despite Harrisrs more rtheoreticall

approach. Harris at least is centrally concerned with
consciousness and ideology as informing human action, in a

way that Bowles and Gintis are not. Thus Harris avoj.ds a
sirnple deterrninistic interpretation of rbase and,
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superstructurer through his analysis of ideology as

mediating the social-economic structure and lived
experience/consciousness (see chapter Five). But, due to
his particular conception of id.eology (following Althusser)

Harris ultinatery fails to escape the deterninisrn irnplicit
in Bowles and Gintist account. we have alread,y discussed

the deterrninistic assumptions in Harrisrs (rgrg) conception

of commonsense knowledge as ideology. His view of hurnan

action suffers from the same problems, rendering his
suggestions for understandj.ng twhat happens in schoorr less
than satisfactory.

Harris I s view of hurnan action is ernbodied, in his notion of
tlived ideologyr. Human pract,ice is lived ideology. We

have already seen (chapter Five) that for Harris, peopre

live their daily lives within an ensemble of pre-existing
practices ('lived ideologies') which ildetermine

consciousnessrr (Harris LgTg z BTff). peopre go to school,
live in farnilies, work and so on - all of which represent
rrsocially constructed sets of practices, rituars and

behaviours inter-related with one another and with certain
concepts and images, (ibid : 97). rn any society according
to Harris, tlived ideologiest are specific to the
particular dominant mode of production and, are controlled,
and maintaj-ned by doninant groups.

A problen with Harrisrs account in the context of this
discussion is hcw it enabres us (or fails to enabre us) to
conceptuarise the way in which humans rriver within
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ideology - particuJ-arly in the school. For Harris, rwhat

happensr in the classroom is understood in terms of
teachers and student,s tliving outr the pre-existing
practices, rituals, ideas and so on which make up the
rschool ideologyt. He asserts that in capitalisrn those

practices include experiencing a fragznented learning
process which is controlled by someone eLse, characterj.sed

by conpetition and reward for conformity (ibid : 143), and

imbued with an acceptance of dorninant theoretical
ideologies.

Like Bowles and Gintis, Harris argues that these forns of
school practices resemble those of the capitalist relations
of production; that the ,conduct and processr of the school
ideology rfcorrespond neatly, with the conduct and process

of the workplace (the rwork ideologyr) (ibid t L44) , and

thus contribute to the perpetuation of exj.sting social
rerations in the interests of dominant groups. He states
that the individuars who are 'produced, by lived ideologies
such as schooling tare forrned with the habits, the
attitudes and the conceptions which are approprj.ate to the
places in society that they will have to occupyr (ibid :

89, also 141) .

rf we appry Harris t s view to the 5 Mason and 5 si.rnrnonds

classrooms, the patterns of practice we encounter there
must be understood as irnposed ideology: due to the nature
of the schoolrs various routines and practices, the girrs
are rgivent different forms of school work which contain
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inplicit ideology about, for example, the nature of
learning and authority, in the interests of domj,nant groups

and the status quo.

Like Bowres and Gintis, Harris (at least in Education and

Knovrledge)appears to leave no space for students as active..
human subjects critically or creatively either
understanding the rlived ideorogiesr in which they exist,
or acting in relation to that understanding. The

possibility that the forrns of interact,ion in the classroom

might be meaningfullv produced. by the participants as
tacting subjectst is overlooked in favour of a view of
crassroon practice as sirnply ,for:nedrt by the dominant rnode

of production. Nor does Harrisrs account allow for the
fact that students (or teachers) night resist the ideas and

practices perpetuated by the school, rather than merely
rlive them outt. Furthermore, on the sort of account he

provides, students are abstracted, undifferentiat,ed by

gender, rracer or crass. How students of different class,
gender and rracer groups differentiarly experience or
tlive! ideology is not called into question.

on Harrisrs account, human action is deterrnined, this tirne
not directly by rthe requirernents of the workplac€r, but by
rlived ideologiest controlled by dominant classes in order
to stabilise and perpetuate existing sociar relations
(Harris l.979 z ]-47). He does not provid.e nuch scope for
underst,anding school practice except in the most, general

way - and urtinately, €rs with Bowles and Gintis, we are
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left with an account which appears to preclude

conceptualisation of practice in the classroom

rather than as simply passively :nanipulated.

active,

6.3 Wanted: a Dialectical Account of Subjectivity and
Structure

Despite these (serious) weaknesses, the accounts of
practice suggested by Bowles & Gintis and Harris provide

undoubted insights into the function of schooling, and the

significance of patterns of interaction evident in 5 Mason

and 5 Simmonds classrooms. From within a Marxist frarnework

they point out that an adeguate analysis of rwhat happensf

in schools or classrooms cannot be achieved separate from

an understanding of the sociar-economic organisatj.on (and

its irnplicit class/power relations) within which the
schools are situated. practice in the context of the
school (as well as the family and so on), they argue, is to
be significantly understood in terms of its contribution to
the on-going maintenance of the existing ord.er.

Ilowever, their accounts of the schoorrs contribution to
sociar reproduction are seriously rirnited by their implicit
conceptualisation of this process in terms which fail to
capture the fu1l complexity of human action in the context
of the school. Their deterninistic accounts of human

action exhibit an irnpoverished Marxism, stripped of its
potential insights not only into consciousness, experience

or human agency, but also into social change.

a

as
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The dialectical relat,ionship betlreen hurnan beings and their
conditions of existence implicit in Marxrs early writings

and evident in such conments as these from Grundrisse, is

lost. Here Marx writes that every social iten
ilthat has fixed formrr appears as fra vanishing nomentrr
in the movement of society. rrThe conditions and
objectifications of the process are themselves equally.
rnoments of it, and its only subjects are the
individuals, but individuals in mutual relationships,
which they equally reproduce and produce anew.rl

Marx 1973 z 7L2

Sirnilarly, in The Gerrnan Ideoloqy Marx argued that
Ehe social structure and the state are continually
evolving out of the life process of definj-te
individuals ... as they actually are ie as they act,
produce materially, and hence as they work under
definite material lirnits, presuppositions and
conditions independent of their will.

Marx and Engels L976 I 41

These passages do not present hunans as merely bearers of

structurally-deterrnined roles; rather they give a sense of

human beings acting within the lirnits provided, by external

or objective conditions.

Furthermore, the sort of position expressed by Bowles

Gintis and Harris overlooks the human agent, inplicit
Marxts notion of praxis, engaged in the theoretical
(ttsubjective") 9 understanding and practical transformation

of nature and human society. Instead, their notion of
human subjects as completely rdorninatedr is deeply

pessirnistic, having lost its radical possibilities for
change along with the absent act,ing subject (Giroux 1983a,

Apple 1982b, Willis 1983). If human action is as

determj.ned as they portray it, then the potential for

&

in
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progressive change, an irnportant aspect of Marxrs analysis
of history, is lost: there are no rserf-constituting
agentsrr to engage in praxis or conduct any opposition to
domination. Ruling crass dornination appears so complete
that it precludes the possibirity of strug91e, resi.stance,
or indeed even active participation in the existing
situation.

r an not suggesting that the Marxist thought that inforns
some radical strands of sociol0gy and phil0sophy in
education should be abandoned. Rather, r wish to argue
that if Marxist accounts of schooling are to offer adequate
insights into an understanding of social practice in the
context of the school they wirl have to incorporate a more
diarecticar account of subjectivity and, structure (see
Giroux 1g83a : llgff for a sinilar argument regardlng
structuralist accounts of ideology and curture). Giroux
has suggested as part of a solution that some of the
assumptions of Marxist accounts of schooling will have to
be exarnined and revi-sed in order to rrreconsider and
reformulate how human beings come together within specific
sociar practices and historical contexts to rnake and
reproduce the condj_tions of their existencer (Giroux 19g3a
: 120).

rf we are to take Girouxrs suggestion seriousry within the
context of our focus on how the processes of schooling
contribute to the exist,ing social structure, one notion
central to this discussion is clearly that of human
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practice. rn sirnple termsr w€ have identified, as a najor
weakness in two existing Marxist accounts of schooring
their conception of practice as sinply d.etermined, by the
social structural conditions which the schoor reproduces.

rn order to examine the elenents necessary for a more
satisfactory account of hunan practice rather than sirnply
assert thern, it is useful to interrogate another
intellectual tradition which, despite its significant
weaknesses, has been directly concerned with the nature of
human action as active and purposive.

The interpretivistlO tradition in nainstrearn social theory,
with echoes in the contemporary Marxist rculturalist,
paradigrn, (Johnson rgTg) retains some insights 10st in the
deterrninistic portrayals of human action implicit in a
prevalent Marxist tradition in the sociol0gy (Arnot and,
whitty ]-9B2) and philosophy of education. a synthesis of
key elernents frorn both traditions is not only possible r
would suggest, but necessary for a cornplete and accurate
picture of rwhat goes onr in the 5 Mason and, 5 simmonds
classrooms at Girlsr Grammar.

r will turn now to the construct of human agency and action
as developed by influential sociar ph'losophers and,
theorists within the rinterpretivistr tradition, before
goi'ng on in the next chapter to d,iscuss criticarly how the
insights of this tradition have been assimilated within
radical accounts of schooling.
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6.4

Accordj.ng to t interpretive I social theoryll hurnan activity
is of a distinctive sort. unlike the behaviour of animals
and objects in nature, human behaviour has meanina - it is
carried out with (some kind of) reason and, purpo=e.l2
Therefore the onry way that we as social scientists - or as
felIow participants in the social worrd - can adequately
explai-n human action is through an I i.nterpretive
understandingr of the actorrs meanings, motives and
und,erstandings.l3 Thus when we observe, Sdy, a stud,ent in
5 Mason looking at a text book in the crassroom, in order
to understand and explain this activity we must find, out
whether she is reading to find something outr oL
rpretendingt to work, or defying the teacherrs instructions
to tlook at the boardr etc. Likewise, when we see a
student walking out of school before the end of the school
day, we can only begin to adeguately understand or explain
that behaviour when we know what rrneaningr it has for the
student: whether she is rrunning awayr from school, rbeing
expelledr, rgoing to the dentistt, rshowing the teachers
she cannot be controlledr and so on.

rt is this idea of rhuman agencyr - that human behaviour
must be understood as the reasoned and meaningtulr4 action
of a subject - that interpretivists argue must be centrar
to any account of hurnan practice. 15 rnterpretivists
emphasise that the necessity for social theorists/
researchers to have access to the rsubjectrsr frames of
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meaning distinguishes the end,eavour of social scientists
from that, of natural science. The only meaning natural
scientists must confront, i-nterpretivists argue, is their
own interpretation/understanding of the worrd. rn the
trdouble herneneutic" (Gidd.ens rgTg) of the social sciences,
sociologi.sts must work with both their own constructed
interpretations and meanings and, those of the participants
in the social world whom they study.

rnterpretivists maintain that by treating the social worrd
like the worrd of nature which can be understood via
observation tfrom the outsider16, empiricist sociology is
inadequate because it is unable to have access to indeed,
fails to take account of - human agency. A sirnirar
methodological point rnight be made about rstructuralistl
social theory of the sort und.erlying the work of theorists
in education such as Harris and Bowles & Gintis. Both
enpiricist and structuralist, approaches to the social world
are content to observe patterns of sociar practice rfrom
the outsider, and to imbue that practice with rmeaning,

derived entirely from the researchersr theoretical
positi-on. rnterpretj.vist sociologies on the other hand,
with their emphasis on human action as active and
neaningful, focus on that very rmomentr of social
interaction which hardly makes an appearance in accounts
such as tnJse of Bowles & Gint,is and Harris.

The focus on rneanings leads to a particurar view of the
social world- rnterpretivist theorists identify hurnan
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subjects as active beings whose everyday practice,

characterised by subjectively and collectively understood

choices, reasons, motives and so on constitutes social

reality. on this position, society - including presumably

social relations of power, institutions etc. - nust be

understood prirnarily as the (largely unconscious)

intersubjective social production of ractorsr (Benton'

1977 : 113).

The school, and classroom interaction, can be understood in

these general terns. Human beings use their shared

rcommonsenset knowledge (Schutz) and ideas embodied in
language and other practice (Winch) to generate social

interaction and to (re)produce the social relations of the

school and the classroom. Human action, ot student

practj.ce in the classroom, on this vj.ew, must be seen in
terms of students practically making sense of the

conditions, possibilities, purposes they see as presented

by the school. It is this rneaningful collective action, in
interaction with the routines, practices etc. of the

teachers, which consti-tutes rwhat happens in the classrooml

and the school.

Being a collective or rintersubjectivef production, human

j-nteraction which constitutes society (and rthe classroomr)

has meaning which its participants share. Shared rneaning

makes a society possible, it organises and defines human

interaction. And because, on this view, the social world

is constituted and reconstituted by peoplers meanings and
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beliefs enbodied in their practices, socj.al scientists in

seeking to understand this world and human practic€ - rnust

have access t,o the actors t frames of rneaning.lT

From this perspective, the accounts of human action

irnplicit in Bowles & Gintis and Harris are inadequate. By.

failing to enguire into the understandings which people

(tactorsr) have of their experiences (or, at least, failing
to insist on such an enguiry as of central inportance to an

account of hunan action) they provide a linited and

inadequate understanding of rwhat goes on in schoolsr,

though both purport in different ways t,o be addressing that

issue.

6.4 .t
of Social Relations

There are, however, serious problems with the particular
limited and distorted forrn in which interpretivists
understand, human agency and its constitutive capacity. In
order to glean any insight,s into human agency this position
provides for an understanding of practice in the Girlst
Grammar classrooms, as well as demonstrate, the linitations
of accounts which attenpt to understand human agency in
isolation frorn the structural context in which humans act,
f will turn now to the vrork of the influential
interpretivist philosopher Peter Winch (in The ldea of a

Social Science). By way of critigue f will begin to
suggest what night count as part of a more adequate

conception of human agency with which to approach an
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understanding of rwhat goes onr in the classroom.

Detailed criticisms have been made of the inconsistencies
and ambiguities of winchrs arguments in The rdeal8, and r
do not intend to dwell here on the comprex philosophical
and analyticar arguments (for exanple those regarding cause
and meaning) of winch or his critics. Rather r am

concerned quite specifically with those more general
aspects of his argurnent which purport to throw light on
human agency, or on hurnan behaviour as the meaningful
production of hurnan social relations (winch 1959 t 24).

For winch, human agency is essentiarry expressed, through
trule-followingr. A11 meaningful behaviourlg or all hunan
action, is governed by rules (ibid : 52). Following
wittgenstein, winch prirnarily sees rules in terrns of
conceptual 0r semantic or linguistic rules (ibid : 28).
From the sociar and cultural context in whi.ch we rive we

learn such rules, embodied irnplicitly and explicitly in
language, which form the basis of sociar interaction and,

which make human interaction both meaningful and possible
(ibid : 116).

winch insists that all human behaviour is governed by rules
or frames of neaning. Even an anarchist fo110ws
particular, socially rmeaningfur r rures (ibid z s2) , one
rule being Inot to follow the rules of othersr. That is,
s/he engages in a particular, culturally identifiable ,forn
of lifet as does a monk, soldi_er, and anyone e1se,
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including teachers and, stud.ents. (The forrner are,
significantly as we will see, winchrs exampres. He does

not, offer temployerr, rernployeer, or rteacherr and
rstudentr. Rather he chooses discretely separable exampres

of rforms of social lifer).

Thus, within any social context, peopre runderstandr each
other and interact through rsharedr (and, maybe disputed)
reasons, notivations, beliefs, intentions and so on. These
form the webs of rneaningful interaction which consti.tute
human society and through which hurnan subjects (re)produce
their society. winchrs conception of the social context or
rrsocial settingrr of meaning is centrar to his account of
hurnan agency. All action is necessarily socj.al because the
rules governing such action must be publicly shared; action
is judged as tmeaningfulr in a sociar context. Through
rknowing the rulesr of action in a particular social
setting such as the crassroom (or the church, workplace,
cricket pitch etc. ) , participants can identify appropriate
and inappropriate activities, thereby rrnaking senser of
their own and othersf actions, and (re)producing in an on-
going way the social relations which constitute that
setting (ibid : rL8).

on this vi-ew, in the social context of the schoor, stud.ents
.rua students night be said to engage with teachers in the
production of a coherent rform of lifef, governed by a set
of rsharedr rules which rnake behaviour in the classroom
understandable and meaningful to the participants, and
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which make it possible for people to participate (even

antagonistically) in shared classroorn interaction.

Winch points usefully to the idea that in order t,o fu1ly

understand what is happening in the classroom one rnust

grasp the meanings which the students and teachers use to
guide their behaviour (what are their mutually-

understandable definitions of what counts dSr for example,

being a teacher, being a student, doing school work etc. ) .

For Winch, these meanings rdefiner classroom practice and

thus provide the basis for explaining it.

Now, in some senses, Wj.nch is clearly correct. Hunan

agency is about meaning-naking. As I mentioned earlier -
in discussing nethodology, and ideology - people make

experience intelligible and interact and communicate with

each other through the construction and sustaining of
frameworks of meaning (tinterpret,ive schemesr) whereby

everyday experience is understood and handled. But despite

his insights into human action as meanj.ngfully produced,

Winchrs conception of the rsocial settingt which both

produces and is produced by neanings/rules, provides an

ultirnately distorted account of human aqency and human

society.

According to Winch, shared rneanings and rules do not only
presuppose a rsocj.al sett,ing, but, wholly produce or create

it, and provide its limits. He states (ibid : 121) that
rrthe social relations between men and the ideas which menrs
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actions ernbody are realry the same thing considered, from
different points of viewr and, that rour language and our
social relations are just two sid,es of the same coin' (ibid
: 123). consequently, "i.f social relations between nen

exist only in and through their ideas, then, since the
relations between ideas are internal relations, social
relations must be species of internal relations too, (ibid
: 123).

This point of view red.uces society or r social setti.ngs t

entirely to the practices of groups of ind.ivid,uals
constrained only by their concepts, collectively ,making

sense ofr and producing the sociar relations within which
they participate. rn other words, winch 'elevatesr the
nature of hunan practice to the entire production of what
constitutes a soci.ety. This is evident in lfinchrs clain
that social rerations are a ,speciesr of internar relat,ions
(rerations between id,eas or concepts), which suggests that
to understand sociar rerations it is sufficient to
understand the ways in which they are internalry related,.
winch ignores - or at least, rules out of consideration -
the ways in which hunran practice, social interacti.ons and
social relations are influenced by rexternalr or structural
features - which may be unknown to, or hidden from, the
participants involved (and not embodied in their frj.deas, at
all). Any social features not mediated. by consciousness or
available rrideasr are of no concern to winch as he

constructs a notion of rneaningful human action as producing
all features of soci.al existence.
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winchrs conception of social relations has several
inplications for his account of human agency, and for his
noti-on of an adeguate rnethodology for understand,ing hunan
practice, both of which concern us here.

First, being concerned only with rinternalr relations winch
canldoes not ask questions about the factors governingr the
origins and legitirnation of the particular available or
prevailing rideast (and the rules and meaning they ernbody)

of agents. We wil1 return to this.

secondr ds social rerati.ons or social rearity are the
object of sociological investigati.on, and, as actorsr ideas
and meanings constitute social reality, accord,ing to winch
it is these ideas/rneanings which it nust be the
sociologistts concern to uncover. rn the school setting,
as rwhat goes on! in the classroom is produced by shared
rules and meanings (id,eas), it is necessary and sufficient
for the educational researcher engaging in analysis of
crassrocm practice to have access to those shared rules and.

neani-ngs. Hence winchrs denand that sociological
explanations of behaviour must be i_n terms of the actorrs
neaning or understandj.ng of the situation.

This is, in the first instance for Winch, a rlogi-calr
demand. winch argues, for example, that understanding an
act of cornpliance to a conmand, principally entails the
conceptual analysis of robediencer and, rcommandr. peoprers
performance of cornrnand.s and obedience, winch states, ,,is
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itself the chief manifestation of their possession of those
concepts. An act of obe'cience itself contai.nsr Ers an

essential elemen'E, a recognition of what, went before it as
an order.' (winch 1g5g : 125) . rt would make no sense to
talk about someone obeying a command, if they had no notion
of what counts either as a comnandr o! obedience to it.

while this rnight be clear in the case of the soldier on
parade (the example winch uses) it is not so clear in other
situations. For exampre, we might want to argue that when

A did x she was obeying a social norrn or rule. yet she
might not see her behaviour as robeyingr anything. She

night merely believe she is racting normallyr, because she
rchose to do Xt. That is, in the case of doincr X, she
night not have any idea or concept of robedience,.

while winch maintains that it, is not necessary for an
adequate explanation of behaviour (or for behaviour to be
neaningful) that the person following a rule need, be able
to articulate it when asked,why did you d.o that?rr, he
insists that the explanation must be ,in terns of concepts
which are faniliar to the agent as welr as the observerf,
(winch 1959 : 4g). By this winch presumably neans that the
explanatory concepts rnust be understood, by, or be
neaningful to, the actor.

But while

night not

instance.

A might understand the concept robediencer she

consi-der it rneaninqfully applied in this
To describe her behaviour in terms of obeying
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some norm night not rmake senser to her. By ruling out
descriptions or analyses of behaviour which do not fhave

meaningr for the actor, winch appears to rule out
explanations of , sdy, a worki.ng class female studentrs
choice of Typing rather than chenistry as a subject for
study, which refer to class and, gend,er relati.ons and gender.

norms. while she may rbe farniliar withr or understand the
notions of f genderr rpowerr Inormr, she may not consider
these as meanincrfur for any explanation of her curricurum
fchoicer. The prevailing sets of neanings or extrllanations
of curricururn rchoicer available to her20 nay be in terms
of tfree individual decisionr. Expranati.ons of curricurum
rchoicer in terms of structural features (eg. class and
gender relations) nay not be commonly available.21
By ruling out expranati.ons such as the ratter, winch
effectively rules out notions of rfalse consciousness,f and
some senses of ideol0gy fron an explanat,ion of behaviour,
and from an understanding of human agency. As Benton
arg'ues, Winchrs insistence on the participants,
runderstandingr as constituting a situation ignores the
possibility that people could, collectively misunderstand or
rnisrepresent to thernserves the rtrue r nature of the
situation they are in. This, Benton suggests, fo110ws
winchts restriction that an interpretive runderstandingr of
actions must always involve classifying or identifying them
Itin terms of the criteria at work in the practices of the
culture to which they belongil (Benton Ig77 z 122).
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such a restriction to rinternallyt generated or understood
explanat,ions is extremery lirniting to - and, distortive for

an understanding of human action, because it fails to
take into account, other possibJ.e rcausalf factors which may

not be meaningful criteria for explanation for parti.cular
practices within a particular group.22

Winchts failure arj.ses from his narrowly tfunctionalistl
conception of society. By arguing that social rerations
are merely fexpressions of ideasr winch assumes a universe
of shared, collectively produced, ideas. He assumes a
culturally and politically honogenous society, where the
meaning of human aetion has universal.ly shared, (though
possibry disputed) neaning. His notion of the social
chronically ignores the conplexities of a rsocial settingl
as often a culturally and politically heterogeneous social
organisation characterised by power, competing ideologies,
and conflicting and incornpatibre interpretations of
reality.

Through his tinternalr focus on meaning, and his avoidance
of an exarnination of the ernpirical wor]d,, he neglects the
fact that social relations (and ind,eed, the whole social
order) night be conceived of differently by occupants of
different social positions, and that these conceptions
night someti-mes be rnutually incornpatible and competing
(both conceptuarly and practically).23 Take the example of
explanations of curriculum choice. which ideas - those
regarding ffree individual decisionr or those regard,ing
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ideology - constitute the rsocial relationsr within which

curriculum rchoicer occurs? This could never arise as a

problern for Winch because of the particular way he sees

social relations and sccial interaction. Interaction, and

its 'constitutiont of social relati.ons, is implicitly seen

as the rrcollaborative endeavour of peerstt24 each

contrj.buting equally to the production of interaction,
whose only interests are in sustaining meaningfulness.

Rules/rneanings do not appear as Inegotiatedr r ds themselves

the product of human action and human relations.

But - as the examples above suggest - many meanings are a

product of social-structural relations. Some rules and

meanings prevail over othersi which rneanings and rules (or
rideasr) prevail and |constitute| social events and social

relations are governed by structural reLations of power

(see also Chapter Five). fn other words, rules and

meanings become rrulesr and tmeaningst within a social

context bevond tinternalt and egually collaborative social

interaction.

Part of the problen is that Winch conflates two senses of

neaningr (see Giddens 1979b). fn everyday interaction,
behaviour is not only evaluated and understood in a

conceptual sense, ie in tenns of the correct application of
linguistic or semantic rules (which Winch emphasises).

Questions of the meaningfulness of practice also crucially
involve normatj-ve considerations. Values, norms, sanctions

give human practice rrneanJ.ngr in a particular context.
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Take the case of a student rreading a bookt in the

classroom. In the conceptual sense of meaningfulness, it

may be rcorrectt to call an act,ivity reading a book. In

the norrnatj.ve sense, however, the meaning of the activity

of reading a book in the classroom will depend on which

book is being read and when. The activity takes its

neaning from the particular norns and sanctions operating

in that context (as well as the studentrs intentions).
Reading a romance and reading a chemistry text book mean

sornethinq different in the context of a chenistry lesson,

though both count rmeaningfullyr as reading a book. Both

senses of meaningfulness are interconnected in the

production and understanding of human action. Furthermore,

the meaning these reading activities have for the student

and for the chemistry teacher rnight differ. Whose

tdefinition of the situationr prevails in terms of
sanctions on rincorrectr action will depend on who has the

power in the sanctioni.ng process in this case probably

the teacher.

Similar1y in the communication of ideasi normative as well

as conceptual ruLes give terms intersubjective meaning.

Take the example of a tbrightt child. In what sense is one

rabler to ask whether a rule is correctly applied in this
case? What counts as the rneaning of the concept tbrightt

and what counts as an example of a bright child in social
practice will depend on rvaluer-Iaden considerations. fn
the context of education, M.F.D.Young pointed this out in
Knowledqe and Control, and Inewr socj.ologists of education
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have since argued strongly that such considerations are

actively and continuously negotiated amongst groups of

people with differential power, (and in capitalisrn opposing

interests) to rimposer or rdeterminet prevailingi rules and

their meanings (and their outcomes) and in their own

interests. In the example of explanations of currj.culun

choice, which rrulesr govern explanations of practice

depends on which/whose tdefinition of the situationl
prevails. It is in the interests of dorninant groups to
perpetuate the idea of curriculum tchoicer as a product of

'individual decisionr. As I argued in Chapter Five, such

individualistic explanations perpetuate the status quo and

contribute to social stability. Which (whose) rules are

socially sanctioned, and drawn upon for rmaking sense ofl
and responding to social reality, and thus for
rconstitutingr social reality, is a question about the

social structure, and not to be found merely in the

conceptual analysis of meanings and ru1es.

An interpretivist account of practice, then, points to the

need for an understanding of subjective meaning for an

explanation of human action in a sett,ing such as the

school. However, as I have atternpted to argue above, while

meanings are an essential component of a full understanding

of human action, they cannot be understood separate from

the structural context within which they are generated.
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5.5 Giddens: Meaning, Aqency and Structure

In his extensive and developed critique of interpretivist
thinking, Giddens has attenpted to go beyond the

inadequacies of the interpret,ive frameworlc to develop a

theory of the human agent or acting subject in the context'

of the ongoing social structure (via his ttheory of

structurationt) (Giddens, !9'76, 1979). Giddens seeks to

preserve the stress laid by interpretive sociology on

social relations as the result of the neaningrful activity
of human agents, while at the same time acknowledging the

inportance - asserted strongly by Marxists, and one-sidedly

evident in Bowles & Gint,isfs and Harrists accounts of human

acti.on in the context of the school - of the social

structure in shaping human ideas and conduct (Callinicos,

1e85b) .

It is beyond the scope of this study to engage in an

extensive discussion and critigue of the details of

Giddensr account of structuration, ot to participate nore

than briefly in the theoretical debate regarding the

structure-agency relationship to which Giddens rnakes

substantial contribution.25 Penetration of his work

(especially L979) in terms of its relevance to classroom

practice is made difficult by the fact that Giddens

constructs a complex edifice of interconnecting definitions
and typologies which nay be j.nternally cornprehensive, but

which he fails to relate to any ernpirical social setting.

However he does make several irnportant theoretical points
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about hurnan action, and sociological rnethodologY, which

extend the themes already mentioned, and which have

resonance in the work of radical educational researchers

and theorists such as Willi=26, McRobbie, App1e and Giroux,

and which can usefully inform our understanding of agency

in the context of classroom interaction.

For Giddens, any account of human practices - which

constitute social life whether in school, at work, in the

fanily - must be understood in terrns of ractionr or
ragencyt. Agency, he says, refers to the rrlived-through

process of everyday conductrr (Giddens l.976 t 75) - which

entails people collectively rnaking sense of their
circumstances as they actively produce and reproduce the

social reality in which they'participate (ibid z 79). But

central to Giddenst account is the structured nature of

human action. He paraphrases Marx thus: rrthe realm of
human agency is bounded the production or constitution
of society is a skilled accomplishment, of its rnembers, but

one that does not take place under conditions that are

either who1ly intended or wholly comprehended by themrl

(ibid : 150 , Io2).27 The social practices which constitute
the (re)productj.on of socj.al life, Giddens (and Marx)

emphasise, occur within structural constraints.

fn order to provide an integrated account of agency and

structure, Giddens situates the tproductionr and

rreproductj.ont of social life within the theoretj.cal
framework of the tduality of structurer.
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By the duality of structure, I mean the essential
recursiveness of social life, ds constituted in social
practices: structure is both mediurn and outcome of the
reproduction of practices. Structure enters
simultaneously into the constitution of the agent and
social practj.ces, and texistsr in the generating
moments of this constitution.

Giddens 1979 : 5

The pract,ices of the hurnan subj ect are understood as both .

constituting social life and social organisation, and as

constj-tuted by the social order. In order to avoid any

distorted account of the hurnan actor which presumes either

that the subject is sinply rmouldedt by socj.ety (eg. Bowles

& Gintis, Harrj.s) or that acting subjects nerely rproducel

social relations (eg. Winch), Giddens emphasises the nutual

dependency of agency and structure. He suggests that

social analysis must be founded exclusively neither in the

consciousness, neanings or activities of the subject, nor

in the characteristics of the society, but in the

dialectical2S relationship between them. I^rithin Giddens'

framework, then, analysis of (student) social practice in
the classroom must address student practice as an

expression of their (collective) understanding of the

circumstances and structural conditions they confront daily
(both the structural features of the classroom and of their
class- gender- race- location). And this understanding and

action must be seen as generated through the objective

structural features within which the students exist.

This is a dialectical relationship: student action (in

interaction with other participants such as teachers)

constitutes the on-going structural conditions and social
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relations of the classroom (whichr ds we will discuss in
chapter Eight, contribute to the reproduction of the
structural condi.tions and social relations of the social
organisation) and is constituted bv the conditions and

relations of the classroon (and the social structure).

rn order to understand this dialectical relationship
between day-to-day behaviour and the attributes of social
structure, Giddens suggests an analogy with language: rfwhen

r utter a grammatical English sentence in a casual
conversation r contribute to the reproduction of English as

a whoLert (L979 : 77). The structure of rules of the
English language (rancrue) produce the sentence - the
speakerts actual usage (parole). The utterance produces

and reproduces langue: without parole, langue would not
exist, and vice versa. Analogously, in sirnple terrns, the
structures of society produce human action which
(re)produces the structures of the soci.ety. This
dialectical account represents an attempt to escape the
deterrninism of structuralist perspectives and the
voluntarist tendencies of interpretivist perspectives,
retaining a notion of the acting subject as both
rdeterminedt and rdeterminingr .

The analogy serves as a basis for understanding a notion of
human agency. A11 reproduction says Gidd,ens is necessariry
production. production refers to soci.al practice, to
agency: not only to the agent's active constitution of on_
going social life and the social order, but also the
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possibilitv of change inherent in every action which
contributes to the reproduction of social rife. Just as
with language, it is always possible that usage (parore)
vrill alter the rules of language, sirnilarly in society
through the conduct of human agents structures are
produced, reproduced and transformed,. rt is analytical to..
the concept of agency Gid.d,ens argues, that a person rcould

have acted othe:nriser. This notion of agency designates
the acting subject as having some rpowerr to rdecid,er on

appropriate action (including not doing anything) in their
daily existence.

Giddens claims that the notion of action is logicalrv tied
to that of power:

Action intrinsically involves the application of meansto achieve outcomesl brought about Lirough the directintervention of an actor in the course of events ...power represents the capacity of the agent to noblliseresources to constitute those rmeansr. rn this most,general sense, rpowerr refers to the tranrrormitive-capacj-ty of hurnan action.
Giddens L976 : 110

It is this rtransforrnative capacityr of human agency, the
capacity to engage in purposeful action, which
characteri.ses the lived practices of people in their daily
lives, incruding stud,ents in the classroorn.

within his overarching theory of the duality of structure,
Giddens situates the notion of rtransformative capacityr in
a dialecticar relationship with a rstructurarr sense of
power: power as domination. power as dornination is power
over others; and the capacity to secure outcomes in oners
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interests. Giddens argues that, the use of power-as-

domination and power-as-transformative-capacity in
int,eractions can be understood, in terms of the resources
which participants bri.ng to, and nobiliser ds erements of
the productidn of those interactions (Giddens LgTg 2 z).
The exercise of dorninatj.on is a prod,uct of the capability
of any group to mobilise resources (including presumably29

knowledge, varues, interpretive frarneworks, ways of doing
thingsr Ers well as authority, naterial resources and so on)

in their own interests or for their own ends.3O This
includes determining which resources rcountr (Gid,dens rgTg

: 157), as well as which resources are avairable to
others.3l

Domination, or the capability t,o achieve outcomes i.n oners
own interests, is not merely the idiosyncratic expression
of relations between groups. rt is a structural feature:
the organisation and ilasynmetricalrr (ibid, : 149)

distribution of resources are rfstructurar cornponents of
sociar systemsr'32 (ibid : 91). Thus the material and

cognitive resources which are an aspect of the agency of
subordinate group members are sirnultaneously lirnited by the
structurally alrocated resources of dorninant groups. what
peopre as agent,s rdecide to dor, what resources they (can)

nobilise in interaction, is a structural product:
frgeneratedrf by structures of dominati-on (ibid : 92).

within the rduality of structurer Giddens enphasises that
these structural erements of domination are rrreconstituted
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through their utilisation in social interactionrr (ibid :

92). They rnust not be understood as merely imposed,

because they are lived out and reconstituted by human

agents. In the context of the school, then, raiddle class

and working class students as agents participate in and

t (re)constituter interaction and social relations in the

classroom, with different structurally-distributed
resources at their disposal.

The practices of students - and teachers in the school as

a site of social reproduction rnust be understood, thenr 8s

(re)constructing rexternalr social relations, as well as

being rconstitutedr bv those st,ructural relations. As this
is a dialectical process, one cannot be understood separate

from the other. The fcreativer moment of production and

the fstructuredr moment of reproduction provide a notion of

human practice in the classroom as producing the routines,

relations etc. in the classroorn/school and as produced by

those structural features of the school.

It is this dialectic characteristic of hurnan action and

interaction which underlies Willisrs analysis in Learninq

to Labour and following articles (especially J,983) where he

is critical of the rather simplist,ic theoretical
dichotornies he constructed in that study.
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6.6 Wi1lis: Cultural Production - the Dialectic Between
Agency and Structure

In outline, Willisr attenpts at providing a dialectical
framework for understanding human practice resemble

Giddensr. Willis argues that social reproduction trproceeds

throughtt (1983 z L24) human rrproductionrr - human bej-ngs as

agents act,ively produce their daily encounters and the

social relations they express, and this production is
structured or limited by a particular social organisation.

Because such production, carried out by agents, is a

creat,ive and active process, the reproduction of social

life as Giddens also enphasised - is never cornpletely

deterrnined in advance.

As we have seen, Wil1is like Giddens argues that hunan

action must be seen at its broadest level in terms of the

processes through which people actively and collectively
produce and geproduce social life within a structural
context. Understanding human practice for Willis entails
understanding

the social processes through which people collectively
produce themselves in their production of social and
material life. This production is always in relation
to a particular dominant, structured, Mode of
Production, and is conducted through antagronistic and
structured social relations.

Willis 1983 : 111

As a Marxist, I{il1is would reject Giddensr characterisation

of structure and dornination in terns of power and resource

distribution, in favour of an understanding of a particular
social-economic organisation or mode of production and its
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intrinsic antagonistic social relations. However, their
shared theoretical concern with agency has sinilarities
especially in their conceptions of the structurally-located

hurnan subject whose practice can be understood in terms of

active Itmeaning-making - the rnaking sense, if you will , of

a structured location: a position in a social relationship .

and Mode of Productj.onrr (Willis 1983 : I12). What Giddens

talks about as human production of social life, Willis
calls cultural production.

For Willis, human practice is cultural practice: the

everyday process of actively tmaking senser of oners

circumstances is ernbodied in particular |tcultural fornsrl

(ibid : 113) and constitutes everyday life. Leavj.ng aslde

our earlier criticisrns (Chapter Five), Wil1is here ls
suggesting a decisive approach to human action, sinilar to
Giddens I approach, but rnore clearly ernpirically-located and

less abstract. In their ordinary, everyday existence,

particular structurally-Iocated (regional, historical,
gender, class, rracer) groups engage in coherent,

relatively rational material and synbolic pract,ices. These

rcultural practicesr arise within the everyday - conscious

and unconscious - processes of making sense and thandlingt

ttinherited structural and material conditions of existencerl

(ibid : 1I3). wilIis argues that ideologies crua doninant

perspectives33, enter these processes as a major

contribution to rmaking senset. fndeed, ideology is a

crucial construct for understanding how meaning is
produced, transformed and rconsumedr by individuals and
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social groups.

Hurnan action as culturar practice is a complex idea as

willis explaj-ns it. He characterises culturar prod,uction
variously in terns of humans rrresponding getr (ibid : rr2)
rf occupyingtt (p. 1I4 ) rrcreatingrt (p. 132) and frproducingf rl

(p. 133) particular structurar conditions. He ernphasises

that the rroccupationt of rparticular positions, relations
and sets of material possibilitiesr' (ibid : 114) by hunan

agents is not a determined process. cultural production is
not merely and always a straightforwardly predictable
process whereby subordinate groups collaborate
(unknowingly) in their own oppression. However, as

Willists study illustrates only too cIearly, "subord,inate
cultural production does help provide some of the social
relations towards the overall capitalist relationrr (wilIis
1983 z L26).

willis's point is that sociaL reproduction is not, a sirnple
correspondence or refrection of ,deeper structuresrr or
dominant ideologies, but is dynanically lived out in the
real, lives of people as they pursue what they consider to
be their interest=.34 This neans that althougrh the
constraints and conditions within which people live in
capitalism are structured. by the ruling class and its
dominant culture, crass dornination is not a static,
undirectional inrposition of power by ruling groups. For
Wi1lis and Giddens, power is not simply synonymous with
domj-nation; their accounts of human agency rallow fort
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countervailing power. Therefore ruling class d,onination is
seen as an exercise of contested power, or to use wiLlisrs
tem, struqcrle. As wilris points out, far from capitalj.sm
being merely the product of ruling class domination, it is
rrworking class struggles'r which inportantly rhelp to
produce the structures and characteristic forms of
capitalist soci.ety" (ibid : 133). such struggles sua

peoplers making: sense of , interact,ing with, and rdealingl

with their circumstances, constitute the nature of everyday
curtural practice in sites such as the classroom.

Thus, it would seem that Willisrs insights for
understanding crassroorn practice lie in his notion of human

beings as significantly active in their (re)production of
lived relations, practices, ideologies etc. rwhat happens

in the classroomr must be seen as the prod,uction of the
participants as they experience and, positively respond to
the structural conditions of their daily existence.

6.7

lhe foregoing discussions of the nature of human action
have enorrnous implications for an investigation of
classroom interaction. Giddens and willis both suggest
significantly different way of und,erstanding rwhat goes

in the 5 Mason and 5 simmonds classrooms from that
suggested by Harris and Bowles & Gintis, and implied by
Winch.

a

onr
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First, Giddens and willis draw attention to the fact that
the sociar worrd, (including such sites as the school or
classroom) rnust be seen as the rskilled accomprishmentr of
acting human subjects. They suggest that classroom

interacti.on as social action rnust be und,erstood in terrns of
the meaningful practices of aqents - of act,ing subjects
rnaking sense of/actlvely35 responding t,o the circunstances
in which they exist by virtue of their positions in
society. so twhat happens in the classroomf cannot be seen

merely as a consequence of school organisation, imposed

authority, routines, ideology etc. nor of the direct
inposition of the Ineeds. of the social-economic structure,
but as a production of participants as they make sense,
decide, act, etc. in particular ways, in what they consider
to be their best interests, within that context.

second, they enphasise that the realm of human agency is
frboundedtt (Giddens rgTg : 160) or rrlj-mitedu (wirris 19g3 :

125) by the structurar conditions within which it, operates.
structural conditions generate the ,availabre ruLes and

resourcesrr (Giddens l97g z 77) or tfideological processesrl
(Wi1lis 1983 : I25) drawn upon (consciously and

unconsciously) by, sdy, students as they practi.calry make

sense of their situation.36 These resources are provided
by the school in its everyd.ay routi.nes, structures of
authori.ty, as welr as the available id,eorogies and, material
conditions which characterise the studentsr Lives.
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For example, as we have seen, the 5 Mason and, s sirnmonds

girls rmake sense ofr being in school in terrns of the
doninant liberal ideology of equality of opportunity.
Their everyday practice at school can be und,erstood, in
terms of this tmeaningr. putting this another wdy, what
the girls do in the classroom can be seen as a pract,ical
expression of the sense they nake of the dorninant id,eology.
Their interpretation of d,orninant id,eology into practice in
the classroom wirr be rlinitedf not only by the structuraL
constraints of the school, but also by their structural
location as nembers of class, gender and, rracer grroups.

Furthermore, teachersr definitions, authority, routines and
so on form part of the structural environment which the
girls rmake senset of and actively respond, to, sometimes

accommodating, sometimes resisting, but never merely
rpassively' formed by these things.

Third, in terms of a methodological approach to
understanding crassroom interaction as produced, by
rstructurally locatedr agents, Giddens suggests that one

must' engage in the rrdoubre hermeneuticr: both penetrating
rra universe which is already constituted within frames of
meaning by social actors* and. rrreinterpreting these within
one I s I ownt interpretive schernesrr (Giddens rgTg : 1d0) .

fhis involves, first, that we engage in closer examination
of what the girls appear to be d,oing in the classrooms at
Girls t Grammar. What are the rneanings which inforrn
their practices at school? How is rwhat happens in the
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cLassroomr the structured cultural production of worklng

class and niddle class students as they practically fuake

sense oft and rrespond tof their sltuation in what they

consider to be their best interests?
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NOTES - CHAPTER SIX

1. See Chapter Two.

2. ?hese ten sheet,s covered every Inon-mixedr class I
attended during this tine period, for each group, in which
there was normal class work (that is, excluding tests,
films, sports etc. ) and when their own teacher was present
(not a student or relieving teacher). (Sorne option classes
contained a rmixturer of 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds girls.
These were excluded from this sanple)

3. Indeed, I only encountered one incident of sustained
class di.scussion in 5 Mason during the entire year, where a
group of 5 Mason girls volunteered opinions and debated an
issue with their teacher. That was in an English class
when the teacher asserted that someone could be rracistt
and rkindr at the same tirne. The girls disputed this.
4. Gintis and Bowles (l-980) critically confirn that they
were rrmuch impressedrr with this paradigrn which informed
their thesis in Schoolinq.

5. Bowles and Gintis stress that this controL is usually
successful, but not necessarily unopposed (1976 z L29).

6. This suggestion must be ternpered by an understanding of
the dynaqric of the gender hierarchy, (which Anyon 1980
ignores). While rniddle class girls may be learning the
skilIs of self-motivation, independence and creativity,
their future use of these skills in the job narket nay be
limited by the accessibility to women of jobs which demand
these skilIs. Furtherrnore, the focus of Bowles & Gintis,
and Anyon and Wilcox on the reproduction of the paid labour
force overlooks the fact that large nurnbers of girls at
school are tbeing preparedr for domestic labour. The
skills rrequiredr for this work by working class and rniddle
class women, are not the same as those reqtrired in the paid
workforce (see Anyon 1984 for a discussion of niddle
class and working class girls I responses to class-
differentiated gender ideology) .

7. Bow1es and Gintis do point out that the school systen is
not simply a finely-tuned instrurnent of manipulation in the
hands of socially dominant groups. Schools also producetthighly politicised egalitarian consciousnessrf and some
"misfits and rebelsrr (l.976 . J'2). Unfortunately, this
insight remains largely undeveloped as their subsequent
approach to consciousness and schooling renains focused on
their tstraightforwardr production by rrexternalrr forces.

8. Furthermore, although Bowl-es and Gintis argue (1976 :
I32) that for working class and rniddle class kids different
behavioural t,raits are encouraged in schools ('rrule
followingtr and rrmore independent activitytt respectively) ,
their correlational studies fail to provide direct support
for these suggestions. The rcorrespondence principlet
suggests that, through learning different behavj.ours and
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attitudes, students from different economic classes are
assigned to inherently unequal fslotsr in the economic
hierirchy. However, in their discussj-on of correlations
Bowles and Gintis focus, it appears, only on the rlowerl
end of the hierarchy. Despite their analysis of general
school scores, they focus only on potential rsuperrrisedl
workers rather than the potential rsupervisorsr and bosses
themselves. The data indicates that such traits as
tempathises ordersr and tdependabler are highly rewarded at
school whereas tindependentf and rcreativer traits are
penalised (ibid : 137-8). One might have assumed that, for
working class kids, few traits were highly rewarded by
school grades, ds these potential rlow levelr workers do
not achieve well at school (Bowles and Gintis L976 :
logff). one rnight also have assumed that on the basis of
the correspondence principle the latter traits would be
rewarded or developed by teachers of rniddle class children
destined for professional and rnanagerial jobs. Bowles and
Gintis do suggest that rupper levelt jobs enphasisetfollowing the norms of the organisationr. It would seem
that if this were predoninantly the case, the traits
encouraged/rewarded in both potential workers on the
factory floor, and in the management office, are not so
very different after all. This weakens their argument
about, the schoolrs direct involvement in a crucial
differential socialisation process for class groups.

9. The name that Marx gives to activity that ernbodies
objective and subjective elements - the unity of theory and
practice is revolutionary praxis. (Mclellan L97I : 199).

10. As identified by Giddens (L979), Benton (L977), Keat
and Urry (1975).

11. Following Giddens (1976) I have used this term broadly
here to include the theory of phenomenologists such as
Schutz, ethnomethodologists such as Garfinkel and analytic
philosophers of action such as Wj.nch, all of whom give
central irnportance to the rinterpretivet understanding of
subjective and collective meaninq in the study of human
action.

L2. Paulo Freire (l-973) makes a sirnilar point in Education
- The Practice of FreedomrrAnimals, submerged within reality, cannot relate

to it; they are creatures of mere contacts. What
makes humans rhumanr is that unlike animals, they
organise thernselves, choose the best response,
test themselves, act and change in the very act
of responding.tl

13. This is the case not because all human behaviour israction' (it is arguable that some odd involuntary twitches
night not count as action) but because al1 human social
behaviour - that behaviour of significance to sociologists

is action.

14. For l{5-nch, action is meaningful and f reasonedr insofar
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as it is following a socially-deterrnined rule.
15. This is not to suggest that knowing the meaning anactor attaches to her behaviour wilr guarantee a ciusallyvalid explanation of that behaviour. Concealed, unccnsci-ous
rnotives may also be significant.
15. Keat and urry (1925) argue at length that the basis ofinterpretivist demands for i distinctlve form of
understanding for sociar science is faulty, based on aparticular (positivist) conceptiott oi tr.tural science

]-7. rndeed some interpretivists (such as winch and schutz)
argue that explanations of human behaviour are linited tothe meanings and conceptions of the acting subjects. Keatand.Ulry. (1975 : 166) argue that only if one lLroitssociological theories to a reconstrultion of an agentrs
reasons for action, as some interpretivists appeai to wish,then it nakes sense to restrict tLe sociologiStsr conceptsin this w?y. In g:enera1, as Gid.dens points out,interpret,ive socj.ologists insist that in forrnulatingdescriptions of hurnan conduct the social scientist iust -at least to some extent - d.epend on the typificatj.ons (to
use schutz I s tenn) used by mernbers of a soliety to descrj.beor account for their action

19:_Igr example by ciddens ,(]97s) Bernstein (Ls76) Benton
(1977 ) Keat and Urry (J-975) Gellner (1973).

]s. {na! many }inguistic philosophers have carled ractionl
to distinguish it from behaviour understood, as physical
noveruent.

20. Orr in more Winchian terms, the prevailing rrulesl
governJ.ng curriculum I choicer .

2r. Benton rnakes this point when he states that whether ornot structural deterrninants are evident to social actorswill itself be a structural feature (L977 : 124).
22. A winchian.night argue that, on a slightly differentrreadingf of winch, it is evident that he-is iot, denandingparticipantst conceptual understanding of the explanationisociologists night use to explain their behavioul. Moreloosely, all winch requires is tha't the social scientistsl
concepts are "logically tied to, those of the participant
(winch 1958 : 89). Relurning to ny previous elarnple, it isnot crear whether structural explanalions of curricuiunrchoicet in t,grrns of gender relltions, and, explanations interms of t individuar choicer , are rf logically Lied torr oneanother. rf ttlogically tied to* is underst-ood in terms oftbeing rnutually compatibler, or rultimately refers to the
same thingr, then clearly these expranations are not.
23. This is illustrated by the exarnpre of the ernployer-
employee relationship (Benton rg77 I ra). As Benton pointsout, the ideas each rrexpress, in their relationship witrrthe other will probably differr ds will their concLption of
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the relationshipt it may have guite different meanings for
both of them. In addition, other observers on the scene,
such as sociologists, rnight have further differing fideasl
about this realityr or these social relations.

If some of these ideas and the concepts ernbodied in then
are incompatible, which can be said to be actually
describinq or explaining - or constituting - the
relationship? (Furtherrnore, do changes in ideas about
social relationships necessarily entail changes in those
relationships, ds Winch suggests? (1958 : l81ff) )

24. Giddens (L979) rnakes this point in regard to Parsonsl
theory of taction frame of referencet but it equally
applies to Winch.

25. Callinicos (1985b) provj.des a comprehensive critique of
the Weberian assumptions of Giddensr (L979, 1981) account'
arguing that Giddensr attenpt at a structure-agency
synthesis is a failure.

26. According to Callinicos (1985b) Giddenst position is a
Weberian one. Although willis clearly separates his
analysis from a Weberian theoretical frarnework, there is a
striking sirnilarity in their characterisatj.on of hurnan
agency.

27, Marx rnade a similar point in his famous statement in
The Eicrhteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte that rrMen make
their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please, but under circumstances directly encountered, given
and transnitted fron the pastrr (Marx 1953 :8).
28. Giddens uses the term tdualityt rather than rdialectict
in this context, despite the latterrs clearer suggestion of
a rnutually constituting relationship (... itts all a matter
of meanings! )

29, Giddens (1976, 1979b) indicates only generally what
night count as examples of resources. In (1981) Giddens
distinguishes between two main forms of donination,
allocation and authorisation, dependj.ng on which type of
resource is unequally distributed. Allocative resources
include rrmaterial features of the environmentrr rrmaterial
means of production/reproductiontt and rrproduced goodsrr.
According to Callinicos thj.s is rressentially economic
dominationil (Callinicos 1985b : 145), whereas the
distribution of rauthoritativer resources constitutes
"politico-ideological dominationrr (Callinicos 1985b : 145).
These are rrorganisation of social time-spacerr andI'production/reproduction of the bodyt' (Giddens 1981 :
51-2).

30. Although Giddens does not direct,ly identify ideology as
a resource in this context (at least in 1976, L979) he
notes in a section entitled rldeology and Dominationt (L979
: 193) thatr ds donination rrpower is harnessed to conceal
sectj-ona1 interestsrr (1979 : 193). Dominant groupst
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raccountsr of social reality in their interests, he
suggests, will aim to conceal their domination asdomination. (Andr dS dominant groups, their ,accounts
IcountIrt).

31. callinicos arg'ues critically that Giddensr notion ofresources tas rmediar or rmeansr that are utilised byagents seeking their own ends, and thereby(unintentionally) reproducj-ng societyrr (clllinicos 1985b :r44) provides an inadeguate instrunentatist view ofstructure as a tool used by agents in order to realisetheir wants.

32. Giddens makes a distinction between structure (which hedefines as ,rules and resources organised as properties ofsocial systernsrf ) and system ("repr6duced retalioi'rs betweenactors or collectivities, organised as regular socialpractices") (t979 : GG). I ;ilI not pursrie thisdistinction here.

1?. or qua any interest,-senring perspective (see ChapterFive) .

34- The account of practice irnplicit in wilrisrs work isrooted in the wider tculturarilt traditionr in socialtheory. see Hall (1981), Johnson (rg7g) , for detailedanalyses of the thernes of the rculturariitr parad,igm.

35. rActive! here denotes the idea of rsubjectf - as
:ubjegtg, students can 'actr passively, th6y can passiveryrparticipater in classroorn inleractioir.
35. Th:.s points to the fact that although subJects are saidto activgly.engage in the production of sociai 1ife, fornsof social life cannot be adequately understood as theintended outcome of action.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

MEANING, PRACTICE AND IRESISTANCEI IN THE
GIRLS I GRAMMAR CI,ASSROOMS

The last chapter has outlined a theoret,ical approach to an

analysis of human practice. It is time to return to the

classrooms at, Gir1st Grammar in order to apply these

theoretical insights concretely to an understanding of the

girlst activities in the classroon.

We have already seen that two different set,s of pedagogical

interactions characterise the 5 Mason and 5 Sirnmonds

classrooms respectively: the 5 Mason girls spend a

significant proportion of their tirne listening and .copying,

while the 5 Simrnonds girls spend more of their tine in the

classroom working independently and discussing syllabus

topics (see Tables 8 and 9).

With reference to the arguments of Winch, Giddens, and

wiIIis, I have maintained that these patterns are not to be

understood sinply in terms of dornination or the direct
determination of different practices by the schoolr €rs

suggested by Bowles and Gintis (L976) and by Harrisrs
(J-979) notion of the school as tlived ideologyt. I have

argued theoretically that what happens in the classroom, as

elsewhere, must be understood j.n terns of the meaningful

production by the participants; and that the meaning which

informs practice is structured by the wider cultural and
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social context.

rn this chapter r sharl spel1 out the empirical processes

which we have so far approached only theoretically: the
girlsr active participation in the prod,uction of classroom
pedagogy, €rs they rmake senset of, and practically respond

to, school. we have already discussed several structuring
influences on the girls' everyday knowred.ge of the function
of schooling; in this chapter r will focus on the girlst
rmeaningfulr classroom practice, turning to the processes

through which this meaning is acquired and, structured, (and,

the outcomes of the practice) in chapters Eight and Nine.

7.L More of rlfhat Happensr in the Classroom

rBehindt the figures in Tables g and 9 are a set of complex

int,eractions. rt is clear from the following field notes
(which provided some of the d,ata for these Tables) that
although the teachers provide the content of the lesson to
which the students respond, the girrs nevertheless play a

significant and active part in producing rwhat goes onr in
these lessons.
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ENGL I5H 12l 7 5 l'lason

iIME TEACHER ANA LLA)5

1.40 Asks "what shalI we do for
the drama f est'i val ?',
Teacher talks about the drama
festival, makes some suggest.ions.

1 .45 Hri tes on the Board: "l,lri te
down the words you would use
to direct Loseli from school
to the hospitai main entrance,
and draw a map" and jnstructs
the class to "get on with it',.
Teacher sorts books and oaoers
on her desk.

1.48 i,laiks around the room
encouraging the girls and
asking them what they,ve
wri tten.

1.55 !{rites a recipe for makino a
cake in wrong order on th6
board. Instructs the class
to write the recipe out
correctly.
l.lalks about encouraging people
to get on with their work.
Re-pins posters on back wall.

?.05 Asks someone to write their
directions on the board.
llo-one volunteers. She takes
Anita's, and reads it out aloud.
The teacher then writes her own
version on the board.
She numbers the recipe sentences
in the correct order.

?.15 Hands out class ficiion
textbooks. Takes turns
wi th lhe students to
read aloud.

Gets out her economics book
and questions me about them

Reads the instructions, and
begins to write some direct-
ions slowly, pausing often
t.o look out of the window.

6eneral chatting.
No{ne answers
teacher. Do not
seem interested in
drama festi val .

Moans, Someone asks:
"Is this for real
l'1i ss?" Some start
to write but many
continue to chat.

When teacher comes to Ana,
Ana asks about some money she
has lost at school. Did the
teacher find it? Ana accuses
someone of steal i ng i t.
Oraws a map under her
completed instructions.
She scribbles it out,
making several attempts.
Begins on cake recipe.

General chalti ng
and a feeling of
good humour.
Some write.

Ana asks me to read her
directions and discusses
her map with me. She
re-draws her maD.

Copies out her own map
again neatly, and
copies the teachers
directions, also the
whole recipe in the
correct order from
the board.

She also copies some
economics homework from
someone else's book, whilst
keeping an eye on the text-
book and where the reading
is up to.

Reads the text aloud

Less noise now as
most students copy
the teacher' s
directions from
ihe board.

Qui et. Some

coniinue to copy,
whi le others listen
to reading. Most
are keen to read
aloud.

2.40 instructs Ana to read

Contd.
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IIME TEACHER ANA CLASS

?.43

I

1nn

J. tu

Teacher asks for a verbal
summary of the chapter they
have just read; she asks
guestions but gets little
response. She then writes
a summary on the board.

Ana draws a series of
cartoons on a sheet of
paper

Copies the lengthy
summary from the board,
making fancy sub-headings

Ana reads the book in
silence often gazing out
of the window.

Few volunteer
answers; most
wai t and copy
summary i n
si Ience.

Teacher and class begin next
chapter, taking turns !o
read aloud.

BELL

MATHS 15l8 5 Mason LILLY CLASS

1.45 Teacher arrives, and, drawing
on the board explains how to
do matrices - a continuation
and revision of the previous
I esson.

1.50 Instructs the class to work from
extercises in the text book.
Walks around the room, assisting.

1.53 Teacher walks over to heip
Li l ly.

1 . 55 Teacher cont i nues to he I p

students

1.58 Teacher cioes the first sum on
the blackboard, explains the
second and completes it on the
board.

1.UJ

2.10 Teacher interrupts Lo go over
previous test sheets on the
board, asking occasional,rout.ine,
questions about mathematical rules,
saying: "you have to understano
this, this is important,,.

?.25 Teacher hands out an assiqnment
sheet for homework which 6ives
practice in the test probiems
answered incorrectly.

2.27 BELL

|,latches in silence

Gets oens and borrows a
ruler from someone eise.
flrites a heading.

Lil1y has not started -
teacher encourages her
to begin; listens to
teacher expi ai n.

Li1 ly copies sum from
the book, then puts head
in her hands.

Copies sunrs into book,
including the originai
example.

Altempts sums from tne
text book encouraged by
Noeline, who explains
how to do the sums.

Watches the teacher,
and copies down the
working and answers
(she scored 8/22 in
the test ) .

Haits for sheet

trJatch and iisten

Begin work on
exerc I ses .

Listen attentively
to teache!", some
answer questi ons ,
copy in correct
answers.

l./ai t for sheets,
talk.
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SCIENCE 3/B 5 Simmonds

TII4E IEACHER )UE CLA55

1'1.10 feacher goes through a new Look at work sheet, though Listen to the
work sheet on C02 production, does not listen to the teacher's expla-
explaining aspects of it. teacher. Discusses it nations. Some

with Simone and Jan. quiet talk.

11.20 Setting up apparatus at
the front, explains about
how Coz can be produced.
InstruEts students to draw
apparatus in books. Leaves
room.

11.24 Goes up to inspect Most draw apparatus.
experimenr and A few go up to look
aparatus at it more closely.

11.27 Returns (unexplained), and Returns to desk, and Some beg.in on
seeing that no C02 is being begins work on work- worksheet. Others
produced, sets up apparatus sheet. chat.
again. l.lrites equations on
the board, explaining reaction.
Some gas is produced.

11.36 Does test for C0, but it Probest that she
does not work, dEcides to should not give up.
"give up".

11.39 Dictates 'test for Clr'. Copies djctation Copy. Simone
complains "can't
we have a handout
on thi s?"

11.41 Writes equations on board Refuses to copy from Copy.
to be copied. the board, works out

correct equation with
Simone and Jan.

11.43 Dictates notes on C0, Copy Copy
preparati on.

11.45 Teacher attempts c0, test sue.goes up to.teacher, Many now work on
agai n. ' mak i ng suggesti ons. worksheet whi I e

they wait. Some

make suggestions
about why the

;::ii;;:' is not

11,47 Teacher with a smal| Returns to desk, talks
audience fiddles to friends about
unsuccessful ly with televi sion programmes.
apparatus; they discuss Compla.ins that teacher
possible problems. ought to be ,'retired to

the inspectorate or
sonrething".

11,57 BELL
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ENGLISH 2/8 5 Sirnmonds

TEACHER AOR I ENNE CLASSTIME

1.40 Teacher arrives and instructs Discusses the anti- Many join in

1 .44

the class to continue work ing nuclear protest-
"quietly and conscientiouslY"
their drama projects. Some

students are away at an
anti-nuclear protest. The
cl ass di scuss thi s. The
teacher joins in.

Calls teacher to
discuss her stage
set project.

di scussion.
Others I i sten.

Conversat i on
stops as the
girls begin
work on their
proj ects .

Subdued talk as
students work on
thei r proiects.

1.45 Talks to Adrienne

1.50 Talks with Judy Talks with teacher
re Judy' s rcrk .

1.54 '/alks around discussing Works on her proiect.
individual projects.

2.OS Reads the PlaY' having
decided to work on the
next Part of the Project.
l.,rites answers to
questions on this section
of project, interspersed
with reading. Occasion-
al 1y consul ts teacher.

2.40 AS a "break" hands Out a l.lOrkS on 'HOwlerSt WOrk on miStakeS

sheet entitled '55 Howlers' : marking the mistakes sheet. Plenty
mistakes the c'lass made in and correcting them. of iaughter'
a test. After severa'l
minutes she begins to go

over the ansvrers but some
comoIain "we haven't
finished!. Hang on!"

2.46 Walks about discussing work Works on another task - Continue on work-
wi th i nd i vi dual s and lroups. a fi'lm revi ew whi ch sheets or mi stakes

must be completed. sheet.

2.56 Asks whether everyone has Reads Judy's essay, Eagerly
finished mistakes sheet, ljstens to discussion. contribute ansvters'
then asks for the and discuss
'corrections'. Discusses mistakes.
and elaborates on mistakes.

3.02 Leaves room to catch
bus home. (She has
'perrnission')

3.10 BELL
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A11 of the participants in these interactions, the teachers

and students, contribute to the form of activity in the

classroom. On one level, this is self-evidently true:

almost by definition. Whether they are active or passive

participants, people rcontributer to the situation they are

in. However, ry point is stronger than that. The students

participate in particular wavs as they seek to rnake sense

of, and cope with, the classroom situation. They act and

interact with their teachers guite selectivelY, detentining

to a large extent for thenselves what they and their
teachers actually do in the classroom. For example,

although their teachers certainly provide the content of

the work rto be doner, Ana, Lilly, Adrienne and Sue all
largely determine the speed and pace of their work, and

which rworkr they do. When Anars teacher asks for
dialoguer no one provides it she herself rnust provide the

words she wants said. When Adrienners teacher wants

written work done, the girls engage in discussion instead,

beginning their written work later. When Suers teacher

wants Sue and her friends to listen to her, they discuss

the curriculum topic amongst thernselves. When Lillyrs
Maths teacher expects her to rwork it out for herselfr,
Lilly copies her answers.

These responses are not necessarily simply an expression of

individual perversity. They can be understood as

representing serious attempts at rvlorkr in the classroom:

even waiting for the answers can constitute school work of

a sort. That is, the girlst responses in the classroom can
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be understood, as an example of the rmeaningfulr activity
referred to in the last chapter; their responses can be

seen as part of a wider collective process of tmaking

senset of school work, in the context of their positively

dealing with the structural and material conditions of

existence which they experience daily.

We have already seen that these rconditj.ons of existencel

include the social relations and organisation of the school

as well as those routsider school, in the home and - for
these girls as 15 year olds - the labour market wlrich they

must (attempt to) enter sooner or later. Both the 5 Mason

and 5 Simmonds girlsr tconditions of existencer include

their need and desire to get rgoodr jobs; and their need to

negotiate the school environment successfully in order to
get those jobs.

In response to this situation the girls cope with their
tenforcedr daily attendance in the classroom in particular

ways, producing a particular reality there. An aspect of

the I rneani.ngt which informs their practice is the

understanding the girls have about the function of the

school. As we have seen, both the 5 Mason and 5 Sinmonds

girls make sense of being at school in t,erms of a

particular ideological framework. Their common perspective

identifies school as providing the possibility for that
which all of the girls value highly: a rgoodt job. So for
both groups tgetting what the school has to giver is a

priority.
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Consequently, as we know, mostl of the girls in 5 Mason and

5 sirnmonds alike are ori.ented r-owards being successful at
school in the school t s terms. Ult,irnately this means

passing the examinations. rExamsr in particular
rexternalr examinations (school certificate and university
Entrance) - are vitally necessary for the desired access to.
rgood jobst. Hence, the topportunityt which the school

offers is seen as being a crucial commodity it provides:

school knowledge ernbodied in the syrrabus - that which is
needed to pass the examinations. This belief appears to
form a basj.s for the girlsr rmakj.ng sensef of school and

for their subsequent practice in the classroom.

As the teacher holds the necessary knowledge, the
fundamental practical task for the girls is to rget the
teacherrs knowledger.

AJ

Sina

AJ
Sina

The teacher knows what we have to get for the
exams. We have to know that.

Ma1ia (5 Mason)

The teacher is to give us the work we need to
cover for the exams. She knows what it is,
we donrt. Thatts why shets a teacher and
werre not.

Sheryl (5 Sinnonds)

What do you think is the most inportant thingyou get out of school?
One of the things is the school work, doing
sclool work, getting the knowledge, learning
things.
What knowledge?
You know! The teacher knows it, all the
things you have to learn.
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llhile rgetting the teacherrs knowledget is basically what

counts as doing school work for both the 5 Mason and 5

Sirnnonds girls, just what constitutes rdoing school workl

and tgetting the teacherrs knowledget in practice differs

cruite considerably between the two groups. That is, the

two groups of girls collectively make sense of the school -.

at least in terms of their understanding of what to do in

the classroom - in very different ways.

7.2 The 5 Mason Girlsr Conception of rDoinq School Workl

For the 5 Mason girls, school work means ttgetting the

notesrr. (tThe notesr refers to the written content of the

syllabus) .

You have to learn the notes because thatrs
what you have to learn. (Malia)

Well, thatfs what wefre really doing here
isnrt it, the notes ... to get the notes?

(Martha)

The 5 Mason girlsr conception of their role as students in
relation to school knowledge bears close resemblance to the

studentsr role in a sinple rempty vesselr theory of

education. It is the teacher (the fulI vessel) who knows

the curriculum that must be acquired; and rthe notesr is
the form in which this knowledge is transferred to (poured

into) the students. The student is seen as an empty

vessel, and learning is restricted to receiving, mernorising

and consuming the knowledge enbodied in the notes. The
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relationship between the teacher and the taught is uni-

dj-rectional, and the student relj.es heavily on the

teacherrs judgement as to what is worth learning, what is
Itruer and rfalset and so on. The students are rrcontainers

... receptacles to be filIed by the teacherrt (Freire L972 :

45).2 this view is evident in Beverleyrs comment, --

defending cornpulsory school attendance:

Itrs good to come to school, because at
least you get sonething to put in your head.

Repekars opinion when someone left school at the end of her

fourth form year was

Itrs a waste, she leaves with nothing in her
head. She hasntt got to know many things
by now.

As they are remptyr of relevant knowledge it follows that
they have nothing to contribute to the learning-and-

teaching process in the classroom - except perhaps to
recall or repeat, in written or verbal form, ralready

learnedr school knowledge.

The logic is inexorable. Having no knowledge to
contribute, they as students can only receive. So, getting

the notesr generally means copyj-ncr then. Thus, copying

represents tappropriate classroom activityt. It is the

fundamental act of transferral of knowledge from the

teacherts possession into theirs. fn short, copying is the

best, easiest, and most accurate nethod of trgetting the

teacherrs knowledgerr and as such it epitomj,ses school work.
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Repeka

Martha

AJ
Martha
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When you do school work, whatrs the most
important thing you do?
Getting all the notes? I donrt know.
Getting it all from the books, the notes,
the teachers bIah, blah
Yuk, getting all that and a sore hand too.
Copyr copyr copy. Ta1k, ta1k, talk .. '.
Why copy?
(talking with clenched teeth, and slow
speech as though to an inbecile) Oh God,
why are we at school?

Often when I asked this guestion about school work, the

5 Mason girls would reply that the nost important thing

they did as school work was ttsleeptr, ttget boredrrr rrtalkrl

and so on. There was a common reluctance to articulate

directly beliefs about school work. It was self-evident

that school work was |tgetting the not,esrr and learning then.

And my direct questions about tthe obviousr were a mere

irritation.

More indj-rect questions, for example about preferred

teaching methods, were sometimes more fruitful. In

descriptions of whether or not a teacher was ttany g'oodrr,

comment,s would be made about how and whether she directly
provided school knowledge in the for:n of copying. If, as

infrequently happened, the teacher did not give copying

work, the 5 Mason girls wouLd complain that rrshe didnrt
give us any work this periodrr. If a teacher did this too

often she would be considered a rbadr teacher: rrshers

useless, man. She doesntt give good notesrr. Whereas a

rgoodr teacher gives tfgood clear notes. You really know

where you're up to with hertr. rrMiss R is a good teacher.

You can keep up with her. She gives good notes, you can
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understand thern. rr

on a rare occasion, this preference was expressed directry
to a teacher. For example, during a Human Biology lesson a

group of 5 Mason girls were copying out some notes from

friendsr books. They had rnissed the last lesson

Donna finds sinars notes are incomplete and hard to follow.
She says suddenly and forcefully:
Donna You ought to write all the notes down on

the blackboard, Miss.
T why?
Donna You go too fast. The girls donrt

understand, Miss.

The relationship between tgetting the notesr and

understandinq then was, seemingly, taken for granted.

Although occasionally someone would. cornplain that rrr get ny

notes home to read thern and can|t understand a wordil, it
was largely assumed that once the notes were adequately

acquired, they wourd or cculd be understood with some

study.

Donna I just try to get the notes all properly
and that, and then get to know them whenI read then over later.

Elizabeth described to me her rbest' period, of study

I think the best tirne I was studying wasfor accounting. Our theory was pretty
... werd had theory, but I hadnrt looked
over it. And the night before tthelaccounting [exan] I just sat there and
read over all the notes and went to bed
about three in the rnorning and I really
understood it. I always think about that.
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Such occasions are facilitated, they hope, by Ineatr notes.

As Noeline said

I like keeping really neat notes because
(laugh) if theyrre too messy, when I go
back over thern to study and that I just
donrt want to read it because itfs too
messy. It just makes ne lazy. I cantt
understand it.

I noticed that some 5 Mason girls took rrough notesf in
class, and copied them out neatly later, usually at home.

Asked about this practice they explained that they rfdidntt

have enough tine to get it all neat, and understand itrt in
class. So they thought it best to trdo that 1aterr . The

priority accorded ttgetting the notesrf over understanding

them straightaway in the classroorn, was crearly evident
when, as often happened, the teg,chersr expranations went

unheeded as the students copied her diagrams or words from

the board. sometimes the grirls would chat to each other
while the teacher explained sonething they had just copied,
and they would then resume guiet copying when she provided
more rnaterial.

consistent with their conception of school work as an act
of receivi.ng, the 5 Mason girls considered class
discussion, or anything in the crassroorn which involved
them in putting forward their own poj.nt of view, a *waste

of ti.merr. rf the basic task for the student is to rg"tt

the teacherrs knowlecae, then her asking for the studentfs
knowledge (except, perhaps, to rtestr already-Iearned,

materiar) is considered merely an irrelevant irritation.
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Hence, teachers who regulariy atternpted to initiate
discussion would be criticised

The two teachers referred to here were both particularly
keen that the girls Learn to ilexpress thernselvesr.

On the occasions f attended Miss Lts English classes, I
noticed that she, more oft,en than others, attenpted to
encourage the 5 Mason girrs to discuss topics of j.nterest.

For example, she had asked the girls to bring clippings
from the newspaper in order to talk about them. Few had

done so, so she brought the clippings herself, but not many

students were interested. Miss L told rne

Ruth

Mona

Elizabeth

AJ
Mona

All she does is talk all the ti.me. She
never does any work with us.
Yeah, and Miss L, shers the same. You
know Miss L? She just likes the sound
of her own voice.

She wants us to tal]< about something fromthe paper. But so what? Whatts thit got
to do with it? Therers no point in it.
Wonrt you get to practise using English?
Oh yes But itrs better to write itfor learning for exams and that.

Being able to discuss things, to use
language, is an j,mportant part of English.I want then to practise discussing things.I tried to get them t,o bring sonethinq totalk about even a bit of the Truth! rAnything! Theyrre not keen.

r asked Erizabeth and Mona why they did not bring newspaper

clippings to Miss Lrs class. They said
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Exactly the sarne beliefs about what counts as school work

were found by Furlong (L977) in his largely descriptive
study of working class West Indian girls in a London

secondary school. He found that these girls wanted an

extremely structured approach to a well-defined syllabus.
There is a striking sirnilarity between the sentirnents

expressed by these West Indian girls and those of the
5 Mason girls.

Furlong

Angela

Furlong

Angela

Why is history so good, what sorts of things
do you do?
Copying down notes from the board, writing
notes down from the textbook and doing
diagrans and things.
WeIl, some teachers run their classes by
having discussions, do you think thatrs
as good a way of learning as writing from
the board?
N9, I mean in your spare time you can
discuss it, but not in the lesion.

Furlong L977 : 180

lhe west rndian girls in Furlongrs study roade sense of
rwhat counts as school workr in exactly the same way as the
Pacific rsland girls in 5 Mason. This rsharedr perspective
night be understood as arising from the fact that both the
West fndian and pacific fsland girls are engaged in
positively responding to sinilar structural circumstances.
(see also the discussion on page l5o (chapter Four) of
Fullerrs (1980) study of a group of west rndian girls in a

London secondary school). Both groups of girls are largely
daughters of imnigrant members of subordinate ethnic groups

within the working class in Britai.n and New zealand,

confronted with the need and desire to ttget a good job,, to
which they believe the school can provide acce==.4 rn the
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classroom, this belief is translated in terms of a

dependence on the teacherrs direct provision of what the

school ostensibly has to offer: school knowledge. (We will
turn to suggestions about why the 5 Mason girls respond as

they do in the next chapter).

The 5 Mason girlsr rmeaningfult interpret,ation of what,

counts as school work is expressed in their classroom
practice: the girls activery, though largely unconsciously,
use several practicar strategies for doing rschool workf.
These strategies have the effect of naintaining a

pedagogical situation which conforms to their perspective
on appropriate school work.

7.2.L 5 Masonrs Production of Classroom practice

As the data above indicate, the girlsr views of what counts

as appropriate work in the classroorn and the views of their
teachers often differ. rn the case of Anars English
lesson, although the teacher asked for discussion (on the
drama fest,ival and the shared novel) and reguested the
students to work out their own j.nstructions to get to the
hospital, Ana at least ended up sinply copying and, not
discussing anything rerevant to the syllabus with the
teacher. Sinilarly irr Maths, although the teacher
instructed Lilly and her crassmates to do Maths exercises,
Lilly successfully avoided doing this sort of work.
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Contrary to a sinple view of the school as mereJ.y

dorninating and deternining classroom practice, the girls
can be seen as actively producing a particular forrn of
practice in the classroon in accordance with the rrneaningl

they rnake of rhow to Co school workr.

A najor assumption of the 5 Mason girls is that the teacher

has the knowledcre f need to know. therefore my own

knowledqe is irrelevant. Thj.s underlies these girlsl
practical understanding of rhow (best) to get the teacherrs
knowledge I in terrns of copying pre-packaged curriculurn
knowledge presented by the teacher. As we have seen, the
5 Mason girlst teachers did not nerely regularly demand

that, the students IconsumeI the school knowledge they
provided. Rather they frequently stated rwork this out for
yourselvesrr trthink about itrr rrletrs discuss thisr rget on

with ittf and so on, often setting the students exercises to
cornplete by themselves.

The prinary strategy through which the 5 Mason girls
attenpted t,o oppose these moves by the teacher, and, to
engage in what thev consj.dered to be tappropriate school

workr, involved the students in controlring the teacherrs
provision of certain kinds of worl<, by d,ifferentialry
rrewardingr and tpunishingt her. The 5 Mason girls
systematically encouraged the teacher to participate with
them in certain activities, and discouraged her from doing
others. For example, they strongly reinforced the teacher
for giving thern copying work to do. That is, when these
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girls were given copying work (whether copying from the

blackboard, textbook, overhead projector or dictation) they

generally became at,tent,j.ve, and copied silently. The quiet
rworkingr atmosphere thus created was highly rewarding for
the teacher: silent writing students epitomise a busy,

organised and settled class. On the other hand, any

attenpts by the teacher to encourage discussion or comment

about some syllabus topic would be met with disinterest and

lack of co-operation.

rf a teacher asked the class an ropen-endedr question such

as ttwhy do you think classified advertisenents are at the

back of the newspaper?rr or ttwhy do you think insects never

grow very big?rf it was met with bowed heads and silence or
rlack of attentionr and chatting. The 5 Mason girls
clearly discouraged their teachers from asking these sorts
of questions which involved j-nterpretai,ion rather than

strict memorisation.

rt courd be argued that the 5 Mason girls refused to answer

guestions which required interpretation sinply because they
tdid not knowr the answer. But while they may not in fact
know the answer which the teacher reqr:ires or considers
rcorrectr, they usually did have opinions expressed

outside the classroom - on almost any topic; although
curriculum topics were rarery spontaneously discussed

outside the classroom by the 5 Mason girls. fn the
classroom, these girls rarely offered their opinion, nor
did they attempt ra guessf at questions which demanded, an
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answer not already rtaughtr. It was the teacherrs role
provide the necessary information.

fn order to discourage teachers asking then rsubstantivel

questions, not only would the girls fail to co-operat,e, but

sometimes used other irritating methods.

Martha She asks me to ask questions. I never askquestions. f just keep quiet and I always
say rrWhat?rr when she asks ne questions so
she has to ask thern twice.

some 5 Mason girls were aware of their collective rack of
co-operation in this situation.

Sina We never talk if she, you know, wants us
say things ... talk about, something, you
know? Everyone shuts up.

rn my experience, the 5 Mason girls did not become silent
altogether, though the netaphor is accurate in that they
became rclosedr to the teacher - they just chatted and

joked amongst themselves, or generarly rdid other thingst
until the teacher gave up attenpting to get them to tark.

when r asked sina why everyone rshuts upr when the teacher
wants then to discuss sonething, she said 'whatrs the point
of it? Wast,e of time.r' Ind.eed,, if it is only the
teacherrs knowledge which is varuabre, the girlsr knowledge

is irrelevant and hence its expression is for thern, quite
logicaIly, a waste of tine.
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Thus strategies of discouraging the teacher fron, sayr

initiating discussion or asking guestions which denanded

their own opinion were consistent with the E Mason girlsl
view of school work as getting the teacherts knowledge.

The 5 Mason girls were largery successful in their attenpts.

at rproducingr the teacher in the role of provider of
school knowledge. As a result of their lack of co-
operation, group dj.scussion of a syllabus topic just did
not take place in 5 Mason classrooms. Furthermore, two

teachers told ne that they didn't ask tpacific rsland
girlsrr |thardrt questions because it rrembarrassed,il them.

rndeed, the 5 Mason teachers rarely asked questions which

demand,ed that the student interpret or extend infonaation
she already hadr or to express her own opinion.

rn fact, the 5 Mason girls regularly nanipulated their
teachers so that the teachers directly provided the
information they had wanted the qirls to provide, as part
of a pedagogical process. For example, the following
represents a fairly typical interaction:

rn order to encourage the 5 Mason students to rengager inschoor work rather than merely copy, the Home nconolnicsteacher instructs the class to copy a series ofinstructions for preserving fruit- iron the overheadprojector and also asks everyone to rleave a gapr between
each instruction, to be filled in later. she then atternptsto rdiscussr each instruction, asking about the meanings-ofthe words and why each part of the piocess is necessary.
The students must write this in the gap in their own words.
The girls are patient:
T. Why heat the bot,tles?
Class Silence (nurrnurs)
f. Ruth, why do you think itrs necessary to
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heat the bottles?
Ruth shrugs.
T. What happens if you put, hot fruit into

cool jars?
Soneone Crack!
T. Yes. So why heat the bottles?Class Silence

And so on. The students wait untir finarly the teacher
dictates rrwrite i.t under instruction 4: I this is necessary
j-n order to prevent the bottles cracking when the hot fruit,
is Put inr.tl

When teachers resisted such manipulation, Iittle
independent rworkr was done. on one occasion in English
Miss L insisted that 5 Mason write a rrdescription and

revierlrtr of the film rTo sir with Lover, which they had all
seen. she suggested a structure for the account and,

refused to provide anything more. The three girls next to
me wrote only three sent,ences during the 40 rninute peri.od,.

The review was never cornpleted.

As welL as engaging in active discouraqement of their
teachersr attempts to avoid the role of rprovider of school
knowledger, the girls also actively encourased or
reinforced what they considered, to be fappropriater teacher
behaviour.

The 5 Mason girls reinforced the teachersr provi.sion of
material to be copied by being silent and co-operative.
They also reinforced. their teachers in particular forms of
interaction with then. By co-operating willingry, they
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encouraged their teachers to participate with thern in
asking guestj.ons which demanded short, one-word answers to
which they could reply in unison, and which referred to
previous work. For example, in Human Biology:

Teacher:

Class (in
Teacher:
Class (in
Teacher:

Class (in
Teacher:
Class (in
Teacher:
Class (in
etc.

The blood goes fron the left ventricle
into the ...
unison): Aorta
Which takes bLood to the
unison): Body
Right. What happens to it in the body?
It goes into every single living ...
unison): Cel1
What happens in the cell?
unison): Respiration
Respiration occurs in the ...
unison): Mitochondria

Such interact,ionsr ds well as providing a sense of
colrective activity (a sense which the 5 sirnmonds girls
achj.eved, perhaps, through class discussions) did not
dernand that the girls produce substantive or f newl

information. Their role in thls exchange was mereJ.y to
repeat knowredge the teacher has previously provided. They

knew, therefore, that it was ricrht, and counted as

knowledge they needed in order to succeed at school.

Repeka naintained that, such question-and-ansvrer sessions

were useful: rrAt least it drums what you need to know into
your thick head!'r

Another strategy for tgetting the teacherst knowledget

which arose fron the conceptualisation of the teacher-as-
provider, I called rwait-and,-copyr. This was basically a

process of waiting for the teacher to provide the rcorrectl

information, or f the answerr to a problern posed, by the
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teacher, textbook or work sheet.

The 5 Mason girls spent anlnnrhere from a few minutes to a

whole period waiting. Sometj.nes they would sit silently
doing nothingr oE lie with their heads in their arms on the

desk, write a letter, talk or read a magazine. ft was this
activity of which I was so alrare when I first spent tine in
the 5 Mason classrooms.

Because the teacher generally expected the students to
rrwork it out for thernselvesfr, wait-and-copy was often a

covert activity. If someone were to glance at a girl who

was waiting, it would often be guite hard to detect that
she was not rworkingr. Only by sitting close to someone,

and, watching her quite intently, did I learn about the
skills the 5 Mason girls had developed both to appear as

though they were working when they were waitj.ng, and also
to deflect the teacherrs attention away from thern.

severar st,rategies vrere used to I fool r the teacher, to get

her to berieve that what she thought was the appropriate
method of school work (rrworking it out for yourselfil) was

occurring:, when in fact the girlsr definition (getting the
teacherfs knowledge) was being adhered to. These

strategies includedr ds I noted in rny field notes:

rf the teacher is close by, sit with your arm coveringyour page, head down, looking intense as though
concentratJ.ng, pen poised as though in mid-sentence;or drop a pen and fiddle for it, a,t the sarne tirne
covering your book with your bodyi or ask the teacher
a personal questionr oF make a personal comnent liketrDid you have your hair cut?il or ilI like your dress,
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Missrr (these qr.restions have a deflecting effect) i or
ask a sirnple guestion like |tfs this meant to go on a
new page?rr rrWhatrs the heading, Miss?rr or rfDoes that
x go there?rr .
If the teacher is at a distance, write out the given
exercise questions sIowly and neatly with gaps for the
answers, write a letter or copy notes. From a
distance this can appear to be tworkingr. Copy down
the correct answers when they are provided.

Another deflecting strategy was to play on the teacherrs

sympathy. This did not work with all teachers, but with
most it was successful. For example,

If you said you felt i11, or yourd finished your book
and you couldnrt afford another just now, youtd
usually be left alone. Also if you say plaintively rrf
donrt know how to do itrr the teacher will most likely
ignore the fact that yourve done nothing all period,
and telL you how.

These girls s/ere arnazj.ngly successful at deflecting their
teachersr attention away from what they were doing - which

was waiting for the answer to be provided. They were quite
skilled at expressing with their body language, rdonrt

interfere with mer. Many of their teachers were sensitive
to this, and said things 1ike

I really like those girls, but boy, theyrre difficultto teach sometimes .... They are very shy about their
work.

Theyrre great outside the classroom, but, in class whenit comes to their work, they can get quite shut off at
times.

Thus the 5 Mason girls successfully contributed to creating
a tgapr between themselves and their teachers which

provided them with the opportunity to work as they
cons j.dered appropriate .
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By participating in this pattern of selective reinforcement

of the teachersr guestions and provision of notes and so

oDr the 5 Mason girls naintaineC in practice their
conceptualisation of their teachers as provj.ders of the

necessary knowledge. Thus, it was not merely the teachersl

beliefs about appropriate pedagogical methods which

determined rwhat went onr in the classroom. The girlst own

perceptions of what counts as teaching and learning
influenced to a large extent 'what happenedr in the

classroon. Their everyday interact,ions and practi.ces in
the classroom are produced bv them as, to use Willists
words, they collectively rrexplore, make sense of, and

positively respond torr both their tinheritedf social-
structurar conditions (ie. the possibilities for thern as

female, working class and polynesian, in New Zealand

society) and the rinheritedr conditions of the school.
Thusr €rS an aspect of their seeking the chances they
believe the school can provide, the 5 Mason girls
contribute to the production of classroom pedagogy.

There are, of course, other possible explanations of the
5 Mason girlsr crassroom practice. For example, the girlst
reliance on copying and their avoidancl of independent work

night be said to be an expression of inability to d,o

autonomous school work, or lazinessr or arienation from

school.

The latter suggestion cannot be entirely ruled out in some

individuaL cases. some girrs such as Mona did occasionally
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exhibit extreme alienat,ion from school when she sat through

lesson after lesson doing nothing - not even copying. Mona

was caught in a dilemma: she [hatedrr school, yet wanted

school gualifications. So she stayed, but often did no

work at all. However, in general, the 5 Mason girlst
attitudes towards school (as we have seen) were usually
very positive, and they engaged in copying work and

question-and-answer interactions very wi.llingly.

The first suggestion, that the 5 Mason girls rrefuser to do

independent work because they can not do it, rather than

because they do not see it as appropriate, is more

difficult to argue against. ff examination results
represent a test of the ability to do independent school

work, then crearly many of the 5 Mason girls did lack this
ability. But it does not fo1low that even if this is so

then the girls will necessarily seek to avoid independent

work. We will see in the next chapters that the 5 Mason

girls receive clear cultural messages, and paradoxically,
messages from the school, about rhow to do school workl

which provide the basis for their rnaking sense of schoor,

and which produce and support their preference for copying

and avoidance of individual participation in other sorts of
school work.

r would argue that a combination of these factors may be

operating: the 5 Mason girls may seek to avoid that form of
work with which they are unfamiliar due to their past and

on-going experiences of, and cultural responses to,
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The 5 Mason girrst curtural production of classroom

practice differs significantly from that of the middle
class Pakeha girls in 5 Sinmonds.

7.3 The 5 simmonds Gir1s, conception of tDoincr schoolworkt

The middle class pakeha girrs in 5 simmond,s share with the
5 Mason girls the same ideological perspective on the
function of the school - that it provides chances to those
who work hard and have the ability. For the 5 sirnrnond,s

girls too, it is the task of the teacher to provide the
syllabus for the students.

But what rproviding the syrlabusr means for the 5 sirnmond,s

girls is substantially and crucially different from what it
means in a 5 Mason classroom. whereas the 5 Mason

girls see the teacher as a provid.er of information, for the
5 sirnrnonds girls, she is more a manipulable resource.

while for the 5 simrnonds girls, the teacher legitirnately
provides 'rthe work we need, to cover for the examsr (ind.eed,

if she does not d.o this, there are bitter recriminations),
this does not entail merery giving notes. The 5 simmonds

girls consider that d.oing rschool workr involves thej.r
active eng:agement in school knowledge - d.iscussing it,
seeking to understand, it, rusing itr in projects, rworking

it outr for oneself. (ryou never learn things through just
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copying thern[). Thus copying work does not fit the

5 Simmonds girlst definition of what counts as school work.

It is arrwaste of timerr andrrboringrt j.n their eyes. For

them, a teacher who gave regular copying work to do was rrno

goodrr, ttf f you have to rely on giving copying you obviously

canrt teachrr.

For the 5 Simmonds girls appropriate rschool workt involves

their irnnediate understanding. If someone did not

understand what was being said or what was written, she

would usually atternpt to rwork it outr herself or consult
the teacher or a friend, as soon as possible. Little point
was seen inrfwri.ting down a whole lot, of stuff you donrt
have a clue what it meansrr. Thus, when they $rere

instructed to 'ttake notesfr from their text book, they would

usually read through the relevant section, even discuss
aspects of it, before actually writing notes in their
books. (On other occasj.ons, to avoid copying, some

5 Sirnmonds girls xeroxed portions of the text book). And

insofar as discussion with the teacher (or the whore class)

was rrinterestingtt and contributed to understanding, it was

seen as appropriate classroom activity by these girls.
Kate said she especially enjoyed class discussions because

"you really get to work out what you thinktr.

The teacherrs contribution to discussions, indeed to the
whore procedure in the classroom was seen as crucialry
j-rnportant, but j.t was not accepted uncritically. The

teacher was often corrected. For example, in science the
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girls cornplete an experinent which involves thern rernoving

the green chlorophyll frorn some leaves and testing these

leaves for starch using iodine staining:

Teacher:

Jan:
Teacher:

Has everyone proved to their satisfaction
that green leaves have starch?

white leaves actually.
Yes, when yourve got rid of the chlorophyll
that masks the iodine.

In French, the teacher translates a sentence ending r... a

smile on his lips.rt There is a murmur and someone says ra

snile on his facerr. Others turn to her and nod in
aqreement; the teacher is dubious, not sure whether she

should accept that. The girls are firrn, t,yes ... rfacel

... letrs go onrr. They are sarcastic, rnaking comments to
each other like rrHer French is bad enough, but her

English! !rr.

Far from seeing themselves as empty of relevant knowledge,

and their teachers as providers of it, these girls
considered that thev have valuable knowledge to ccntribute
in the process of 'doing school workr. unlike in 5 Mason

classrooms where it was rare that anyone challenged the
teachersr occasional rnistakes, some of the 5 sirnmonds girrs
enthusiastically engaged in rcorrecting, the teacher - not
only as a rchallenge to authorj.tyr but as an aspect of
learning, and 'getting it rightr - a process which the
5 Sinmonds qirls saw as requiring their input and

affirmation. These girls also used their knowledge to ask

guestions of the teacher, which dernanded that she expand or
elaborate on a particular point. fn general, the
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5 Simmonds girlst view of school work involved them not as

simply receivers of school knowledge, but as actj-ve

participants in its appropriation.

7.3.L 5 Simmondsf Production of Classroom Practice

Like the 5 Mason girls, the girls in 5 Sirnrnonds selectively

encouraged and discouraged their teachersr practice in
particutar ways, consj.stent with the meaninct they attributed

to tdoing school workr. Such nranipulations ensured that,

as often as possible, the classroom practice in which the

teachers and students participated conformed to the girlsr
beliefs about appropriate school work.

Thus, the 5 Sirnmonds girls used vari.ous strategies so that

their teacher acted as a resource for then, so that they

could rdo the workr for themselves rather than be ttspoon-

fedrr, and so on.

Whereas the Pacific Is1and girls used strategies to
actively discourage discussion with, and individual
attention from, their teachers, the Pakeha girls in
5 Simmonds positively encouraged these interactions. They

actively sought the teacherrs individual attention, either
for discussion or for her to look at their work and comnent

on it. Furthermore, by usually actively and cheerfully

responding when their teachers asked the class substantj.ve

questi.ons (which they said were rrj.nterestingtr and frmade you

thinktf), the 5 Simnonds girls encouraged their teachers to
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participate with thern in two-way interaction. Such

guestions were an opportunity to rrtest, yourself tr; a check

that ,tyou reaIly understand what, the teacherrs getting attt.

Sirnilarly, while the Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason

generally dj-scouraged their teachers from directly
questioning them as individuals, the 5 Sinmonds girls

usually appeared to enjoy being singled out publicly to
answer a guestion. As well as an aid to understanding,

this form of interaction was an opportunity to show the

teacher and everyone else how well you understood the work.

(Many of the 5 Simnonds girls seemed guite competitive; as

well as often conparing t,est marks, they were also

resentful if a teacher showed favouritisn by paying more

than equitable attentj.on to one or two students I opinS.ons

6r answers. Sinone and Jan weire particularly angry about

their History teacher whorn they said was lin love with

those little snots down the frontrr because she attended to

their qrrest,ions and comments more tfian those of Sinone and

others who sat at the back of the room. In general, if any

individual student dominated ranswering questionsr she

would be crit,icised by others as being self-opinionated and

selfish: rrDontt give anyone else a chance!tt).

By responding enthusiastically to the teachersr questions,

the 5 Simmonds girls rewarded a teaching strategy which

encouraged and exposed their own thinking as valuab1e.

This was an aspect of these girls t maj.ntenance of the

teacher-as-resource, who provides the guidelj.nes (rrshe
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knows what the syllabus istt) , but whose inforrnation

augments the studentsr knowledgre and their attenpts to

understand the syllabus. The 5 Sinmonds girls often tusedl

their teachers in this wdy, illustrated in this interaction

in Chemistry:

The Chernistry teacher hands out a sheet on auunonia
production. When everyone has had tirne to look at it,
he asks for guestions. Someone asks: rrWhy do you get
a backward reaction?rr He thinks for some tirne in
silence, then he says rrI havenrt really thought about
it .... There is an answer. Itrs cornplicatedrr and
talks about the nature of chenical equilibriun, then
says rritrs 6th form chenistry, I donrt want to go into
it at a1l yet. rr But the student refuses to accept his
defining and liniting the knowledge available to her
in this way. She pursues the question. There is

. silent at,tention from the rest of the c1ass. The
teacher slowly explaj.ns, talking for 20 minutes.
During that tine the girls ask several questions ....
(This teacher told me he adrnired the 5 Simmonds girls
intellectually and said he considered some of thern to
be brighter than hirnself . He said they trkept hirn on
his toesrr j.n the classroom) .

Indeed, the 5 Simrnonds girls quite often resisted their
teachersr attempts to pace their learning. For example, in

Historyr"

Sue asks ttWhy was there an Irish Nationalist Party?rt
Her teacher replies ilWait a minute, itfs on the next
page. Dontt junp ahead.rr Sue says firmly, rfl want to
know!rr and so the teacher proceeds to explain.

The 5 Simmonds girls' attempts at nanipulating their
teacherst practice were particularly evident in Science,

where they had a teacher (Mrs A) whom most of them rrhatedrl

and considered a rrhopeless teacherrr. She often engaged in

forms of teaching which the 5 Simrnonds girls considered

inappropriate. That is, she explained things in a
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laborious manner, asked ttsinplert questions, and did not
ttlet you work things outrr. In these classes, the

5 Simmonds girls used sarcasm and hostility in their
opposition to their teachersf methods. In interactions

with Mrs A the 5 Sinmonds girls often deliberately nocked

her.

Anne holds a solenoid in a horseshoe magnet, and
the teacher turns on the current. It leaps up.

Teacher: Thatrs a force. Is it a force Anne?
Anne: (nocking) Y-e-e-e-s.
Teacher: Which way does it rnove?
Anne: (nanipulating her) Do it again.
Teacher turns on current agaj.n.
Anne: (nocking) It goes up!
Teacher: Yes, j.trs a force.

By the end of this banal interchang€r which, by her

expression, Anne gives sexual connotations, the 5 Sirnmonds

girls are laughing loudly, at the teacherrs expense. This

Science teacherts habit of asking rrsimplerr questions added

to the list of cornplaints the 5 Simmonds girls had about

her. At their desks, Sue, Simone and others would nutter
things like ttyoutd think she was in kindergartenrr and

rrshers a pain in the neckrt, or they would whine quietly rrl

donrt knowrr or rrl couldnrt guessrr in reply to such

questions. On other occasions, many of the 5 Sinrnonds

girls were openly rruder, ttuttingr and sighing loudIy and

looking irritated if Mrs A did sornething they disapproved

of (for exarnple, if she provided ranswersr to probl.ems

before they had cornpleted thern) , or I laughing I over-loudly

to a joking remark nade by the teacher. Mrs A told me she

found 5 Simmonds rf sulky and smugrr.
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The 5 Simrnonds girls' irritation at their teachersl

occasional provision of rtoo mucht information - that is,

informat,ion they wanted to work out for themselves - was

consistent with their view of the teachersr role in the

process ef learning school knowledge' For these girls, the

teachersr role was to provide informat,ion to guide and

assist understandingt this excluded ttgiving the answersrr.

Whereas the 5 Mason girls devised strategies to ttget the

answersrr, the 5 Simrnonds girls I strategies discouraged the

teacher from providing thern. Often, the teacher (whether

in Maths, English, French or Science) would write an

exercise on the board, and if she began to provide (or

atternpted to st,art a discussion about) the answer(s) too

soon, some 5 Simmonds girls would become irritated and

rrestlesst. Sorne rnight, call out rrNot yet!rr or rrWaitr w€

havenrt finished yet!rr. Ofte-n they would say in angry

criticisn, when this happened, rrshe doesntt give us a

chance to do it! tt Rarely, a t,eacher would go ahead saying
rrYourve had enougrh tirnetr. On these occasions some of the

girls would steadfastLy ignore her, concentrating in an

exaggerated way on their own work. Usually, teachers would

ask rrCan I go through the answers/work now?rt and a chorus

of rrYesrr or rrNotr would guide her.

The above descriptions of classroom practice indicate how

rwhat happensr in the classroom is not merely the

straightforward product of a pre-existing school structure,

and the teachersr authority within that structure. Rather,

classroom practice is (at least partly) an expression of
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the girlst rmeaningfulr responses to the classroom

situation as it presents itself to them.

This situation includes such things as the teachersl
qeneral authority or control over the form of classroon

activity and the content of the curriculum, as well as

those routines and practices such as sitting at desks,

studying pre-deternined topics according to a particular
tirnetable and so on (whichr ds Harris emphasises, ha're

embodied in then irnplicit, ideology about the function of
the school, and the nature of learning and its reration to
authority).

rn the process of trnaking senser of doing schoor work, the
girls in 5 Mason and 5 sinmonds acceptr or accomrnodate some

of these practices, and oppose others. For example, they
accept and rtake for granted' such inposed schoor practices
as timetables, predetermined curricula, sitting at desks.

The 5 Mason girls accept the complete authority of the
teachersr school knowledge, whereas the 5 sirnrnonds girls
have a more partial or critical acceptance of it. Both

groups of girls actively reject their teachersr attempts to
impose on them particular pedgagogical forms: the 5 Mason

girls re'iect their teacherst attempts to get then to
tdiscuss their i.deasr, the 5 sinnonds girls oppose their
teachersr attempts to give them copying work, for example.

This combination of acceptance and opposition characterises
the girlst practice as they actively attenpt to rwork hard.f
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at school in accordance with their (shared) beliefs about

the school I s of fer of crualif ications.

Both groups make different practical sense of this doninant

ideology regarding the rofferr of the school. That ls,
while the working class Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason and.

the niddle class girls in 5 sirnmonds adhere to the doninant

ideological view of the schoolrs offer of opportunity in
exchange for hard work and application (see €.9. Chapter

Four), their interpretations clearly differ as to what this
means for practice in the classroon.

7.4 Harris Revisited: School as Lived Ideoloqv

The context of the discussion in this and the previous

chapter is both a critigue of the sorts of accounts of
school practice given by structuralist theorists such as

Harris (L979) and Bowres and Gintis (rg7g), as welr as an

attenpt at suggesting a more adeguate account.

My critique of Harris so far has been rargely theoretical.
Now with an empirical account of classroom practice, r am

in a position to speIl out more clearly the objections to
Harrisrs portrayal of school as a tlived ideologyr which, r
argued, leaves no room for students as meanj.ngfully

interpreting and ('creativelyr) practically respond,ing to
dominant ideology. what is significant on Harrisrs account

as we have seen, is that lived experj.ence of the practices
enbodied in the tschool-as-lived-ideologyr has a causal
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Attitudes, beliefs and so on are

experience (Harris L979 : 89).

An empirical understanding of student,sr lived experience j.n

the classroom indicates that its complexity can hardly be

captured in a notion of experience as tliving outr dominant.

(school) practices and ideas, with consciousness as

entirely an effect of that experience. In other words,

contrary to Harrisr portrayal, dorninant ideology is not

straightforwardly reproduced in conscj.ousness and practice

via the hidden curriculum of school practice. For exanple,

while the doninant ideology (the schoolrs rofferr of
opportunity) provides the theoretical framework for the

girlsr understanding of, sdy, the operation and function of
the school, what it rneans for practice'is mediated by the
girlsr different interpretations.

This can be spelled out in d.iagranmatj.c form:

I theoretical t

ideology-
(at the 1evel
of thought)

tlivedt ideology-
(at the level of
practice)

liberalisrn
I

Itrschool off'ers opportunity for
those who work hard (and have
the ability) ,'

l
means

Iqretting the teacher I s knowledget

,/\z/ neans \
,/\

5 Mason:

copying;
uncritical
acceptance
of teacherrs
knowledge

5 Sinmonds:

runderstanding t ;
critical acceptance
of teacherrs
knowledge
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This is not to suggest that tthought deterrnines practicel

in a sirnple inversion of Harrisr suggestion that rpractice

determines thoughtt. Rather it is to illustrate the

complexity of human practice rnediated by neaning - which

Harrisrs account fails to capture.

(As we shalI see (Chapter Eight), these d,ifferent
int,erpretations by the girls at school are based not merely
in predet,errnined and imposed school practj.ces (although
these certainly make a substantial contribution - Chapter
Nine). They are also a lived expression of the class/tace
cultures of the rniddle class Pakeha (5 Simmonds) and the
working class Pacific Island (5 Mason) girls).

Now insofar as these neanings expressed in practice

ultinately contribute (see Chapter Eight) to different
outcomes in terns of schooL success and subsequent

tchancesr on the labour market, which in turn contrj.bute to

the maintenance of the status qfuo, we have an indication of

the complexity of such social reproduction quite missed on

Harrisr account. His irnplicit determinisur (as well as his
theoreticisn) prevents him frorn asking how existing
conditions are maintained through people's daily
participation in their perpetuation.

In summary, through an examination of the girlsr practices

in the Girlst Grammar classrooms, I have begun to show in
concrete terms how rwhat happensr there cannot simply be

understood as a direct product or expression of dominant

ideological practices and ideas. AIso, I have illustrated
my argument in the last chapter - that the process of

ideological interpret,ation or tmeaning makingf is an aspect
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of the cultural production of twhat happenst in the

classroom as the working class Pacific Island and niddle

class Pakeha girls respectively, attempt to understand and,

cope with school. Classroom practice can be seen as, at

least, expressing both the dorninating ideological elements

implicit in the schoolrs routines and practices and the

girlsr active responses to these - which are structured by

their differing interpretations of the dominant

meritocratic ideology.

The complexity of the interpreted rlived experiencer of

dorninant ideology, and of the routines and practices of the

school, sultgests that the school is more adequately

underst,ood not as Harris expresses it, a rlived ideologyr,

but as a site of social practice where ideologies are

transmitted, interpreted, re-produced, contested and so

on.5 Such a conception of the school follows from an

understanding of human practice as rneaningfully and

actively produced rather than as sirnply the rpassiver

product of domination. on such a view, schooling is seen

to involve the studentst mediatj.on of the ideas, structures

and practices presented by the school; through a complex

combination of rejection, acceptance and differential
reinforcement the students participate in the production of

their own schoolinq.
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7.5 Classroom Practice: Accommodation and Resistance

My critigue of educational theoristsr conceptions of hurnan

practice has so far focused on the inadequate detetminisn

of structuralist accounts. As we have seen, however, not

aI1 radical educational writers concerned with student

practice hold such deterrninistic positions as Harris and

Bowles & Gintis. Some conternporary educational theorists,

notably Giroux (1983a) and Apple (1980a, 1982b) - as well

as Willis (1983) - have provided detailed theoretical

critiqrres of structuralist accounts of schooling. These

theoristsr conceptions of classroom practice lnclude that

element - a notion of rstructuredr human agency - which we

have discussed as necessary for an adeguate explanati.on of
rwhat happensr in the classroom. Thus they might be

expected to provide a theoretical framework within which to
proceed.

Apple (1982b) rejects theories like that of Bow1es and

Gintis which posit a direct and dorninating relationship

between the dynamics of the classroom and those of the

workplace as (at least) inaccurate, arguing that they fail

to account for the documented cornplexity of day-to-day life

in schools, or the workplace (Apple 1982b t 25,69).

with reference t,o several studies6, Apple argues that lived

experiences, whether in the site of the school or the

workplace, are a complex mixture of resistance and

cornpliance to authority. He shows that, in the workplace,
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rrwork culturerf (rra realn of informal customary values and

rules which mediates the formal authority structure of the

workplace and distances workers from its impacttr, Apple

1982b z 76) is characterised by activities such as

collective pilfering, g:o-sIows, rcooking the books t ,

shortcuts, sabotage and other oppositional behaviours.

These activities resist the imposed demands of the

workplace. Thus, practice in the work place is not totally
determined by management control, but is formed through

workers! often oppositional responses to the authority,
routines, denands and constraints of the situation.

Student practice j-n school, argues Apple, can be understood

in the same way. Referring to studies such as those by

willis (1977) , McRobbie (L979), Everhart (Lg7g), Apple

points out that large nurnbers of students spend much of
their time at school tworking the system' j.n order to get

out of class, have a good time and generally escape from or
rnodify teachers' attempts at control (Apple I982b : 96).

Sinilarly, Giroux (1983a : 63) insists that schools and

classrooms must be understood as sites of both contestation
and donination as students accornrnodate and resist the

authority, values and ideology of the school. He

maintains, as does Apple, that schools, like most social
sites, are narked by tfelernents of resj.stance, of struggle
and contradiction, all of which will act against the

abstract determination of the real life experiences of
human actorsrr (Apple 1982b : 93; Giroux 1983a z 234) . Thus
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both Apple and Giroux argue that, rather than merely living
out the authority structures, ideology, norms and rules of
the school (which help maintaj.n the existing social order),
students as agents actively participate in the production

and reproduction of daily school life, via their (conscious

and unconscious) acconmodation of and opposition to these

structures. Giroux emphasises that one importance of such

a perspective lies in the fact that it allows for the
possibility of struggle and social change, unlike the

pessimism of deterrninistic forms of reproduction theory

which are preoccupJ.ed with domination. Thus in general

terrns, Applers and Girouxts framework for understanding

practice in the school is sirnilar to that which I au

atternpting to develop and illustrate here.

However, both theorists - Giroux in particular - tend to
focus on one particular form of practice which has come to
epitomise Inon-deterrninedt practice in the context of the
school - that is, tresistancer. The notj-on of rresistancel

in schools embodies two essential id.eas: one is its
conception of hurnan practice students are seen as active
agents whose practice cannot be understood merely as the
expression of dornination. Second, rresistancer crua

rebellious oppositional activity incorporates a sense of
potential (if not realised) opportunity for studentsl
progressive critigue and practice.T Because it embodies

these ideas, they suggest, resistance can provide a

rrcentral categoryrf (Giroux L983a : 108) or a rrnajor

principle" (Apple L982b : 9d) for analyses of school
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practices and their relation to the social order.

7.6 Problems with the Radical Focus on rResistancel

This approach is an advance on those which are preoccupied

with dornination and which fail to incorporate a notion of
human agency. However, it is not without, problems some

of which I shall discuss with reference to my own work, as

an aspect of developing a progressive understanding of
student practice.

While ny discussion of classroom practice counts as a
critique of deterninistic forms of rreproduction theoryr,
because ny subjects are not rebelliously anti-school ury

account does not fit easily with other crit,icsr prevairing
concern with resistance. The available ethnographic

studiesS which inform Applers and, Girouxrs critigues have

been focused on the activities of a particular group of
students: the rebellious working class youths9 who activery
re'iect school (to a greater or 1esser extent).10

The notion of students as agents has become nearly
synonymous with students as rebels (even if ultimately
runsuccessfult rebels). Because tresistancer - qua the
active opposition to schoor id,eology i.e. to the practices,
goals and values enbedded in the schoolrs rofferr of
qualifications and chances in exchange for conforrnity and

hard work - has formed the focus of the avairable studies,
it has come to typify the active, non-determined, and non-
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conforming practj.ce of students as actors (see also

J. Walker L984, 1986 for a sinilar point). This dual

narrow focus on one rfornt of human practice and on a

particular and probably atypical group of students calls
for caution regarding any suggestj,on that such rresistancel

should play a central role in analysis of schooling.

Considering the focus of available studies it is hardly

surprising that the paradigm examples of non-detemined

thought and practice have been rresistancer. Nor is it
surprising that the construct tresistancer has t1pically
referred to rebellious and antagonistic behaviour which is
based in a rejection - at some level - of the rationale of

the school (even if such a rejection is reactionary).

Because of the preoccupation with rebellion evident in
ethnographies in the field of reproduction/resistance

theory, there has been a resounding lack of interest in
probably the rnajorityll of working class students: those

who generally rwork hardr at school, hoping for the chances

which it prornises are the result of application and

diligence. There has also been a silence regarding niddle

class studentsr responses to the authority of the school.12

The focus on the obvious rebels at school overLooks such

students who, as agents, contribute to the cultural
production of classroom practice, but who (it night appear)

sinply accept or acconmodate the school r s noms and

authority, and whose behaviour is conformj.st rather than
rresistantt.
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As we have seen, things are not so simple.

7.6.1 The Complexitv of rNon-Rebellioust Cultural
Production

The hard working girls in 5 Mason and 5 Sirnmonds are not

disruptive rebels, but neither are they sinply tconformistt.

nor racceptingr as far as their classroorn activity is
concerned. We have seen that they interact intensely with
their teachers in terms of their neaningful interpretation
of what counts as school work, thereby rcontrollingr to
some extent the teachersr pedagogy. Both groups act
creatively to influence the conditions in the classroom.

In doing so they actively tresistr the teachersr attempts

to inpose their own instructional ideas on them, at least
on a day-to-day Ievel.

According to their behaviour in the classroom, the girrs do

"reject the norms of obedience, respect for authority and

so on ...rr to which Apple (1980a z 49) refers lrhen talking
about school resisters. rndeed such rresistancef involves
5 Mason girls in being Inoisyt tdisinterestedr and rhard to
teachr, and the 5 Sirnmonds girls in being rhostiler,
rcontrollingr and rsarcasticr .

Can these girlsr production of classroom j.nteraction be

usefully understood as rresistancer as Apple suggests?

Complexities and problems arise for such a suggesti.on when

we take seriously the notion of hurnan practice as
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neaningful behaviour. I have argued that the girls engage

in the above behaviours in topposingt the teachersl

attenpts to teach thern in ways which the girls consider

inappropriate. So when the 5 l{ason teachers attempt to
engender discussion, or when the 5 Sinmonds teachers try to
give copying work, the girls oppose their atternpts. The

motivation for the girlst behaviour appears to be, on the

one hand:

5 Masono rrWell, yo[ have to get alI the notes because
(Lilly) that's what you have to learnrri

and on the other

5 Sj.nmonds: rtlf we donrt discuss it, how will we
(Kate) understand it so vre can learn it?rl

Taking these meanings int,o account leads to doubts about

the girls behaviour being usefully understood as

resistance. ft is cLear that the girlst toppositionr to
their teachers is not a rejection of school work or of the

school r s rrrepressive ideologiesrr. On the contrary, the
girlsr rresistancer is based on an acceptance of the basic

ideology of the school : that hard work at school provides

access to rchancesr in the labour market. Their
oppositional behaviour in the classroom is tmeaningfullyr

based on their atternpts to do the work as they consider

appropriate. Thus, whj.le on one 1evel the girls do reject
the schoolrs demands and Inonnsr (such as complying with
the teachersr pedagogical style) r orr another, more

important, level they embrace thern (such as the doninant
ideology of the schoolrs rofferr).
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This contradictory situation is illustrated in other

examples of the girlsr apparently oppositional activities.

For example, many of the 5 Mason girls appeared to defy the

schoolts prohibition on truancy and wearing incorrect
uniform. Although some 5 Mason girls never rrwaggedrr ..

classes, many regularly did so. Usually with one or more

friends they wou1d, go into the park adjacent to the school

and smoke or listen to tapes, or si-t in the school toilets
or the school library, or go home - often for one or two

lessons, or an afternoon (or more rarely, whole days).

fn Applers terms, these girls are resisting school - by

taking rtirne outr they rresistt complete control by their
teachers.. By truanting they are rresistingr by
rrcontradictIing] [the] expected norms and dispositionsr of
the school (App1e L982b : 95) which expects and demands

fuIl-time attendance. However, despite their behaviour,

these girls acrree with the expectations of the school.

That j-s, most of the girls who rrwaggedfr school berieved, in
compulsory attendance. Beverley, Malia, Li.nda and Martha

were among the nost frequent truants.

AJ

Beverley
AJ
Beverley
Malia

AJ

Linda

AJ

Do you think you should have to be in
school all day?
Yes (Malia nods)
why
Ummmm [not sure]
So we can learn sornething

Do you think people should have to cometo school every day?
Yes thatfs good because otherwise you
get slack and don't bother, like rne.

Do you think people shouldnrt wag or what?



Martha
AJ
Martha
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Donrt do it too often
Why not?
It doesntt help you much. Yourre missing
out on the school wor]< you realJ.y need
arenrt you?

Although Marthats resenration here about truancy is
pragmatically based (you miss out on work), rather than

more clearly support for compulsory school attendance, she

also endorsed compulsory attendance on the grounds that trit
gets you used to getting up every day and go to work.rr

others, like Noeline and Elizabeth said they nhatedtr

wagging rrbecause itrs wrongrr (and they were scared of
parentsr reactions if they were caught), but, they did
occasionally to be with friends and to avoid rrboringn

classes. Truancy $ras motivated largely by boredon or,
often, because they rrhatedrr a particular teacher, who

rrweirdrr, rrstrictrt or trmeann.13

their
it

less

was

Staying away from classes was, in effect, a rsunrival

nechanismr, a release from the tedium of the classroom:

Elizabeth: ff you donrt feel like doing any work and
you have to go to class, you go to class
and then you start nucking around ...

Noeline: Your head starts to boil, itts going to
blow off j.trs so booooring.

(ft is hardly surprising that the 5 Mason girls found, being

in class boring: the activities which took up most of their
time and which they counted tpositivelyt as school work -
copying, listening and waiting - are usually rboringf

activities. The 5 Sinnonds girls, who almost never wagged
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school, did not find their classes boring: they were

largely engaged in active, self-motivated work in the

classroon which, even if it was not highly enjoyable, vras

not boring).

But seeking escape fron boring lessons created a problen

for the 5 Mason girls who wanted school knowledge - they

would miss the notes frorn that lesson and have to |tcatch

uptt. Naoni (who did not, t,ruant and whose notes erere

sometimes in dernand) was opposed to trwaggringtr because rrwhen

theyrre wagging a period they miss a lot and then they want

to catch up and they borrow other peoplers books and the

other person has to sufferrr. On some occasions when the 5

Mason girls truanted, they spent their tirne |tcatching uptt

on notes mj.ssed due to prevj.ous absences !

While the 5 Mason girlsr truancy represents another exanple

of the Inon-determinedr and opposit,ional practice of
students as they actively cope with the conditions of
school life, in terms of i.ts meaning for the 5 Mason girls
it hardly counts as a challenqe to the ideology or norms of
the school. While the girls rnight rresistt the schoolfs
dernands for full-tirne compursory attendance, their truancy

is not notivated by any explicit re'iection of the schoolrs

rules and normsi the demands of the school in terms of
compulsory attendance and hard work are targely
(theoretically) accepted. Rather, the girlsr truancy is
based in a practical need for |time out| from what they saw

as an otherwise intolerable situation.14
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The issue of rcorrect school unifornt is sirnilar. lhe
school attempted to enforce correct uniform through

reprimanding girls who wore incorrect items, and by

sonetirnes confiscating unauthorised jackets and jewellery.

Despite the fact that many 5 Mason girls regularly wore

rincorrectr uniform (usually the wrong coloured shoes, .

socks, jerseys, jackets or skirts), they thought that
everyone should wear the correct clothing, rrbecause it
looks neatrr rrEveryone in the same [clothing] looks choice I
reckonrr. They admired schools which successfully enforced

correct uniforms. They explained their own incorrect
clothing as due to their being unabre to locate the correct
iten that day before school, or that they were rrtoo lazyrt

to find the correct clothing. Their wearing incorrect
uniforrn was certainly not a result of any rejection of the
schoolrs demands.

Thus, in summary, the 5 Mason girls largely accepted in
principle the schoolts demands for hard work in a teacher-
directed process, full-tine attendance at school, and

correct unj.forms. Yet their behaviour with regard to these

ideological norms was often oppositional.15

These contradictions suggest that the usefulness of the
notion rresistancer for analysis of student (oppositional)
practice is problernatic. When the underlying
accommodating meanings or notivatj.ons, attitudes or beliefs
of students contradict their apparently oppositional
behaviour, the use of the term resistance to characterise
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such behaviour seems to raise nore questions than it
answers.

7.6.2 When is Resistance rResistancer?

This problern arises for any atternpt, to use the tern
rresistancer without, reference to the rneaning that
behaviour has for the actor - or its underlying notivation.

Apple (I982b : 95ff) irnplies that resistance refers to
those forms of behaviour which are not merely a direct
expression of external control, and are (intentionally or
unintentionally) contrary to the interest/needs/demands of
those in authority. The problern with such a conception of
resistance is that it in fact fails to distinguish between

similar behaviours which are differentry urotivated and thus

have different meanings - and which are therefore different
practices.

consider, for exarnple, the differences between the 5 Mason

girlsr truancy, motivated by the need for time out from the
school work they rbeliever in, and Willisrs ladsr truancy,
notivated by a rejection of school work which they do not

want,. And the difference between the 5 Mason gi.rlst
oppositional tignoring the teacherr when she requests

discussion in the classroom, and the ladsr rhaving a J,aff t

in class. Underlying the 5 Mason girlsr action is the
desire to get the teachers to give them the knowredge they

reguire; while the lads reject school knowledge altogether.
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Both groups engage in forms of behaviour contrary to the

schoolrs Ineedsr and demands - which, according to Apple,

characterises resistance - but one group is motivated by a

rejection of the norms and authority of the school while

the other is rnotivated by an acceptance of these.

A sinilar example is evident in the difference between sone

5 Mason qirlsr and two 5 Sinmonds girlst, wearing of
rincorrect uniform!. There were two girls in 5 Sinmonds

(Sue and Jan) who wore incorrect uniforn in the form of
semi-rpunkr hairstyles and jewellery, which were

disapproved of by the school. These girls were disdalnful
and rejecting of the schoolrs atternpt to control their
appearance, believing in free and individual expression:
rrltrs a free world isnrt it? What, do they want us to be,

clones?tr Unlike the action of the rpunkt girls in 5

Simmonds, the 5 Mason girtsr apparently oppositional
wearing of incorrect uniform is underpinned by an

accept,ance of the schoolrs norms and ideology.

CaIIing both sets of behaviour in these two examples
rresistancer because they are contrary to the demands of
those in authority seems highly problenatic, despite their
sinilar and oppositional appearances. As neaningful
practices they differ significantly - one in support of the

school, the other in rejection of it.

Giroux is sirnilarly critical of such undifferentiated
of rresistancer. On the grounds that the rnain reason

use

for
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theoretj.cally and empirically identifying resistance is its
remancipatory potentialr (Giroux L983a : 109, also note 7),

Giroux rnaint,ains that the rnotivation of oppositional
behaviour must be exposed. He argues that oppositional
behaviour motivated by progressive/ernancipatory insight has

radical pot,ential, whereas oppositional behaviour based in .

reactionary or dorninating ideology has not (Giroux 1983a :

108ff) . Embracing a rrcomnitment to emancipationrr (ibid
: I08), Giroux insists that rresistancel

must have a revealing function, one that contains a
critique of donination and provides theoretical
opportunities for self-reflect,ion and for struggle in
the interests of self-emancipation and social
emancipation.

Giroux 1983a : 109

This considerably lirnits the forms of oppositional
behaviour which rnight be seen as resistance, ruling out the
paradigrm examples of resistance such as that portrayed by

Willisr tladsr. The lads rnay have been tresistingr in the

sense that, they challenged the logic of the school as

regardsr sdyr the differential value of nanual and mental

labour, but they reproduce at a deep level the ideological
meanings and practices (sexism, racism, anti-
intelrectualisrn) that provide quite powerfur support to the

relations of dornination - and that, includes their own

doninatior.l5 sirnilarly, McRobbiets (1978) femare school-

resisters reject the rculture of fenininityt on the
surface, but their rejection is contradj.ctory and

ultirnately self-destructive in that it finally reinforces
rather than challenges the oppressive status guo. The
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rrtheoretical opportunitiesrr for emancipation (let alone any

actual opportunities) in terms of progress towards the

ultimate defeat of the oppressive social relations of
patriarchy and capitalism are absent here.

These practices, then, according to Giroux do not count as..

resistance. Such forms of oppositional behaviour, insofar
as they are 'rmerging with, rather than challenging the

logic of ideological domination ... faII not under the

category of resistance, but under its opposite i.e.
accomrnodation and conformismrr (Giroux 1983a : 109 ) .L7

Similarly, in that the girls at Girlsr Grarnmar accept the

schoolts norms and ideologyr on Girouxts position their
behaviour is not rresi.stance | .

unfortunately, Girouxrs laudable atternpt, at incorporating
motivation into a theoretical understanding of resistance
is ultirnately self-defeat,ing. In a society where

hierarchical gender relations and the social relations of
capitalist production and their ideologies prevail, it
wourd seem highly unlikely that many working class male and

female youths would or could rpenetrat,et these relations in
any other than a linited, disorganised and ultirnatery self-
defeating way. rndeed, the pervasiveness of the doninant

ideologies which characterise schooling (Harris LgTg) would

suggest, that most enpirical investigation of oppositional
activity in schooLs would leave Giroux with few actual
instances of rtruet resistance in the classroom.

ultirnately, the pessimism which he rejects j,n structuralis+-
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accounts of schooling haunts Girouxrs own account which

appears to rule out all documented examples (in the field
of sociology of education) of studentsr active opposition

to aspects of schooling, as cases of resistance. lS

7.6.3 The Motivation of Oppositional Behaviour

Although Giroux goes unproductively ttoo farr in his
definition of resistance, his insistence on the need to
identify the rnotivation of oppositional behaviour renains

important, though problematic. Clearly, there is a

difference between oppositional behaviour rooted in a

progressive and critical understanding of the school and/or

the social structure, and that which is rnotivated by an

uncri-t,ical or reactionary embrace of dominant ideologies

and practices.

However, oppositional act,ivity does not just tspeak for
itselft - its unCerlying rneaning or motivation may not be

evident in its surface appearance. Giroux appears to gloss

over this. For example, describing the behaviour of
students whom h.e counts as resisters, Giroux states that
these students

may resort to using humour to disrupt a class, to
using collective pressure to get teachers away from
class lessons or to purposely ignoring teacher
directions and doing vrhat is necessary to develop
collective spaces that allow then to escape the ethos
of individualisrn that permeates school life.

Giroux 1983a t 246.
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Now according to Giroux, such behaviour counts as

resistance insofar as it represents rra latent or overt

ideological condennation of the underlying repressive

ideologies that characterise schoolsf' (ibid), i.e. the

ethos of individualism.

Obviously it needs to be demonstrated that the studentsl

behaviour has this rnotivation. It is a matter of ernpirical

investigation - not merely theoretical assertion - as to
whether behaviour is fuelled by critical intent, and has

radical possibilities. For example, like the rresistingl

students in Girouxts example above, the 5 Mason girls used

rrcollective pressuretr and trpurposely ignoredrr their
teachers, but not as part of an escape from the ethos of
individualisn. Rather, such behaviour was largely to
control teacher when what, she was doincl was not considered

annropriate according to their defini-tions of school work.

Indeed, fat from any trj.deological condemnatj.onrr, such

behaviour is based in an embrace of rneritocratic ideology

and the ethos of individual achievement via the school.

Further, according to Giroux, the 5 Mason girlsr behaviour

must therefore rrfall not under the category of resistance,

but under its opposite, i.e. accommodation and conformismrt

(Giroux L983a : 109). However, while radical educational

sociologists rnight argue that 'getting the notest does not

provide the working class girls in 5 Mason with
rrtheoretical opportunities for struggle in the interest
of self-emancipation and social enancipationrt (ibid : I09),
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these qirls niqht arsue differently.

They night argue that their individual and collective
interest is in tgetting the teachersr knowledget, is in the

struggle to rdo wellt at school, and so they go about

acting in their own interests in ruhat they believe to be

the most appropriate manner.

This study as a whole illustrates the fallacy in the girlst
thinking (which expresses the dominant ideology in dominant

group interests). The point is, while these working class

Pacific Island girlsr behaviour might not count as

resistance on Girouxts terns, neither can it be dismissed,

as rrits opposite i.e. accommodation and conformismtt devoid

of emancipatory interest=.19

For a start, the tendency neatly to categorise student
practices and rnotivations as representing either resj.stance

or conformism has the end result that the arnbiguous nature

of student actions and intentions is missed. The 5 Mason

(and 5 Sirnmonds) girls' activities are both oppositional
and accomrnodative, and to designate their action as simply

one or the other is to oversinplify the nature of human

practice.

Furthermore, the 5 Mason girlst behaviour cannot be seen

simply j.n terms of rraccommodation and confonnismtf , because

these girlsr own perceived remancipatory interestsr are at
the heart of their activities in the classroom. Their
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toppositionalt behaviour as an aspect of tgetting school

knowledge' is an integral part of their struggle to resist

the apparent possibilities for thern as working class

Pacific Island wonen in New Zealand society.20

I would argue that, because of these cornplexities, rather

than dividing student practice rigidly into rresistancef

and rconfornityt on the basis of its rnotivation, rwhat

students dot in the classroom must be understood in terms

of the complex production of groups of people as they

actively make sense of and deal with their situation.
Whether and how their practices are in their interests
and/or contribute to the reproduction of the status quo

becornes a matter of argument and ernpirical investigation.

To sumrnarise, the issues f have raised here about the

nature of fresistancer indicate a serj.es of problems with
the notion of resistance as a rrcentral categoryr in the

analysis of classroom practice and its relat,ion to social
reproduction (and socj.al change) .

However, despite their problenatic focus on opposition and

resistance, Girouxrs and Applers general theoretical
suggestions for a cont,emporary analysis of schooling are

centrally inportant in any progressive account of
educational practice. They present, a rrnew problernaticrt for
understanding the process of schooling and its contribution
to the maintenance of the exj.sting order: one which rftakes

human agency seriouslyrr and conceptualises the school as a
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site where ideologies are produced, reproduced and

contested in the everyday cultural practices of students

(see Giroux 1983a : 111, Apple 1982b : 15).

Many of the complexities of this notion of the schooL are

still to be understood, due to the past preoccupation by

ethnographers within this problernatic with the activities
of the rebellious rresistersr. Further studies of the

practice and beliefs of the rhard workingt kids at school

are needed2l in ord,er to begin to map out the complexity of
cultural production and its variety of oppositional and

accommodating forms and their logic and origins in the

class-/gender-/race-structural locations of the students

concerned.

T have attempted here to show how some structurally-located
students rmake senser of the schoor in relation to their
own interests, how ideology is interpreted in practice in a

school. These constj.tute essential features of any full
understanding of the ideological function of schooling.

But there is clearly more to any tfull understandingr:

where do the meanings underlying the girrst production of
classroon practice arise? what role does the school play

in this process? And how does the schooL rensurer the
contribution of the girrsr curtural production of classroom

pedagogy to the maintenance of the existing order? It is
these issues to which we now turn in detail.
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NOTES - CHAPTER SEVEN

I. Even Lee and Tanya, who left school as soon as they could,
wanted to do well at school. They left, they said, because'
they couldntt stand being there any longer. Beverley whorrhatesrr school, and was constantly threatening to leave,
was an exception. She spent a lot of time avoiding
attending classes. Despite this she despised people who
left at, fifteen.
2. This notion of rbanking educationr is applied critically'
by Freire to all formal schooling, independent of social
class.

3. The New Zealand Truth j.s a rpopularr weekly newspaper.

4. Arthough Furlong provided no rbackground infornationl
about the fraverage ability, west rndian girls in his study,
i-t is legitinate to generilise from othei stud,j.es (e.g.
those cited j.n Troyna, 1994, also Louden, IgTg) of 'Weit
Indian students in London, which indicate the typical
structural location of these studentst fanilies in the
working c1ass, and their general adherence to the doninant
ideology regarding the schoolrs offer of equal opportunity.
5. see Johnsonrs.(1979) discussion of culture and ideologyfor a sinilar point.
6. Apple quotes the work of Montgomery (3'g7g), packard
{L978), Edwards (L979) and others (apple LgAZb : TOff) toillustrate the conplex and contradiclory culture of the
American workplace. He also refers to Lhe studies ofschool youth culture by wi1lis, McRobbie and Everhart.
7. Evgn.though, as the studies by Willis etc. indicate,oppositional activity can (and does) contribute todonination rather than emancipation, Giroux and, Applestress that such activity contains the possibilitiLs forrremancipatory practicett (Giroux 1983a : SS; appf e fSaZU :26).. .App1e and Girouxts concern with such oppositionalact'ivity and its radical potentiar is fuelred,- by their
shared commitrnent to progressive social change, and the
development of a radicar pedagogy in the service of suchchange. Giroux (1983a : 19) endorses the traditi.on ofrcritical theoryt which he says 'ropenly takes sid,es in theinterests of struggring for a better world.rf , and he speaksof the rrneed to develop strategies in schools in whicLopposit,ional cultures might provide the basis for a viablepolitical forcetr (r983a : rol). Apple (r982b : L62) statesthat rfour task is to give life-Lo the resistances, thestruggles'r, and ernphasises that resistance in schools andthe workprace rrcan be emproyed for serious structural
changerr (1982b : 26) .

8. Such as those by Wi11is (L977) | McRobbie (tg79) |Everhart (1983), Corrigan (1979).

9. McRobbie (1980) and Arnot (1982) point out that
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resistance studies generally ignore women and gender j.ssues
to focus instead on male youth cultural fonns.

10. Even Everhartrs (1979) male tkj.dsr were rebellious
cornpared with the bulk of the 5 Mason girls, even though
the 'kids' did do the minimal amount of school work
necessary. The girls - their response to school nediated
through different cultural and gender norms - rarely
rrgoofed offrr or engaged in fighting, swearing', drinking and
drugs like the white working class male youths in
Everhartrs study.

11. Connell et aI (1982 : 90).

J-2. Connell et al (1982) and Anyon (1984) are notable
exceptions.

13. The teachers most disliked by these girls were the ones
f found were the most hostile to them. Indeed, one such
teacher was openly negative to me about 5 Mason, saying
they rrvrerenrt worth the botherrt. This attitude, however,
was rare. Nearly all the 5 Mason teachers I rnet were
constantly concerned and caring about their students.

14. See also Avisrs (1984 z L47) study of students in Youth
Training Programmes whose rrresistance ... should more
realistically be seen as strategies of surrrival, ways of
rnaking out, ways of accommodating the situation.It
15. I have suggested (see Chapt,er Five, p. 237) that the
same conplexity characterises Willists ladsr rreslstancel
to school, which can be interpreted as both a rebellious
reiection of the schoolrs apparent atternpt to make
available the offer of credentials and opportunity,
combined with an (ideologically distorted) acceptance of
the genuine nature of the roffert.

15. Recognising these problems, Wi11is (1981) argues that
his work must not be seen as existing within tra simple
resistance paradigmtt, that, he is concerned primarily with
cultural production.

L7. In his critigue of wiLlisrs use of the termrresistancer J. Walker (1984) argues that rresistancel
cannot unanbiguously be used to describe the rladsr I

rebellious behaviour. fnsofar as the rladsr I activities
are antagonistic to dorninant values but are not clearly
based in a challenge to the rrsystem of
domination/subordinationrr it is better described as
recusancv. Walker states rrThe recusant refused to
acknowledge the authority over hirn or her, of the
established power in matters of ideologj-cal cornmitment andpractice, .... This may or rnay not go along with, but need
not inpIy, a desire to change the system as a whole and
replace it with another onerr (Walker 1984 : 4). By rnaking
this distinction Walker avoids the problems invited by
Girouxrs rash suggestion that oppositional behaviour is
either emancipatory resistance or conformismi he also
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rleaves it openr as to the tliberatory potentialr of such
oppositional behaviour.

18. Although Girouxts intention is to make rresistancet a
meaningful terrn for concrete political act,ion and analysi,s,
he in fact fails to locate his rrtheory of resistancerl
dialectically within a concrete historical context. This
is sharply evident in his repeated talk about resistance
crua resistance as providing rrtheoreticalrr ttpossibilitiesrl
for struggle. For example (enphasis added);rrthe value of the resistance construct lies . . . in its
potential to speak to radical possibilities . . . . [ (Giroux
1983a : 109)
This stunningly vague statement fails to clarify what night
count as rresistancer. What counts as a fpotentialr torspeak tor radical possibilities or political struggle is
infinitely broad, depending on oners ideological conception
of these things, and the concrete historical context in
which rresistancer occurs. Thus Girouxrs position does not
overcome the relativisn he nevertheless intends to avoid.

19. In his critique of tresistance theoryr J. Walker (1984)
argues that rrconformistrr working class students I behaviour
nay in fact be potentially more politically progressive in
the long term than the overt resistance of other students
which night close off avenues leading to j.nfonned political
struggle.

20. Paradoxically, these girls reject their expected class
futures and thus accornmodate to school, while the lads
embrace their expected futures through school resistance.
Both groups (appear to) believe that they are acting intheir own best interests.
2L. It is irnportant to stress here that, I arn not suggesting
that, an insufficient nurnber of ethnographic and other
studies of studentsr collective and individual adaptations,
responses, oppositions to school have been carrj-ed out. On
the contrary, an enormous number of such research is
avaj.lable (for example, Becker et aI (196I), Stj.nchcombe
(L973) , Hargreaves (1967) , Lacey (1970), Snyder (L973) ,Ball (1981), Turner (1983) Woods (L979, 1993) Davies
(1983), see also Woods 1986 z 7 for summary), which
illustrate in det,ail the variety of opposit,ional and
acconmodating forms of behaviour engaged in by students in
school (and university). Such studies, however, are
l-ocated outside the Marxist/radical theoretical debate
regarding the processes of social reproduction in the slte
of the school. They do not address questions about
ideology and the social order, but rather remain focused
largely at the level of rinteresting descriptionr ofattitudes and interactions. euestions regalding the
siqnificance of the cultural production of rwhat happens in
schoolsr as an aspect of the rnaintenance or challenge of
doninant ideology r ot of the existing order, do not come
within their concerns (Young and Whitty L977). Marxist
accounts can be legitirnately criticised for not engagingwith such other work (Hargreaves |gg2, Nash 1984) ; 

-I-am
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suggesting here that the kinds of conplexitLes uncovered Ln
these accounts coul,d well augment contemporary
Marxistr/radical understanding of the medl,ated nature of,
social reproduction in sites such as the school.
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CHAPTER ETGHT

STRUCTURAL CONSTRATNTS: SYMBOLIC VTOLENCE TN THE CI,ASSROOM

The Pacific fsland girls in 5 Mason have identified their
interests as gaining school credentials in order to
increase their value on the labour narket. Their struggle

at school to realise these interest,s is not consciously

entered by then as a class struggler dS understood by

theorists such as Giroux (1983a). The class structure, as

well as the collective relegation of Pacific fsland women

to low status work within the working cIass, remain

uncontested by these gir1s.

It is a struggle, within the terrns of the dominant

ideology, for thern as individuals to rsucceedr - to get a

rgood' job on the labour market, to avoid as individuals
their collective tprobabilitiest. Apart from one or two

exceptions, such a struggle is doomed to failure,
especially in a shrinking labour market. Indeed, the

5 Mason girls as individuars d,id, 'fairr: their expectations

were not reached, they ended up very often in the dead-end

jobs they wanted to avoid (see Appendix IfI).

While the school did not produce their labour market
rfailuret (after all, the econony, not the educat,ion

systern, provided the type and number of labour market

placesr ds Bowles & Gintis (1976) Carnoy (L982) Freernan-
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Moir (1981) Nash (1983) and others point out) nevertheless,

;4rschooling is not, passive in this process: it provides a

, context which largelv ensures the Pacific Island working

i class girlsr relegation to a particular segment of the

labour market,. It is tine to speII out how the process of
schooling contributes to such an outcome via its
distribution of school credentials, which can be exchanged

for places in the labour market.

Although f have so far ernphasised tagencyr in ter::ns of the

girlsr active attempts at control in the classroom, it
would be grossly misleading and incorrect to assume that
the t,eachers are sirnply nanipulated, and that rwhat

happens I j.n the classroom is rnerely deterrnined by the
girlsr chosen perspectives and practices. By focusing, in
ethnography, on the studentsr actj.ve understandj.ng and,

production of reality in the classroom there is a danger of
portraying the students (and teachers) as rresponsibler for
the reality which they take an actj.ve part in producing.

To stop on the point that, the girls simply control their
teachersr pedagogy, depending on their particular
definitions of rschool workr, is nisleading. Such a view
rblames the victirnti it portrays the 5 Mason students as

ultimately responsible for their own fairure (because they
only copied?) and the 5 Simmonds girls for their olrn

success (because they discussed their work?).

such a view separates what happens in school from the wider
political context of which it is a part. rt overlooks the
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ideological and cultural contexts of the school, the fanily
and so on, within which the girls learn and practice their
perspect:.ves, and which help ensure the reproduction of the

existing order. In the remaining chapters I show how the

school recruits the active participation of both niddle

class and working class students in rschool work

interactions which contribute to very different outcomes in
terms of school success. Recruitment of a particular sort
of active participation in the classroom by different
social groups is a central aspect of the schoolrs

contribution to the rnaintenance of the existing social-
economic organisation of New Zealand society.

Bourdieu: Bringincr Tocrether the Strands of Argument

The work of Pierre Bourdieu provides probably the nost

comprehensive and compelling theoreticaL resources for an

analysis of the rpoliticalt significance of daily classroom

life. Be.cause he .integrates an analysis of hunan agency

into his account of the reproduction of existing structures
and relations of power, Bourdieuts work represents a

significant advance on that of Bowles & Gint,is and Harris
for an understanding of what happens in the classroorn and

its relationship to the social structure. He shares with
willis a broad concern with the tcultural dispositionsr of
class groups, though Bourdieu provides more specific
suggest,ions than Willis about how, via the classroom, class

cultures are implicated in the schoolrs contribution to
sociar reproduction. Arthough Bourdieurs position is not
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strictly a Marxist one (in his early reducationalt writings

he uses a notion of class defined in terms of privilege,
occupatj-on and education (see note 5), and later (f985)

explicitly distances himself from a Marxist analysis of

class), he nevertheless provides penetrating and

progressive suggestions for an account of classroom

practice in the context of class reproduction.

Bourdieu suggests that what happens in the classroom must

be understood as an expression of an interaction between

the culture of particular class groups, and the routines,

expectations, style etc (the culture) of the school. He

provides an analysis of the relationship between the

culture enbedded in the school, and the various class

cultures which make up society. It is this relat,ionship

which, he argues, is central to the schoolrs contribution
to social reproduct,ion t ot the on-going rrtransmission of
power and privilegesrr to the already privileged (Bourdieu

1977b z 487).

His_theory of reproduction is based on the argument that
the system of power relations inherent in the class
structure is rnaj.ntained and legitinated by symbolic

violence. This is the process whereby particular classes

exert their power not through overt physical violence, but
through the atternpted universal irnposition of cultural
rsymbolsr - specific perspectives, norms and concepts in
everyday thought, communication and practice. Bl.naking

legitimate only those cultural forms which are their own,
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dominant cLasses exert slrrnbolic violence on the doninated.

Thus the objective power relations between classes,

according to Bourdieu, are converted into the power of
syrnbolic vj.olence which adds to and disguises the original
power of the dorninant classes.

All power to exert symbolic violence i.e. r dDy power
which manages to impose meanings and to impose them as
legitirnate, by masking the relations of power which
are the basis of its force, adds its own, specifically
slanbolic force to these relations of power.

Bourdieu and Passeron 1977 : 18

Although Bourdieu talks about timpositionr here, his is not

a deterministic position. His focus is on struggle, and

here he points out that symbolic power is a focus of class

struggle. fn the same way that subordinate and dorninant

classes cornpete over the distribution of economj.c capital,
so there is struggle over meanj.ng, over hbw reality should

be symbolically defined, (Bourdieu 1985 z 729f).L _The

perpetuation of donination occurs through the successful

transmission, reproduction and legitirnation of the cultural
categories, values and perspect,ives of dominant classes in
such places as the school,

Central to Bourdieurs analysis is the notion of habitus.
This concept is especially significanr- here in that it
represents a conscious atternpt to link the social structure
with the practices, thoughts, dispositions, attitudes etc
of acting subjects (see e.g. Bourdieu I977a : 83ff).
Bourdieu recognised in his early work the inadequacy of
explanations of social practice which rely on structural
concepts aIone.2 He rnaintained, in 1968 that structures
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(ttobjective relationsrr) ttultirnately ... do not exist and do

not reaLly realise thenselves except in and through the

system of dispositions of the agents produced by the

internalisation of objective conditionsrf (Bourdieu 1968 :

70s).

' Bourdieu calls the rsystem of dispositionsr the habitus,

which, in crude terms, can be understood to refer to those

cultural patterns - those (largely unconscious) norns,

values, !{ays of thinking and doing things - generated and

used by particular class groups as they rliver, in a

variety of ways, a set of objective (changing) structural
conditions (Bourdieu L9?7a : 82-3). In more particular and

accurate terms, habitus is a rrgenerative principlerr

(Bourdieu 1984 : 170) (or rrstructurerr (ibid : I70) ,

frfonflularf , or rrschemert (ibid z 37211 which both (a)

generates the variety of practices or perceptions which

constitute every day reality, or the social-structure-ds-
experienced; and which (b) is qenerated by the already

existing and ongoing objective social structure3 (Bourdieu

L977a z 78ffi 1984 z L7I, 10I).

Thus habitus ilrelatesrt peoplers everyday practical lives
and the social structure. Bourdieu maintains that the

material conditions produced by ifre oUjective oiganisation
of a society have a structuring effect on class-located
fanilies' socialising practices which inculcate a
particular set of d,ispositions r ot hgbitus, in the fanily
and class members (Bourdieu I977a : 8I). Furthermore, the
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pr1:_t,ices generated by the habitus tend to reproduce the

external conditions which rformedr the habitus in the first
place (ibid : 78). In other words, habitus mediates

between social structures and the practices through which

social life is sustained and structures are reproduced (and

transforned) (ibid z 79).

It must be ernphasised that Bourdieu seeks to avoid a

deterninistic conception of hurnan practice by arguing that
structural condit,ions via the habitus generate a varietv of
rf structured practicesrr (Bourdieu 1984 : I70). Particular
social classes, though, tend to generate a rrclass habitusrt

which is rrnormallyrt associated with that group t s position
in the relatj-ons of production, due to its rnernberst shared

conditions of existence (Bourdieu 1984 z 372i I977a : 85).

(Although Bourdieu focuses on class, in general terms the

habitus of the individual may be seen as the internalised
culture of the class/gender/race group to which s/he

belongs).4

Habitus has no one particular referent. Like the concept
fstructurer it is a metatheoretical heuristic notion which,

rather than being an ernpirical category or a theory,

according to Brubaker (1985 | 760) is rrdesigned to focus

attention on the kind of conceptual framework that is
reguired of any adeguate sociological theory, namely one

that incorporates dispositional as well as structural
conceptsrr. Brubaker points out that as such, habitus is a

Itvague't and rrversatj-Ierr concept in Bourdieurs writing,
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which is made to do an rrextraordinary amountrr of

theoretical work (ibid). As well as being conceptualised

by Bourdieu in relation to the practices it produces, it is
also seen in relation to the conditions under which it was

forrned and to the irnmediate situation of action (Bruba]<er

1985 : 760). (My use of habitus incorporates these three

relations). By referring to the non-deterrnined expression

of the ttdialectical relationshiptt between objective social

structures and cognitive and motivating structures which

they produce and rrhich tend to reproduce thern (Bourdieu

L977a : 83), Bourdieurs notion of habitus fcontainsr the

elements in the general notion of culture developed by

willis (1983) and Giroux (1983a) in their attenrpts both to
avoid structural determinisrn and dialectically to connect

the subjective and objective elements of social life - as

people sirnultaneously are rrforrned in ... a certain
structural location and syrnbolic community,t .g5! form social
reality as they rrexplore, make sense of and positively
respond to tinheritedr structural and material conditions

of existencerr (Wil1is 1983 : 112). The significance of
habitus for this discussion is that Bourdieurs treatment of
the concept in the context of education is directly useful
for understanding the patterns of thought and action in the

classroom which we examined in Chapter Seven, and which we

(and Willis) have referred to as cultural- production.
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Habitus. Cultural Production and the Schoo1

The breadth and cornplexity of Bourdieurs writing on

education is immense (see Harker L982, 1984). Here I shall

focus prinarily on the aspects of his early work on

education (Bourdieu 1974, !976, L977b) which are relevant

to our present task! an underst,anding of classroom practice

in the context of social reproduction.

Bourdieurs analysis of education contains the insight that
school culture resembles in its basic form that of the

dominant group in that society (Bourdieu L974 : 39).

Dominant culture perrneates every aspect of schooling,

including what happens in the classroom. Bourdieu

maintains that dourinant gtorrprs (which, in the New Zealand

context would include the professional and managerial

rniddle class) attenpt to institute their cultural norms,

values, ways of thinking and doing things as universal and

worthwhile. One of the most irnportant places this happens

is in schools; through dominant groupsr control of
education, doninant culture becomes that which rnust be

assinilated for a person to become reducatedr.

This happens because those characteristics of rniddle class

fanilies their ways of speaking, their ways of seeing the

world, their v/ays of doing things (that is, their habitus)

are those with which the school operates, and which the

school rewards. Bourdieu argues that the disparate

academic achievement of different, groups is not a result of
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cultural differences as such, but is a product of the way

the school operates with the particular cultural norms,

values and so on of doninant groups, making these a

precondition of school success. The congruence between the

habitus/culture of the rniddle class family and the
racademic culturef ensures these childrenrs achievement

(Bourdieu J.974 : 35) and sinultaneously excludes working

class children from school, 
"r.r.."==.6

This general theoretical argument can be developed in an

analysis of the concrete situation at Girlsr Gramnar.

rWhat happens in the classroomr can be understood as the

interaction between - on the one hand - the habitus of the

niddle class Pakeha and Pacific Island working class girls
respectively, and - on the other hand - the dominant

culture of the school - which, according to the argument,

is congruent with that of the rniddle class Pakeha girls.

According to Bourdieurs argurnent, for those children whose

fanily culture matches that of the school, these patterns

becorne the tools with which to succeed, educationally and

economically. The habitus of the children of dominant

groups such as the niddle class Pakeha girls in
5 Simmonds includes the rcodet with which to decipher,

understand and use the messages of (their own) culture
enbodied in the acadernic culture of the school. fndeed,

academic success (i.e. gaining academic credenti.als)

depends on trthe previous possession of the instruments of
appropriationrf (Bourdieu L977b : 494) - that is, it depends
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on a faniliarity with the doninant culture, whi.ch provides

the tools necessary for rappropriatingr or learning school
1knowledge.'

By providing the tools for access to school knowledge and,

academic success, the habitus of dominant groups

constitutes what Bourdieu calls cultural canital in the

context of the school. Just as dominant grroups create,

hold and use economic capital to their benefit, dominant

groups also create and use rcultural capitalr invested in
their childrents socialisation in the family, and realised

via the school through the acquisition of school

credentials or f academic capitalt (Bourdieu 1984 '. 23).

The education system then, in effect converts economic

capital int,o cultural capital which in turn is used to
secure credentials and ultirnately resources, authority,
prestige and social power for dominant groups. Those who

control economic and cultural capital are thereby enabled

via the education system, to ensure its reproduction in
their hands (Bourdieu I977b z 496). Thus academic culture
not only represents the culture of the dominant class, but

is owned by this c1ass, and used to its advantage in the

economic market. In this wdy, the school works objectively
towards the reproduction of the existing social order.

It is the aspect of this process whereby some habitusl
constitute cultural capital at school and hence are

rej-nforced with rsuccesst while others are not (Harker 1984

: 118) which constj-tutes symbolic violence in daily
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classroom interaction.

Bourdieurs arguments suggest that the habitus of the

Pacific Is1and working class girls - being members of a

subordinat,e group in New Zealand society - does not

constitute rcultural capitalr j.n the context of the school..

These girlsr school failure can be seen at least partly as

a result of their perceptions, beliefs and practj.ces

(habitus) being penalised, despite their rhard workr at
school. fn the previous chapter we examined the Girlst
Grammar girlsr cultural production of classroom practice.

Accepting Bourdieurs arguments to structure our

investigation, what are the habitus' which underlie that
production? And how does the school constitute a barrier
to the conversion of the working class Pacific Island
girlsr habitus into cultural capital?

8.2 .l Habitus and tGettinqt School Knowledge

Gaining school knowledge demands the rtoolst which enable

its acquisition. Such tools include beli-efs (and the

practices they engender) about how to acguire school

knowledge. As we have already seen, the 5 Mason and

5 Simmonds girls rmake senser of school work in very

different ways. They bring to the classroom different
ideas about what counts as appropriate ways to learn school

knowledge. This includes beliefs about the role of their
own, and the teacherrs, knowledge in the learning process.

The working class Pacific fsland girls in 5 Mason employ a
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model of teaching-and-learning which gives prinacy to the

teachersr words and authority; they believe they should

rr... listen to the teacher, do what she says. She knows

what werve got to knowrr. The rniddle class Pakeha girls in
5 Simmondsr oD the other hand, do not merely tlistenr to

their teachers. They believe that while the teachers

knowledge provides the basis of what must be learnt, their
own knowledge is relevant to this process. Such beliefs,
which are central to the acguisition of school knowledge,

and which contribute to the form of 'what happens in the

classroomr, can be understood as an aspect of habitus.

Why do the girls understand school work in these particular
ways? Following Bourdieu (I977a : 85) I would argue that
the rtoolst (beliefs and practices) for the acquisition of
school knowledge are structured by the objective conditions
of the social and material world which the girls experience

as members of particular rracer and class groups in New

Zealand society. What, then, are the conditions under

which the girlst habitusr are forned?

8.2.2 The Habitus of the Workinq Class Pacific fsland Girls
(1) Authoritv. Knowledcre and Pacific Societies

There are several structural conditions which rnight

contribute to the working class Pacific Island girlsI
beliefs about their appropriate relationship with the

teacher in the process of learning school knowledge, and

hence their classroom practice. These are located within
the race- and class-cuItura1 conditions of the girlst
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everyday lives: within and outside the school. In the

following sections I shall outline some of the major

structural conditions which generate the habitus with which

the 5 Mason girls approach the task of rbeing a successful

studentr.

We have already seen (in Chapter Three) that the
Pacific Island girlsr parents want their children to
acquire twhat the school has to offerr in order to gain

economic opportunities in New Zea1and. Along with this
broad, aspiratiotrrS their parents usually have particular
views about how to go about, acquiring school knowIed.ge.9

According to the Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason, their
parents believed that gainingr school knowledge and

credentiars is best done through obedient attention in a

teacher-directed process. such an approach, at least amongi

samoan parents, is documented in Fairbai.rn-Dunloprs (l9gl)
interview study of forty sarnoan parents of standard, Two

pupils in a Wellington pr!.nary school, and Nicolrs (1985)

st'udy of twerve samoan parents with preschool children in
wellington. Fairbairn-Dunlop found that the parents she

spoke to were most concerned about the teacher-student
relationship in the learning process.

The parents believed that New zealand teachers allowedpupils too much freedom, and that the relationships
between teacher and pupil were too inforrnal, with thechildren not paying sufficient respect to theteachers. The parents preferred a more formal,
teacher-directed teaching sty1e, with recognisable
aims and subject matter.

Faj.rbairn-Dunlop 1981 : I
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Fairbairn-Dunlop found that these parents thought that it
ruas by tmaking everybody work hardr and tkeeping the class

under controlt that learning was achieved. They thought

that a guiet class is a rgoodr class. Parents liked a

fairly formal teaching style frwhere children were quiet and

working hard, listening and taking in everything the

teacher saj.drr (ibid : 232). They told their chiLdren not

to rrcriticisert the teacher because the children are rrthere

to learn and do what the teacher saystf. For many of the

parents thard workr was done whilst sitting quietJ.y at

desks. The parents were dubious about the value of
discussions and group activities (ibid t 244), (The

sinilarity with the beliefs of the Pacific Island girls at

Girlsr Grammar is striking).

Most of these parents would have been educated in the

schooling system in Western Samoa. Writing about education

in Samoa in the 1940rs, Beeby (1965) described a system

dorninated by fornal teaching methods, where the
connectj.on between synbols and meaning was sometimes
lost entirely of tables and strings of words
chanted in unison and learnt by heart, in the hope
that their meanings would some day be revealed by
repetition.

Beeby 1966 : 30

In the words of a Samoan parent in New Zealand:

Wel1, in Samoa, the teacher always put full stop to
the children. You know. Say rrBe quietrr and things
like that, and we always sort, of sit still and listen
to what the teacher is saying. We sort of getting
bored But we listen When I was in school

I was always bored.
Fairbairn-Dunlop 1981 z 243
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It is probable that the present approaches and attitudes of

Pacific Island parents and farnilies towards acquiring

school knowledge have evolved partially frorn the patterns

of accomrnodation which characterised the interaction
between colonial and traditional educational forces in the

Pacific. For example, Francis (1978) maintains that Tongan

parents have actively assinilated a particular model of

Western schooling, that which is based on neritocratic
selection and rejection. Due to Tongats rfmonarchical,

hierarchicalrr structure, he suggests, rfit was natural that
the accornmodated school system developed into a highly

selective, highly rejecting meritocratic form of that
western institution, schooltr (Francis L978 : 51). The

contemporary Tongan approach to education, he suggests,

rnust not be understood as sinply the result of cultural
inposition by Western educators, but as an actively chosen

approach, which constitutes a contemporary aspect of
rrTongan cultural valuesrr (ibid) .

Fairbairn-Dunlop argues sirnilarly that the forrnality of the

Sarnoan school and the expectations by Sanoan parents of the

New Zealand school is based in the structure of Samoan

society. It rris a reflection of Samoan society and the

Sanoan way of life, where respect for the words of elders

and those in authority is accompanied by unquestioning

acceptance of their opinions and vie'arpointstr (ibid | 37).

fn his study of Samoan society, Freeman (1983) states that
the Samoan social organisation i-s markedly authoritarian
and that the Sanoans give particular emphasj.s to the active
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maintenance of obedience to those in chiefly authority. He

points out that the Samoan term for obediencer us:Lgs:tb':L,

refers specifically to the action of listening to an

instruction and then unguestioningly carrying it our

(Freeman 1983 : 192). Within the farnily, ttA Samoan child
is first taught to obey all those within his [sic] family

He is expected to rernain obedient to those in
authority over hirn whatever his age (ibid : 130).

The structured hierarchy of Samoan society provides a

context within which the role of the teacher, and the

process of learning, can be understood. Teachers hold an

elevated position within the hierarchy, they rrhold special
rmanar in the (Sarnoan) comnunitytt (Ioane, undated z 27).

The rrespectt this mana engenders within this social
structure irnplies a particular sort of relatlonship between

the teacher and student. As respected adults, teachers

must guide, and the children learn by - as one parent in
Fairbairn-Dunlop's study put j.t "sitting, watching,

listening to what he saidrr (1981 : 238). This meant that
the most conmon advice which parents in Fairbaj.rn-Dunlopts

study gave to their children regarding learning in the

classroom was, for exanple

rrBe good. Listen.rl
rrWatch the teacher and do whatever he says. fl
rrWork hard. rl

rrDonrt get smart. Just do.rf
rrObey the teacher.rl

Fairbairn-Dunlop 1981 z 239
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The Samoan parents in Nicolts (1985) study, too, emphasised

the importance of listenincr and the necessity to rrDo as the

teacher saysfr (ibid : 130). (But it would be inaccurate

and sirnplistic to suggest that a rigid pattern of obedience

is merely learnt and adhered to by aII Samoan children

either in the context of the school or the fanily. As we

have seen, the Pacific fsland girls in 5 Mason did not

simply confor:n to the teacherst demandsi though the pattern

of conformity to the uncritical collection of teachersl

knowledge was evident in these girlsr qeneral response to

their teachers, and non-conformity to their teachersr

wishes occurred when the teachers failed to comply with the

girlst beliefs that the teachers should sinply provide thern

with school knowledge) .

Fairbairn-Dunlop (aIso Ritchie and Ritchie 1978) suggests

that such a valued belief in respect of rank and seniority
engenders patterns of interaction between adults and

children which do not encourage the childts active
exploration, interpretation and criticisn in communj.cation.

Indeed, Nicol (1985) found that the Samoan parents in her

study discouraged their chj.ldren from talking, especially

in adult company. As two parents said:

Conversation j.s not part of the Sarnoan child I s way of
1ife.
We do not allow our children to express themselvesr ds
there is tine for that later - at this stage they do
as they are told.

Nicol 1985 2 L28
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In the context of the school, these patterns can result in
the tendency to rely on the teacher to provide information

which rnust be tlearnt upr, and a particular style of

Iearning based on rpassiver observation/listening rather

than inter-active discussion, criticism, correction etc.

rn his sunmary of New Zealand studieslo of rrPolynesianrr (he

refers to Maori and Pacific Island peoples) socialisation
patterns and classroom behaviour, Hunkin (1980) identifies
another structural aspect of rrPolynesian societytt, whictr,

he believes, accounts for what night be called dispositions

towards learning j.n school. Hunkin suggests that the

social structural features of group orientation and

cohesion rather than individual cornpetitiveness and

achievement generate patterns of socialisation in
rrPolynesian societyt' in which cooperation and sharing are

highly valued, where ttindividuals contribute - only groups

competerr (Hunkin 1980 : 6) .

Both structural features rigid social and authority
hierarchies and a cohesive community (rather than

individual-orientation) - the writers above have argued,

produce a similar approach to learning - that based on

teacher-dependence, rather than on individual exploratlon,

and criticism.

It is exactly these tendencies which are evident in the

5 Mason girlsr approach to classroorn learning. This aspect

of the 5 Mason girls| shared habitus - the cultural norms
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governing learning and authority relations - can be

understood, then, as partly based in the structures of

social/power relations within Sarnoan and other Pacific

Island communities, whether in New Zealand or in the other
rlslandsr of the South Pacifi..11

Within New ZeaLand society, the 5 Mason girls also

experience other objective structural social relations
which shape their approaches to learning school knowledge

those of class.

(2) Authority, Knowledge and Class

As we have seen, Bourdieu suggests that within capitalj.srn,

the structured constraints governing or generating habitus

includ,ing the cultural attitudes and practices in the

context of learning school knowledge - are partly class-

based. It is beyond the scope of this study to exarnine

class in the context of Pacific Island social structuresi
however in New Zealand, Pacific Island peopler ds we have

seen, largely exist within the working class.

lhere are extrene dangers j,n assuning that rclassr is an

undifferentiated category or refers to unitary social
groups in New Zealand; and in freely applying statements

about, say, Pakeha working class culture to the Pacific
Island (or Maori) working class. Nevertheless, studies of

working class culture (there are no such studies in New

Zealand as yet) nay provide sorne suggestions regarding the
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structured generation of habitus, in particular the

approach to classroom practice of Pacj.fic Islanders in New

Zealand as rnembers of an economically and socially
positJ.oned class group. Menbers of the working class share

some rnaterial and social conditions in common by virtue of

their class position. Bourdieu maintains that these

condj.tions are influent,ial in the formation of a partially
sirnilar rsystem of d,isposit,ionst (habitus) with which most

working class people in western capitalism interpret, and

act in, particular contexts.

Kohn : Class and Confornitv

This position is argued by Kohn (1969) in his seminal work

Class and Conformitv, where he provides evidence for his
thesis that patterns of conformity to authority are class

cultural patterns.12 fn a series of studies he documented

a correspondence between authority in the social
relationships of work and the social relationships and

values of the family. The studies, whose racially mixed

subjects were North Anerican and Italian, show that
individuals of tthigher economic statusrr are more 1ike1y to

value rrinternal rnotivationrr, and those of rrlower econornic

statusrr Iikely to value behaviour that conforms with

external authority. He found that working class parents

(defined according to fatherrs occupation) tended to value

most such things as obedience, neatness, respect; whj.le

niddle class parents ernphasised curiosity and self-
direction. Kohn states
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Middle class parents are more likely to ernphasj-se
childrenis-seii airection, and working class. parents
to enPhasis

The essentiat aitrerence between the terms as we

use them; i;-that self-direction focuses on ilternal
standard; ;i direction for behaviour; conforurity
focuses on externally irnposed rules 

Kohn Lg6g : 35

Kohn rnaintains that these values (and the child-rearing

practices they engender) are directly related to tbe

structural cond,itions of work characteristic of different

economic classes. rworking classr jobs are subject to

dj.rect supenrision and control, they are usuaily not highly

complex, and are generally routinised. These jobs require

the individual to conform to rules and procedures

established by authority. It is the sort of approach to

authority and, conformity dernanded by the social relations

of the workplace which working class farnj-lies irnpart to

their children. On the other hand, h€ argues, rmiddle

classt jobs typically a1low for rnore personal autonorny, are

less closely supervised, lesS rOUtinised and more conplex.

They thus denand a greater degree of self-direction.

Through their socialisation in the fanily, middle class

children are taught the values which underlie suctr work

relation=.13 self-direction, concludes Kohn,

reguires opportunities and experiences which are much
more avaitilfe to people who are more favourably
situated in the hierarchical order of society;
conformj.ty is the natural consequence of inadequate
opportunitY to be self-directed'

Kohn L969 : 189

Thus, Kohn argues, the structure of wor]< life is the prime

generator of child-rearing values and practices

irrespective of race (ibid : 59). He goes on to maintain
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that the 'dispositionsr produced via the farnily contribute

to the maintenance of ttre farnilyf s class position.

Whetherconsciouslyornotparentstendtoimpartto
their children lessons deriied frorn the conditions of
life of their own social class - and thus help prepare
their children for a siurilar class position: 

^Kohn L969 : 200

while we should be cautious of his suggestion that the

farnily is to rblamer for the reproduction of existing class

relations, Kohn does illustrate the point inportant to

Bourdieurs argument about habitus, that the conditions of

work and social relations of a class-divided workforce are

reflected in fanily relations. The socialisation patterns

resulting from the fanilyts structural and material

position are, Bourdj.eu suggests, incorporated in the

child's habitus (Bourdieu I977a : 8?). And it is these

cultural pdtterns with which the child confronts and

constructs classroom encounters. Insofar aS the Wofking

class Pacific Is1and parents do instruct their children to

listen and not frcriticiserr the teacher, and the middle

class Pakeha parents appear to accept a more interactive
rinvolvedr model of teaching and learningr14 Kohn suggests

one way of understanding the material basj.s of these

patt,erns.

We must not read. Kohnrs work too simply, however' WilLis

(:rg7g), corrigan (],g7g), McRobbie (1978) and others, have

shown that even if working class children are socialised

for confornity in the fanily, this does not

straightforwardly generalise to childrenrs behaviour in
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other settings such as the school, where many working class

youthsrebel.Sirnilarly,dsApple(1982b,1980)andothers
have shown, many working class women and men do not sinply

conform in the workplace, quite the opposite'

Nevertheless, Kohnrs research is suggestive of some

tstructural lirnitationsr on class-cultural valuing of

conforrnity and autonomy. In more specific terms we are

interested here in the class influences on communicative

interactions in the rlearning contextr of the classroom'

Is it that the objective social relations which govern the

class d,ifferentiated workplace and other social contexts

affect the very way in which class members think and

comrnunicate in their everyday lives, including the

classroom? Do the forms of socialisation in class-located

families produce in the next generation systernatically

different class-cultural pat'terns of communication which

will ultinately be significant in their tlearning

interactionsr in the classroom?

Bernstein : Class and Communication

Wernight'naturally'turntotheworkofBasilBernsteinat
this point - because he has explicitly atternpted to

elucid.ate and analyse the relationship between class

structure, socialisation, communication and schooling in

the context of social reproduction. Moreover, his

theoretical framework bears irnportant sirnilarities to that

used by Bourdieu in this .."".15 Bernsteinrs analysis of
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class-characteristic modes of

his arguments regarding their

can be read as Providing some

notions of habitus, cultural

speech and communication, and

significance in the classroom

elaboration of Bourdieurs

caPital and symbolic violence'

we have already seen that for Bourdieu, the cultural

patterns of response to the world (habitus), are products

of socialising practices which are structured by rrfor

exarnple, the material conditions of existence

characteristic of class conditionsrr (Bourdieu I977a z 72).

Bernstein argues sirnilarly, though more specifically, that,

arising from class-differentiated social and material

conditionsl6, the socialising procedures of different

social classes ensure a differential distribution and use

of particular patterns of thought and rules which

characterise cornmunication: those rules which rcreate ways

of experiencing, of interpreting and telling about the

worldrr, and which govern the social relations of control

and authority in learning situations - both in the fanily

and the school (Bernstein 1977 : 11) '

Bernstein develops aspects of his argument throughout his

writing, building up a highly complex and ever-changing

rnultidimensional account with an alarming rnultiplicity of

concepts.lT Without reproducing this complexity here (and

hopefully without oversinplifying) it is possible to distil

from Bernsteinrs extensive work some suggestions regarding

structurally generated approaches to communication and

learning which rnight be said to characterise the habitus of
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working class and niddle class students at Girlsr Granmar'

while Bernstein is vague on the d,etails, he suggests that

the mat,erial condition=l8 experienced by different social

classes give rrd.ifferential access to the sense that the

world is permeablerr ( i. e. open to rnodif ication) and to the"

ff sense of the possiblerr (Bernstein L}TL : 175) . It is this

rsenset of the worId, based in subordinate materi'al class

conditions, which gives rise to certain fanily

socialisation patterns and to the class-differentiatedl9

use of particular rrcommunication codesrr r so that rrone of

the effects of the class system is to lirnit access to " '

fparticular] codesr (ibid : 176). The codes express

d.ifferent orientations to communication and language ln

general (Bernstein 1971) including the social relations of

pedagogical communication in the classroom (Bernstein

L977).

Bernstein suggests that the "typical dominant speech mode

of the rniddle classrr (L977 : 61, 135) is characterised by

the use of what he calIs relaborated codesr, which provide

a wide set of theoretical possibilities for the explication

and organisation of experience (ibid : 132). rElaboratedl

codes are flexible, universalistic, context-independent and

abstract (ibid : 175); such codes rrinduce developmentally

in Itheir] speakers an expectation of separation and

difference from othersrr (ibid : 133). Due (he irnplies) to

the rpossibilit,iesr and relative individuat independence

afforded by their class location (ibid : 194), niddle class
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be rnore abstracted from particular
rrtheoreticalrr and' rranalyticalrr (Bernstein

more rrexploratory of possibili'tiestt (ibid i

on the other hand', he maintains that, due to their class

location and class experience which j.s presunably more

communal and less full of objective tpossibilitiesr due to

class dornination, working class children tend to use a

speech forn which contains ttlinitedrr vocabulary and syntax,

and which rrprogressively orients the user to descriptive

rather than abstract conceptsrr (BernStein I97L : 51-2) '

There is not much elaboration of neaning, which is assumed

to be sharedi such rrestrictedr codes are context-dependent

rather than generalj.sable. Bernstein gives examples from

his research to illustrate these class-related trends ln

childrents language in test situations and in discussions

(Bernstein L}TL : Ch. 3, ch. 5; L977 : 195) '

Bernsteinrs conceptualisation of class-related rrestrictedl

and relaborated,t codes has come under sustained criticisrn20

for its irnplication of working class deficit. It has also

been argued, that working class childrents rrestrictedl

speech may sirnply be a measure of these childrenrs

alienation in the research situation, and need not be an

accurate description of competence at all. In his later

writing, Bernstein (Lg77) is at pains to point out that one

code is not intrinsically superior to the other, despite

his use of normative-sounding terms such as rrestrj'ctedr;
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and. that both codes are necessary and appropriate in

different contexts. He also points out that both are

ravailable' to all social classes, but that objective class

conditions affect the probability of the use of particular

codes, such that rniddle class children generally can use

both codes, but working class children are usually linited'

to a trestrictedr code (Bernstein L977 t 26) '

on a generous read,ing, Bernsteinrs work can be seen not as

positing working class deficit, but as directing attention

to the structuring influence of class conditions on

language and communication. Though as Rosen (L9?2) clearly

argues, Bernstein does little more than suggest such an

influence - he does not provide evidence for it. Indeed,

Bernsteinrs vaqueness means that he does not argue, as he

cou}d, that rclassr does not regUlate the rrrealisationsrr of

linguistic codes, rather the use of language reflects the

effects of class relations in sites such as schools,

workplaces, research interviews, testing situations, etc.

At the very least, it is likely that different patterns of

communication will tend to characterise the habitus of

class-Iocated children in contexts such as the school and

the test situations of Bernsteinrs research. This is not

necessarily any indication of competence, ot r in the case

of working class children, d.eficit, but is likely to

reflect a more complex process of class domination - which

we are exploring here in the context of the classroom.
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The crucial guestion here, though, is not about linguistie

competence as such, but about class access to the

acquisition of what counts as school knowledge. How is

this related to linguistic codes?

Bernstei-n states that rrthe type of learning, the conditiong

of learning and the dimensions of relevance initiated' and

sustained through a restricted code are radically different

from the learning induced through an elaborated coderl

(Bernstein L}TL : 134). What Bernstein calls an

relaborated' code is congiruent with a style of learning

which is not heavily dependent on a direct input from

teacher (or parent); it is compatible with individual

expression and achievement, and with the independent'

elaboration of personally-d,eveloped ideas - or at least,

j-deas and principles abstracted from rwhat is givenr' A

frestricted,t iode on the other hand implies, ot makes

necessary, teacher (parent') -dependent' learning, and group

expression of shared, unambiguous ideas and routines.

Insid.e the classroom at Girlsr Grammar the verbal responses

to their teachers of the working class girls in 5 Mason

usually epit,omised Bernstein's characterisation of a

trestrictedr code: these girlsr answers to teachersl

questions were largely brief, unelaborated and fragznented,

basedonworkalreadygiven(seeexamples,pages4S3'46L'
467). Insofar as such a form of pedagogy is based on a

trestrictedt code, these girls as learners can only receive

teacher-provided information with assigned meaning, rather
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than engage in verbally (or written) elaborated individual

exploration and exPression.

The verbal interactions in the classroom amongst the middle

class 5 Simrnonds girls and betrueen them and their teachers

often had the characteristics of what Bernstein refers to

as an relaborated, coder, with the 5 sinmonds girls

discussing syllabus topics using generalised and abstract

statements, and often answering teacherst questions by

elaborating their own point, of view (albeit within the

Iirnits of the teacher-provided curriculum) (see example,

page 419). The girlst role as learners and telaborated

coder users entailed both their reduced reliance on

teacher-provided, meanings, and the development of their own

connections between id'eas.21

These two approaches to tdoing school workt provide

exarnples of what Bernstein cal1s reducational.codest, which

provide the principles of how knowledge is to be acguired

and transrnitted. Bernstein identif:-es tvro different

educational codes: a rcollectionr type and an rintegratedl

type. These are understood by Bernstein in tenns of the

central concepts of rclassificationr and rframingr, which

describe the social relations of control between the

teacher and student (anongst other things) '

rClassificationr refers to the construction of boundaries

between for example: spaces, time segments, curriculurn

subj ects and their contents. t Framing I refers to rrthe
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degree of control teacher and' pupil possess over the

selection, organisation, pacing and tirning of the knowJ-edge

transmitted and received in the pedagogical relationshiptl

(BernsteinL}TT:89).Eitherorbothconceptsmaybe
strong or weak in d.ifferent conbinations, constituting

different educational codes

The tcollectiont-type code refers to strong franing and

classification: the teacher regulates what is taught' where

and when; subject areas have rigid boundaries' and are

strictly tirnetabled into times and spaces. The rrtheory of

Iearning''implicitinacollection-typecurriculumis
rtdidacticrr, concerned with the student acquiring states of

knowled,ge rather than exploring and understanding rrgeneral

principles and the concepts through which these principles

are obtainedrr (ibid : 102). Under a rcollectionr code,

socialisation into knowledge, says Bernstein, is
ttsocialisation into the existing order, into the experience

that the world I s ed,ucational knowledge is impermeablerl

(ibid : 98). (This runs clearly parallel to Bernsteinrs

earlier description of working class experience of work) '

An tintegrated,' code on the other hand represents a

different concept of what counts as having knowledge, which

in turn leads to a different concept of how knowledge is to

be acquired (ibid : 102). Characterised by weak

classification and framing, integrated codes alLow and

demand that students express their knowledge and

individuality (ibid : lolff). Learning is rnore group- or
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self-regulated' with students playing a greater role in

providinganddefiningIschooltknowledge.AsBernstein
puts it ilThe 1earner has greater control over selection,

organisation and pacing of transmissionrr (ibid t L79)'22

The irnplication of passivity or lack of control as

characteristic of rcollectiont-type educational

interactions cannot go unchallenged' As we have seen'

whatever the prevailing code, students have significant

control over the organising and pacing of school work' But

it is not the fact of stud,ent control which is irnportant'

rather what type of interaction or reducational codet this

rcontrolr irnplies. Bhe working class Pacific Island girls

in 5 Mason used a model of tbeing a studentr which

resembled Bernsteinrs characterisation of an educational

code with strong classification and strong framing

(ilcollectionrr code). They denanded or expected the

teacherst guid.ance in pacing their work (t'Do we have to

read page 1o now Miss?rr) and they were dependent on her

word,s which defined, for them what must be Learned. The

middle class Pakeha girls in 5 Sirnmonds on the other hand

operated with a weakly framed educational code. They

expected and demanded. to tdo their own workr and rwork

things out for thernselvest (though within tstrongly

classifiedf subject areas) .

FarniLies as well as classrooms can be understood as

characterised, by different ed.ucational codes which govern

realrinq and communication. rn the context of fanily
[-
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socialisation, Bernstein suggests that strong franing is

characteristic of working class conditions of labour, and

thus farnily relations (BernsteLn tglz z L221. That for the

working class farnily, rrthe language of social control is

relatively restricted and the relationships of control

explicitly hierarchical'r libid : L35),23 Bernstein thus

draws a link between structural conditions, comrnunication

codes and, educational cod,es in the farnily; the rsysten of

transmissiont of knowledge within the working class fanily

has particular characteristics, which differ frorn those

typical of rniddle class farnilies. He naintains that middle

class (English) rnothers tend, to use an rintegratedr type

educational code (weak classification and wea]< frarning) in

bringing up their children (ibid z L32), including the use

of relaboratedr cornmunication codes. (Unfortunately data

is not available to substantiate Bernsteinrs analysis of

farnily communication codes for a New Zealand context) '24

In conclusion, before I go on to examine the significance

of these patterns of learning and communication, I have

made several suggestions regarding the st,ructural bases of

the girlst classroom pract,ice. The findings of researchers

such as Faj.rbairn-Dunlop, Kohn, and Bernstein suggest that

the d.istinctive patterns of student participation in tdoing

school wor]<t which we exanined in the last chapter, can be

understood as based, in the structurally-generated social

and. material conditions within which the two grouPs of

girls exist.
The predominant structural conditions exPerienced bY the
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girls are those of domination,

Pakeha girls, existing

conditions are 1arge1y25 in their j.nterests (see Chapter

Three). Arising frorn these conditions, race-and class-

cultural patterns of communication and aut'hority relations

(d.erived consciously and unconsciously from the ideological'

and, materiat sites of the fanily and work) seem to provide

at least pagtiel:Ly (we have as yet overlooked the role of

the school itself) the basis for the girlst respective

beliefs about pedagogy in the classroorn: the 5 Mason gir1sl

belief that the teacher provides what must be directly

assinilated(aprocessinwhichoneIsownknowledgeor
critical opinion plays a rnininal role) , and the 5 sirnnonds

girlst belief that the process of learning school knowledge

involves their own active interpretation'

In other words, using Bourdj-eurs terms these girlsr habitus

- the basj.s of their cultural production of practically

'getting'thatobjectivelyvaluableconmodity,school
knowled.ge - express their respective structural locations'

This is not as deterministic as it might sound: the form of

rexpressionr of the structural location is not

predetermined.26 The cultural production of rwhat happens

in the classroomr cannot be sirnply rread off I the material

cond,itions generated by the social structuraL organisatj'on

and experienced by the students involved. obviouslyt

mernbers of subordinate groups respond to the school in a

range of ways. within Bourdieurs frarnework, structural

conditions sinply provi-de sets of tdispositionst which may
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be expressed in different ways depending on the

constellation of material and social conditions experienced

bv the members of different class and race groups'

8.3

what is significant about the girlsr habitus (or at least,

that aspect which forms the basis of classroom practice) is

not only it,s generation by structural condi.tions, but how

it is central to the schoolrs contribution to the

maj.ntenance of existing social relations or social

reproduction.

As we have seen, Bourdieu argues that through ensuring a

congruence between the culture of the school (including its

Iinguistic code) and the class culture (habitus) of

dominant groups, these groups are able to legitirnate and

guarantee their continued access to power and prestige in a

class society. such access depend.s on the continued

exclusion of working class or subordinate groups frorn

gaining power (over the conditions of their work, or

through access to rpowerfulr occupation positions) via

their exclusion from both controlling the distribution of,

and access to, legitimating educational credentials.

Through this process of svmbolic violence, ds Bourdieu

calIs it, the school contributes to the maintenance of the

exist,ing social order.

Bourdieu rnaintains that this (hidden) process of the
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exclusion of working class kids from access to

rlegitirnatingr educational credentials is, in effect, a

process of cultural dornination. My research indicates how

this is not 'simple' domination. symbolic violence is not

sirnplv a product of the school r s systernatic and doninating

use of the , educational cod.esr or the class-cultural norms

of comrnunicat,ion of rniddle class students. In fact, ds I

have shown, the school |operates| with the norms and codes

of working class and rniddle class students insofar as these

students are able to control crassroom practice. The point

is that it is the codes or norms of dorninant groups which

are rewarded with school credentials'

WehavealreadySeenthatBourdieuarguesthat,dueto
middle class control of education, the rniddle class childrs

class-cultural socialisation has provided her with the

IculturalcodeIorhabitusmadenecessaryforschool

success. conversely, the habitus of the working class

child is made dysfunctional in the dominant culture of the

classroomi the working class childts tcultural coder is not

that which the school demands for providing access to

school success. The school rensurest both lack of working

c]ass success, and rniddle class school success, because

what we have is
an education system which puts +n!o practJ'ce an
inpricii-p.a"gogic action,- requirlng initial.
farniliaiii' wigfr the dominant culture and which
pio"."a=-nv i*p.r..ptib1e familiarisation . . . . Thus,
this "V=t.i oii.t" infornation and training which can

ue recei;;e ;a aceuiiea only by subjec!,s endowed with
the sysi.r-"i preafspositioni tlrat is tne condition
for the success of the transmission successful
academic-ippi""ticeship, Itlren, ] depends -upon 

the
frevious pbssession of the instrurnents of
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appropriation.
Bourdieu L977b z 493-4

Bernstein shares Bourdieurs theoreticar position. He also

argues that t'he rrappropriation of 
"he 

means of education

entails successful socialisation into the ... messages

which underlie and are realised in its codes of

transmissionrr (Bernstein Lg77 : I93) ' These rcodesr are

likelytobethoseofthenid'dleclasschild,thusthe
mid.dle class child is much more likely to possess the

frmeans of appropriationrr (Bernstein Lg77 : 185) of the

dominant educational code. Success at school' or

tappropriating the dorninant ed,ucatj.onal code I is crucial

for the mid.dle class, Bernstein argues, in order to rrrepeat

its position in the class structurerr (Bernstein L977 :

L27). Like Bourdieu, Bernstein argues that success in the

public examination system is crucial to the rf[generation

ofl syrnbolic property: the means whereby class position is

reproducedrt (Bernstein L977 : 132) '

Bourdieu and Bernstein provide guite conpelling theoretical

analyses of the role schools play in the cultural

reproduction of the existing order, but how do their

theories map onto practice? what exactly are those class

differentiated rrinstruments of appropriationtt or the

rlsystem of pred.ispositiollsrr, or the rrcoder made necessary

for successfully gaining school knowledge? How does

symbolic violence actually occur in the Girlsr Grammar

classrooms? How does the school (albeit unconscj-ous1y and'

unwillingly) ensure Pacific Island working class school
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failure; or at least, how does

difficult to achieve for these

thard workr?

it render school success

students, desPite their

8.4 The rToolsr Made Necessarv for Schoo1 Success

In ord,er to understand how the girlsr approaches to

learning at school are made differentially valuable in the

classroom, we must know what rtoolsr the school makes

necessary for the achievernent of school success. I use

rschool successr to refer to gaining those valuable school

credentials which night provide access to rrdecentrr jobs,

and further education. For the 5 Mason and 5 sinmonds

girls, rschool successr means passing examinations. In the

fifth form it is the national school certificate

examinations which the girls wish to pass. Therefore the

kind of learning of school knowledge which we are

interested in here is that which is revrarded by exanination

success.

In the modern New Zealand fifth forrn curriculurn, rnemorising

is not the sort of learning which is typically highly

rewarded. 'Understandingr including the ability to grasp

underlying principles and patterns, to abstract frorn the

particular to the general and vice versa, to order and

express ideas is at a high preniurn in most school

Certificate examinations.

The 5 Mason Encrlish teachers at Girlst Grammar, for
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example, emphasised that27

rTherers no such thing as regurgitation in Engflish -
useless. What they n6ea is fiow-to comprehend things
better in an interesting way ... you need to go beyond
what yor;r. been taughtl til" 5 Mason girlsl donrt
know what ii."- gScnooi 

-iertificatel quesiion is talking
about, trre'--aotl;i inteipiet i! aciuiately. They night
have pr""ii oi irnaginiiion rut if they canrt interpret
what the examiner is .=t.i''g, it|s no good for then.||

||It|snotenoughforthemtolearnthingsoffby
heart. tn"v n6ea to re iur. to think on the spot lin
the S.C. nnifisfr examl and order and select
inforrnari;;'il-; judgemental way - make their own
judgernent. rl

The School Certificate English examination demands that the

stud,ents express their own ideas and, words, and requires

skills of applying ideas to different contexts. It also

entails not just understanding what words mean, but

interpreting how they are used in particular hlpothetical

and metaphorical contexts. This is illustrated in the

following English exanination questions:

By saying flyour personal rad,ar turns freelyrr. (line 1I)
the writ6r i= being a. realistic B. sarcastic
Cl-i*"ginative D. technical (p.4); Look at the poem

below :.. write about any feature of the poem you
enjoyed or found effectiie (p'11); Here are a list of
a=ie-cts of television or video production (a) camera
angle (ri background rnusic. (c) Laiting ':': Explain
how and irfty e.6ft was used in a video or television
itern you ni,ve produced or studied. (English Schoo1
certiiicate PaPer, 1985 : 19) '

The School Certificate English Prescription2S notes that

skil1s such as the following are tested: conprehension'

reasoning, discrinination, evaluation, critical awareness,

awareness of effective and ineffective writing, writing

styles,.,production experiencer ; selectiOn, Organisation,

interpretation and' use of information'

These are not skills that can merely be flearnt upr (as
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can, for examPle, the rfunctions of parts of speechr)'

These skills draw on cognit,ive processes which can only be

learntandpracticedthroughengagingin'self-directedI
interpretivethoughtandexpressionwithinthecontext
provided' by the English syllabus. Similarly in Historv,

the current, school certificate Examination Prescription

(Lg75)givesrnajoremphasistothetestingof''inquiryand
interpretatj-onn skills, and individual expression (essays) '

Between 64-762 of the marks in this exanination are

allotted, to essays and interpreting resourcesr while

between I6t and 24? of the rnarks test rrrecall of factsrf ' 
29

The balance of marks test rrcomprehension, comparing'

contrasting". As one of the girlst History teacher said:

There|snopointinlearningupmodelessaysand
def initions for terrns. Youive- got to be able to apply
it, ,"""ili"E-sornetnilg. Interpret it in a context.
They nav6 to rread,r pi6torial inforrnation. Say what
it means.

Accountinq and Economic studies in school certificate

(according to the current Prescriptions) also allocate most

marks'(a total of 70-80?) to such skills as rrclassifying

and, sumrnarising inforrnationrr r trcomprehending and applying

underlying principles", rranalysing and interpreting

informationrt, rrseeing relationships, d'istinguishing details

from principles, d.rawing conclusions, making decisj-onsrr'

The least rnarks (about 20-30?) are given for the skills

used to [locate, gather, calculate, reca1l, Compare and

contrastrf. Home Econonics, too, tests interpretation:

Itgoing beyond what theyrve been taughtrr' The 5 Mason

girlsr Home Economics teacher emphasised that the
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"application of inforrnation [which] they knowrr to

particular sit'r:ations was primarily what the School

Certificate examination tested'
nThey can learn facts about money managemel!, cookj'ng
method .:.:--Til"y-irtittX they cal-remember these and go

into an exam and get away w-itfr.it but they a"li!'
IThe scnooi- c.rtiii".ii,:' Questions_ involve putting
i,rrittg= together .. .. the questions involve more
knowledge than they r.iri=6 - they donrt recognise the
details. copying doesnrt ensure that they can
transfer the- inf5rrnation into another form. rl

rTransferring information into another formf in Home

Economj-cs entails interpreting the given information about'

SdY,food'preparation,gleaningitsessentialprinciplesin
order to apply thern to different hypothetical situations,

Ii]<e ra school fairr, and so on. The School Certifj'cate

Tvning Prescription states that school certificate Typing

tests a range of skills from keyboard skills to accurdcY,

language skilts, Iayou! visualisation, to skills of

analysis and problem solving, and, the ttability to think and

work independentlyrr ' The Typing teacher said of the School

Certificate examination :

We1I, they all know how to type, itrs not so much

testing ti:at . . . they have to read and follow
instructions, very mircn int,erpretation. They have to
develop-.t "y" foi design " '- Iayout, you ::t,teach
the rule=--to'do this, Urit come to the crunch it I s

their own anility to be able to do that ':' you canrt
realty teach it :... Memorising as such is really a

very srnall Part of the Paper'

In Science rrbetween one-third and one-ha1f of marks [are]

allocated to guestions testing the recall of knowledge, and

the rernainder to guestions test,ing the ability to use

knowledge." (1983 School Certificate Science Prescription)

Youdohavetoapplyprinciples.Teachingtheslower
ones to have a more open-enaed approach is more
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difficult. TheY
recall questions

feel a bit cheated when there arenrt
oi-sirnpfe calculation questions'

Science teacher

Human Bioloqy is one school certificate examination which

does largely test rnemorisation and recall of rfactsr' It

is based, almost entirely on the recall of information which

maybecopiedandrlearnt'up'Forexample:rrl,abelthe
parts of the diagram|' ; ||Red blood cel1s are made . . ,7; The

name of the pigment in red' bIood cells is "'?; What does

this pig:nent do ...? rr etc. some questions also involve the

interpretation of sirnple graphs or tabLes' (see School

Certificate Human Biology examj.nation paper 1985) '

A Maths teacher distinguished between those who did very

well in the School Certificate Maths examination, and the

ilslower[ students. Those who did well, she said, trworked

out the principle'r rather than just rrfollowing a

procedurerr, although she maintained, t'you can get by on

memorising a pattern and following it.|'

I'They [students] are nostly rewarg"d - the good
student,s have it - for-unalrstanding wh3! the question
wants, the idea, principfe Uenind sorneth+ng: - Then if
tfre Elle=iiot is'a-bit rnirrky, not so straightfor*rard,
theY can do it. rl

Itappearsrtherefore,accordingtothegirlsrteachersand
the examinat,ion prescriptions, that the school certificate

examinations do largely reward a particular ttyper of

school knowledge. They reward not only rabsorptionr of

curriculum content, but a1so, and most significantly, the

particular use and' expression of that material:
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interpretation and abstraction from the given' The

exarninations (apart from Human Biorogy) do not typically

reward rlearned upr or memorised school knowledge.

Translated into Bernsteinrs terminology, such learning-

demandsarguablypresupposetheuseoftelaboratedI

communication codes, weak frarning, and strong

classification. In other words, rappropriating school

knowled.ger requires the learnerrs use of language which,

although within rigid subject boundaries (strong

classification), rrgoes beyond[ the given in the abstraction

of princlples, interpretation, the production of meaning,

and so on. The teachersr control over the transmi'ssion of

knowledge is limit,ed to her defining the subject

boundaries, or twhat counts asr English, Accounting etc'

Apart from that, teacher control over directly providing

rwhat must be learDtr, or material for straightforward

assimilation (strong frani.ng) is not a prerequisite for the

kind of knowledge needed for exarnination success' Quite

the contrary. rweak framingt, which entail the students as

active in processes such as interpretation, abstraction and

generalisation, is at a premiurn for passing exanrinations'

As we have seen, the highly rewarded weak framing and

relaboratedr linguistic codes are demanded and used by the

rniddle class 5 Sirnmonds girls in the classroomi while the

non-reward.ed strong frarning and rrestrictedr codes

characterise the 5 Mason classrooms. In other words, the

codes and frarning relationships, ot habitus, demanded by
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I rnis-match I is central to
rrapproPriate the means of

ofr in Bourdieurs wordst

appropriationrr of school
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of the working class girls' This

the 5 Mason girls being unable to

ed,ucationtr (Bernstein L977 : 193)

to gain the rrinstruments of

knowledge (Bourdieu L977b z 494) '

lAs an aside, it is interesting to note a (further) problen
ifi-e!;"!i;i;i= account. He .tiues in general t'erms that
the t educationat codesr of t'he-rniddle class farnily
t"n"ri"i.ii.="d-ny-weak classification and framinq)
(Bernstein Lg77 i, L221 aTe central to the appropriation of
school Xnowfeage. 

-tnlt-i", hg argues that the rules of
classification-ina iiirning which lharacterise rniddle class

"""i"f i=ation ana- .otn*.ttti6ation also clraracterise
communication and teaching in schools. This is the basis
of rniddle class school success'

Inrrrirnaryschools,.hemaintainsrt!"tnewtmiddleclass
(who controt'Jvtl["ii;-.i;il;i] n"= institutionalised its
own culturat ;;tt;;il ,ilrt itr control over research and

pedagogy (Ber-nstein Ls77 z L24) ' For exampl3l T:l?Tl
iiirirv-=drrooi, and preschools he suggests are 'child-
LentreS.', uasea on elploration and play, 9ld !h?
development oi tne cfritd. Spaces_"ld.lsubjectsr are not
sharply aernarcai.a, 

-.t."tivity and interest prevail over
d,idactic fearning directly an6, overtly controlled by the
teacher. The pii*ary sch6o1 uses a particular form of
social controll whiclr is based in interpersoTal
comrnunication in an elaborated code (Beinstein L977 : 135) '
These elements, h€ argues, resemble the communication and

educational codes of tne rniddle class child.

However, the secondarv school, h€.argues, i? characterised
Uy stroig ctaffia$on and irarningr-with rigid subject
U6rrrra.ti6s, ="U:ect classrooms, timetables and teacher
control. "K;;;ieage tends to be transmitted, particularly
to elite pupils at the secondary IeveI, through strong
frames which control the selection, organisation, pacing
;e tirning of the knowledg€. . ' ' tlt: educational
ieiation=6ip= tends to be hierarchical and ritualised, the
educand seen as ignorant, with little status and few
iightsu (aernsteii rs77 i sa1. T!?:e are the rules
institutionaf-isea Uy tn" toldt rniddle class (the owners of
economj.c ..piliil-,--irni.rt remain in the secondary school
because of ils-pi"xinity to work selection (ibid : 125) '

How then, can he explain continuing rniddle class success in
secondary ="nooi wnLn its codes appear to be congruent with
those of worfing class children, ilcording to.his..argument?
He suggests lh;€ this is a rrconlradictionrr which rrbrings

[n.-i""rl rniddle class mother and the [secondary]. school
into conflicii;-lneinstein Ls77 : 132). Somehow the (new)
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niddle class copes ! trwhatever the dominant educational
code, the rniddll class are mucn more like1y t9 Possess the
means of irs $;r6;iirion"---iiuia : 1,85) . This is clearly
unsatisf"ctorfi--Wtife *re secondary school rnight be

characterised' UV leacfrer-aeiined kn6wledqe and tinetables'
I have argued tirat the coni.tnp"i"t' fornr of evaluetion in
the New Zealand secondar' scnb"f rlwards a rweak framingl
relationship i"tr""t the students and teachers, albeit
within =tro'gii-.fi"=iiiea-sfaces and subject. areas' If
this is the case, then ttre rniaale class pirent need not in
fact be 1in conflictrr witi: ine secondary school in
particular j.ts reward, syste* 

-- f"".use lris7her. exhortations
to tthink it out' rathel than rjust listenf' will-be

"""gil""t 
with the ped.agogical demands of the contenporary

secondarY school. l

The verbal int,eraction in the Girls t Grarnnar classrooms can

be analysed in terms of the general theoretical argurnent's

outlined by Bourdieu and Bernstein'

rTalkr in the Classroom

Arguably, a partj-cu1ar sort of talk is important to the

process of acqrriring the school knowledge, including the

interpretive skiIIs, needed for school success. This sort

of talk differs from that used in rrecipe learningr where

the teacher requires the student to be able to verbally

repeat phrases, terms or formulae without rnuch concern for

underlying principtes such talk does not lead to

understanding. In order to gain an understanding of school

knowledge, rather than sirnply memorise it, students need to

rmake senser of new knowledge and to appropriate it as

their own, modifying their own existing knowledge' student

talk is arguably irnportant to this process'

In his book From comrnunication to curriculum' Barnes (L974)
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supportssuchaSuggestion.Hearguesthatthelmportance
of verbal language is that it makes our existing lcnowledge

readily available to introspection, which is necessary in

order for us to change our knowledge and to fit new

knowledge into our existing frameworks for understanding

(ibid : 19, 31).30 Barnes rnaintains that, through using

our own words to explore ideas, W€ ||remake knowledge for

ourselvesrr (ibid : 20) . As part of this process' h€

arguesr w€ need to rrknow what we knowrr and talking gives us

the chance to represent our knowledge to ourselves'

Furthermore, he suggests that by formulating l<nowledge for

oneself, one gains access to the principles on which it is

based. It is the grasp of such principles which nakes the

difference between rote learning and understanding

curriculurn knowredge. student talk (on syrtabus topics) is

also irnportant in that it enables the teacher to directly

rnonitor and evaluate the studentsr knowledge, and provides

her with the chance to respond in such a way as to enhance

the studentsr meaningful acguisition of school knowledge'

If talk is as irnportant to learning to interpret, aPPIY'

express and und,erstand school knowledge as Barnes argues,

then an investigation of the quantity and type of verbaL

interaction in the classroorn will indicate the respective

opportunities the Pacific Island and Pakeha girls are

getting - or taking - to appropriate the type of school

knowled.ge necessary to rschool successr '

(1) 5 Mason claSsrOorns: In the 5 Mason classrocns, public
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verbal interaction between the teachers and students was

dorninated by particular forms of the question-and-answer

routine.Typically,theteacheraskeda'sinplelquestion
of the crass as a whole (rather than an individual). This

was sometimes answered in unison by the whole class, oE

else by one student volunteering a repry. The qtrestions

most often asked by the teachers were Inon-substantiver or

rroutiner; that is, they demanded no more than recall of

information either already provided in the girlsr notes or

recently|given'verballybyt,heteacher,ortheyaskedfor
the straightforward application of a rule just explained by

the teacher (this was particularly common in ltaths; ' These

questions were usually answerable by One or two words, or a

sirnplephrase.Lessfrequently,the5Masonteacherswould
ask such questions of individ,ual students whoro they

identified.byname.Theteacherstendednottoask
questions which denanded interpretation of the work the

students had written or read, ot which asked for an

opinion. If teachers did ask rinterpretivet questions

these were often ignored or not answered by the students'

For example: (in Eng1ish, discussi'ng rthe mediar)

Why do you think classified advertisements
arl at Lne back of the newsPaPer?
( silence)
is the bick a good Place for them?
Yes.
Why, do You think?
( silence)
Linda?
Dunno.

fF.

CIass:
T:
Linda:
T:
Class:
T:
Linda:
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(In English, discussing To Kill a=Mogkinobird)
r: ;;;-eia-uls@t the trial?
Elizabeth: i""."=" it was none of her business'
T:Wfty-aiaifttfeelitwasnoneofherbusiness?
C1ass: (silence)

Compared with the 5 Sinmonds girls who often talked

publiclyatlengthintheclassroom,the5Masongirlswere
relatively 'silentr ' Their verbal contribut'ion to the

lesson was almost always directly elicited by the teacher'

(2') 5 Simmonds Classrooms: The patterns of verbaL

interaction were marked'ly different in most of the

5 simmonds crassrooms. while rroutinet q'estions still

madeupprobablythernajorityofinteractions'the
5 Sirnmonds girls were often asked (and answered)

rsubstantivet questions, which entailed their own

interpretive thought. For example, 5 Simrnonds discussed an

excerpt from Asimovrs Earth is Room Enouqh

m.

Adrienne:

T:

Raewyn:

T:
Lynley:

Carol:

LynIeY:

Now why is this story interesting? How does
it catlh Your irnagination?
B"..r.,=" il's abouf the future' Itrs written
fron the futuie and so it nakes comrnon old
[ni"g= like books seem .. ' unusual'
G;;-making oialt.ty things strange is a good

iecfrnique isntt it? Good Point'
I wouldn't wani Everytfring to be so taken over
by technologY.
N-or does Margie [the girL in the story1 '
Much better "itn-p"opie 

rather tlran machines'
more warmer and interesting sort of'
Machines are better because theyrre under your
own control. Not Like schools!
But books are under Your control'

Many of these tsubstantiver interactions occurred within

the context of a discussion between the teacher and several

stud,ents, with others listening. It is these kinds of
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interactions, I would argue, which are irnportant for

Iearningand'practicingtheskil}sdernandedbytheschool
examinations, and crucial to understanding school

knowledge.

(3) rMixedt option classes: The above differences between'

the two groups of girls in the patterns of verbal

interaction with the teacher were clearly evident in those

classes where some of the 5 Mason and 5 simmonds girls came

together. while these girls were in different classes for

most of their lessons, sometimes they came together in

'option|classes.Theoptionclasseswhichlattended
(Accounting, Economics and History) contained, on averagte,

about equal numbers of Pakeha and Pacific Island students'

several 0f whom were from 5 sirnmonds and 5 Mason.3l

The patterns of tpublicr verbal interaction with the

teachers in these classes resernbled those characteristic of

the separate 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds classes. In the option

classes the Pacific fsland girls were relatively silent'

and the teachers appeared to interact most frequently with

the Pa)<eha girls.

Despite the difficulties (see Chapter Two), I collected

guantitative data on public verbal interaction between the

girls and teachers in these classes, focusing particularly

on teacher-initiated and, student-initiated questions' I

divided the teacher-initiated questions into the following

categories, which I devised in order to illustrate the main
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differences bet,ween the sorts of teacher-initiated

questions I observed.

DR rDirect routiner interactions where the teacher as]<ed

a 'routiili-que=tion (one which did not involve
interpretation,butrefer"ncetonotesorthetext
book) of a named student'

DS rDirect substantiver interactions where the teacber
asked a suistantive question (ole.which involved
interpretationr oE ""ii"a on 6pinion and the studentrs
own iaeas-iil lirought) asked ot a named student.

GR A troutinet question direct,ed at the entire cLass'

GS A rsubstantivet question asked of the class as a
whole.

During fourteen fift,h form option classes (Accounting,

Economics, and two History classes) which I attended early

in Term 3, I recorded' interactions for a period of tine

during each lesson (see Appendix II)' During the total

obserrration period, the teachers asked the students 95

directl-y addressed routine guestions. About one third

(368)ofthesewereaskedofthePacificlslandgirJ's.
About the same proportion (3gZ) of the few (N=23)

substantive guestions were addressed' to the Pacific Is}and

girls in the classroom. over 60z of the teachersl

qr:.estions were asked directly of Pakeha girls '

An even more rnarked difference was evident in those

guestions not addressed to any particular student but asked

oftheclassasawhole.Teachersaskedmoreofthese
sorts of questions. only about one quarter (262) of the

general routine guestions (total N=141) were anSWered by

the pacific Island. stud.ents, and a mere t5? of the L25
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questions which demanded interpretation by the student were

answered by these gir1s. Table L0 summarises the

differences in the rate of answering the teachersl

questions by the two groups.

TABLE 10 Percentaqe of Ouestions Answered bv Pacific
Island and Pakeha Girls in the option Classes

Pacific
fsland

Pakeha

DR direct routine N=95

DS direct substantive N=23

GR general routine N=141

cS general substantive N=125

type of
question

frorn

teacher

35t

3ez

262

15?

64*

6lt

74*

85*

These figures aLone indicate that the two groups of girls
were not getting or taking the same chances to speak in the

classroom. Furthermore, the tvpe of interaction in which

the Pacific Island and Pakeha girls participate differs
narkedly.

If, as I have argued, talking is important to learning

school knowledge, and answering substantive questions

provides practice in the sort of learning rewarded by the

school, the differential patterns of verbal interaction

evident in the option classes, and those in the rregularl

5 Mason and 5 Simmonds classrooms, suggest at Least one way

in which the school rnight contribut,e to the 5 Mason girls'

relative lack of school success. The Pacific Island girls
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are clearly not getting much practice in the skills
rewarded by the school, compared with the Pakeha girls.

8.6 Symbolic Violence: The Recruitment of Cultural
Production in Socia1 Reproduction

Although the freguency and type of verbal interaction

between the girls and their teachers provides an

illustration of how the Pacific Is1and girls in 5 Mason do

not get the same opportunities to learn school knowledge as

the 5 Simmonds girls, the process of syrnbolic violence

(whereby the patterns of rschool workr of subordinate and

dominant groups are differentially rewarded) is far rnore

complex than is apparent in the frequency of particular
verbal interaction patterns engaged in by the two grroups.

Bourdieurs and Bernsteinrs arguments regarding the schoolrs

reproduction of the social/cultural status guo refer to a

f misrnatchr between the tools/code/habj.tus of the working

class (Pacific fsland) students and the ttoolsr made

necessary for the successful appropriation of school

knowledge. lhe thrust of my argument has been that this

nust be understood, not in terms of dornination, but in

terms of the ethno/class-cultural production of rwhat

happens in the classroomr. The school actively rengages

withI the cultural production of the niddle class Pakeha

students in providing then access to school knowledge.

That is, the habitus/tools/code of these students are

already assumed as a crucial part of the rnodel of teaching-

and-learning used by the school, whereas the working class
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Pacific Is1and girls' habitus and subseguent production of

classroom interaction are made dysfunctional to this
process. The school thus unconsciously recruits all the

studentsr active engagement in the production of the very

interactions which ensure that rvaluabler school knowledge

is appropriated by dominant group members. This

recrui.trnent is intrinsic to the school r s contribution to

social reproduction.

The school achieves this recruitment in two ways: (a) by

engaging with the girlst production of classroom

interaction and schoolwork patterns which are in the

interests of one group only (the rniddle class Pakeha

girls); and (b) by influencing the direction or nature of

the two groupst cultural production in the classroom, that

is, by generating habitus - just as (according to Bourdieu)

do the structurally-Iocated farnily and the workplace. I
will examine the teacherst participation with the girls in
different,ially rewarded interactions in the rernaj-nder of
this chapter. In Chapter Nine I shall go on to outline the

teachersr influence on shaping the girlst beliefs and

practices.

8.5. I Cu1tural rMismatchr

How does the school engage with the students such that the

niddle class Pakeha girlsr cultural production works in
their favour, whereas the Pacific Island girlsr approach to
school work is penalised?
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we have ruled out the easy explanation that the teachers

simply rfavourr the Pakeha girls. The Pakeha girlsl

donination of verbal interaction in the option classes is

not merely the result of the teachersr tendency to tpj.ck

thern outr more often to answer questions and to generally

give them more attention. (Although this was the caser ds

is evidenced by the rdj.rectt guestion categories in

Table 10). These girlsr dominance, and their conmand of

the teacherts attention were also a product of their

conpetitive and assertive behaviour which arose in part

frorn the class-cultural beliefs about rhow to be a

studentr. (As I have argued, the habitus generating these

beliefs and actions is based in the girlsr sociaL class

experience). When a teacher asked a question of the whole

class, it was. most Iikely that a Pakeha girl would reply.

In general, the Pakeha girls were enthusiastic about

answering guestions, and spoke more loudly and called out

more than the Pacific Island gir1s. They looked at the

teacher directly most of the tirne when she was talking to

or questioning them, thus rcommandingt her attention.

For these Pakeha girls rbej-ng a studentr meant using the

teacher as a resource, gaining understanding of curriculum

knowledge and expressing that pub1icly. For then, engaging

with the teacher in question-and-answer interactions was

part of tbeing a studentt; and verbally expressing their

knowledge was a normal part of learning in the cLassroom.

These girlsr enthusiasrn for expressing their knowledge was

also a function of their apparent desire to show others and
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girl, who wasnrt

bitterly
I know that
guestions.
me a chance.
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they knew as individuals. One 5 Sinmonds

chosen to reply very often, told ne

oId bat hates me. She never asks rne
She thinks Itm dumb and never gives

Not only did the Pakeha girls in the option classes answer

questions more frequently, but the tvpe of questions they

answered, in both the option classes and in the rregularl

5 Simmonds classes, were different from those answered by

the Pacific Island gir1s. The Pakeha girls participated

significantly more often than the Pacific fsland girls in

substantive verbal interactions, which required thern to

ma]<e inferences, to make connections between ideas, and to

formulate knowledge which they had not previously been

given, as well as express their own ideas. In both the

option cLasses and their tregularf classes, the Pakeha

5 Sinmonds girls constantly dernonstrated their easy

transition into an relaborated communication codet which

the teachersr substantive guest,ions demanded (Bernstein

J.97l.. : 196).

The situation is different for the Pacific Island gir1s.

As we have seen, the class-cultural tdispositionsr or

habitus of the Pacific Island girls orients then

differently towards verbal communication in the classroom.

For thern, the teachersr knowledge is most j.mportant, and

their own knowledge is largely irrelevant to the process of
rlearning what, the teacher knowsr. They have learnt (as we
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will see, this lesson is learnt in school as well as

elsewhere) that it is appropriate for them in this context,

to be silent, to listen, to receive. These girls
participate in teacher-initiated verbal interaction largely

to reinforce and repeat knowledge already learned, not to

display, explore or formulate Inewr knowledge.

Indeed, for these Pacific Island girls whose cultural ethic

is not, overt individual cornpetition32 lr.iruairn-Dunlop
1981), being asked a tdifficultt question as an individual

in public can be excruciating:

I hate it when they ask you questions. Ma (shane)
man. Everyone looks at you. Shrivel, man.

In fact, if someone did. answ"riq,".=tion which was

considered dif ficult, she rnight be mocked rrscholar! rr by the

others. This usually discouraged individual, girJ.s fronr

answering substantive guestions (and teachers from asking

thern) . 3 3

These Pacific fsland girlsr view of appropriate learning
strategies which entailed the teacher as the provider of
knowledge, and then as receivers, combined with their
avoidance of being singled out to reply to questions, meant

that they tended to avoid eye contact with the teacher,

they spoke up very Iittle, muttered more often, and did not

often caII out answers as individuals. This is reflected
in the relatively few rgenerally addressedt guestions

answered by Pacific Island girls in the options classes

(see Tab1e 10). The teachers were apparently sensitive to
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the discomfort their direct questioning caused - as one

teacher said to me rrThose Pacific Island girls tend to be

shy and donrt like to be singled out.r' This probably

accounts for the disproportionately srna1l number of tines

the teachers guestioned Pacific Island girls directly.

(Later, when I discussed this with some teachers, they

agreed that they avoided directly asking Pacific Island

girls 'rdifficult'r guestions) .

By askj-ng the Pacific Island girls fewer substantive

questions and by generally giving them less attention than

the Pakeha gir1s, the mixed option class teachers

unconsciously reinforced the Pacific fsland studentsl

working model of being a student, thus recruiting their
engagement in non-productive rschool workr interactions.
Sirnilarly in the rregularr classes, where the 5 Mason

teachers most often initiated verbal interaction in the

form of si.nple I routine I questions.

Symbolic violence has its force in that the teachers both

reinforce and ultirnately penalise the Pacific fsland girlst

knowledge of rhow to be a studentf in that it does not lead

to these girlsf appropriation of what the school (via the

examination systen) has defined as valuable curriculum

knowledge. The kind of learning ultinately rewarded by the

schoolr ds I have shown, is not the rote-based rresponsel

type necessary for answering rroutinet questions, although

it is this type of learninq which the 5 Mason qirLs

practige daily in the classroom. Conversely, the habitus
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of the middle class Pakeha girls generates expectations

about appropriate teaching methods, and modes of

communication which the school rewards. There is a

congruence between what these students denand of the school

and what the school provides, which works in their favour.

These girls' beliefs about learning, and their subsequent

behaviour in the classroom is reinforced by the teachersr

(usual) participation with them in soliciting and listening

to their words and ideas; then it is rewarded by these

girlsr increased opportunity to practice skills crucial for

academic success.

We have so far, in this section, focused on teacher-

initiated tpublicr verbal interactions in the classroom, in

both the roptionr and rregularr classes. The patterns of

cornmunication about syllabus topics initiated bv the

student, were very similar to those initiated by the

teacher, and they represent further examples of the actual

processes through which the school participates with the

girls in their failure and success in acquiring school

knowledge.

In the option classes I attended above, a total of 110

questions were asked by the students about a syllabus

topic. Most of these (89) were asked by Pakeha girls. 83*

of the rsubstantiver questions (tota1 N=56) were asked by

Pakeha gir1s, and 772 of the froutiner questions (total

N=44) were asked by these girls. Substantive guestions

reguired the teacher to tgo beyondr what she was already
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talking about, to provide extended informat,ion, or further

explanation (see exarnples p. 484, trls that why there was

that big argument about a second [aluniniun] smelter?rr).

Routine questions simply required the teacher to repeat a

point already made, (ttWhy did you put that figure in the

debit column?rr1.34

Students did not often spontaneously express their opinions

in these classes, but when someone did give her unsolicited

comment or opinion, it was almost invariably a Pakeha girl
(of the 35 public rcommentsr made in these classes only 2

were offered by Pacific Island students). Exactly the same

patterns were evident in the rregularr 5 Mason and

5 Simmonds classrooms. ft, was unusual for a 5 Mason girl
to ask the teacher a qrrestion requesting more information

about the syllabus content and even more unusual for a

5 Mason girl to express an unsolicited opinion. When the

5 Mason students did ask the teacher questions about their
work, they were most often eliciting instructions. In the

5 Sirnrnonds classrooms, on the other hand, the Pakeha girls
were quite willing to both ask guestions and express their
opinions - wi-thout being asked.

Such patterns of student-initiated comrnunication were at

least partially based in the generation of particular norms

of trespectt within the class- and race-cultural habitus of

these girls. For the Pacific fsland girlsr dS we have

seen, the teacher, like the priest, or pastor, holds
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valuable knowledge and as such is to be respected, not

questioned by mere students. The Samoan parents in

Fairbairn-Dunlop's study thought that student questioning

teachers when they did not understand something was fthe

palangi wayrr35 not in keeping with the norms of respect

and authority which the teacher should cornmand (Fairbairn-

Dunlop 1981 : 179). To ask a question can be a sign of

lack of attention or disrespect. As Linda, a 5 Mason girl
said:

Linda:

AJ:
Linda:

I donrt ask guestions, even when I donrt
know something.
Why not?
WelI, shers already taught it so I should
know it. I should! Shetll think Itm rude
and not, listening and that.

Hence the Pacific IsLand girls did not ttry-outt their
opinions publicly or question the teacher very much -
either to clarify a point or to ask for further
information.

An outcome of the pattern of pupil-init,iated communication

used by the Pacific Island girls was that they were

penalised heavily. The teaching process used by the

teachers assumes as an aspect of learnincr that the students
rask when they donrt knowr. Then the teacher has the

opportunity to rnodify her pace and approach in order to
adeguately explain and teach curriculum knowledge.

On the other hand, the verbal interaction initiated by the

niddle class Pakeha girls works in their favour. Their
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Icultural knowledgeI about school is that, their teachers

are manipulable resources - paid to be available to them'

to f give thern what they needr. As Raewyn said:

They [teachers] have to give us what we need, help
us to understand all this stuff that they want us
to know. It's their 1ob!

Hence these girls readily ask the teacher questions about

some aspect of the curriculurn (and may argue with her if
they disagree). In this situation, the teacher has the

opportunity to constantly nonitor the reffectivenesst of

her own teaching, and to rnodify her style and pace in order

to more effectively meet the studentsr learningl needs.

In the rmixedr option classes, the Pakeha girlsf dominance

and assertiveness meant that their needs, concerns and

interests defined what was talked about in the classroom.

The Pakeha students were enabled to control how the teacher

explained curriculum knowledge and the pace at which she

did so. Hence, lheir particular learning need,s were

catered for. When the 5 Mason students do not, ask

questions (or answer substantive questions) the teacher

remains largely tin the darkr as regards their
understanding and their competence in those skills of

analysis and interpretation which are at a premium in the

school. Thus, the teachers do not rengager productively

with the Pacific Is1and girlst style of learning.

Other forms of communication between the students and

teachers in the roptionr classes aLso catered selectively
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for the Pakeha girlsf learning needs. For example, even

such things as where the overhead projector was positioned,

and when it should be turned off were controlied by the

Pakeha girlst interests and needs.

(Ruth and Daisy are Pacific Island girls; Wendy, Fern'
Simone and Clara are Pakeha).
Ms R. asks if the overhead projector is in the way.
Shers written notes down to the bottorn of the board in
front of it. From where ltn sitting with Ruth it is
in the wdy, and Ruth and Daisy have to crane their
heads to read the blackboard. Fron further along,
Wendy and Fern say ttNo, itts okayrr. rrGoodrr says Ms R.
Ruth and Daisy say nothing and keep craning.

The students copy not,es on taxation from the overhead
projector. Ms S. suddenly turns it off, she seems to
assume theyrve finished. Simone and Clara and a
couple of other Pakeha girls complain loudly. No
Pacific Island girl says a thing - they wait. Ms S.
looks at Simone and co.r rrhavenrt you finished yet?rl
rrNo! rr rrwhere are you up to?rr Simone and Clara
explain theyrre nearly finished, so Ms S. turns the
machine on ttfor a few secondsrr. No other girls are
consulted in this interaction.

Particularly the latter interaction does have an effect on

the Pacific Is1and girlst opportunity to tget the notest.

On that occasion, the Pacific fsland girls with whom I was

sitting were not fnearly finished' copying. They had to
get someone elsers notes to copy later. Ana simply ornitted

the section of notes which she rnissed.

8.7 Aside: Gender, Race and Class in the Cl-assroom

It is interesting to note here the parallels between

aspects of rny general argurnent and that of certain feminist

educational researchers and a problern ny argument raises

for the radical feminist paradigm in which they operate.

Although I have referred to class and race in the
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generation of habitus and subsequent classroorn practice, I
have neglected gender. This is a serious omission. The

structural features of gender relations the social and

material conditions in which they are expressed - must be

included as contributing t,o habitus.

My 'neglect' of gender is created partly by the fact that

no boys were present in the Girlsr Grammar classrooms to

draw att,ention to the gender differences noted in other

studies (see below). But it is also partly due to the

seeningly overwhelnincr differences between the crroups of

girls at the school.

Research on gender relations in the classroom (e.9. see

Spender 1980a, 1980b; Sarah 1980) often starts from the

radical feminist assumption that wornen/girls are a unitarv

social qroup and that therefore girlsr experiences in
particular cont,exts such as classrooms are generally

uniform. This assumption forms the basis of a feninist
position which identifies society as patriarchal and then

focuses (often exclusively) on the dynamics of gender

relatj.ons within that society (Curthoys 1983a and 1983b).

Research on classroom interaction within this paradigrn

indicates that in co-ed classroorns girls not only speak

less but also get less of the teacherrs attention than do

boys, whose words, ideas and interests doninat,e classroom

interaction.
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It is argued that these patterns form an irnportant aspect

of the hidden curriculum from which boys and girls learn

quite different things. Spender (1980a) argues that, via

this hidden curriculum (as well as the overt curriculun),

knowledge is "distributed differentiallytt to gi.rls and

boys in the classroom:

Students receive knowledge which is consideredrappropriater to their sex.
Spender 1980a:14

Spenderts central point is that the knowledge made

differentiatly available rewards one sex and penalises the

other. Through classroom interactions with the teacher,

which boysr voices and actj.ons habitually dominate, the

knowledge made available to boys works in their favour.

Boys learn that their words, their opinions, thei.r

experiences are int,eresting, valid, worthwhile and

important. This boosts their confidence and rej.nforces

their assertiveness. On the other hand, what girls learn

from co-ed classroom interaction is that their words,

knowledge and experiences are not very interesting and of
peripheral importance. They come to see speaking up as

runfemininet and the prerogative of the boys. The girlst
relative tsj.lencer in the classroom, it is argued,

contributes to a reduction in girlsr self-esteem, self-
confidence and aspirations. Girls in school are tlearning

to Ioser.36 Hence, the hidden curriculum in the classroom

helps train girls (and boys) in the dynamics of gender

relations in a sexist, society where males are authoritative
and whose words usually rdescribe the worldr, and where
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females are sti1l largely invisible as authoritative,

knowledgeable and capable people.

spender praises the single-sex environment as one where

girls have the chance to speak. She says

In single-sex schools, girls do not experience the
same constraints upon ta1k. In an all-girlsr
classroom, those who talk are girls. A range of
verbal roles is available, not just subordinate ones.

Spender 1980a:153

on the basis of rny research in an all-girlsf school I would

argue that Spender has made a serious mista]<e here. She

assumes that in a single-sex school, because males are

absent, the operation of structural power relations which

relegate females to subordinate positions are effectiveJ.y

banished - in that context, anyway.

Spender fails to recognise other power dynanics at work

which mean that some groups of girls, such as the Pacific
rsland girls in 5 Mason, do only have rfsubordinate rolesrl

available to them, even in a single-sex environment. I
would argue that the sarne sort of power dynanic that

Spender and others indicate disadvantages girls in the

classroom, also happens amonqst groups of girls, and with

the same effect: that knowledge is rrdifferentially

distributedtr on the basis of race and class to different
groups of girls in the classroon. Girls as members of race

and class groups receive quite different knowledge about

learning and teaching and about their own ability.
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The patterns of comrnunication I observed in the all-girls
fifth-forrn option cLasses strggest that, contrary to

Spenderts suggestion, there are not rra rangre of verbal

rolesrr available for all girls in a totally female

environment. The power relations that exist between race

and economic class groups in New Zealand continue to

operate in the classroom, whatever the gender of the

participants, such that working class Pacific girls do

only have a ttsubordinate verbal role[ available to then in

a single-sex classroom. It could be suggested that we

force the logic of Spenderrs support for an all-girlst
school to another conclusion: that as gender-segregation

supposedly gives girls the chance to speak (and thus gain

confidence, assertiveness, knowledge etc. ), then dividing
girls on the basis of class and race night do the same for
Pacific Island girls. fn the regular non-option streamed

classes at Girlsr Gramnar there was, in effect, segregation

by race and social class. However it was clear that the

Pacific Island girlsr opportunities to rspeak their own

words and knowledger were not enhanced by this segregated

environrnent.

Rather, in the cLasses rnade up predorninantly of Pacific
Island girls, verbal communication with the teacher was

almost exclusively narrow, routine rreport,ingt talk. Most,

verbal interaction consisted of individual or mass replies

to sirnple questions which usually der,nanded 1ittle more than

rnemorisation.
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on the other hand, in the classes which contained mostly

rniddle class Pakeha students, the girls did discuss their
ideas with the teacher and each other and question the

teacher, and generally used language to learn to interpret,

explore and gain new knowledge.

In other words, the patterns operating in the classes where

the Pakeha and Pacific fsland students were largely
separat,ed were the same as the discrininatory patterns

occurring in the rmixedr option classes.

It probably is the case that a single-sex environment does

provide (especially rniddle class Pakeha) girls with more

opportunities to increase their learning and their
aspirations, improve their self-concept and assertiveness,

and so on (as Spender argues). And probabl.y Pacific Island

girls would be disadvantaged in a classroom containing

boys, in that even their 'reporting talkt might be reduced.

However, it cannot be assuned that a single-sex environment

will automatj.cally provide the same benefits for all girls.

The reproduction of class cuts across the reproduction of
gender relations such that niddle class Pakeha and working

class Pacific Island girls in New Zealand schools

experience significantly different ropportunitiesr for
learning school knowledge.
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8.6.2 Patterns of Written Work and the Recruitment of
School Failure

Verba1 interaction is obviously not the only form of school

work which provides the opportunity for learning school

knowledge. The girlst main forrn of rschool workr was

written. And sirnilar to the patterns of taIk, the teachers

engaged, with the girls in particular patterns of written

work which offered unequal chances for developing an

understanding of school knowledge. For examPle, the

copying work which the 5 Mason teachers gave, and the

5 Mason girls demanded (see Chapter Seven), did not provide

the kind of understanding necessary for school success.

rndeed, the 5 Mason girlsr copying often 1ed to a situation

where their notes were cornpletely inadequate for any sort

of understanding.

This was evident in Human Biology and Science w'here

diagrarns were often painstakingly copied, but incorrectly

labelled. For exarnple, or one occasion the labe1 rcell

membraner was placed at the end of an arro$t pointing to the

cytoplasm when the teacher, assuming (incorrectly) that the

girls already knew what the rmembraner referred to,

carelessly drew her arrow going slightly beyond the line

indicating the membrane on her chalk diagram. And when the

teacher inadvertently made rninor nistakes or abbreviations

(such as writing ror instead of tandr) on the blackboard,

the 5 Mason girls would often copy these, leading to

confusion later. or notes would be copied only rmore or

lessr correctly from the teacherrs words. For example,
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correcting her Human Biology test Ruth writes 'rhel,ps blood

clotsrt for the function of haemoglobin, when the teacher

says ttlt helps the blood to clotrr. Ruth later writes about

Rh effects: the teacher states rrlt affects the baby' its
jaundiced and is short of red blood cells ... you know how

they go yellow.rr Ruthrs poor note-taking skills and lack'
of understanding lead her to write: rraffects baby, yellow'

short. rl

In addition to these sorts of problems, a general outcome

of the 5 Mason girlsr adherence to copying work as a

paradigm case of rhard workt (and their teachersr provision

of copyingr) was their failure to adequately understand

school knowledge. AJ.though their not,es were alnost always

neat and cornplete, their understanding of these notes was

usually poor. I had the opportunity to test this when the

5 Mason girls were studying for exams. Using thej.r own

notes, I would question them on aspects of the syllabus.

Lack of understanding was evident when, for example, Martha

knew that rrespiration occurs in every cell in the bodyl

and that rrespiration occurs in the nitochondria in the

cellt . However, when I asked rrDoes respiration occur in
your big toe?rr, she replied rfNotr. Martha also knew that
rrAnti-A serum clots A blood, and Anti-B serum clots B

bloodrr, but, she could not, use this knowledge to answer my

question trlf I have some blood and I donrt know if itrs A

or B how could f find out, using serum?rr
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The interconnection of ideas and a grasp of the underlying

principles of particular knowledge are difficult to achj.eve

when notes are merely collected and learnt up. This was

particularly clear in Donnats responses in a Science test.
She had learned up her notes carefully. The test required

that she write down one sentence to explain each word or

phrase: She wrote [respiration] I'chemical which food is
breaken down to get energyrr; lexcretion] rrprocess of

getting rid of wastes of netablasirnrr; [the different
between plants and anj.malsl ttability of living organisrns to

respond and stinulate to lighttf. Her reliance on her notes

as they are, and her lack of opportunity to discuss these

notes or use them in any way which would grive then meaning

for her, results in only a partial and inadequate

understanding of the subject matter.

(I pointed out earlier that the Human Biology School

Certificate examinat,ions was runusualf in that it denanded

primarily the use of menorised j.nforrnation. In theory,

this suggests that the 5 Mason girls should be more

successful in this subject than other subjectsr ds their
learning strategies were based in copying and rroutinel

memorising. This is borne out in practice. For three of
the four 5 Mason girls who passed only one Schoo1

Certificate subject in total, that subject was Human

Biology. And two of the three girls with two passes

also passed Human Biology. A Human Biology teacher

remarked to me later that she had ttjust got ten girls
through School Cert,ificate Hurnan Bio, but they didntt
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pass any other exams.rf However, for nost subjects - ds I

have already pointed out - remernbering copied inforrnation

does not count as rrlearning school knowledge.tt)

In conclusion, ily argument has been that the teachersr "

regular participation with the 5 Mason students in both

tcopyingt work and rroutinef verbal interactions as

strategies to rget school knowledqer has the ultimate

effect of not enabling these working class Pacific Island

girls to learn what counts as school knowledge. Conversely

the teacherst participation with the 5 Sirunonds Pakeha

girls in their production of what counts as school work

(which involves independent project work rather than

copying, and the verbal exploration and expression of
school knowledge) engages strategies rewarded by the

school. Thus the school effectively recruj.ts the girlst
participation in forms of school work which are nade

differentially valuable for acguiring school credentials.

This means that the 5 Mason girlst struqgle to tdo wellr at

school (and obtain the credentials necessary to escape the

conditions of their mothers' lives) is incorporated and

negated by the teachers in the ordinary pedagogical

interactions.

The teachers are not rawaret of this on-going process. It
is not a conscious strategy, but an objective outcome of

schooling in its function as the major distributor of
tcreditsr for access to the labour market. Bourdieurs
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notion of s)rynboIic violence enables an understanding of

classroom practice which rblarnest neither the students nor

the teachers for the school failure of the 5 Mason girls,
or for the 5 Sirnmonds girlst school success. Rather, the

teachers and students actively participate in an inexorable

process whereby the school, in producing credentialled

individuals and reflecting dominant interests, unwittingly

makes the habitus of the dorninant class group a

precondition of school success. This process, spelled out

here in the detail of pedagogical interaction in the Girlst

Grammar classrooms, is one mechanism through which the

exJ-sting mono-cultura1 and hierarchical social-economic

orders are nai.ntained.

The rreproductiver role of the school has so far been

portrayed in terms of its penalising and rewarding the

cultural production of the Pacific Island working class and

Pakeha niddle class girls respectively. However, the

school plays a far more active role in the production of
rwhat happensr in the classroom than I have suggested.

Like the farnily and the workplace it plays a najor role in

the generation of habitus.
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NOTES CHAPTER EIGHT

1. Bourdieu (1985 z 729) argues that rrthe legitinate mode
of perceptiontt or rfknowledge of the social world and, more
precisely, the categories that make it possiblerr are the
rrstakes par excellence of political struggle, the
inextricably theoretical and practical struggle for the
power to consente or transforrn the social world by
Lonserving or transforming the categories t'hrough which it
is perceivedrr.

2. Despite the suggestions of critics such as Giroux
(1983a) that Bourdieu is 'deterministicr, Harker (1984) and
Brubaker (1985) point out that Bourdieu is centrally
critical of non-dialectical accounts of social structure
and practice and that his work is an attempt to provide
such a dialectical account. Bourdieu himself states that he
is concerned with rrthe dialectical relations between the
objective structures ... and the structured dispositions
within which those structures are actualised and whi.ch tend
to reproduce themrt (Bourdieu (I977a : 33) (See also
Bourdieu L968, 1984).

3. Bourdieu defines habitus as rrsystems of durable'
transposable dispositions ... principles of the generation
and structuring of practicesrr and perceptions of practices
(1984 z L72, I01); habitusr are constj.tutive of and products
of [a particular type of environment (e.9. the material
conditions of existence characteristic of class
conditions)" (Bourdieu L977a z 72). The origin of ny
previous rcrudet definition is from Bourdi.eurs (ibid z 82'
83): rrhabitus, understood as a systern of lasting
transposable dispositions which ... functions at every
moment as a natrix of perceptions, appreciations, and
actions ..,.11

4. See Bourdieu L977a. 97, also 1984 z 468 - although his
prirnary focus is social class.

5. Groups that control the social, econornic and political
resources. Although Bourdieufs analysis is developed in
the contexts of France and Algeria his framework can be
applied to New Zealand society. Bourdieu tends towards a
use of rclass I that refers to a cornbination of
hierarchically arranged occupational groups (with objective
positions in the relations of production). Members of
these occupational groups vary in their power, income,
habits, practices and social status and privilege. He
refers t,o upper, middle and lower rpositionsf occupied
respectively by rrhigher of f ice staf f and professionalsrr,
rremployees of industry and business and ... intermediate
office staff, and rfagricultural professions, workers and
small tradespeoplerr (I977b : 488).

6. Like Giroux, Bourdieu redefines educational failure.
Giroux sees school failure largely in terms of resistance
to school by subordinate groups. Bourdieu understands the
school failure of subordinate groups in terms of the
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mismatch between the culture of the school, which reflects
dominant group culture, and the culture of subordinate
groups.

7. Bourdieu nakes this point most clearly in his
discussions of the Itappropriationrr of works of art (e.9.
Bourdieu 1984). He states that the rrempathetic encounter
with a work of art presupposes an act of cognition, a
decoding operation which implies the irnplernentation of a
cognitive acguirement, a cultural codeil (1984 ! 3).

8. It is irnportant to note that Hunkin (undated : 39) and
Fairbairn-Dunlop (1981 : 187) point out that Samoan
aspirations are not based on individual status and
security, but in the stability and status of the collective
group (Aiga), (which may be the result of individual
status).
g, Unfortunately, within the scope of this study (see
Chapter Two) I was only able to gain limited infotmation
about the attitudes and beliefs of the girlsr parents,
through the girls themselves. I have therefore relied here
rather heavily on the meagre documented beliefs about
school, knowledge and authority of Pacific peoples.
Although I focus largely on the beliefs and condj.tions of
life of Samoan parents (due to the availability of
docurnentation), I do not, intend by this to inply that
samoan life either in New Zealand or in Samoa is reducible
t,o that, of other Pacific Island groups. There are,
however, similarities especially within the New Zealand
educational cont,extt ny conversations with particularly
university students frorn other Pacific Island groups such
as Tonga, Rarotonga and Tokelau j.ndicate that similar
beliefs about learning school knowledge are shared by these
groups.

10. For exampl€, Graves & craves (Lg74) Ritchie & Ritchie
(1978, J.979) Harker (1978 , !979) McKessar & Thomas (f978)
St. George (1980).

I1. Racism is another structural condition experienced by
Maori and Pacific Island people in New Zealand (R. Walker
(1984), Race Relations Conciliator (1982), Awatere (1984),
Spoonley et al (1984), Spoonley (1982) ). The effect of
racism crua racial prejudice on the perceptions and practice
of learning school knowledge by Pacific Is1and fanilies in
New Zealand (aside from questi.ons about the possible racist
content of the school currj.culurn and evaluation, see Nash
L985) is an important and relevant issue here, but it
remains largely undocumented. The effect of racism (in the
wider sense of those processes which rnaintain the
subordination and relative powerlessness of Maori and
Pacific Island people in New Zealand) r oo Pacific Island
studentsf opportunities to rlearn school knowledger is the
largely inplicit sub-therne of this thesis.
12. Like Bourdieu, Kohnfs use of class is based on
strat,ification theory rather than Marxist categories. Kohn
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actually rejects a Marxist approach, rnaintaining that it is
rrmore useful to think of a continuous distribution of
power, privilege and prestige" (1959 z 1.2) (although in his
Ig77 reassessrnent he is critical of his previous stance).
He uses rsocio-economic strata' indices which divide the
population into a series of groups based on occupational
status, then re-groups these into rworking classr and
'niddle class' (1969 : 13).

13. There are questions about how and why the fatherrs
occupation is the deterrnining factor in faurily
socialisation practices which Kohn does not adeguately
explore.

14. At least, judging by the 5 Sj,rnnonds girls behaviour in
the classroom. I do not have dj.rect data on their parentsl
views. The 5 Simmonds girls naintained that their parents
did not have strong views about rhow to learn school
knowledget except that they ought to rrunderstandrr it.
15. Bernstein worked for a period with Bourdieu (see
Bernstein L977 : 15) and refers to the sinilarity between
their work, suggesting that his concern is with processes
while Bourdieu's is with the structured context within
which processes occur (ibid 1977 : L7, see also L977 :
100). Unfortunately, Bernstein has not spelled out in
detail how his work night support, critigue or elaborate
Bourdieurs (for other sinilarities see MacDonald L977 :
44) .

16. Bernstein does not sinply ernphasise the social and
material conditions of the workplacer ES Kohn does. He
summarises the critical attributes which he considers
generate a particular form of communication as community
relationships, work relationships and fanily role systems
(Bernstein 1971 : 155). He analyses the latter in (1971)
and focuses on work relationships in (L977).

L7. The developrnent and change in Bernsteinrs work is
clearly evident from his Vol 1 (1971) to Vol 3 (Revised
Edition) (L977) of Class Codes and Control which traces a
progressive elaboration despite his constant introduction
of new terms.

18. Bernstein irnplies that the material and social
conditions of working class life typically include
communalised interaction (Bernstein 1971 t L43, L76-8, ,
work characterised by 1itt,le variety and little opportunity
for successfully asserting oneself as an individual or for
engaging in decision-rnaking or acting in authority
(Bernstein 1971 : 143). For the niddle cIass, there are
more objective opportunities for creativity and eontrol,
flexibility, self-motivation and self-expression (Bernstein
1971 : 178). While Bernstein freguently cites the economic
system, the class structure and the division of labour as
elements which constrain and shape interactions at theInicror level he is vague about how they influence everyday
interactions. (See also Sharp 1980 z 49 for sinilar
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criticism) .

19. This is not to say that Bernstein considers social
classes to be homogenous (I97L : 184); his analysis is rnore
complex than that. For example, he focuses on tfamily
typesr (Bernstein L97L : 184ff) within class groups.
However, while recognising the importance of this
complexity, for the sake of sirnplicity we have rnaintained
the broader grouping here, in keeping with Bernsteinrs firm
assertion that trwithout a shadow of a doubt the nost
formative influence upon the procedures of socialisation
... is social class. The class structure influences ...
and deeply penetrates the structure of life experiences
within Lne fanilytt (ibid : 175). Like Bourdieu, Bernstein
uses a theory of social class which refers to the unequal
distribution of power and privilege (Bernstein 1,977 : viii)
in terms of peoplers access to incone, occupation,
education, status, etc.

20. See for example, Rosen (1972), Labov (1972) t Salmond
(L974), Pride (L974), Edwards (1976), also Sharp (1980) and
Easthorpe (1975).

2L. It nust be enphasised that outside the classroom, the 5
Mason and 5 Sinrnonds girls both used a mixture of
relaboratedr and rrestrictedr codes in communicating with
each other informally. Both groups tended to use arrestrictedr code most often, engaging in conversations
which were intensely context-dependent and assumed many
shared meanings.

22. Bernstein emphasises that different educational codes
produce a different sense of the ability to control and
make decisions. In a situation of strong framing, the
student experiences tvisibler control, determining what she
does where, and when. This was typical of 5 Mason
classrooms: rrsina! Get on with your work!tr. fn a
situation of weak frames the individual feels she has the
power to control what, goes on. External control is
present, however, but more hidden and more intinate:
typically, in the 5 Sinmonds classrooms, the teachers would
admonish students with a subtle rrClaire ...?rr or a rlookr.

23. Bernstein uses these words to refer to what he calls atvisible pedagogyr. He states that visible pedagogy is
characteristic of the working class home (Bernstein L97i :
138ff). Bernstein indirectly nakes this connection between
strong framing and working class socialisation.
24, See Salnondrs (1974) critigue of the nethods of data
collection whj-ch fail to docurnent language in natural
set,tings.

25. Excluding the existing gender relations which are not
in girlst interests (see Chapter Three).

26. Bernsteinrs position, sirnply read, appears to irnply an
almost total determinisrn by the social relations of the
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workplace and community, on the communication patterns of
the child. However, in the theoretical context of cuLtural
production, such determinisrn dininishes if these patterns
are understood as one aspect of a complex set of cultural
dispositions (habitus) which generates different foras of
practice - compare the working class English rladst and the
working class Pacific Island girls.
27. The teachersr comments below were solicited after I had
completed ny fieldworlc. I asked them to tel1 me what were
the-skills rnost rewarded by the School Certificate exam in..
their subject area.

28. Undated. Current 1986.

29. only the School Certificate Examinations PrescrS.ptj.ons
for Economic Studies, History and Accounting (of the
subjects taken by the 5 Mason girls) explicitly indicated
how nany marks were allocated for which skills.
30. See Chapter Five for an argument regarding the
production of knowledge through cognitive frameworks.

31. See Ctrapter Two. The Pakeha girls in these option
classes tended to be from the ttopr two sth form classes,
of which 5 Simmonds was one. The working class Pakeha
girls who were in the rlowert sth form classes typically
chose home economics and typing as their options, rather
than accounting, history or econonics. In these option
classes, which I attended, was only one Paciflc Is1and
student from the ttop 2t classes. (The other Pacific
Island girls in these classes typically took languages for
their opt,ions). This girl almost never answered or asked
any questions in these option classes. This nay represent
evidence acrainst my argurnent here, that talking is an
j-rnportant aspect of successfully I learning school
knowledget. This student was rra very quiet girltt according
to her teachers. Clearly research which focuses on the
Iearning strategies of the 'successfult Pacific Island
students is necessary.

32. This is not, to say that these girls were not keenly
cornpetitive as group members. As members of rculturall
groups, and as team members in ttBible-racesrr (races to
locate sections of the Bible) in religious instruction
outside school the 5 Mason girls were very conpetitive.

33. Metge and Kinlock (1978) naintain that many Polynesian
children have a fear of failure which induces the condition
of rrwhakarnarr (sharne); these children opt out of perforning
rather than fail. Whether this is a 'rcultural elernentrr as
Hunkin (1980 : 14) suggests, or a response to the
dornination of a foreign culture in the classroom is not
clear in the literature. I am suggesting here that it is
both, in that Pacific Island children, whose cornmunities
are based in group orientation and cohesion (Hunkin 1980,
Ritchie & Ritchie 1978), are not oriented to individual
performance, whereas typical classroon interaction (based
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in the dorninant Pakeha cultural
performance. The conflict this
expressed in rshamer and rfearl
abstract tculturalr tendencies.

norms) demands individual
induces could easily be
- quite separate from any

34. I focused on the nature of the studentrs question,
rather than the teachersr answer. A teacher could reply to
a routine question with a tsubstantiver answer. I did not
docurnent or analyse this.

35. tPalangir refers to European or Pakeha.

36. See Spender & Sarah (1980), Spender (1980a). However,
Anyonrs (1984) and McRobbie's (1978) accounts of working
class girlsr behaviour in the classroom challenge the
not,ion of girls | | silencer .
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CHAPTER NINE

THE LIMTTS ON CULTURAL PRODUCTTON: THE STRUCTURING EFFECTS
OF THE SCHOOL

So far we have focused on the theme emphasised by Bourdieu

and Bernstein: the role of the social and mat'erial

conditions of the class-located fanily and subsequent

farnily socialisation in tshapingt habitus - which, in turn,

generates a particular approach to the appropriation of

school knowledge.

However, it rnust not be forgotten that school experience

itself provides one of the structuring processes of

socialisation. The structure and organisation of the

school, just as the structure and organisation of the work

place and the farnily, has an irnportant irnpact on the

studentsr approach to learningr school knowledge. Bourdieu

does point out that the school cunulatively teaches

particular knowledge and skills for tsuccessfult learning

to middle class children, by virtue of their already

sharing the culture of the school (Bourdieu L977b t 494).

But he neglects to consider that working class children

too, rnight, progressively learn from school particular
skilIs for, and beliefs about, learnJ.ng and teaching.

I am suggesting that the school is more closely irnplicated

in the process of working class school failure
than Bourdieu suggests. According to rny argument, the
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teachers not only passively fail to reward working class

styles, but also unconsciously though actively reinforce

and (re)produce those styles of learning which they then

penalise. I would argue that Bourdj.eurs conception of the

school as a relatively passive rcultural siever whose

dominant-culturalIy-shaped'webbj.ngr selects for school

success those students from the doninant culture (see

especially Bourdieu 1974) - is inadequate. As critics such

as Baudelot and Establet (1971) (cited in MacDonald L977)

and Kennett (L973) have pointed out, such a conception of

schooling has tended to put into another form the prevalent

rhetoric which sees school success and failure as the

result of environmental not educational factors. That is,
the ractive elementr is seen as the (fculturally-shapedt)

student, (nis)matched with the existing rcul.turally-shaped

webbingr of the school.

T think our analysis so far has rnade it clear that
Bourdieurs conception of schooling is not as rpassiver as

some of his critics maintain. However, Bourdieu does fail
to rnake clear the crucial role that schooling plays in
rprovidingt workj-ng class students with rdispositionsl

which ultimately help produce and legitimate the studentsl

school failure. Such provision represents an aspect of the

schoolrs ability to iinplicate working class students in
their own failure. This is not sinply a rpassiver or
Inegativer process. That is, it is not based in working

class studentst lack of [[endowment] with the system of
predispositions that is the condition for fschool]
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successrr as Bourdieu suggests (L977b z 494). Rather, it is

an ractiver and tpositivet process whereby the working

class student,s, through their school experiences become

rrendowed withrr a system of predispositions that is a

condition for school failure. This process is an intrinsic

and important aspect of the schoolrs contribution to the

reproduction of the existing social and economic order.

How does this occur? How is the school actively involved

in shaping the cultural production of classroom interaction
whose outcome is the working class Pacific fsland girlst
exclusion from gaining the curriculun knowledge rewarded by

school credentials?

9.1 Makinq School Knowledge 'Unavailablet in the
5 Mason Classroom

Some detailed exarnples of rwhat goes onf in 5 Mason

classrooms show how the school is quite actively - though

without anyone intending it involved in the process of

systematically rnalcing runavailabler to the 5 Mason girls

much of the content of the curriculurn, through recruiting

them in a particular form of tlearningr school knowledge.

These field notes record four lessons which I attended

during two consecutive days, towards the end of the 5 Mason

girlst fourth form year. It is inportant that they be read

as a group, because together they illustrate the texture of

on-going experience - not just isolated incidents of school

life. Apart frorn some of the more boisterous behaviour,
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these interactions generally resemble those characteristic

of the 5 Mason fifth form classeso .

Science: We line up outside the Science lab. There is
plenty of cheerful ta1k, pushing and shouting. The teacher
in her white lab coat glares from inside the roorn,
motionless, waiting for some order. Slowly, the girLs
quieten down. She says rrCome inrr. As everyone gets to
their seats, noisy and boisterous again, the teacher writes
on the blackboard rMagnetic Forcesr. She writes underneath
instructions for two experiments which the students nust
perform this period.

By the time everyone has found their books, and put their
bags under the desks, more than five rninutes have passed.
Malia sitting next to me, has no book. rrlrve finished it,
forgot to get another one. ItlI copy Sinarsrr. She settles
down with a cleo magazine.

ttCopy this down. Itrs clear enough what to dorrr says the
teacher. Everyone is quiet as they copy down the
instructions for the experiments. rrWhat do we do?rr asks
Sina. rrRead your instructionsrrf the teacher sounds weary
and sarcastic. The instructions telI them to tie a magnet
with cotton and hang it from a stand. They manage to get
the correct equiprnent from the front, and tie their magnet
at, one end so it hangs down. [Tie it at the centr€, tt says
the teacher, after a while. They do sor it takes some tine
to untie and retie the magnet. As only one or two girls in
each group are doing the tying, others lose interest and
chat together.

The guestion they are supposed to answer is rrDoes the
magnet stay still and face one direction?rr rrlt doesnrtrrt
says Sina, unsure. rrWhatrs supposed to happen?tr Lee is
totally benused. The teacher comes up, and holds the
magnet to stop it swinging. It hangs nearly rnotionless.
Ma1ia has temporarily abandoned her magazine.

MaIia:
Teacher:
Lee:
T:
Malia:
rF.

MaIia:
T:

Lee:
m.

Whatrs it doing, Miss?
It is pointing North-South.
Where's the North-South?
Therers North, therers South (pointing)
Is it to do with the stand?
No.
What then?
You know when you use a compass, it points to
the north, doesnrt it,?
How does the conpass know?
Itrs the magnetic field. Irll t,eIl you about
that later. Now, answer your guestion. (goes
to next group)

Sorne girls write in their books, rrpoints north-southrr .
Now they must put iron filings on paper, and put a rnagnet
under the paper, and draw what they see. fnevitably, the
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filings get stuck on to the magnet, but eventually Lee and
Sina manage to set it up as instructed. There is no
apparent clear patt,ern on the paper. Sina draws what she
sees, but it makes no sense in terms of magnetic concepts.
The others play with the filings, and stab each other with
magnets and stands. A srnall crowd gathers around a nude
rnale centrefold in Maliars Cleo. The bell goes, there is
chaos as everyone rushes to leave. The teacher asks for
all the rnagnets to be put back in their boxes, but as I
leave I notice ernpty boxes and iron filings on the floor.
The following day, dt the next Science lesson, the teacher'
goes over yesterdayts experiments. She draws the equipment
and explains what the hanging rnagnet was rsupposed to dot,
saying sherll give thenrrsome notes on the Van Al1en BeIt
and the global magnetic forces next lesson.rr She writes
down what the magnet did. Everyone copies what she has
written. Lee and Malia, who were interested yesterday, now
copy, conplaining of boredom. The teacher asks someone to
draw on the board what they saw with the iron filings on
the paper. Ruth draws some lines on the blackboard, but
they are rincorrectt. rlrll have to do it.rr The teacher
rubs Ruthrs Lines off, and draws the rcorrectr diagran.
Everyone copies the teacherrs diagram and sentences
attentively. ttlucky I never wrote it in yesterday, rr says
Lee. f ask her why the lines look like that, but she does
not know, although the sentences she has written explain
why. The teacher hands out a work sheet on static
electricity. The girls copy it, into their books. They cut
out the pictures and stick them in, as the teacher talks
about static electricity. Beverley and Malia talk about
getting a part-time job in Foodtown. Malia said she rangrrthe guy thererr, and rrHers going to ring back. You know
what that meansrrr she says, pulling a face.

General Studies: Today, the topic is rCompaniesr. The
teacher has prepared some notesr oD an overhead projector,
which the girls must copy. As they do so, Elizabeth and
Beverley talk sporadically and quietly about Linda who got
picked up by the police, wagging school yesterday. ttstupid
bitch", they are derisive. They go on to discuss the
Comrnonwealth Games on at the moment, and the high number of
Black conpetit,ors; they talk admiringly of certain men who
have a rrnice body and are good lookingrt.

The teacher replaces the overhead with anotlrer one. As the
girls copy, the teacher explains some of the more difficult
points. The girls around me are concentrating on copying,
which takes a certain amount of effort,. I donrt think they
hear the teacherts words. A work sheet is handed out, with
guestions about the notes they just copied. Beverley says
she hasnrt rta cluerr what itts about. ttBoy, this subject is
hard to get into my head.rr Sina and others around me
cannot understand the guestions. Some look through their
notes for clues, others wait to be told. The teacher comes
and tel1s then they must work out which are rthe
liabilities and the assetsr from a list of given itens from
a picture theatre. Still most are unsure of how to
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proceed. Elizabeth explains to Naoni that ftEquipment is a
fianifity because the cost of the equipnrent is rmoney going
outr.r The teacher comes back to tell them to get on with
their work, and says, ttEquipment is an asset. rf

Elizabeth: But dontt they have to pay for the equipnent?
Teacher: Just list it under assets. Take it that they

own the equipment.

Elizabeth is confused, but does as she is told. Her whole
demeanour changes. She was animated, interested, pleased
to be explaining to Naomi. Now she copies, deflated,
wrong. The rest of the lesson is a waiting-and-copying
gamer ds the teacher provides the answers to the worksheet.

Socia1 Studies: On the way to Social Studies, I notice
that the girls start shouting, laughing and whistling.
Tanya and Martha say rrour Social Studies teacher is
hopeless, shers a cow.tr Sina says, rrshe is an OK person,
but doesnrt know how to control us.fr Like a roaring
avalanche, the class descends. The teacher does not wait
for quiet. Perhaps she knows shers unlikely to get it.
But in a 1oud, high-pitched voice says I'Werre talking
about sex-role stereotyping today.rr On the board she has
written 'rWhat were the stereotyped expectat,ions for baby
girls in Victorian tines?rt and numerous other questions.
She attenpts to explain what Itstereotype" means above the
din. There is a barrage of cornplaints, rrThj.s is boringrl
rrWho cares about Victorian timesrr and plenty of coughitg,
sneezj.ng and assorted loud noises. However, most do copy
down the questions from the board, and attempt some
answers. Beside me, Tanya wrj.tes: trA baby girl can p1ay,
fight, dress up.rr LiJ-ly. copies the questions carefully,
leaving two blank lines between them. After several
minutes the teacher asks for the answers.

Teacher: What are little girls expected to do?
Class: Cry! Fight!
Teacher: No. What are they expected to do that littLe

boys are not expected to do?
Li1ly:
T:

Class:

Play with do1ls.
Yes. Now teII ne some adjectives - describing
words - that are stereotypes for girls.
Bad! Good! Sluts! (and so on, a barrage of
noise)

Teacher copJ.es down some adjectives from out of the book,ttdainty, pretty, quiet, kindrr etc., ignoring their
suggestions. Some copy her adjectives. one word she uses
is rwilest. She says, rrThis is enchanting ways, using
witch craft. The way r^romen get want they want.rt There is
an eruption of cackling; some pull faces, angry that she j.s
suggesting that, women are witches. They are Christians.

Sorne girls work on their Maths homework. Mona who is
sitting by me, is reading about Princess Diana in the
Australian Woments Week1y. The teacher writes somerrstereotyped adjectives for boysrr on the board.
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Do we want our baby girls to have both these
characteristics?

the two lists - male and female)
No reply (noise)
Hands up those who donrt want to have them
both? Who wants their girls to be like this?
(points to rfemalet list)
No response (noise)
Good, you all agree with me. Who disagrees?
her hand.

Why do you disagree?
I donrt.
(Ignoring Ruth) Do we want our boys to have
both these characteristics?
No repIy.
(persistent) So we want then to be these things

Like dainty?
Repeka: Nah! Theyrll be poofs!
Laughter. (Teacher and class)
BelI goes. Everyone races out.

Several things are irnnediately apparent in these classroon

interactions. one is thatr ds I have already emphasised,

the girls are active participants in what happens in the

classroom. I have argued that their participation is
guided by their definition of appropriate school work:

getting the teachersr knowledge, in particular her words,

transferred into oners own book.

It is also evident that the girlst beliefs about what

counts as school work are shaped within the context of the

classroom. By presenting her knowledge and her words as

rwhat must be learntr and ignoring or overlooking the

girlst words, knowledge and concerns, the teacher

constantly reinforces and (re)produces the girlst

commonsense beliefs about what counts as appropriate school

work, in particular their beliefs about the irrelevance to
this process of their own words and ideas. In other words,

the 5 Mason girls are gaining particular rtoolsr or
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I j.nstruments of appropriationr of school knowledge: these

include a notion of the linits of school knowledge being

contained within the teacherrs words.

In General Studies, Elizabethrs runderstandingr of what

counted as a liability was not considered legitinate by the

teacher who, concerned that Elizabeth tget it rightr,
provided her with the fcorrectr framework within which to

think about the topic. Likewise in Social Studies. The

girlst reality was ignored by the teacher in favour of her

own - or at least, that contained in the curriculum.

According to the curricular notion of tsex role

stereotyping', girls are rexpectedr to be tdaintyt. The

studentsr conception of girls as rexpectedr to tfightr or

the notion of rgirls as slutsr is not congruent with the

framework which the teacher uses. In order to provide the

girls with curriculum knowledge, the teacher persists with

the framework set by the curriculum. In the Science

lessons, the teacherrs predetermined decision about when

and how to explain the concept of magnetic forces provided

the form and pace of her teaching, whj.ch did not take into
account the girlst irnnediate desire to know.

In these lessons, the interactions (re)produce these

working class Pacific Island students' belief ((re)produced

and reinforced in the farnily) that it is the teacher sl

knowledge and words which must be directly assimilated.

This leads to the girlsf cornpiling neat but meaningless

not,es. Paradoxically, the teachersr knowledge and words
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are what must be learnt in order to rpass the examsr. But,

through their interactions with the 5 Mason girls, the

teachers provide rules (or rtoolsr) for the appropriation

of this knowledge which are not functional for gaining

school knowledge. The on-going j.nteractions in the

classroom produce and confirrn the girlst commonsense belief
that trlr as a student, do not know. Sher ds teacher'

knows.rr Elizabeth does know that her work will be rwrongl

if she persists with her interpretation of tliabilitiesr.

She has no choice but to write what she i.s to1d. She

learns not to trust her thinking. fn Social Studies the

girls learn that school knowledge is unrelated to (their)

real world. fn Science they learn that school knowledge

rbelongsf to the teacher, so she will decide when to rgiver

ir.

The outcome is that the girls copy the teacherrs words,

with little understanding of them. Consequently syllabus

knowledge is not in fact made available to the girls at

all. For Lee and her friends, magnetic fields are still a

mystery, Elizabeth has lost her grip on liabilities, and

the Social Studies class have certainly not begun to
understand the concept of tsex role stereotypingt. The

exclusion of the 5 Mason girls from understandina and

learning school knowledge is a systenat,ic and on-going

process.

This process must be understood diaLectically. The

teachers are not necessarily just teaching rbadlyr. One
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explanation of their pedagogical style is that they have

learned that one of the ways to get the (5 Mason) students

to do school work (and not to be disruptive oE EDCo-

operative) is to provide thern with what they - the students

rwantr. Hence the 5 Mason teacherst didactic teaching

and provision of copying work. The students and teachers

can be seen as locked into a mutually reinforcing
rfeedbackr situation vlith the teachersr form of school work

provision in a rnutually defining interaction with the

girlst beliefs about school work, resulting in a situation

where the 5 Mason girls do not learn - and do not learn how

to learn - school knowledge.

Focusing on the school/teacher rsider of the dialectic, in

order to illustrate how this process of synbolic violence

is largely generated by the school, I will examine in some

det,ail various aspect,s of the teachers I j.nteractions with

the Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason.

(1) ttlrve Got Nothino in my Headrr: the Gir1st Knowledcre
and Ouestions

If teachers typically ignore or trivialise studentst

questions, knowledge or ideas (however incorrect) about a

curriculurn topic, the students learn that their knowledge

is not relevant to the process of acguiring school

knowledge. This happened regularly in the 5 Mason

classroo*=.I The teachers did not deliberately overlook

their studentsr ideas. Rather the teachers often seemed to
find the studentsr ideas so toutsider of the framework
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within which they lrlere operating that they did not or could

not incorporate the girlst ideas in their responses to

them.

The Home Economics teacher has explained the rules for
preserving fruit. Mona thinks of something she has
forgotten:

Mona:
rF.

Mona!
lTl r

Mona:
T:
Mona:
T:

Mona:

Miss, the windows ....
What?
The windows have to be closed.
why?
Do we have to shut the windows?
why?
To keep the gerns out.
(laughing loudly) Oh no, theyrre everlruhere all
the time!
(guietly) Theytll come in the windows.

For the teacher, rgermsr refers to micro-organisms which,

she is attenpting to teach the girls, are responsible for

preserves being ruined. Monars conception of rgermsr is

clearly not the same as the teacherrs. For Mona, rger:msl

are routsider (maybe in dirt, oh flies etc.), ron your

handsr, ron your feetr, - not rreverywhererr. But while the

teacher rcorrectedr Monars apparent misconception about

where fgermsr are found the interaction did not sernre to

change Monars inadequate knowledge about the distribution
of micro-organisms. Monars tknowledger and its assumptions

are not engaged by the teacher as a basis for instruction.
Rather the teacherrs knowledge about micro-organisms

provides the parameters of the interchange. Hence, Mona is

left without any real understanding of the distribution of

rnicro-organisms, and perhaps an inability to apply

accurately such knowledge in the context of bottling fruit.
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Economics lesson, the teacher asks
How would you measure growth in the economy?
Kilogran ....
(ignoring Donna) How night the economy be
expanding?
Bills expanding!
(ignoring Malia) Look on page L4 and read
the paragraph at the top.

Despite the I incorrectness t of Donna I s and Malj.a I s replies r.

these were two serious attempts at answering the teachersl

questions. Donna knew that rgrowthr can be measured (eg a

babyts growth) by using kilograms. She sensibly applied

this idea to another subject area, obviously not under-

standing what the feconomyr referred to. Malia correctly
associated the notion of reconomyt with tbillst from her

own experience though she was unsure of the nature of their
connection. The girlst ideas are well outside the

teacherrs frame of reference for thinking about growth in
the economy. Thus their ideas are not acknowledged;

instead, realising the girlsf j.gnorance of this framework,

the teacher directs them irnmediately to the correct
information, which they rnust assimilate.

Malia read the paragraph and said trl donrt know this. Itrs
hard. Itrs boring. Irve got nothing in rny head for this
subject.tr Donna did not read the book. She waited for
some notes on the subject from the teacher. But without

some grasp of the concept of the economy, these notes, (and

the paragraph in the text book) were hardly enlightening.

Thus, real understanding of the syllabus knowledge was

denied these girls.
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Now it rnight be argued that what is being identified here

is sinply an example of incornpetent teaching. That nay be

the case. However, the regularity with which this sort of

interaction occurred across all the 5 Mason girlst subject

areas and teachers, suggests that the pattern of teachers

failing to engage the 5 Mason girlsr ideas into their on-

going pedagogy was not, merely a case of individual
incornpetence. Rather, it appeared that the teachers

consj.stently identified the 5 Mason girlsr obvious rlack of

correct knowledger as in need of rernedy sinply by the

provision of the correct knowledge; and this response was

reinforced by the girlst usual demand for such provision.

Another example, this tirne from Science, serves to

illustrate this pattern further:

The Science teacher has been explaining the reaction
between acid and metals, and has done an experiment which
produces gas bubbles, which appear to come off the surface
of the metal.

Where did the gas come from?
The netal.
From the air bubbles.
Donrt be siIly. The gas is hvdroqen. What is
the forrnula for the acid?
(Silence)
Come on girls! HCl, isn't it. So what is the
gas?
(Silence)
Hydrogen. Itrs hvdroqen. So where did the gas
come from?
(Silence)
The acid! Do you understand. The hvdrooen comes
from the acid:HCl. So where did the gas come
from?

S3: The acid.
T: Yes. Good.
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such interactions are not only unenlightening for the 5

Mason girls, they also serve to reinforce and (re)produce

these studentst belief that their own knowledge is
irrelevant in the learning process appropriate at school.

By not trefering tor Donnars idea of Ineasuring growthr or

Monars conception of rgierms I , or the students I thoughts

about tthe gas', the teachers indicate not only that the

students are @gg, but, that their thoughts do not have any

part to play in the formulation of the rcorrectl

inforrnation.

Paradoxically howeverr dS I have argued, the learnersl

knowledge, in the sense of their own interpretation,
nanipulation and understanding of the curriculum, is
central to appropriat,ing the knowledge rewarded by the

school. By learning that it is the teacherst words and

knowledge which are central, rather than their own fusef

and understanding of these, the 5 Mason girls are being

provided with rtoolsr for gaining school knowledge which

are worse than useless. fn fact, these ttoolsr act aqainst

these girlsr interest in tgetting school knowledget and

thus passing the examinations.

The teachers not only often failed to engage the 5 Mason

girlsr knowledge in the process of teaching. The 5 Mason

teachers also often failed to rtake seriouslyr or to

satisfy the girlsr questions about syllabus topics. Again,

the teachers just were not oriented towards the girls t

concerns. (It must be remembered that these girls do not
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often ask questions of the teacher, therefore the

illustrations below are representative of the very few

interactions where the 5 Mason girls initiated verbal

interaction with the teacher).

During a lesson on first aid:

S: What if someone swallows their tongue?
T: Theyrd only do that if they had a fit or

drowning or something.
S: What would they do?
T: I donrt know how theyrd cope.

During a maths lesson on gradients:
T: My old uncles used to talk about cars and what

gradients they could handle, like 1 in 3.
(She draws a graph on the board)

S: Does that mean a hill?
f: Itrs a way of talking about gradients.
S: (aside) I donrt understand what shers talking

about.
T: (overhearing her, irritated) It doesnrt matter,

just let it flow over you.

some studentst questions received a reply which assumed the

very knowledge the question was seeking. For example, in
English:

S: What does unselfish mean?
T: Selfless

(Writes rselflessr on the board)
S: What does irritating mean, Miss?
T: (Walks up to S, rnaking a loud screeching noise,

waving her hands about Srs head)

In the Home Econornics lesson on presenring the teacher has

explained that the bottles are heated in the oven prior to
putting the hot fruit in.
S: Does that bottle break when you've put the

fruit in?
T: No. Yourve already heated the bottles and oven

frorn coId. Like a cold nilk bottle breaks if
you put it under hot water sometimes .... why
doesnrt the bottle break when you put the fruit
].nt
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Class: (Silence)
T: Itfs already hot...and the fruit is already

hot.
S: (guietly) So what?

In Science:
S: What are adventitious roots, Miss?
T: Roots that come out of the nodes.
S: (Seriously, t,o me) Did she say rnodesr or

Inosel?

Another aspect of the teachersr lack of engagement witfr tfre

girlsr concerns was their unwillingness to allow the 5

Mason girlsr guestions to deternine the organisation of

their teaching. For example,

(Donna asks the only student-initiated question during a
Maths period)
Donna: What happens if yourre not given the y value?
T: Donrt go so fast.

In Science,
S: Why did you do that?
T: This is what wefve been doing for the last two

weeks. If you donrt know it yourve got some
hard work to do.

In Biology:
S: Miss, someone said spiders donrt have ears. fs

that true?
T: (laughing) Wait until werve finished worrrs!

These interactions, like the previous ones, rpunishr the

girls for asking questions, teaching thern that asking

questions is not an appropriate or fruitful way of tgetting

the teacherrs knowledget. The students learn nothing -
except that they do not know. The chasm between the

studentsr rlack of knowledget and the teachersr knowledge,

becomes emphasised.

fndeed, the 5 Mason girlst beliefs about their own lack of

knowledge typically forrned an aspect of their cultural
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production of classroorn life. Not surprisingly then, a

feeling of confusion usually characterised their lessons.

This feeling was invariably accompanied by comments Like

rrltrs boringtr flItrs hardfr and a general lack of

involvement. Being inaccessible, the work was often
tboringr and rhardr.

Thus continues the on-going construction of the 5 Mason

girlst habitus, or their approach to the guestions of rwhat

counts as school workr and rhow to be a successful

student,t, at the centre of which is the idea that tmy

understandings of school knowledge are not relevant to the

process of gaining school knowledger. It is this approach

which helps deny these girls access to the very knowledge

they need to pass the examinations.

(2) Dependencv and the fmportance of the Teachersr Words

The girls' persp.ective regarding appropriate ways of

learning is also t,aught in other verbal interactions in the

classroorn. For exarnple, the 5 Mason girls not only learned

that it is the teachers' knowledge which counts and not

their own, but also that it is her words not theirs, which

express school knowledge. Even when the 5 Mason girls did
rcorrectlyr answer guestions, the teacherrs preoccupation

with the language demanded in the syllabus meant that,
often, this predeternined vocabulary or/errode all else, dt

the expense of the girlsr understanding.
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T:
S:
rn.

In Human Biology:

CIass:
T:
S:
T:

T:
S:
T:

Accounting:
What do you do if you
defective, and yourre
Stop paying credit
You can say you will
for the goods.

systeurs cal,led?

a lot of organs all

find your goods to be
paying on credit?

withhold further palment

What are a set of organ
Body.
(Ignoring this) What are
together?
Make up an ...?
( silence)
organisn! An example of an organism i,s rmanf .
What about woman?
(ignoring this) . . .and fish.

Why do we need dietary fibre?
Makes us go to the toilet.
Itrs essential for getting rid of waste
products.

In
rF.

What will happen if you donrt pay ful1y for
hire purchase goods?
They take it away.
The company may have the right to repossess it
in fu1l.

English:
what does rprimitiver rnean? A lot of you
this wrongr So I want, you t,o write it in
books.
Not modern.
Ancient.
Yes. It means funder developedr, living a
t simple li.fe t .
(She writes these words on the board, which the
girls copy)

The girls are being taught via these interactions that they

must use the teachersr words - which, not being their o$rn,

often do not have meaning for then. Hence they rswitch

offr, and just copy down the correct words. This is the

only strategy availabLe to them. Of course, the words

which the teacher uses to express school knowledge are

those which the school tests. The form of language used in

School Certificate exarnination papers is the teachers I

got
your

S:
S:
fF.
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language. As far as the school is concerned, it is quite

legitinate therefore, that if the teachers are attenpting

to teach for success in the School Certificate exarninations

(as one Sth form teacher put it, rfWe have to teach then all
as though theytll get through the S.C. examrr) they try to

transmit the rcorrectr vocabulary, ie that tested by the

examination. However, the effect of their attenpts to do

this is often the opposite of what the teachers intend. By

restating the girlsf knowledge in their own words, the

teachers effectively remove the rcorrectr knowledge from

the girlst fownershipr and their understanding. When I
asked LilIy after the last interaction above rrwhat I s

primitive? Whatrs she talking about?rr Lilly replied ItI

dunno. Happened in the olden tirnes?rr The English

teacherrs attempts to introd.uce a different meaning for
this word had failed, at least with Lilly. Furthernore,

the skill of comprehending word, use in different contexts,

so inportant in the English examination, is not practiced

in this sort of i.nteraction.

The main 'skillf being taught here is dependence, which is
the curnulative effect of the teachersr concern with their
own words and knowledge. This relatj.onships of dependence,

(re)produced and reinforced by the teacher, leads to
predictable patterns in the classroom - patterns which all
the participants see as the way rteachingr and rlearningt

happens. Although patterns of dependence were evident in
all lessons, reflected in the 5 Mason girlsr cursory verbal

participation and excessive copying, these were
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particularly obvious in Science, especial.ly as tfollowing

j.nstructionsr was overtly ernphasised in this subject. For

example, during an experiment on rspeedr the girls were

instructed, in groups, to ro11 a small ball- bearing down a

ruler tilted at different angles, and record the tine it

took to travel the length of the ruler, at each angrle.

Each tirne, the ball slipped off the ruler before it
reached the bottom. Most persevered, thinlcing they
were not 'doing it right t . Others gave up saying rrWhat

a stink experirnent. Why doesnrt she give us
experiments what work?rr No-one attempted to use two
rulers to prevent the ball slipping off, until the
teacher finally suggested it. Then, although the ball
was timed occasj.onally, few girls wrote anything down
until the teacher had put the rcorrectr times on the
board. These were the results from one group, with
whom the teacher had worked. The others in ny group
copied these results into their books.

This was in fact the only real option for them if they were

assured of tgetting it rightt. Although she did not say so

overtly, the teacher seemed to consider that their copying

a rcorrectr set of data into their books was appropriate,

saying

f hope youtve got that right. Can you see a pattern
there? Whatrs the pattern, Donna?

(Ironically, although their experience and commonsense

knowledge would have told them that balls, bikes,

skateboards, etc go quicker down a steep smooth slope than

a gentle smooth slope, this knowledge is not considered by

the girls as useful or relevant in this context. ) Due to

faulty tine-taking and other problems as well as not

recording their results systematically (if at all), the

girls had not documented a recognisable tpatternr in their
experiment. It also seemed quite likely to me that Donna
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did not know what |patt,ernt meant in the sense that the

teacher used the word. To be able to answer the teacherrs

question, and participate in any on-going udY, the girls
have little option but to depend on and accept the

teacherts information. Of course, doing this is no

guarantee of understanding the information. Yet, having

the tcorrectr data written down in their books,

j-rrespective of whether or not it was meaningful to them,

the girls felt as though they had been tdoing school workr.

Teachers constant,ly perpetuated this dependency, which the

girls incorporated into their producti.on of rwhat g:oes onf

in the classroom. This dual process was evident in an

interacti.on f caIled rguessing gamest which was played

frequently in 5 Mason classrooms. The teacher would ask a

guestion, usually about some work already completed, and

the girls would call out the answer, which was usually
short, one or two words. I called this process rguessing

gamesr because the girls would I giuess I an answer which nay

or not be the one the teacher want,ed and then if they got

it wrong, they would try again. These rgamesr rrrere used

surprisingly frequently by teachers as a pedagogical

method. These interactions reinforced the not,ion that the

teacherrs knowledge and her words are of crucial importance

and that the girlst knowledge was not. The girls knew

that, with ninirnal co-operation on their part, the teacher

would eventually part with the j.nfonnation they needed.

This excerpt fron a Physical Education lesson illustrates
this pattern. The teacher is talking about her subject,
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Ithe science of sportf. She asks:

T: Whatrs a nice concise definition?
S: Movernent
S: Information
T: What is it? Yes, it is those things, but what

is it?
(nurrnur).... (Teacher writes rscience ot' sportl
on the board)

T: rscience of sportr is what it is. What does it
entail?

S: Movement.
S: Exercise.
T: Yes...whatrs a nice way of putting that on the

board?
(Silence)

T: tLooking at different ways the body can mover
(writes it on the board) What other things?

S: (reads from her book) tHow muscles work while
we do exercisel

T: Good. Wetll write that down (writes it on the
board)

T: What else did we talk about last week?
(Silence)

T: Sonething about bodies ....
S: Fat
T: Body ....

(silence)
T: Body t ....
S: Fat and thin and that.
T: ... y€sr but body come on, whatrs the word

I am looking for?
S: (reads) rbody typesl
T: Yes, good.

This pattern is so conmon, both students and teachers come

to see it as the way teachingi and learning happens - how to
rdo itr. ?he girls patiently wait, pacing the teacher

until she provides thern with what they want. This teacher

could hardly conceal her exasperation and later said
rrDonrt any of you listen? We went through all this last
weeklrr Sometimes the girls already do rknowr but they do

not, have tthe correct wordsr which they know they must

have. I talked later with Mele about the lesson above:

Mele: Shers always asking stupid questions...ft
doesntt matter anyway, she only writes down
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what she thinks.
What was she saying about body tlpes? I didntt
get that.
Just about who is fat and rnuscly and all that
and different sorts of bodies in different
sports.
why didntt you tell her that when she asked?
Why bother? She's always asking stupid
questions, man.
Whatfs stupid about then?
Theyrre just... I donrt know....W€ know it
already!

Mele saw quite clearly that the form of her knowledge was

not, rappropriater; that the teacher had the necessary and

correct information and the tright wordsr - so why didnrt

she just provide it, instead of asking sirnplistic quest,ions

which demanded their (the studentst) co-operation in an

apparently pointless exercise? The 5 Mason girls are left
with 'waitingf and tcopying the notesr as a sensible

solution to the problem of tgetting school knowledger.

(3) Overt rRulesf for Learning School Knowledqe

while a large proportion of the schoolts structuring of the

girls' approach to tbeing a studentr occurs tacitly in

everyday interaction in the classroom, the teachers also

explicitlv provided the 5 Mason girls with information

about, what counts as appropriate school work. occasionally

the teachers reinforced the girlst view that rwhat it is to

be a studentr involves getting down the notes - the

teacherrs words transferred neatly and accurately onto

oners own paper by oners own hand.

The more pictures and things you have in your books the
more rnarks yourll get [for your folders]. I like nice
books! (Physica1 Education teacher)
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I want, neat, complete notes. Irm taking your books in on
Frid,ay to check you've done it all properly. (Economics
teacher)

The inspectors are coming next week. I hope your folders
are looking good and your notes are complete and up to
date. (History teacher)

You need to keep your folders up to date. Other:wise yourll
slip behind and- cln't keep up with the new topics coming
on. (Home Economics teacher)

As well as this encouragenent to tget the notesr, the

5 Mason girls were also occasionally told to tjust learnl

thern. For example, during their weekly study period, the

supervising teacher said:

rF.

Class:
T:

At other

T:

Repeka:
TI

Do you know all your notes off by heart?
(chorus) No!
WelI, 9et on with it.

tirnes, comments were made like
I bet you donrt know all your notes, Ruth.
Yourve got no excuse to be Lazing around.

why is the dental formula like that?
You dontt have to worry so long as you just
learn it.

This encouragement to rrjust learn

the subj ect whj.ch the girls found

T:

S:
rF.

was common in maths,

most difficult,.
itrf

the

ft1l bet rny buttons that one of those graphs
will be in the exam.
will we have to memorise thern?
Yes. Yourl1 have to draw one of those three.
Pythagorast theorem is one of those things
thatrs so inportant they ask you it in exams
again and agaj.n even though you don I t use it
very much. So yourll have to mernorise it.

According to the Maths and Human Biology teachers (see

Chapter Eight, p.413), rnernorising graphs and theorems as

well as terms and fornulae are rewarded in the School
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Certificate exaninations in these subjects. Ho!'teverr as a

general principle, as tte have seen, rlearning up the notesl

is a strategy of lirnited use for passing the examinations.

The teachers were clearly aware of this, and often said to

the 5 Mason girls

ltYou rnust understand this, not just learn it up.rl

rrYourve got to really understand your work. Itrs not enough
these days just to memorise facts and thingS.t'
rrDo you understand this, Mona? or are you just guessing?rl

Paradoxically, these statements about runderstandingl

seemed to have less effect on the girlsr practice than the

t,eachersr exhortations to rlearn the notesr. This was

probably because runderstandingt was not in fact available

to the 5 Mason girls, because the teachers and students

both participated regularly in learning-and-teaching

practices which did not entail runderstandingf school

knowledge.2

9.2 Middle Class Cultural Production in the Classroom:
The 5 Sirnmonds Girls Learn School Knowledge

We have examined in detail some ways in which the school

recruits and structures the cultural production of school

work in the classroorn, thus contributing to (if not

ensuring) the 5 Mason girlst rlow achievernentr at school.

I have paid most attention to the Pacific fsland girls in
Mason.
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By contrast, I will now turn to focus briefly on the 5

Simmonds cLassroorns. As we have seen, the niddle class

Pakeha girls in 5 Simmonds participat,e in a very different
experience of school from that of the girls in 5 Mason. It
is clear from their (usually) high academic achievement

(see Appendix III) that these girls, far frorn being

excluded from tgetting school knowledger, understand,

assimilate, and reproduce it as the school dernands.

We have seen that Bourdieu (e.9. 1977b) explains this by

arguing that, through sharing the culture of the school,

members of dorninant groups already have, and progressively

acquire, the appropriate rt,oolsr for success in the
trpedagogic transmissionrr. On Bourdieuts account, the
Itoolst (or code or habitus) which are basic to the niddle

class girlsr use and acquisition of the rrules for
successr express their class-cultural approaches to
t,eaching-and-learning, including their approaches to
communication and authority relations in the classroom.

There is a congruence between the niddle class girlst

approaches to these processes and relationships, and those

of their teachers. In other words, the niddle class Pakeha

girlst approaches to classroom interactions tfj.tt with

those approaches used and rewarded by the school. I have

already explored this to some extent (see Chapter Eight);
here I will focus further on thi.s process in the 5 Simrnonds

classrooms and particularly on the niddle class girls t

cumulati.ve accruisition of the ttoolsr for success.
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(1) A Sense of fnvolvement and Shared Purpose

Unlike the copying and heavy reliance on the teachersl
ranswerst which was common in the 5 Mason classrooms, in

the 5 Sirnmonds classrooms tdiscussion anongst equalsf

characterised a lot of verbal interaction between teachers

and stud.ents and amongst students. The 5 Sirunonds girls
ind.ependently worked on rworksheetsr provided by the

teacher, or exercises in their text books. They often

worked singly or in pairs on their own projects, doi.ng

independent research, and writing essays. Even outside of

lessons, the 5 Simmonds girls discussed aspects of their
school work, whereas the 5 Mason girls rarely talked about

their school work with each other. Lunchtirne discussions

for the 5 Sirnmonds girlsr ES well as ranging over such

topics as boyfriends, pop singers and fanily reLationships,

also sometimes included talk about an interesting chemical

reaction, Latin or French declensions (occasional,ly they

would speak to each other in French), details of a current

English project, some disputed or unclear point from a

History lesson, and so on. I would argue (though it needs

more direct ernpirical investigation) that simply engagincr

in this sort of work and talk provides practice in the

skilIs such as interpreting, abstracting and using oners

own words, which I have suggested are necessary for
acguiring school knowledge.

Beyond this, the 5 Sinmonds girls (Iike the girls in 5

Mason) learn from their daily interactions with their
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teachers in the classroom a model for thow to do school

workr. It is the model these girls learn and use which is

rewarded by the school.

In the interactions such as those reproduced on pages 3L2-

313 (Chapter Seven), the 5 Simmonds girls learn and

practise the rules for successful school work. In those

interactions, for example, in Science, Sue and her friends

not only suggest that the teacher should rkeep goingr on

her experiment when she is about to give up, but aLso

independently atternpt t,o work out with the teacher what has

gone wrong. And in EnglJ.sh, when Adrienne discusses her

stage set with her teacher, the latter says: rrlf you decide

to do a staging guestion in School Certificate it would be

a good idea to draw a stage set like that.It Later in the

lesson there is a discussion amongst a group of girls about

whether you can say a film is rfadapted torr or rfadapted

fromrr a novel, and what these two constructions inply. The

teachers says: rrThis is all very interesting and relevant

to the media part of School C. Remember these things.rr So

the lesson proceeds, the girls working on their projects,

discussing points of interest or difficulty with or without

the teacher, she occasionally directing their attention to
the exarnination, and what migrht be useful for passing it.
The on-going interaction in these 5 Sirnmonds classrooms

reinforces the legitirnacy of the girlsf knowledge. School

work, or twhat goes onr in the classroom often incorporates

the studentsr ideas and needs, albeit within an imposed

curriculum frarnework.
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Despit,e the fact that the curriculum cont,ent rarely

addressed the issues that concerned the 5 Simuronds girls in

their daily lives (such as relationships with parents and

peers), the 5 Sirnnonds students engaged with their teachers

in the process of rgetting school knowledger with an

involvenent and sense of shared purpose and method which

was not evident in the 5 Mason classrooms. It is this
engagement in a shared process which I would arlfue is an

inportant component of these middle class girlst ability to

acguire school knowledge. And it expresses in a concrete

form Bourdieu I s argiument about the vital cultural
cong:ruence between the school and the middle class chiId.

A Mutuallv Shared Mode1 of Teaching and Learning

The sense of a shared process was clear in a range of
interactions in the 5 Simmond.s classrooms. Unlike the 5

Mason girls, the girls in 5 Simmonds negotiate with their
teachers such things as test tines, (t'Irve had a request

that the test be on Friday. Suits me") and assignnent

dates (rrHow does the 19th sound?r'). Often the 5 Sinnonds

teachers explained their organisation to the students. For

example: rrlrve tried to keep this test as short as possible

so we can mark it this period. But if you donrt get that
far, It1l hand out a detailed answer sheet so you can check

how you are going tonight. tt The overall impression !'ras

one of an open, shared process, taken very seriously by

everyone:

(2)
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5 Simmonds Maths teacher:

ItlI spend some tirne now to show you how the cosine
rule works. (She explains and does some exanples on
the board). If youtd like to do some examples, trY
those on page 351 ... herers another example, watch if
you want to (she completes the example on the board)
Um ... excuse me, Itll interrupt here for a few
mj.nutes ... who will be horribly disappointed if we
donrt go through the proof of the cosine rule? Will
you just accept it? Itrs not a proof you have to
know. (Raewyn wants to know the proof, so the teacher
goes through the proof guietly with her on the board,
while the others work on their books. )

It is these sorts of interactions, characterised by what

Bernstein ca1ls rweak frarningt, which provide an

environnent in which the rniddle class Pakeha girls in 5

Sirnmonds are encouraged not to be dependent simply on

assimilating the directly provided curriculum. Rather, by

incorporating the 5 Sinmonds girlsr needs and thoughts

about their school work into their teaching pace and style,
the teachers provided for (and with) the girls a nodel, of
teaching-and-learning which i.nvolved a sense of self-
controlled and independently rnotivated learning of the

curriculum. Arguably, this approach to learning school

knowledge is valued positively by the schoolrs reward

system.

Other aspects of the nutually shared models of teaching-

and-learning used by the 5 Sirunonds girls and the school

also worked quite obviously in the girlsr favour. For

exarnple, there was a congruence between the teachersr and 5

Simmonds girlsr perceptions and use of tests. Many of the

5 Simnonds teachers used tests regularly to rrcheck on how

youtre going, and theyrre good practice for the exams.rl
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while the 5 Mason girls disliked tests and exans, and

avoided then when possible, the 5 Sinmonds girls were

mostly keen to complete tests, even when they could not

always attend.

Adrienne explained to her teacher that she could not
do the maths test scheduled for the afternoon because.
she had a concert practice with the school orchestra.
She offered to do the test at lunch time instead. The
teacher suggested she do it as a rtake homer test.
rrThanksrrr said Adrienne, adding earnestly, ttI will
treat it like a test.rl

Tests were seen as rrgood they show you how you are

getting onrr. Tests were also consj.dered by the students as

an aspect of learning for the examinations. When I asked

Louise about her Chemistry teacher she said, somewhat,

anxiously and critically:

WeIl, hers given us good notes and that,, but we
havenrt had any tests, so we donrt know how we are
doing or how to word our exam answers.

The usual congruence between the 5 Simmonds girlsr and

teachersr perception and use of tests worked in the grirlst

favour, insofar as the girls saw the tests not as

prinarilyrfor the teacherr, but as an aspect of their own

task of gaining school knowledge.

(3) Rules for rLearnincr School Knowledoel

The irnportance of 'complicity' with their teachers in the

process of tlearning school knowledget was also evident in
the 5 Simrnonds girls' specific requests for help with

irnproving their work. Because these girls had learnt to
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identify the elements of the teachersr pedagogy which are

inportant for school success, they could ask for assistance

in these areas. For exarnple:

Vivienne tells her English teacher that she is having
problems attempting to link ideas in other subjects.
She says, ttI donrt want to lose marks in school Cert
because my essays are not as good as they could be. It

The teacher suggests that they work on speci.fic
examples together from her Geography book.

Carol asks her English teacher, ttwill you read ny
essay through? Can you teIl me how they mark then? How
can I inprove?

Vivienne and Carol identified knowing about tlinking ideasl

and rhow essays are rnarkedr as inportant in doing well in
school.. As an aspect of their class-cu1tural approach to

learning-and-teaching and to authority relations in the

classroon, these niddle class Pakeha girls directly
recruit the teacheris heIp, seeing such assistance as part

of her role crua teacher. The outcome is their teachersl

participation with them in successfully learning school

knowledge.

The 5 Simmonds girls' 'predispositionsr to engaging with
their teachers meant they were cumulatively rewarded not

only with direct rhelpf in understanding how to write
essays, rlink ideasr and so on, but also with explicit
suggestions for how to learn for the examinations, and

improve their individual performance: their teachers

consistently made comments about method; about how to work

and learn for examinations. They pointed out rruseful hints
for the examtr regularly, and made suggestions like rrpace

yourself. Set a time for doing an essay and work at it,
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that t s an exam skill yourre learning at the same timerr, ttI

suggest you use your assignment sheet for studyingtt i rrWhen

you're doing these sums it can be helpful if yourre having

t,rouble to go to the answer sheet and work bacls^rards. rl

This last suggestion is in narked contrast with the comment.

of a 5 Mason Maths teacheri rrDonrt look at the answers!

Yourll never learn how to do it!t' The 5 Sinnonds Maths

t,eacher assumes complicitv - a shared comrnitment by the

students to understanding the maths problen by tworking it
outt for oneself. The 5 Mason Maths teacher, oD the other

hand, assumes that her students only want rthe answerr,

while not understanding it. This teacher is probably

correct (see our previous discussion), but she makes no

atternpt to make available to the students a range of
strategies for understanding.

The difference between the teachersr complicity with the

5 Masons and 5 Simnonds girls is evident in the following
comrnents. Both English teachers were chastising their
classes because some students had failed to hand in their
assignments:

5 Simrnonds Encrlish teacher: Itrn angry because only half of
you have handed in your assignments. ft takes me a long
tine to mark then, and everything gets later and later and
you get worried. Itrs inportant for your preparation for
your corning exams that you get this work done on tirnerl

assignments
Get cracking

itts your
(Ms B): rrlf you donrt get your
fault. I cantt do then for you.

some of you, stop being Lazy and do the work.rl
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while some of the contrast in these statenents nay be due

to the teachersr respective personalities, what they say

here illustrates the way in which the 5 Sirnmonds students

are exposed to the teacherrs feelings, her organisation,

as well as being encouraged to do work in a particular way

(tton timerr) as a strategy for an identifiabl,e outcone (the-
rrcorning exarnstr). The 5 Mason girlsr on the other hand, are

sinply exhorted to rrdo the workrr. These sorts of

statements contribute to an arnbience in the 5 Sirnmonds

classroom that includes hints, advice, shared feelings and

a shared task, which, insofar as it contributes to the

niddle class Pakeha girlst ability to appropriate school

knowledge, works in their interests.

(4) Dialogue and Understandincr School KnowLedge

I have identified rworking it outt or tthinking throught

aspects of school knowledge as irnportant to its
acguisition. This strategy is relatively easily practised

within the shared class-cultural environment of the 5

Simmonds students and teachers. For example, by engaging

in dialogue (dialogue, as we have seen, is not an aspect

of the working class Pacific Is1and girlsr class-cultural
approach to learning in the classroom) , the 5 Sirnrnonds

teachers and students use teaching and learning strategies

which contribute to the studentsr understanding. For

example, in the following interaction in Maths, the 5

Sinmonds teacherrs diaLogue with a student has two

rbeneficial' effects for the student. It both enables the
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teacher to gauge exactly what the student does not

understand and thus how to reply most effectivelY, and it
enables the student to practice tthinking throughr a

problem.

I cantt see why that 2x should be there.
Go back to the last line. Can you explain
what was done there?
Yes. I can see how you had to divide by x
sguared to get there.
So what did you need to do to go from there?

Sirnilarly, this dialogue in Chemistry engages the 5

Sinnonds students in beginning to actively analyse an

issue:

Alurninium production takes a terrific amount
of energy, of power. It uses up a lot of
electricity ... have you heard anything about
this? Whatrs inportant about it?
Is that why there was that big argrument about
a second snelter in Stewart Island, mmln, d,own
South somewhere?
Yes, the Government was going to 1et the
alurninium smelter have electricity at a cheap
rate

Aramoana? That was stopped because it was
going to do too much damage, wasnrt it?
Wellr Do, it was because the Company couldnrt
get an agreement on the price of electricity.
So you can see, the demand for electricity is
an irnportant factor in the production of
aluminium.

In different ways, these verbal exchanges engage the 5

Simmonds students in working through the process of gaining

knowledge, thus providing practice in valuabJ-e cognitive

and methodological skilIs.

Even thostiler interactions such as the following between a

5 Simmonds gir1, Simone, and her Science teacher, include

S:

fF.

r|.|er.

S:

flre

S:

T:
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elements of rworking throughr the process of interpreting
question for drawing a graph. (The 5 Sirunonds Science

classes v/ere uncharacteristically rnarked by nutual

hostility and sarcasm. The teacher tended to teach in a

didact,ic and expository style, which the 5 Sirnrnonds girls
rejected as boring and sinplistic. Another teacher

confided in me that this teacher rf... is good with the

lower strearns, but not with those bright girlsrf ).

Simone:

Simone:
T:

Simone:

T:
Simone:

My graph looks funny, Mi.ss.
You didnrt read the question properly.
r did.
Yourd find that point in a different place if
you did.
Itts supposed to be there. Look, 98 degrees
it says there.
Read the question again.
98 degrees it says!

T Reads through the quest,ion aloud, pointing out Sirnoners
mistake, saying rrYou canrt make that sort of siJ,ly mistake
in School Crr.
Sinone: They wonrt ask that si1ly sort of question.

(5) Rewarding the Middle Class Studentsr Habitus

It is irnportant, to note here that while I have identified
the interactions which contributed to the 5 Sirnmonds girlst
appropriat,ion of school knowledge, rnuch of the 5 Sinmonds

girlsr time in the classroom was spent, in rroutinel

interactions and working within a rrstrongly cJ.assifiedtt

curriculum provided by the teacher. Some 5 Sj.nmonds girls
felt irritated that much of the curriculum material was

rrnot relevantrr to their lives, that it was rrrestrictiverr,
rrboringrr, and rrmonotonousrr. Far from always actively
participating with the teachers in school routines, the 5

Sinmonds girls often identified activities such as
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assemblies and sports as irrelevant to their achievement at

school and either avoided these activities, or partici.pated

half-heartedly. overal1, though, the 5 Sirnnonds girls

approached school, and learning in the cl-assroon in
particular, with a sense of involvement.

Bourdieurs theoretical suggestions, in line with the social

and material conditions of the 5 Sirnrnonds girls I lives - €rs

nembers of a doninant group - produces a habitus reflected

in their practices in the classroom. This involves a sense

of their active and legitinate participation in rwhat

happens in the classroonr, a sense of the inportance of

their own knowledge (of the curriculum) and the

expectations of their teachers as resources rather than
rpriestsr. f have atternpted to show some ways in which the

middle class Pakeha girls' habitus and the pedagogical

practices rewarded by the school rassumer the same approach

to learning school knowledge.3 It is this congruence

between the niddle class Pakeha children and the teachers,

or at least, the schoolrs reward system, which Bourdieu saw

as the key to these childrents unsurprising educational

success. I have argued that the teachers or the school,

via exarninations - determine which rtools of appropriationl

of school knowledge are the rcorrectr ones. The school

unconsciously incorporatesr ds a prerequisite for its
rewards, the niddle class Pakeha girlsr class/ethnic

cultural assurnptions about the role and authority of the

student and the teacher. The habitus inculcated by the

middle class family and the school, then, gives rise to
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practices which are made extremely profitable for the

rniddle class child at school, to the extent that these

practices make possible the acquisit,ion of school

credentials.

In all that I have said I rnay possibly have given the

impression that the middle class Pakeha girls in 5 Sinrnonds

receive a tgoodr, or even an ridealr, education. This is
not ny point at all. f have not considered what night

count as tgoodr schooling for the 5 Mason or 5 Sirnrnonds

girls. If the developrnent of social and political
critique, personal growth, creativity, rproblen-posingf

(Freire, 1973) etc., are aspects of good education, then

neither group of girls get nuch good education at school

(see Harris I L979). But this is not my concern here. The

school roffersr credentials, which both groups of girls
want, because clearly they have high social and economic

value. Facilitating middle class access to credentials is
one way in which the school maintains class privilege and

power.

9.3 The Leqitimation of svnbolic Violence in the Classroon

The process of syrnbolic violence, which contributes to
tkeeping things largely as they arer, contains its own

legitimation. Although the school in fact provides

credentials rnainly on the basis of faniliarity with the

dominant culture, it appears to operate with a formally
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equitable selection procedure, which neutrally identifies
tqualityr and ability. As Bourdieu maintains,

By awarding allegedly impartial qualifications (which
are also largely accepted as such) for socially
conditioned aptitudes which it treats as unequalrgiftsr, [the school] transforms de facto inequalities
into de jure ones and economic and social differences
into distinctions of qualitv...ID doing so, it is
performing a confidence trick.

Bourdi,eu ]',97 4t 42

This rconfidence trickr is a necessary aspect of the

schoolrs continued contribution to the status quo. In this
final section, I shall outline how the 5 Mason girlst
acceptance of their failure to acquire school

gualifications as legitirnate, builds on their school

experiences which teach thern that what they lacl< is
individual tcrualitvr rather than economic and social

dominance.

9.3.1 rCoolins outt

We have seen how, paradoxically, while the school recruits
the 5 Mason girlsr active and rational atternpts to succeed

at school, at the same tine it ensures thej.r school

failure. The liberal and rcaringr school, such as Girlsl
Granmar, is faced with a dilemma. Within the frarnework of

the liberal ideology it sincerely attempts to rprovide

chancest for aII its students. But despite the teachersl

best intentions, and the Pacific Island girlsr rhard workr,

these girls do not do as well at school as the niddl,e class

Pakeha gir1s.
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In order to rninirnise possible personal anxiety and

disappointment caused by the 'gapr between the ideology and

reality, the school must then reduce these girlst
expectations of success to a rrealj.stict level. As I argued

in Chapter Five, such rcooling outr is necessary to reduce

potential social instability and challenge to the dorninant

ideology. In order to mininise social conflict and

personal discontent, young (particularly working class)

peoplets arnbitions have to be kept at a leveI at least

commensurate with the denands of the economy and the

availability of jobs at different flevelsr of the labour

market. The expectations of some (nost?) students must be

(if necessary) rreducedr, and maintained at a flowr level

for their ideally unproblernatic transition to largely
unstinulating and rdead-endr work and unemployment. on one

of my recent visits to Girlsr Grammar, a teacher said to
me:

rrsome of these [Pacific fsland] girls have
expectations way too high. We get enployers ringing
up for shop assistants and they [students] donrt want
the job! It,'s very hard to get then to lower their
sights. They shouldnrt have been so high in the first
p1ace. . . rl

Simultaneously, the expectations of other students must be

increased or naintained at a thighr leve1 to facilitate

their movement through to tertiary education. As Hopper

(1e71) put it:

At every level and through every route within its
total selection process, an education system must
strive on the one hand to rwarm-upr some of its
students, and on the other, to rcool-outr those who
are rejected for further training.

Hopper L97L:305
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I have argued that it would be sinplistic to assume that,

this inplies the straightforward influence of the economy

on the educational process. Although capj.tal does have

certain requirenents in relat,ion to the reproduction of

labour power, that does not necessarily mean a one-to-oll€

correspondence between such requirements and the schoolrs
tproductionr of workers wj-th appropriate expectations and

skills (Apple 1980a). However, in the New Zealand econorY,

where there are not enough jobs for all, and many of those

jobs are without intrinsic reward, social stability would

be threatened if rnost young people dernanded work which is
rworthwhile', with conditions over which they had some

control. Conseguentlyr ds agents in the selection process

for access to tleveLst j.n the labour market, the

educational institutions must selectively rcool-outr those

students rdestined' for dead-end jobs so that their
destination and its conditions are 'expectedr and

legitinated by the process.

tCooling-outf was a term originally used by Clark (1961.) in

his study of adrnission to higher education j,n the United

States. He identified the gap between encourag:ement to

achieve and the "realities of lirnited opportunity" in the

United States economy. He points to this contradiction in
a capitalist democracy whichr oD the one hand, consistent

with dominant liberal ideology,

asks individuals to act as if social nobility
universally possible, status is to be won by
individual effort, and rewards are t,o accrue
who try

Clark 1951

were

to those

: 513
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while simultaneously its hierarchical work organisations

pernit rrincreasingly fewer persons to succeed at ascending

Ievels'r (Clark 1951 : 513). He argues that the critical
task for a rrnodern mass democracyrr is to sustaj.n

notivation in the face of this contradiction. He showed

how this inportant rreproductiver task was achieved in

North Arnerican colleges by recruiting the studentsr rrfreely'

chosenrr decisions to drop out of further education. In

Clarkfs study some studentsr expectations were deliberately

changed and decreased by the collegest adrninistration and

counselling procedures. These students were encouraged to
rsee for thenselvesr that they would not rmake itt, so they
rchoset to do something different. If the reproductive

process is to be successful, such acceptance of inequitable

opportunity as legitirnate is crucial.

Anongst the 5 Mason girls, a tcooling outr process was

already going on, reflected in their cornments about their
futures, and their curriculun choices. Their beLiefs about

an appropriate job were being shaped well before they

reached the 5th form, but with School Certificate and the

possibility of leaving school now inninent, they were being

forced to be more concrete in their thinking about future

employment.

As their fifth forn year progressed, the 5 Mason girls
became more pessirnistic about their chances of passing

School Certificate examinations. Even prior to the fifth
form, they progressively came to see that much school wcrk
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was rrtoo difficulttt for them. The sorts of interactions we

have examined in this and the previous chapter provided a

basis for their continuing rrecognitionr of their rlack of

abilityr to be able to successfully assirnilate tdifficultl

knowledge. Thus the girlst expectations about possible

future ernployrnent decreased, and were marked by uncertainty-

and change.

For example, Mona likes science. She told me she would

Iike rta job in sciencerr because she finds it interesting.

But she is taking the reasierr human biology option because

rrfull sci,ence is too hardrr. Most of her friends have taken

Human Biologyi none have opted for fu1l Science, itrs rrfor

the brainy onesrr. (Mona eventually got a job in a photo

processing lab).

Sina was wanting to be a receptionist, rrbut not now because

of conputers and thatrr. She had a small amount of contact

with computers in the fourth form, and found them rrhardrr.

She says she night instead rrlook after handicapped kids -
voluntaryrr which is what she is doing in her tl,iberal

Studiesf option. (Sina became a housemaid in a J.arge

tourist hotel).

Other girls talked eloguently about their expectations,

Noeline: I do want to be an accountant but weI1,
I want to be a lab technician, but .. o youtre
neant to have UE and SC Maths, Physj,cs,
Chernistry and Biology ....
So yourre going to stay here [at, school]
and ....
No. f rm not going to stay here, I canrt hack

AJ:

Noeline:

-
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it I wonrt be a lab technician ... but
ItlI get a job. I donrt want to work in a
factory, and lrm never going to work in a
factory. Itm going to get an office jobr oL
something like that, typing and stuff.
Itd like to be a police coP, but I wouldnrt
like to do a job that didnft have any fun in
it. Like if I did become a police cop and it
was realIy boring, Itd quit, because I donrt
think I'd be able to stand a job like that

If I worked in a factorY and it was
fun, Itd stay on there. I wouldnrt leave
just rcos it was a factory job or anything.
As long as I was happy though.
(Elizabeth and Noeline both eventually got
clerical work in the Post office).
(a 5 Mason Pakeha) I donrt know what I want
to do when I leave schooL. f was going to be
a computer operator, then I changed ny mind.
Then I was going to be a kindergarten teacher
and changed ny nind again. And then I was
going to be nothing. I think I night, be a
bartender on a cruise boat.

Mandy:

Repeka toyed with the idea of being a teacher, but rrlrd

never get the exams. I wonrt pass these School Cert. exams

...ts. (Repeka got a job in a factory as a packer). Martha

wanted to be a mechanic, rrBut you need School C Mathsrr and

shers only taking rl,ocal Certificater Mathsr ds advised by

her teachers. (Martha eventually got a job as a shop

assistant in a fast-food shop).

These decreased expectations perr,rade the girls t

conmonsense, reinforced not only by the girlsf test and

examinat,ion results. on (at least) two occasions,

confirmation of such commonsense was overtly provided by

the girls' teachers. One day about tbree Erarters of the

way through their fifth form year, the 5 llason girls and

their classmates were told by their Physical Education

teacher (the unusual nature of this talk prompted the girls
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to listen intently):

trYour education system is supposed to give you
intelligrence so you can go out and get a job;
references and things like that for a job. But itrs
not like that, as you probably know, unemplolmrent is a
big problem now i... I People get upset when they
dontt get a job and donrt know what to do when they
dontt work. You have to decide now what kinds of
interests you have - for whether you get a job or not..
when you leave school [... ] You know the fitter you
are the more you can cope with life. I suggest you
think about it before you leave school and think about
ways to get fit [...] Yourve got to realise that a
shorter working week will give you tJ.me on your hands
t. .. I If you get married and have chiLdren t ot just
have children, are you going to stay at home Like some
women sitting at home with five children going out of
their tree not knowing what, to do? You could do
something like go and play tennis in the morning and
take the kids down. Lots of wornen do that. You at, your
age have to think about it now before itrs too late.rr

There are several powerful messages conveyed here. Such

st,atements senre to contribute to the on-going I cooli.ng

outr of the 5 Mason girIs. They are learning that probable

features of their future could be unemploynent and

rrchj.ldrenrr. This is no arbitrary inposition of an

appropriate futurei the teacher is merely being
trealistj.cr. An aspect of social reproduction is the
tinevitabilityf of a particular future for certain groups.

According\y, unemployment and bored moiherhood are facts of

life. The girls must learn to cope with them.

By contrast, a classic rwarning-upr message was conveyed to

the 5 Sirunonds girls about the sane tirne. Far fron being

rcooled-outr of education, the 5 Sirunonds girls were being

finnly encourag'ed to ttthink about university and the

professionsrr.
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The Sixth form Dean came to speak to 5 Simmonds about the

options they had chosen for next year. She spoke sternly,

because some girls had indicated that they wanted to study

only four lJniversity Entrance subjects; and some wanted to

begin new subjects, and rdropr old ones:

rrYou people j,n the top end, of the fifth form ...
should be concerned not only with sixth form subjects,
but thinking about university and the professions.
It's important that you take subjects you wi.ll be
accredited in. And yourIl need five subjects for
Bursary [seventh form year]. Itrs an imrnature
attitude to make choices in terms of who you like and
the subjects you like [. .. ] youtve got to think in
terms of your long term career. You need to think
very positively about it now. If yourre not sure
about Arts or Sci.ence, yourve got to think about ygg
and where yourre going. Itrs wrong to think that what
you will do will lead to jobs. These days itrs r'rhat
you get out of it and what you do with it, not the
subjects you do for ernployment skills. You have to be
adaptable in this current world and be able to change
from one thing to another.rl

Although these teachers drew both the 5 Mason and 5

Simmonds studentsr attention to unemployment, they did so

in very different cont,exts. For the working class 5 Mason

girls it was in terrns of tlej.surer and marriagei for the

niddle class girls in terns of flexibility, personal

interest, and career. For the 5 Mason girls adaptability
to rrfive childrenrf and rrbeing at hornerr is encouraged; for
the 5 Sirnmonds girls, adaptability to a challenging labour

market.

For many of the 5 Mason girls, these sorts of messages

along with their poor test results, had powerful effects at

the level of everyday t sursival t . one of the differences

between the 5 Mason and 5 Simrnonds, girls especially
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evident towards the end of the f ifth fotm t qualif icatj.onsl

year, was their respective apparent levels of anxiety.

while some of the 5 Mason girls' tine at school was spent

rhaving funr, the tcooling-outr. process created depression

and fatalisn. Their anxiety was often acute, and

conversations about school work, exaninat,ions, and

ernployment were discouraged, or punctuated with a desperate

rrwho cares?rr. Tension was particularly evident around,

examination time.

Elizabeth: Itrs terrible, it gets you down. It nakes you
depressed thinking oh God, Irm not going to
get SC then ftIl have to go through the whole
thing again ... and then ItIl sit UE and have
to go through the whole thing again if I donrt
get it. It makes you really ... it gets you
down ... makes you so stink. I donrt want to
think about it, but you canrt help it because
itls a ... fact.

cherie4: Itd get rny books out and set then alJ. up,
then frd go to do something and Itd thinkttoh, shitrr and Ird slam them down ...o

Martha: f canrt, study. I canrt concentrate. f
havenrt even got all the notes. So why
study if you haventt got anything to study?

Lilly: I tve got the notes and stuff, but oh .. . f
donrt understand it o.. how are you meant
to study it? I dunno. Who cares?

Much of this anxiety, especially as expressed by Lilly, was

a result of the strategies of rhard workr learnt and

practiced in the classroon by the 5 Mason girls. Having

worked hard at rgetting downt the teacherrs knowledge,

these girls then face their often incomprehensible notes.

Some attempts to resolve the tensions created by this
situation were fatalistic, supported by their religious
beliefs.
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Cherie told me she would not ttggltt her School Certificate
(she subseguently failed every paper)
AJ:
Cherie:

AJ:

Cherie:
MeIe:
Repeka:

A,J:
Mona:

Repeka:
AJ:
Mona:
Repeka:
Mona:

Repeka:
Mona:
Repeka:

So why $/ontt you get your School Cert?
People get given different sorts of things
to do. When God gives out your gifts, H€
gives differently to everyone.
Why should God give those top stream girls
more of what it takes to get Schoo1 e?
f donrt know
Who cares? Itrs just life.
God want,s us all to be good at something. ft
canrt always be school work you lcnow.

Everybody has a different
according to these gir1s.

Some people are ambitious

are not o...

place in the order of things,

That is natural, and inevitable.

and rrcareer-mind€dtt, some people

The potent cornbination of such rtcooled outrf fatalism, and a

tacit recognition of rclasst privilege leads alnost

inevitably to a resigned acceptance of the status quo,

clearly apparent in this conversation.

What do you want for your own future?
For me? Like what I want? Well you see I
can't say what gualifications Irve got because
Irm not that ambitious. I donrt ... most
girlsr'they have sonething to work for. Like
most of us, we lto for it because of the fun
of it.
Yeah.
Go for what?
School.
For what you want when you grovt up. Like
You know [5 Sirunonds], Irm sure they all know
what they want to ber so they rea11y work hard
to get it. But like us wetre stil1 at step one
because werre still young and all that, and
maybe like probably at the end of this year
when f start doing exams, then f|11 start
thinking about it.
lhey I re career-rninded, [5 Sinmonds] . . . .
Its their parents.
But wetre just say we wanted to really be
a person like a cop or a managieress, werve
got to work for it from third form upwards,
and werd have no trouble. But since yourve
got nothing in nind, its no use ... you know
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AJ:

Mona:

Repeka:

Mona:

Repeka:
Mona:
Repeka:
Mona:

AJ:
Repeka:

Mona:

Repeka:

Mona:

Repeka:
AJ:
Repeka:
Mona:
AJ:
Mona:
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trying ... r
Therers no point in working for
donrt know what you I re wor)<ing
Well how come they know and you
the difference?
tCos their parents are probably

something you
for.
dontt? Whatrs

businessmen,
right?
Yeah, upper class people. Wetre just ...
lower.
They really want their daughters to do well
like then so they sort of plan it for their
kids, so if their kids like it, well surei
or else theytll pick sornething else thatrs in
their parents class, sort of .... But with us
parents like they just want us to enjoy
ourselves and have fun and ....
rCos yourve got a long life ahead of you.
Yeah, think of it later on . o..
Youtll be right ....
I In not saying al1 of us do it, because there
are some people come fron 1ow fanilies who,
you know, think ahead. Wetre just not one of
them (laugh)
Do you think thatrs bad for you?
No, it's just that you dontt think like that!
(laugh) ... they night be rj.ch but I donrt
think they'11 have happiness as much as we do
(laugh)
No, Itd rather go for the fun of life while
yourve got it, because you never know when
yourre gonna go. They could be wdrking their
hearts out just to get to one of those high
places and then when they get there ....

they night be run over by a bus or a
train (1au9h)
and, all that hassle was for nothing. But itrs
good to think like that I reckon.
Yeah.
Like they think?
Yeah.
Yeah.
why?
Well from rny point of view I think it's a waste
really to work hard rcos you never know when
yourre gonna go. But Itm not against thinking
ahead.

The difficulties provided for them by the school are

rationalised by Repeka and Mona in terms of a coherent set

of beliefs which al1ow thern to justify and cope with their
lack of school success. Despite what she says here, Repeka

did have rrsomething in mj.ndtt for a future job. She had
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told me that she liked the idea of becoming a teacher, but

knew her examj.nation perforrnance was not good enough. In

order to rationalise their school achj.evernent beyond rfa

lack of brainsrt, Repeka and Mona identify rnotivation as a

key explanatory factor. Because they do not perceive

themselves as passive or rpowerlessr in the hierarchical

social structure, they see themselves as sirnply having

chosen to trhave funrr rather than succeed at school,. Their

school failure - in their eyes a product of their desire to
rrhave funrr I legitirnates I for thern their rrlowrr social

position, and facilit,ates their acceptance of the

prevailing hierarchj.cal social structure as inevitable,
into which they f it as rrlo$rer class peoplerr. It all
becomes personally palatable through the rationalisatj,on of

their choice to ttgo for the fun of lifert rather than

atternpt to achieve the inpossible.

Thus these girls rmisrecognise' (Bourdieu 1977a) (or
fmisrepresentt, Harris L979) their school and potential
labour market rfailurer in terms of personal lack of

motivation, low expectations and being rlower class

peopler. In that the prevailing consensus confir:ns that
acadenic achievement is ultimately based on ability and

notivat,ion (see chapter Four), the 5 Mason girlsr failure
and the rniddle class girlsr success is legitinated as

sinply a natural reflection of their respective inferiority
and superiority.
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Such an interpretat,ion of their school experience is an

important tfcooling outtr element in the disguise and

legitirnation of symbolic violence in the classroon, and the

working class Pacific Island girlsr acceptance of the

existing situation at school and in the labour market as

rfairr and natural. I have already pointed out the

importance of this ideological process for the perpetuatj.on

of the existing social order which is not in these girlst
interests. Added to the ongoing syrnbolic vioLence in the

classroom, such tcooling-outr provides an essential

component in the naterial and ideological processes through

which schooling contributes to the reproduction of New

Zealand society.
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NOTES - CHAPTER NINE

1. It should be noted that the relatively hlgh number ofrsubstantiver questions asked by the teachers in the
verbatim interactions reproduced in the following sections
is unrepresentative of the nunber of these sorts of
questions asked overall. It was the inadequate substantive
interactions such as the following where the possibilities
for learning to interpret and understand school knowledge
were cut off or never developed. The frequent rroutinel
interchanges, €rS I have argued, rarely contained the
possibility for learning to interpret or understand school
knowledge.

2. I have focused in this section on some of thersocialisingr influences of the school on the 5 Mason
girlsr perceptions of appropriate classroom practice.
There are clearly other questions - about, for example,
the content of the curriculum, which rnight affect studentslrapproachesr to tgettingr school knowledge. For example,
how far the curriculum content is congruent with their own
class/gender/race-cultural experiences and interests may
influence their ability and willingness to understand and
use (and thus successfully appropriate) curriculum
knowledge.

Such questions, as well as quest,ions about whose (which
class/gender/race) interests are ernbodied in, and
perpetuated by, the content of the curriculum are crucj.alto a full understanding of the schoolrs contribution tosocial reproduction. Such questions are stil1 to be
adequatery explored ernpiricarly in the New zealand context.
3. The broad scope of this thesis has not permitted the
necessary enpirical examination of the further detaj.ls ofthis argument. I have suggested here an approach forfurther enpirical exploratj-on of the explanation for niddle
class school success.

4. Cherie was a friend and classrnate of some of the 5
Mason group.
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CHAPTER TEN

SU},IMARY AND CONCLUSTON

During the last decade, following trends in sociology

generally (Shaw 1985), Marxist and radical sociology of

education has developed enornously - almost to the point of

being the lew orthodoxy - with the publication of a large

number of theoretical analyses of the political role of

schooling. These argue repeatedly and convincingly that

the education system rtis an exceptionally important element

in the maintenance of existing relations of dornination and

exploitationrr (Apple I982b : 9). with reference to New

Zealand, Codd et aI (1985 : 10) argue that there j.s rrno

doubt that state schooling in this country is an inherently

political instrument for social and culturai reproduction

whereby dorninant social fractions exercise their
powerll .

Empirical research in schools has not kept pace with the

theory, despite the real need for investigation into
whether and how the processes suggested by the theory - in
particular those rreproductiver processes actually occur

via schooling. The inportance of such investigation cannot

be over-emphasised, especially in New Zealand where alnost

nothing is known about how existing power relations are

mediated and maintained by the everyday conditions of

ordinary school life.
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This is not to say that classrooms in New Zealand have

remained entirely ttblack boxesrr. Research studies in New

Zealand classrooms have docu:nented patterns of interaction
in that setting (see for example Benton 1986). The

repeated message of such research is that Polynesian

children and those from tlow socio-economic statust group-s'

are disadvantaged in various ways in the classroom. The

irnportance of such research cannot be denied. However,

rnost existing accounts fail to make the connections between

rwhat happens I j.n the classrooms and the soci.al relations
of power which structure patterns of classroom interaction
and school achievenent. This ultimately means that
tinequitablet classroon interaction patterns are only
partially understood, and thus fruitfuL theoretically-
grounded suggestions for long-te:n change are lacking. The

result must be that concerned New zealand teachers and

researchers will remain frustrated with apparent short-term
gains which, in our on-going monocultural and class
society, may come to nothing in the longer term.

unfortunately, but not surprisingly, radical theorists in
New Zealand and elsewhere are not clear about how power

relat,ions are mediated by the processes of schooling. The

paucity of radically-infor:ned ernpiricar research has rneant

that the field is dorninated by a range of general and

diverse theoretical suggestions about the relationship
between schooling and the social structure.
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In this study of sorne girls in a New Zealand secondary

school I have suggested a particular account of this
relatj.onship, arguing for an approach which eschews a

sirnple determinist view of schooling as somehow uroulding

tpassiver (especially Polynesian working class) students to

fit the existing order, and instead sees students as

actively and posit,ively tmaking senser of , and responding

to, the school and their location in the social structure

in what they consj-der to be their best interests. I have

underst,ood the process through which the school contributes

to the existing order, then, not sirnply as one of

domination, but as a rcontestedr process.

Analysing the beliefs and experiences of some rhard-

workingr working class Pacific -Island girls at Gir1sl

Grammar within this framework has meant that, unlike the

najority of other radical theorists and researchers in the

field, f have had to understand rcontestedr social
reproduction in broader terms than those defined by the

rebellious, though ultimately (in terrns of soci.al change)

self-defeating behaviour of disillusioned working class

students. Rather, f have understood rwhat, happensr in the

classroom in terms of the unconscious recruitment of the

'willingr participation of hard-working students in the

reproduction of an inequitable social order which is not in
their objective interests.

I have suggested that this process can be seen in tertns of

two central and opposing tendencies. On the one hand, by
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staying on at school many working class Pacific rsland

girls like those in 5 Mason actively atternpt to take

control of their lives. They continue to attend school

largely in order to gain credentials and thus' they

believe, increase their value on the labour market. Within

the framework of the dorninant meritocratic ideology

according to which school offers opportunity to the able

and motivated, and in response to the rnaterial conditions

of their parentst daily lives as well as thej.r parentsl

ideologies and denands, the 5 Mason girls see school as

offering the econonj.c (and social) rchancesr they seek.

Thus, they rwork hardr at school in their fifth fotm year

which, because of its culnination in the inportant School

Certificate exarninations, is ttqualifications yearrr. In

this process of attempting to tget| school knowledge the

students contribute significantly to the productj.on of the

forn of classroom practice; it is not simply inrposed by the

teachers.

On the other hand, via these day-to-day pedagogical

interactions in the classroom, the schooling process

operates in such a way as to enlist - without anyone being

conscious of it - the Pacific Island girlst participation
in school work such that they are often not enabled to
appropriate the knowledge which the school nakes necessary

for examination success. The 5 Mason girlst definitions of

school work, which I argue are based in class- and ethno-

cultural patterns of conmunication and control (and which

are reproduced by their teachers), are ultirnately penalised
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by the schoolrs reward systern. Conversely, due to the

congruence between the teachersr and the niddle class

Pakeha girlsr assumptions about comnunication and control

in teaching and learning, these girls are enabled to gain

practice in the skills and gain the knowtedge rnade crucial
for school success. Through these hidden and tunconsciousr'

processes of ordinary learning and teaching in the

classroom the school is able to recruit the participation

of rracer- and class-Iocated students in the selective

distribution of school knowledge and credentials. Thus the

school contributes to the reproduction of the status quo as

most of the Pacific Island girls in 5 Mason fail to achieve

the rchancest they seekrwhile the niddle class Pakeha girls
in the ttopr stream gain the credentials they need to
proceed to tertiary educat,ion.

Hence I have argued that within its dail-y pedagogical

interactions the school .is engaged unwittingly in a forrr of

cultural dornination which Bourdieu has called symbolic

violence. This rviolencet in the classroon is further
masked by the prevailing rneritocratic ideology. within its
logic the Pacific Island girls ultinately perceive their
failure as the result of their personal inability. lihile
some girls did partially fsee throughr the doninant

ideology, its logic precludes their interpretation of their
schooling experiences in terms of the schoolts production

of rvariously abler and tdifferently qualifiedt young

people for the hierarchical labour market.
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All this must, not be read too sirnply as suggesting that the

school merely produces fodder for the economy from duped

and manipulated students. As the ropposing tendenciesl

outlined above suggest, hy whole account is an attempt to

spe11 out how the school is a site where a class strugqle
j-s rnore or less unconsciously played out, as the 5 Mason

girls contest their probable relegation to dead-end jobs

and school failure. obviously, the school is not a neutral

site. Far frorn it,. Via the everyday teaching interactions

in the classroom the school passively and actively for:ns

the context which ensures most, of these working class

girlsr rinabilityr to achieve their legitinate hopes.

Sinultaneously, by providing the setting in which menbers

of rrdominant social fractionstr - the middle class Pakeha

girls - are enabled to convert their cui,tural dispositions
into syrnbolic capital (acadernic credentials) , the school

contributes to the rnaintenance of existing social
relations.

fn shortr Ry research provides new insights into the nature

and significance of classroom practices and student

perspectives in New Zealand schooling. Specifically, on a
rmicror level, it shows how, without the teachers being

conscious of it, the working class Pacific Island girls and

the niddle class Pakeha girls at Girlsr Gramnar experienced

guite different - and differently valuable - pedagogiesr;

and that these teaching and learning int,eractions !,rere

significantly controlled, at least in an irnnediate sense,

by the students.
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On a rmacror level, I have argued that the girlsl
perspectives and classroom practices have political

significance in two tmomentsr. First, I have argued that

their perspectives and practices have structural
tdeterminantsf: that the ways in which the girls understand

both the function and nature of schooling and rwhat to dor

in the classroom are a product of, otr the one hand,

doninant ideological perspectives intrinsic to educational

rhetoric and school practices, and on the other, rrace-l

and class-cultural responses to education shaped by the

historical and material situation respectively of minority-

group irnmigrant,s entering the working class, and the

dominant Pakeha Inewt rniddle class in New Zealand.

Second, the perspectives and practices whj.ch form the

girls' daily Iives at school intrinsically contribute to
the reproduction of existing class relations in New Zealand

through the legitirnation of school failure and success in
t,erms of individual ability, and through the effect of

classroom interaction on the acquisition of school

knowledge and thus credential distribution.

tWhat happensr in the classroom and its outcomes, then,

cannot be divorced from the patterns of economic and

cultural domination which constitute the New Zealand social

order - and which structure what counts as valuable

classroom practice. For change to occur in the classroorn

and in the outcones of schooling, this study suggests that

modification rnust be made beyond the classroom itself in
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the organj.sation and control of (at least) both the

processes of schooling, and the labour market. This is to

say far more than that, for example, different cult'ural

styles of learning, communication and control must be

incorporated into classroom interaction and the existing

school reward system so that schooling becomes more

rculturally relevantr to working class Pacific Island

stud.ents in New Zealand,.I It is also to say more than that

the Pacific Island girls must be explicit,ly taught how to

engage in existing rewarded pedagogical for:ns.

Without a more fundamental change in the social relations

of class and rracet which currently ensure rnininal working

class Maori and Pacific fsland access to power and

decision-naking in institutions such as schooling

(including universities), and the economy, it is unlikely
that regular classroon practice could ultimately senre any

other interests than those of presently dorninant gtorrp=.2

If one accepts the argument that, schools are central to
social reproduction, then they could serve (Maori and)

Pacific Island interests if those interests were congruent

with the existing social order.

This does not mean that seeking changes in the processes of

schoolingr nrust be abandoned. Rather it is to suggest that
programmes for change focused only on school practices are

likely to have limited success. However, research into the

political nature of the processes of schooling must

continue in order that it night fruitfully inform
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educational change. An understanding of the processes

through which schooling contributes to social reproductlon

is obviously not exhausted by an examination such as mj.ne

of the ideological nature of studentsr conmonsense

knowledge about school, the cu1tural production of

classroorn practice, and the select,ively rewarded

pedagogical i-nteractions in the classroom. Studies of the

use and nature of curriculun naterial3, as welL as

teacherst and adninistratorsr views and practices4, class-

located parentsr influence on and access to the schools,

and so on, also need to be carried out within a framework

which draws connections between the practices and

ideologies of the school and the social order.

Furthermore, in order to test and expand ny suggestions

about the structuring of school achievenent, and access to
the labour market, much more needs to be known about how

groups within the rniddle class and the working class j.n New

Zealand understand and respond to schooling and the

transition to un/ernplolnnent and further education.

It must be noted that this study focuses on a historically
and socially specific group of working class Pacific fsland

students. The 5 Mason girls at Girlsr Grammar are a group

which - due to their parents being immigrants,

traditionally-oriented and living within a racially-rnixed
urban setting - rnay be increasingly less representative of
the rnajority of Pacific Islanders in New Zea1and. The

Inewr generation of tPacific Islandr New Zealanders, even

now evident in the urban secondary schools, with less
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traditionally-orient,ed parents, growing up in a

progressively more rself-conscious I educat.l,on system, in an

unstable labour rnarket, and in increasingly racially-
homogenous housing areas, will probably provide researchers

with quite different data on working class Pacific Island

studentst responses to schooling in New Zealand. In short;

the variety of processes through which existing rracer and

class relations in New Zealand are rnaintained and modified

via education has yet to be explored in education research.

In an exploratory way this study spells out the

complexities of some of the ernpirical processes through

which schooling is an rrinherently political instrumentrr of

social reproduction. It represents the beginnings of an

answer to Codd et alrs (1985) exhortation regarding our

Iack of knowledge about how power is rnediated by the

institution of schooling in New Zealand. Like Apple

(1982b) and Giroux (1983a) in the USA and Arnot and Whitty

(L982) in Britain, Codd et aI in New Zealand have pointed

to the need for critical and enpirical exploration in daily
school life of the now widely-accepted theoretical
argument,s about the function of schooling within the

existing order. This study has been one such attempt.
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NOTES CHAPTER TEN

1. Writers such as Hunkj.n (L980) in his Auckland study rThe
Management of Interaction in Multicultural Classroomsl
identified 'Polynesianr school failure in terns of the
Itirrelevancerr of the rrculture of the classroomrr for
Polynesian children. He argued that in order to make the
Itculture of the classroomtr more frrelevanttt to the culture
of Polynesian children, teachers need (for exanple) rrto
keep the interaction at low levels of conplexity and pupil
initiative to lessen the chances of failurert (Hunkin 1980 :'
2:-). Although he was writinq about the prinary school,
these strategies were exactly those which the Pacific
Island girls in 5 Mason encouraged their teachers to use.
However, if the skiIls Learnt by these |tculturally relevant
teaching strategies'r are not ultimately rewarded by the
school in examination and selection procedures, then they
are of questionable value. Making students from
subordinate groups feel rculturally confortablet in the
classroon, if j.t does not lead t,o their appropriation of
valued and tested skills, sinply has the long-term effect
of naintaining things as they are.

2. ot, put another wayr so long as the rsecondary labour
markett (Edwards L979, see Chapter Three) exists - defining
work j.n such a way as to demand few educational
gualifications and skills - then, cornbined with Pakeha
cultural domi-nat,ion, the educational situation outlined in
this research can only persist.
3. See for example Anyon (1979).

4. See for example Grace (1978).

5. See Sieber, 1981.
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METHODOLOGICAL POSTSCRTPT

Self-Criticisrn: The Problems with'fnforrnedt Ethnographv

It rnight be argued that ny final account reads a Little too
Ineatlyr, the data at times seems to fit too well the
theoretical frameworks with which I have attempted to
explain the girlst school experiences. This is not simply
a problen for this particular studyt it is, I would arglue,

a potential problem for any ethnography carried out within
an explicit and radical paradigm.

It is becoming progressively more conmon for methodologists
in the sociology of education to accept that obselrration,
analysis, and indeed the whole research process cannot be
Ineutralf or atheoretical (See Chapter Two). Thj,s is
certainly a basic tenet of Marxist and radical sociologry of
educatj.on which not only assert the inevitability of
theory-guided research, but also specify the theoretical
framework within which fruitful and explanatory ernpirical
research must proceed.

For example, Sharp (L982 : 48) naintains that ethnography
must be informed by a theory of the reproduction of the
economic, political and ideological requirements for
capitalist accumulation. within a less strictly Marxist -
what I would call a tradicalr - framework, Grinshaw et aI
(1980) state that ethnography is useful

In the study of cultural forms and for the study and
explicat,ion of these forms i.n relation to their
material contexts - web of external determinations
and the contribution they nake to the social
reproduction of society and of its patriarchal and
productive forrns.

Grimshaw et al 1980 z 75

Sirnilarly, referring to educational research in general
rather than just ethnography, Apple (1982b : 166) says that
the Marxist tradition rrinterrogates the school with an

interest in uncovering the roots of domination and
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exploitationrr.

These (direct or inplied) demands for the location of
ethnography within a structural theoretical framework draw

their rationale from the Marxist tradition which has always
emphasised Lhe prior necessity of the analysis of econornic
structures in order to understand other features of social
life. The research paradigrm in education informed by this'
tradition insists that, in order to understand and, more

irnportantly, explain what is occurring in everyday life -
sdy, in the school

We reqrrire a theory of the social totality and its
inner mechanisns of reproduction and transforntation,
the effects of which are manifest in the surface
structure of everyday life.

Sharp 1982 : 51

This approach to understanding social life ma]<es strong and

implicit demands on the empirical researcher. In order to
explain hurnan thought and practice, the researcher must use
those theories which enable her to understand and reveal
the rrnechanismsr of social reproduction which are expressed
in peoplers daj.ly lives. Insofar as, for exanple, theories
of cultural reproduction (Bourdieu), cultural production
(wilIis), resistance (Giroux) and ideology (Harris) are
focused on the schoolrs contribution to processes of socj.al
reproduction, such theories will inform rradicall
ethnographersr approach to the fie1d, and fotm theoretical
features of a contemporary rradicalt paradiqu in the
sociology of education.

My research is located within this paradigm. Its premise
of rinformedr ethnography has not only provided a framework
for analysis, but also meant that I have had to confront
the methodological problerns inherent in carrying out
gualitative empirical research within a rradicalr paradigzn.

Although Sharp (1982) and others have suggested which
theories ought to inform rradicalt ethnography, the problern
is how the existing theories are to inforn oners research.
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one must obviously avoid rrdredging rnethodologically
unreflexive data for exarnples of a previously constituted
theorytr while at the same '.-ime developing a theoretically
inforrned concrete account (Grinshaw et aI L980 '. 74). This
problem exists both at the point of data collection in the
field (what to record?) and at the point of writing-up
(what to report?). At these two sites, the rinformedf

ethnographer must do two things at once: fairly and

accurately record and report the subjectsr activities,
beliefs and so on (the rcultural formsr), at the same tirne
as interpreting or understanding these in terns of theories
of the social reproduction of the social-econornic
structure.

This is not to suggest, that because we know the theory we

know what we will encounter in the field. As Wil1is
emphasises, cultural forms are not predictable in advance,
and thus tbeing surprisedf is an essential aspect of
ethnography and theory critique (Willis 1,980 I 90).

But the problem renains: how to select and present data
within an explicit theoretical framework without rover-
determiningt the data. Any novice radical ethnographer in
education wishing to do rigorous research with a political
rationale has surprisingly few places to turn in looking
for help with such rnethodological issues. rRadj.call
sociological ethnographers and theorists in education do
not appear to have been centrally concerned with issues
such as reliability and ra priorismr, unlike more
mainstream interactionists and other sociological
'qualitativeI methodologists. t

tRadical I researchers in education seem to have largely
ignored, or else criticised (Willis 1980) the substantial
discussion within mainstream sociology and socj.ology of
ed.ucation on qualitative research methodologies.2 This
lack of communication (see also Hargreaves 1985) lies in
the rejection by 'radicalr researchers of mainstream
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nethodologists I rrcovert positivismrt - their concern with
neutrality, their distrust of theory, and their
fundamentally rpassiver conception of the part,icipant
observer (see for example, Layder L982 : L10; Willis 1980 :

8e)

lhis focus on critigue of mainstream methodological
concerns has led to a paucity of positive internal debate
about method amongst rradicalr and Marxist, ethnographers
and theorists in education. That is, while they correctly
stress the inevitability, indeed the importance, of a

particular theoretical approach, they have not spelled out
how to apply such theory in the field. When radical
researchers do discuss methodological issues positively,
they are seldom helpful. For example, in his methodology
chapter Everhart (1983) avoids the problem of theoretically
inforrned research in his comment

A rereading of Marxrs earlier writings, especially The
Econornic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 and the
Grundrisse, convinced me of the applicabifity of the
cultural - materialist perspective, which I later
coupled up with Habermasrs writings on cognitive
interests. The fact, that this frarnework emerged two
to three years after the data vrere collected should
allay any suspicions that the interpretive framework
for the study was superinposed on the study while
fieldwork was sti1l ongoing.

Everhart 1983 : 288

Willis is scarcely more helpful with suggestions like
having recognj.sed the inevitability of a theoretical
cornponent Iin observation and analysis of empirical
researchl, it can be used more self-consciously to
::::" 

those areas about which knowledge is incoruplete

Willis 1980 | 91

Without more specific illustration such statements are not
very illuninating for an intending ethnographer concerned
with how to rprober the field and the data through critical
use of, sdy, theories of social reproduction, without being
unwittingly blinkered by the theories and without producing
a research report which presents too tneatr a fit between
the data and the theory.
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In this studyr ily practical- awareness of these problems
only developed well into the writing-up phase of the
research process, with an increasing sense of the
inevitable constraints which writing a coherent fmacror -
theoretical argunent (rather than sirnply presenting a

description) put on the select,ion and presentation of data.

Like most educational ethnographers (Harunersley and

Atkinson, 1983 : 175; Woods, 1986 i 43), I went into the
school with no clearly specific research question - though
firmly theoretically located within a (structuralist)
reproduction framework, and with some knowledge of notions
of ideology and cultural reproduction. I was unsure as to
how these might be expressed via the studentst lived
experience of the school. I asked open-ended questions of
the girls in order to gauge their beliefs and attitudes
about school, and collected data on classroom interaction
in order to understand how rwhat happened in the classroomr
might contribute to the 5 Mason girlsr eventual schooL
failure (which the teachers predicted). In other wordsr Dy

as-yet partially conscious theory, held within the over-
arching notion of social reproduction, r/as that classroon
pedagogical interaction was central to the 5 Mason girlsl
failure (and the 5 Simmonds girlsr success), and thus
ultinately to the maintenance of exj.sting power structures.
(This theory developed later in the writing-up, and
inevitably t lirnitedr the scope of rny research) .

I might have sinply stopped at the point of describing
classroom interactj.on and not made such theoretical leaps.
But any description would of necessity be a selection
within a theoretical framework (Harris L979 : Ch. li
Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). The danger is, of course,
that, in the field and Iater, one unintentionally sinply
selects data that 'fitt or rconfirmr the theory. fn
attenpting to avoid this as an ethnographer all one can do

is to watch for dat,a that do not fit the theoryr or
challenge it, in some way. The fproblernr is that what
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counts as a challenge to a theoreticaL position is also a
theory-laden question. For example, that some 5 Mason

girls do succeed at school, and/or hol,d contradictory
beliefs is not necessarily a challenge to rradicalr or
rmacror-theoretical explanations of class reproduction and

the role of ideology in this process. (fndeed, see Chapter
Five, contradictory beliefs and tatypicalt behaviour and

successes are incorporated as necessary features of these
theories) .

This is not to say that theories of social reproduction are
immune to challenge. Indeed, the therne of ny thesis
develops around the challenge my data poses to any
theoretical assurnptions in IstructuralistI reproduction
theory about, imposed ideologies and pedagogical patterns.

Another example illustrates the same rproblernr of the
relationship between the theory and the data. Later, in
writinglup ny study I used Bourdieurs theory of cultural
reproduction in order to understand the signj.ficance of the
girlsr own control of pedagogical. interactions which I had
perceived and documented in the fie1d. I could have
described the girlsf practice sirnply in terms of, sdyr
I coping strategj.es I in the classroom. But within a
rreproduct,ionr framework the girlsr strategies took on a
further and rpoliticalt neaning: Bourdieu called it
tcultural capitalt. Bourdieuts theory of cultural
reproduction was not simply rrwelded onrr to localised
classroom interact,ion data3; rather, it gave that data
meaning, it directed attention to particular data and it
explained then in a structural context. This inevitably
entails a process of selection in order to form a
structured and coherent research account. Although critics
night rail at the apparent, scope for the researcherrs
construction of reality, it is difficuLt to see how

research, which is always g account, could be anything
else. Furthermore, in order to decide why one rshouLdl

utilise a not,ion of 'cultural capitalt rather than tcoping
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strategiesr to understand the girlst behaviour, one cannot
go to the data for the answer because the data does not
rsuggestr ej.ther coping strategies or cultural capital.
fhe answer lies not in the classroom, but in the
researcherrs theoretical paradigrm. Thus, the task of using
the data to critique rather than to illustrate the
theoretical frarnework-in-use (which provides the meaningful
data) , is problernatic.

I summarise these issues here in order to illustrate the
nethodological rproblemr of doing critical rinformedl
ethnography. fn attenpting to do such research - to (a)

contribute to the critigue and developrnent of theory within
a rreproductionr paradigrm, as well as (b) use the available
theory within that paradigm to understand and explain the
girlst thoughts and practices I arn left in the
'dialectical bindr of having to use a theoretical framework
and sirnultaneously critigue it, analogous to rebuilding a

boat at sea. fhis also involves having to constitute the
rfactsr of rwhat is happening in the classroonr within a

theoretical frarnework which clearly decides how twhat ls
happeningt is understood.

My attenpted rresolutionr of the fundamental tension
between the descriptive nature of ethnography and ny need
as an rinforrnedr ethnographer to situate my research
critically within an explanatory nacro-theoretical
framework has been to be rather harshly selective of
relevant data in my writing-up. This does not mean

ignoring contradictory data, but, it does mean that the
complexities and richness of the girlsr lives must be
partially lost in this process. It also means that the
final account is rtoo neatr .... (Paul Willists attempt in
Learninq to Labour to resolve this tension was to separate
the data and analysis into different sections of his study.
This left hin the problern of providing a convincing
analysis which is not directly integrated with its
evidence. Walker (1984) for example, has argued that the
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relationship between willisrs data and analysis is not
convincing; and Hammersley and Atkinson (1983 t 222) state
that the link between his portrayal of rladr counter-
culture and the analysis he builds upon j.t is rrtenuous at
bestrr. Of course simply integrating into one account the
data and the analysis will not necessarily solve this
problen! ) .

More rigorous attention to rnethod, to looking for
contradictory data and so on would probably have inproved
this study, but this may have been at the expense of
pursuj.ng those crucial macro-theoretical issues and
guestions to which I wish to contribute, and which need
rgroundingt in the concrete world. Despite the
irnperfections in this study, and perhaps because of then, I
have taken Pet,ers I exhortation to educatj.onal philosophers
as being irnportant for myself as a educational socS,ologist:
i. e.

The point is to provide a few signposts for others and
to map the contours of the field for others to explore
in a more leisurely and detailed manner. The
important thing in the philosophy of education is that
sornething should be there to indicate what it is and
t,o provide a determinat,e structure on which students
can train their critical faculties. The philosophy of
education . o. will only develop as a rigorous field of
study if a few philosophers are prepared to plough
premature furrows which run more or less in the right
direction' 

Peters 1966: 8
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NOTES POST-SCRIPT

1. See for example Woods (1985), Yin (1981), Le Conpte and
Goetz (1982), Hargreaves (1985).

2. Such as Glaser and Strauss (L967) McCall and Sinmonds
(1969) Denzin (1970) Spradley (l.,979) etc.

3. Hargreaves (1985) accuses radical theorists such as
Sharp and Green (197s), Willis (L977 ) and Anyon (1981) of
sinply [welding onrr rrmacro-tr theory t,o their data
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APPENDTX TI

rMixedr Ootion Classes: ouantitative Data

This Appendix provides details of the collection of
quantitative data on teacher-student verbal interactions in

four tmixedt option classes where Pakeha and Pacific Island

girls came together in approxirnately equal numbers on

average (see Chapter Eight, p. 422). Due to the fact that
I was atternpting simultaneously to record a range of

classroom activities (as well as verbal int,eraction), as

well as maintain a participant observer status, it was

inpossible for me to record guantitative data for a total
class period, or any predetermined segment of it.' In

fourteen option classes I attended early in the third term

I recorded for'an average of 22 minutes per class lesson,

with each observation tine lasting between 10 and 34

minutes. The classes were Econornics, Accounting, and two

History groups.

I recorded data on the Pacific Island and Pakeha girls
present, excluding Maori and rothert individuals. (fn

total, only 4 individuals feI1 into this category). During

my observation periods I recorded every incidence of

teacher-initiated questions. These were divided in terms

of whether they were directly addressed or noti and whether

they were troutiner or rsubstantivet questions. (rRoutine

questions demanded a short, simple reply, e.g. T: ttlife
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insurance protects you until you ...? rr S' rrDie.rf

rsubstantivet questions required independent thought and

interpretation, e.g. T: rrCan you think of reasons why a

person might not want life insurance?") Although these

questions were not always easy to differentiate clear1y, a

criterion I used was whether or not the guestion could be

answered by rapid reference to the studentrs notes (if so,

it was a rroutiner guestion). Nearly all guestions asked

by the teacher during these classes were answered, whether

correctly or not; and the student first answering a
rgenerally addressedr question was the one recorded as

replying, lf more than one student replied. Interactions
were divided in terms of the ethnicitv of the student

participating.

The rrawr data is summarised in Table 11.

For the whole of each class period f also docurnented the

(relatively infrequent,) incidence of student-initiated
questions and comments. Questions were divided into those

requesting rroutinet clarification or expansion by the

teacher, those asking for the teacherrs tthought outl
response, and those asking for instructions (ttDo we put

that as a heading?t,). Unsolicited student comments or

opinion were also recorded. For data, see p. 429.
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TABLE 1I
verbal Interactions (Teacher ouestionsl in Opti.on Classes

Total Tirne

Lesson Student DR DS GR GS fnteractions (nins)
NAN

(r) t2/7 PI=7 4 3 7 28
Hist.B. P =11 L4 3 3 10 30

(2)22/7 PI=12 I L 4 2 I 11
Hist.A. P =L2 4 2 6 L0 22

(3)8/8 PI=L0 3 1 4 8 33
Hist.A. P=13 6 - 8 40 54

(4) 9/e PI=ll 3 3 34
Hist.A. P =13 2 I 23 33

(5) L5/8 PI=7 3 1 6 10
Hist.B. P=11 2 2 4

(6)L6/9 PI=12 6 2 8 10
Acc. P=9 1 4 5 10

(7) 23/9 PI= I 16 4 - 20 25
Hist.B. P =1I 25 30 I 56

(8) 26/9 PI=ll 5 6 28
Hist.A. P=13 6 - 31 38

(9) 27/e PI=8 1 I 5 6 13 10
Ec. p = 6 - I 2 5 8

(I0) LO/LO PI=13 2 2 LO
Hist.A. P=I2 3 5 3 5 16

(11)tL/Io PI=8 2 1 6 L 10 30
Ec. P = 6 I 1 4 3 9

(L2) L7/Io Pr= 8 -
Hist.B. P=L0 I 1

(13) 26/to Pr=16 s 5
Acc. P=9
(14) 27/Lo PI=8 I 4 - 5
Ec. P = 5 3 2 5

Tota1 : PI: l['i 34 9 37 19
P = tQr 61 14 104 106
Total: 95 23 14I I25

Z of Total PI 362 39eo 26eo I5Z
P 642 612 742 85?a PI refers tc Pacific Island students.

P refers to Pakeha students

30

28

z)
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APPENDIX III

The following is an account of the 5 Mason and 5 Sirnmonds

girlst school achievenent in terns of their passes in the

School Certificate and University Entrance examinations, .

and a summary of their employment status soon after leaving

school:

(I) School Examination Passes

5 MASON

(a) School Certificate

Year of sitting

198 3
papers
papers

1984
papers
papers

attempted
passed

(re) attenpted
passed

Number of Papers
012345

3a
9

TotaL number
of students

19
15

466-
221 2-

I
8

233
17

a Two students, Tanya and Lee,
November examinations.

(b) University Entrance

left school before the

In 1984 four 5 Mason girls entered the sixth form. (Of the

remaining original group of nineteen, two had left school

and the rest returned to the fifth fonn). Of these four,
Naomi. and Noeline were raccreditedr five and four
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Universj.ty Entrance examination passes respectively.

Elizabeth attenpted five papers, Sina attempted three, but

neither passed any examination papers.

5 SIMMONDS

(a) School Certificate

Year of sitting Number of Papers Total numbers
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 ofstudents

1983
papers attenpted I 11 L2
papers passed I 11 12

(b) Universitv Entrance

fn 1984, all the 5 Simmonds sarnple were accredited four or

five University Entrance examination passes.

(2) Enployment

About six months after they had left school f atternpted to
contact each of the 5 Mason and 5 Simmonds gir1s, to find
out rwhat they were doingr. As some of the 5 Mason girls
had shifted from their previous addresses, this was a

difficult task, and sometirnes I had to rely on information

from friends as to the girlst current ernploynent.

The following account summarises the girlsr ernployrnent

situation as on the first occasion f contacted them,

usually about 6-8 months after their having left school.
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5 MASoN (N=I9)

Of the nineteen girls in 5 Mason four were unenployed six
months after having left school: Ana and Linda vtere

spending their tine looking after their farnilies and

relatives, although they were seeking work. Linda briefly'
had a part-tine job in a local supernarket, but she was

fired for theft. Tanya had left her farnily, and had joined

her cousin ron the streetr. Beverley spent her tirne she

said ttwalking aroundtt.

Three girls, Noeline, Elizabeth and Lilly had clerical work

one in a local office (doing 'rfiling, making the tea,

telex and thatrr), and two in the Post Office.

Two had gone on to tertiary education: Donna was at the

Technical Institute doing a secretarial course; Naomi was

at university, hoping to gualify to enter nedical school.

Ruth, Lisa and Martha were working as shop assistants - two

in MacDonalds. Martha had been in a fast-food and a light
retail shop, and was now selling shoes.

Three girls were in production work: Mona worked in a

photograph rlaboratoryr after some months of unemploynent,

Lee and Repeka worked in loca1 assemblj-ng and packing

factories. Repeka also worked as a confectionery counter

attendant in a picture theatre in the evenings.
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Malia and Sina had jobs in the newly-opened Regent hotel

housemaids, Mele had returned to rrthe Islandsrt with her

parents. Despite rny attenpts, f failed to locate Soana

after she had left school.

5 SIMMONDS (N=12)

Nine of the twelve 5 Simmonds girls went directly to
university from school (three had enrolled in Science

degrees; another, Raewyn, was attenpting to qualify for
medical school; Adrienne was hoping to enter architecture
school. The others had enrolled in Arts degrees).

Of the rest, Anne was attending the Technical Institute;
Rebecca (who was training to qualify as a competitor in the

l-986 Commonwealth Ganes) was working as an accounts clerk;
and two gir1s, Sue and Judy, had jobs as shop assistants
(one in a record shop, and one selling books). Both Latter
girls were planning to earn money in order to travel
overseas.
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